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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL OF
THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

TKEAftx:RY Department.
Bureau of the Public Health Service,

Washington, D. C, October 6, 1917.

Sir: In accordance with the act of July 1, 1902. I have the honor
to submit for transmission to Congress the follov.ing report of the

operations of the PubUc Health vService for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1917. This is the forty-sixth annual report of the service,

covering the one hundred and nineteenth year of its existence.

The administrative organization of the bureau has been the same
as heretofore, its field work being conducted through seven divisions,

as follows:

(1) Scientific Research.

(2) Foreign and Insulp.r (maritime) Quarantine and Immi-
gration.

(3) Domestic (interstate) Quarantine.

(4) Sanitary Reports and Statistics.

(5) Marine Hospitals and Relief.

(6) Personnel and Accounts.

(7) Miscellaneous.

The administrative personnel of the bureau during the year has

consisted of the follo-«-ing:

Surg. Gen. Rupert Blue.

Asst. Surg. Gen. A. H. Glennan, in charge of Division of Personnel

and Accounts.
Asst. Surg. Gen. W. G. Stimpson, in charge of Division of Marine

Hospitals and Relief.

Asst. Surg. Gen. J. W. Kerr, in charge of Division ol Scientific

Research.
Asst. Surg. Gen. W. C. Rucker, in charge of Division of Domestic

Quarantine.
Asst. Surg. Gen. R. H. Creel, in charge of Division of Foreign and

Insular Quarantine and Immigration.
Asst. Surg. Gen. J. W. Trask, in charge of Division of Sanitary

Reports and Statistics.

Chief Qerk, D. S. Masterson.
Certain functions of the service are administered jointly by two

or more of the bureau divisions. As an instance, the epidemic of

poUomyelitis (infantile paralysis) which occurred in New York and
elsewhere during the fiscal year may be cited. Through the division

of Domestic (interstate) Quarantine measures for the prevention of

the spread of the disease in interetate traffic were instituted. The
Division of Scientific Research inaugurated laboratory studies and

13



14 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

o]M<ltMiiiolopcal invostifrations with a view to plaining further knowl-

odj;«^ of th(' nature of the thsease and jiossible methods of its pre-

vention or cure. Tlie Division of Sanitary Reports and Statistics

jrathered and pul)hshed currently in the Weekly Public Health
Reports statistics relatin<:j to the occurrence of cases, thus enabling

health officers in all sections to keep informed of the progress of the

epidemic.
Another instance of the kind is the work of the service in preventing

the entrance of typhus fever from Mexico. Measures to prevent
possibl(> carriers oi the disease from entering the United States were
supervised by the Division of Foreign and Insular Quarantine and
humigration. Precautions against its spread in interstate traffic

from the localities in this country where cases occurred were taken
through the field organization ol the Division of Domestic (inter-

state) Quarantine.
Because of this joint supervision of some functions of the service

these operations are discussed in the portions of this report devoted
to the work of the several divi.sions. They are taken up, however,
from the jioiiit of view of the relation of the respective divisions to

the work accomp'ished. In the conduct ot such work the possibiUty

of duplication of effort is eliminated by close cooperation between
division heads under th(» direction of the Surgeon General.

Following the declaration that a state of war existed, every effort

was made to assist the other departments of the Government in their

measures of defense. In accordance with law, the personnel and
facilities of the service were by Executive order made available to

the military forces. The efforts of its sanitary organization have
been devoted largely to problems relating to sanitation and pubUc
health in areas surrounding mihtary establishments and canton-
ments. Numerous sanitary experts have been detailed to the Army
and Navy for special duty, on recjuest of the miUtary and naval
authorities. Statistical information relating to disease prevalence
has been currently suiipliGd to the Counsel of National Defense and
Army and Navy ofncials. Medical officers have been supplied
vessels of the Coast Guard, now operating as a part of the Navy.
Other special work has been undertaken and in certain instances
successfully completed.



SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

As in previous years, laboratory and field invest ijiat ions of the dis-

eases of man and other public-health matters have l)een carried on
during the past fiscal year through the Division of Scientific Research.

For the final three months of the year, the administrative force

of the division was principally occupied with health problems arising

out of the entrance of the United States into the war. The date of the

annual conference of State and Territorial health authorities with

the service was advanced in order to effect a cooperation of these

bodies as early as possible for the sanitation of the country in rela-

tion to war activities. Furthermore, as soon as the location of can-

tonments and training camps was decided upon by the Army authori-

ties, sanitarA' surveys in the vicinity of such camps were commenced
by the service in cooperation \\-ith the Army and the vState and local

h'ealth authorities. Four such surveys were being made at the end
of the fiscal year, and plans had been completed for their extension

to areas near all the camps. To permit of these activities, a large

part of the personnel previously engaged in studies of the pollution of

streams and other investigations was gradually transferred to the sur-

vey work. It was found that previous investigations in malaria,

typhoid fever, rural sanitation, public^ health organization and ad-

mmistration, and pollution of streams were of value in the making of

these surveys of extra cantonment areas, both because of the training

the field workers had previously received and because of the data ac-

cumulated by the service as to the general status of sanitary condi-

tions in the United States. Moreover, work in industrial sanitation

prepared the way for cooperating in the supervision of the health of

employees in industries related to the war. In other words, a large

part of the public health work previously undertaken by the Govern-
ment was of direct use to it in conducting its activities following the

outbreak of the war.

Now that the country is engaged in raising a large army and assem-
bling it at different pomts in the country, the problem of eradicating

or controlling communicable disease is of even more importance than
previously. Antityphoid inoculation and known means of prevent-

mg the spread of excreta-borne diseases will make the question of

typhoid fever less significant than formerly, but the necessity for

usmg every means to combat traclioma, a disease which has proven
to be a grave menace to the fighting forces in all European wars, is

evident. Careful inspection of reci-uits by the military authorities

and treatment of those found to have the disease must be supple-

mented by efforts of health officials to keep the (hsease from being

transmitted from civil to mihtary populations at the cHffeient canton-
ments. Malaria is another disease wliich will reduce the efficiency

of the troops to a great degree unless every precaution is taken. The
great prevalence of tuberculosis in France at the present time makes
the treatment of this disease of singular importance In a war rc-

15
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(|uirinjj: the utili/iition of every resdiirce in order to secure success,

conservation of liealtli, l)oth on the i>art of tlie individual and the

vari(»us cjovornniental authorities, takes its place beside the prohlems

..f raisin<,' armies, producinrr supplies, and transportation. It is felt

that investi;rations of (hseases and sanitary matters should therefore

he continue<l alonj; as broad lines as possible.

Durinjx tlie year a lar<j:e number of such investigations were made
iliroughlhe division, the service using slightly increased appropria-

tions for studies which appeared to be necessary in the light of its

.»ther jniblic iiealth work. In the field investigations every efl"ort was
made to cooperate with State and local authorities to the fidlest ex-

tent possible, and the scientific studies were planned to relate closely

to prol>leirLs of immediate public health importance. For instance,

;is a result of research studies in malaria control it has been possible

to advise local authorities as to the best means of reducing the preva-

lence of the disea.se. demonstrations of these measures have l)een

conducted in a number of places during the past year and have shown
conclusively the effectiveness of the measures. Rural areas, where
mosquito reduction seemed impracticable, have been practically freed

from malaria by the use of screening and quinine, while in more
thickly settled communities it has been possible practically to elimi-

nate the Anoi)lieles mosquito. A record of the results obtained will

be found on page 10.

On account of the continuance of a special appropriation for rural

sanitation, this important work was carried out effectively in a large

number of counties. As it became evident that more assistance from
localities was necessary for the ideal demonstration of methods in

rural sanitation, Congi-ess was asked to make an arrangement by
which the Government would pay half of the expenses of such demon-
stration if the State and locahty paid half. An appropriation of this

nature has been made for the coming year, and it is expected that the
rural sanitation work will therefore be even moie helpful in the future.

Increaserl attention is being given by the service to problems of

occupational diseases and industrial hygiene. It is realized that the
necessity of maximum production during the period of the war
will make this work even more significant and will also have a tend-
ency to increase general interest in the health of workers. The service
is obtaining a large amount of data which will be available to indus-
tries of all kinds in securing proper hygienic conditions.

School and mental hygiene studies have been continued on a
somewhat larger scale. The examination of recruits during the past
few months has indicated the presence in the general population
of a vast iiumber of defects wnich could have been corrected in
childhood if tliey had been known. This fact emphasizes the need of
surveys such as are being made by the service, as well as the need
for systematic merlical examination of school children and super-
vision of their health while engaged in what is really a compulsory
occupation.
The exhaustive survey of pollution of the Ohio River watershed

was completed during the year, and laboratory studies have been
directed toward the further evolution of problems developed in this
prelimiriar\- work, while the field studies have been extended to
mclufle a general survey of the conditions and effects of stream
pollution in the Northeastern States.
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A special appropriation by Congress has permittod the service

to exercise greater control over the manufacture of biological prod-
ucts, and has permitted further development in the work of pro-

ducing standards by which some of these products may be judged.
The above forms only a brief outline of the work done during the

year. The field and laboratory investigations in full may be classi-

fied under the following lieailings:

(1) Surveys of the sanitary condition and needs of extra-canton-
ment areas; (2) diseases of man, including cerebrospinal meningitis,

diphtheria, malaria, pellagra, poliomyelitis, scarlet fever, trachoma,
and typhoid lever; (3) occupational diseases and industrial hymene,
including health insurance; (4) public health organization and admin-
istration; (5) school and mental hygiene; (6) rural sanitation; (7)

pollution of streams; (8) pollution of coastal waters; (9) industrial

wastes; (10) sewage disposal; (11) viruses, serums, toxins, and analo-
gous products. In this report, headings are included for the Hygien ic

Laboratory (at which studies in connection with the field work and
research problems were conckicted) and also for the Leprosy Inves-
tigation Station at Honolulu.

SURVEYS OF EXTRA CANTONMENT AREAS.

The importance of protecting the health of both the civil and the
military populations at this time can not be overestimated, and
prompts the consideration separately of the work of the division

relating to sanitary surveys of extra cantonment areas. It is to be
noted, however, that such surveys are closely related to much other
work of the division, including investigations in malaria, rural san-
itation, public health administration, and sewage disposal. Recom-
mendations are made on the basis of experience gained in work along
these different lines.

At the end of the past fiscal year surveys were being conducted at

Little Rock, Ark., Louisville, Ky., Petersburg, Va., and Hopewell,
Va., but plans had akeady been completed for greatly extending
this work, which was being developed in close cooperation with the
States and localities, as well as with the military authorities. At
the end of the year the foUowmg personnel had been detailed to

this work: Asst. Surg. Gen. H. R. Carter, Surg. W. H. Frost,

Passed Asst. Surg. Paul Preble, Asst. Surgs. C. E. Waller, and H. F.

Smith, Epidemiologist A. W. Freeman, Sanitary Engineers H. R.
Crohurst, J. K. Hoskins, J. A. A. Le Prince. H.'W. Streeter, R. E.

Tarbett, and H. H. Wagenhals, and Asst. Sanitary Engineer C. P.

Rhynus. This force was largely increased early in the present year.

In addition, several prominent sanitarians have been employed as

consulting experts at nominal salaries while actually on duty.

Cerebrospinal Meningitis.

study of cases at saluda, va.

On request of the State health authorities a small epideniic of

cerebrospinal meningitis nt Saluda, Va., was investigated by Passed

Asst. Surg. J. P. Leake in March and April, 1917. Five cases occurred,

two of which died ])efore Dr. Leake's arrival. Improvement i?) the

18643°—17 2
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others was manifi>st following]: tlu> iiso of antimoniiij^ococcus serum

furnishinl hv the State board of health. Tfie local authorities were

advised with in rejjard to the measures to be taken to prevent the

further spread of the disease. ^

STUDY OF CASES AT GREAT LAKES NAVAL TRAINING STATION.

On requc^st of tho Surgeon General of the Navy, Surg. G. W. McCoy
was detailed on June 13, 1917, to investigate outbreaks of cerebro-

spinal meningitis at the Naval Training Station, Chicago, III., in

cooperation with the State and local health authorities, and Asst.

Surg. G. C. Lake was detailed to assist him. Tlie sanitary conditions

oi t!lie station and hospital were reported upon, and advantage was

taken of this opportunity to make laboratory studies of the disease.

Special attention w^as necessarily devoted to the detection of

healthy carriei-s and the length of time convalescents remain carriers.

In the* absence of a speedy test to determine the virulence of cultures

from these cases a highly im]K)rtant ]>roblcm has arisen as to how
long such cases should be" segregated and their effect on the civil and

military nopulation when finally released. Further work along this

hue is inclicated.

Diphtheria.

outbreak in floyd county, ga.

In cooperation with the health authorities of Floyd County, Ga.,

and the city of Rome, Asst. Surg. W. 11. wSlaughter was detailed to

make a studv of an outbreak ot diph(h(»ria and to assist the local

authorities in handling the situation. The outbreak commenced in

October, 1916, resulting in the closing of the schools in Rome and of

many in the county generally. By the middle of November most
of the schools had' been reopened. Only one fatal case occurred

during the epidemic, and a vast majority of the clinical cases were
mild. The service officer made an epid(>mif)logical study ot the cases,

assisted in the taking of cultures, and advised the authorities as to

the best procechu'e in ending the epidemic. This procedure may be
summarized i)riefly as follow^s: .Vll suspicious cases were submitted
for laboratory examination, all clinical or highly suspicious cases were
treated with antitoxin, all homes in which clinical cases occurred

were kept in ([uarantine, two successive negative cultures were
required before release, infected quart(>rs were recpiired to be fumi-
gated, all children in homes in which there were cfinical cases were
kej)t from going to i)ublic gatherings, social intercourse in general

was interdicted or (liscouraged. The success of this procedure is

indicated by the fact that when the work was brought to a close on
December 8 no clinical case existed in the county.

Malaria.

Investigations of malaria have been conducted with headquarters
at the United States Marines Hospital, New Orlcmns, La. Active
charge of the investigations was (exercised by Surg, von Ezdorf until

his sudden death in the field in September, 1916, and in April, 1917,
supervisory direction was assumed by Asst. Surg. Gen. H. R. Carter.
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The staff has consisted of Passed Asst. Surg. R. C. Derivaux, Asst.

Surg. L. L. WiUiams, jr., Sanitary Engineer J. A. A. Lo Prince, Tech-
nical Assistant M. B.Mitzmain, Asst. Epidemiologists T.H. D.Griffitts

and J. C. Geiger, one clerk, one microscopist, and one attendant.

SURVEYS.

In accordance with requests received from State and local health
authorities and other agencies field surveys were made to determine
the nature and extent of the factors influencing the prevalence of

malaria, and to ascertain the measures most applicahle for their

control. Other surveys for special investigations and to ascertain

the progress of control campaigns instituted in previous years were
also engaged in.

The following is a Ust of places visited for purposes of survey or
special investigation, and, in some instances, for educational lectures:

Alabama: Talladega Springs.

Arkansas: Crossett, Lake Village, Brinkley, Montrose, Hamburg, Little Rock,
Texarkana.

Georgia: Points in Tift, Irwin, and Sumter Counties, Brunswick, Waycross, Augusta,
Atlanta.

Illinois: Winnetka.
Louisiana: Crowley, Clarks, Monroe, Baton Rouge, New Iberia, Lake Charles,

De Ridder, Shreveport, Tallulah, Alexandria.
Mississippi: Electric Mills, Cedars.

Missouri: Crystal City, St. Louis, Illmo.

North Carolina: Badin, Roanoke Rapids, Greensboro and vicinity, Lincolnton.
Ohio: Toledo.
Rhode Island: Providence.
South Carolina: Fort Lawn, Stephens Creek, Chester, Columbia, Nitrolee.

Tennessee: Memphis.
Texas: Survey along lines .of Cotton Belt Railroad, Dallas, Waxahachie, Sherman,

Tyler, Lufkin, Marlin, Keltys.

Virginia: Gilmerton, Dennys, Emporia, Wilson.

DEMONSTRATION WORK.

Roanoke Rapids, N. C.—As a result of continued activities at

Roanoke Rapids, the site of the first demonstration of malaria con-

trol by antimosquito measures in the United States, a further reduc-

tion of malaria has been obtained, as shown by the following parasite

indices obtained in October of each year: 1913, 13.75 per cent; 1914,

4.48 per cent; 1915, 3.51 per cent; and 1916, 0.53 per cent. This

represents a reduction of 85 per cent in the last year and 06.15 per

cent since the beginning of operations.

Electric Mills, Miss.—A reinspection of the antimalaria work,
begun in 1914 at Electric Mills, Aliss., was made to determine the

further result of control operations. The following parasite indices

were obtained: 1914, 11.76 per cent; 1915, 3.79 per cent; and 1916,

1 per cent—a reduction of 91 per cent.

Cedars, Miss.—At Cedars, a lumber community so situated as to

make control through Anopheles suppression impracticable, ouinine

was administered for immunization and sterilization, the following

parasite indices being obtained: 1915, prior to control work. 33.6

per cent; 1916, 7.88 per cent—a reduction of 76.55 per cent.

Crystal City, Mo. Reexaminations liave been made of the effect

of antimosquito measures at Crystal City and Festus. The endemic
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|)«rasito iiidrx in 1015. prior to (•••ntrol work, was 5.62 por cent, and

in lOUl WHS 0.9J pov cent a rotluction (»f SH.G.'i ])0V cent. 'Hie influ-

•Mice of this work is woll roprosonted in the reduction of insurance

claims paid for sickness disability on account of malaria: 1915,

S;i.';i0.22 ; 1916, ?61. 66; and 1917 (Jan. 1 to June 20). S6.66.

Emporia, Iff.—A repetition of the parasite index was made at

lOniporia, Va., to measure the degree of control gained by antimos-

quito measures. The index in 1915 was 9 per cent, and in 1916 3

per cent—a reduction of 6S.09 per cent.

Wilson, Va.—In conformity with recommendations by the service,

malaria control work was un(hMlakcn at Wilson, Va. Before oper-

ations, it is stated that no homes were without one or more cases

and in some all occupants were attacked. Five deaths from cere-

bral malaria are said to have occurred during August, 1915. In

1916 but one case of malaria was reported, and this case was said

to have been a relapse.

Dnrionstration v'orl- at other points.—Similar work has been insti-

tuted at Montrose, Ark.; Dallas, Sherman, Waxahachie, and Marlin,

Tex. ; antl along the lines of the St. Louis & Southwestern Kailroad.

COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION STUDIES WITH INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH BOARD.

As stated in the last annual report, a cooperative arrangement was
entered into ^^^th the International Health Board througli its direc-

tor general, Mr. Wickliffe Hose, for the purpose of conducting a

series of intensive demonstrations of malaria control and to study

the relative values of the several control measures. For the purposes

of this work, two localities were selected:

(a) A town unit, at Crossett, Ashley County, Ark., for the inten-

sive study of malaria control through the exclusive use of measures
directed against moscjuito propagation, and

(/>) A rural unit, consisting of a group of plantations in Chicot
County, Ark., in the vicinity of Lake Village, where screening and
cjuinine were employed.

Active operations' were begun in the two units in April, 1916, and
completed in April, 1917, under the direction of a field <lirector at

each unit and under the immediate supervision of Asst. Surg. R. C.

Derivaux.
Cros.^ftt, Ark.- The work included a survey and mapping of Cros-

sett, which is a lumber community of 2,029 population (May, 1916),

a study of the index of malaria prevalence by histories of infection

and blood examination, and treatment of the various mosquito
breeding places by ditching, filling, oiling, etc. No use was made
of screening or quinine. About 10 miles of ditching were carried

out and 1,350 gallons of oil used.
By a compaiisou of the parasite indices taken prior to the begin-

ning and after the tciniination of control operations, the following
measure of gain is obtained: May, 1916, 9.43 per cent; December,
1916, 2.47 per centra reduction of 77.45 per cent. In 1915, 2,502
calls for malaria were made by physicians, and in 1916, 741 calls

were made, a reduction of 70.39 per cent. If the malaria season
alone is con.sidered. the reduction is 82.07 per cent. The per capita
cost of malaria control operations in Crossett, exclusive of those for
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administration and scientific study, was $1.2;i.l, or al)(jut SO. 10 per
montli.

Vicinity of Lalce Village, Arlc.—For the rural control studies, a
group of 10 plantations with an aggregate of about 4,500 acres and
440 persons, 20.7 per cent white and 79.3 per cent colored, was se-

lected. Each house or family was made a unit for control, and pro-
tection was given in one group through the use of carefully fitted

screens and in another through the administration of quinine in

immunization doses (for adults, 10 grains on two successive days per
week). In both groups all malaria carriers were given intensive
treatment for sterilization purposes (10 grains daily for 30 days).

Thirt3"-three houses were experimentally screened and systematic
observations made through the year as to the efficacy of the screening
and the health of the occupants. The average cost for screening per
house was found to be S14.22, of which S8.ll was for labor and S(».ll

for materials. The life of the screens was believed to beat least two
yeai-s. Parallel observations by systematic inspections were simi-
larly conducted in the group of individuals to whom quinine had
been issued and, in addition, in a "negative control" unit of 120
colored pei-sons living on two near-by plantations. In this latter

group, in which a parasite index of 21.84 per cent was obtained, no
malaria control measures were employed.
The reduction for all groups as illustrated by repetition of the

parasite index is shown in the following summary:

Controlled
groups.

Negative
group.

May parasite index
December parasite index
Reduction

Per cent.

16.04
5.58
63.22

Per cent.

21.84
19.23
11.95

Among the occupants of the screened houses alone the first para-

site index findings were 11.97 per cent, and in the second 3.52 per
cent, the reduction obtained being 70.06 per cent.

At the beginning of operations quinine was issued to 69 persons for

sterilization and to 237 for immunization. Among those to whom it

was issued for immunization a reduction in the parasite index of 64.45

per cent was obtained, and to those to whom it was administered for

sterilization a reduction in the numbers of carriers found at the

first index was 68.12 per cent. Among the carriers observed tln-ough-

out the season the reduction effected was 95.17 per cent.

A comparative study of the average costs for physicians' calls and
drugs for malaria, losses of time through sickness, etc., in the groups
in which protective measures were used in contrast with similar

economic losses in the negative control group is summarized below:

Per family loss

.

Per capita loss

.

Controlled
groups.

Negative
group.

111. 21

2.52
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The (let ails of the exporiinont at Crossett and Lake Village and

the results obtained have been embodied in a re})ort and published as

Pubho Health Bulletin No. 8S.

As shown bv the chart on page 23, the results were remarkable.

In fart, so clear were they that the community affected has continued

the work in a highly ' satisfactory manner. Probably no more
definite antimalaria demonstration' has ever been made, certainly

not in America; and if it is repeated (as it can be) in other sections

of the country, the Federal Government will have contributed

generously to the campaign for the control of malaria.

Hamburg, Arl\—In cooperation with the International Health

Board, the service has commenced a second ilemonstration of mos-

quito control, similar to that at (Vossett, at the neighboring town of

Hamburg, the county seat of Ashley County. The results have not

yet been detennined.

EDUCATIONAL MEASURES.

As in previous ycai-s, educational and explanatory lectures have
been tlehvered in* connection with surveys made and conferences

held for the institution of control campaigns. Every effort has been
made to enlist the active interest and intelligent cooperation of

physicians and ])eople in the various conmumities by illustrated

talks, demonstrations and field trips, and, as heretofore, educational

work luus ])ccn carried on in schools in connection with the coUection

of material for determining parasite indexes.

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES.

Infedihility of Anopheles punciipemiis.—h\ a further series of

studies with A. jmndipenms conducted by Technical Assistant

M. B. Mitzmain, 52 specimens were allowed to feed upon blood con-

taining Plasmoclium falciparum (subtertian malaria), and 14 infec-

tions were obtained. In a previous study wuth these species only
negative results were secured.

Distributiuit oj Anopheles and disappearance oj injection.—Addi-
tional evidence has been obtained to indicate that A. quadrimaculatus
exhibits a much greater tendency to invade the interior of dwellhigs

than does ^4. punctipennis, and it is suggested that the more sylvan
attribut<'s of the latter may render its relatiim to the transmission
of malaria of less sanitary impoi'tance. A seasonal study was con-
ducted at the same time to detennhie the approximate date of

disappearance of infected Anopheles under liela conditions. The
last infected example, an A. (juadrimaculatus , was taken on Novem-
ber 15 (at Talladega Springs, Ala.).'

Ejffect of temperature on development oj malaria parasites in mos-
(fuito.—In a series of studies conducted with Anopheles under artifi-

cially maintained low tcmix^rature, inhibition and cessation of devel-
opment of parasites were observ<'d. It is suggested by these results

that intermittent low temperatures may so intiirfere with sporozoite
development as to render infected mosouitoes innocuous at an
earlier part of winter than has been heretoiore supposed.^

> Hrief report published. ( Reprint 393 from Public Health Reports.)
« Report published. (Keprint 422 from Public Health Reports.)
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Flight of A. (i>i(i(lniii<ivuhituft.—In connection with studies of the

relation of the artilicinl imponndhig of watei-s to niahiria, the dist>ance

of lUjiht of ^l. (jinuinnnuiilatus was studied by Sanitary Engineer

I A> PrTnce and Assistant EjiichMnioloj^ist Grifhtts. Attempts were made
to recai^ture previously marked and liberated specunejis. At Ste-

phens Creek, S. C, of i,54o Anopheles taken, 4 were identified; 3

of these were captured at distaiices of 5,565, 3,245, and 2,800 feet

from the liberation station. At Fort Lawn, S. C, about 300 were

liberated on the Catawba River and 3 retaken at a point 3,090 feet

removed. These must have crossed the river (800 feet) at a single

sustained ilight.'

Breeding phces of Anopheles punctipennis and quadrimaculatus.—
Ailditit>na"l data have been collected during the year with reference

to the preferential selection of various types of water for propagation

l)laces by .1. punctipennis and A. quxulnmaculatus.

Studies of screening materials.—For the purpose of determining

the relative lasting qualities of various screenuig materials, an

experunental battery of schmmi frames has been histalled on the

gromids t»f tlie Marhie Hospital at New Orleans.

M.\LAKIA INDEX AND OTIIEli BLOOD EXAMIN.\TIONS.

Blood examimitions have been made in the laboratory as heretofore

for determijiation of the endemic parasite index and for other special

l)urj)oses. 'Vhe following is a list of places from which series of

specimens have been examined for index determination suice July 1,

l'.)16:
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IMPOUXDED-WATER STUDIES.

The investigation of the influence of the artificial impoutuHiig of

water on tiie prevalence of malaria, begun in 1014, lias Ijccn carried

on as heretofore under the direction of Asst. wSurg. Gen. II. K. Carter.

Surveys were made at Parr Shoals, S. C, Blairs, S. (\, Talladega
Springs, Ala., Badin, N. C, Catawba Eiver, Yadkin Kiver, Broad
River, and Stevens (Veek, S. C. These surveys included physical

and biologic examination of the ponds and their collaterals, togetlier

with investigations in the surrounding country to ascertain the

degree of prevalence of malaria.

RELATION OF RICE CULTURE TO PREVALENCE OF MALARIA.

Intensive studies of the relation of the culture of rice to Anopheles
propagation and malaria prevalence were begun during the latter

part of the fiscal year at Crowley and Lake diaries, La.
As in other countries thus far, it has been found that the culture

of rice in the United States is attended by the production of enormous
numbers of Anopheles, but to what extent malaria prevalence has
been influenced has as yet not been accurately determined.

HEMOGLOBINURIA.

Reports of cases of hemoglobinuric fevers were received from
physicians in the States of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas, and two
cases were seen by one of the members of the staff during field investi-

gations in July of 1916. In general, it is believed that cases are

becoming more occasional, probably due to early recognition and
better treatment of malaria.

Pellagra.

At the close of the previous fiscal year the following field investi-

gations of pellagra, under the direction of Surg. Joseph Goldberger,
were under way:

1. A study of the preventability of pellagra by proper diet.

2. A study of the transmissibility ol pellagra.

3. A study of factors influencing pellagra prevalence in selected

cotton-mill villages in South Carolina.

PREVENTABILITY OF PELLAGRA BY PROPER DIET.

A study of the preventability of pellagra by proper diet was begun
in 1914 at two orphanages and at an asylum for the insane. A
preliminary report of these studies was published. (Reprint 307 from
Pubhc Health Reports.) Since the results of these studies aft'onled

clear incHcations of the preventabilit)^ of the disease by this means,
it was found desirable to enlarge the scope of the investigation by
including an additional ward at the asylum and by adcUng a third

orphanage, located at ( olumbia, S. C.
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Tlie results obtained in the second year of this study, completed

in the fall of lOlf). were in stric-t harmony with those of the first

vear. In not a single one of the individuals under observation at

"the orj^hanages or the asylum (Hd pellagra develop either as an

initial or a rtn-urrent attack, in spite of the fact that the disease had

been highlv j^revalent at all of the institutions before the service

opera titms "were commenced. On September 1, 1916, the studies at

the orphanages were discontinued. A final report, including full

details, will be published subsequently.

Bv reason of the greater significance likely to be attached to the

results of studies of pellagra in tlie insane, it was deemed wise to

contimie the study at the "asylum ((Jeorgia State Sanatorium) for at

least anotlier vear. At the close of the past fiscal year, the mdica-

tions were that the results of the third year's study at this institution

\yould in no wise differ from the results observed during the previous

two vears, namely, no new cases and no recurrences. So far as con-

cerns i^ellagra in the wards under control of the service, it may be

stated that the disease has ceased to exist.

TRANSAnSSIBlLITY OF PELLAGRA.

As it is widely held that pellagra is a communicable disease, an
attempt was made to infect a number of individuals who volunteered

for tlie ])urpose by inociUating them with blood, nasopharyngeal
secretions, scales, urine, and feces from cases of pellagra. Six groups
of ex])eriments were made between April 25, 1916, and June 13, 1916,

in which 16 volunteers, including 1 woman, participated. Seventeen
cases of pellagi'a of various types and of different grades of severity

furnished one or more of the experimental material. Tiie period of

observation of the volunteers following the inoculations has con-
tinued through the fiscal year. None lias developed the disease or

any indication of it. A detailed preliminary report of this experi-

ment was published. (Reprint 376 from Public Health Reports.)

RELATION OF CERTAIN ECONOMIC FACTORS TO PREVALENCE OP
PELLAGRA.

A study of factors influencing pellagra prevalence in selected cotton-
niiU villages in South Carolina was begun early in the spring of 1916
with Asst. Surg. G. A. Wheeler in immediate charge.

Tiie villages first selected were seven in num})er, with an aggre-
gate population of about 4,000. Tlie com])lction of the studies at
the or])hanages in the fall of 1916 made it possible in January, 1917,
greatly to extend this investigation by including 17 additional vil-

lages, having a ])()])ulation of over 20,000. During the second part
of the fiscal year there liave, therefore, been under observation 24
mill villages witti an aggregate population of nearly 25,000.

llie selection of the villages has been sucli as to permit of the study
of pellagra prevalence under a variety of contrasting sanitary and
otlier c()nditions. Tlie data being collected relate to peUagra prev-
alence, sanitation, economic status, food availability, and seasonal
variation in food availability. It is planned to terminate the collec-
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tion of (lata by the end of December, 1917. Analyses of these will,

it is believed, bring out fundamentally important facts bearing on
the nature of the disease and will afford a basis for constructive
recommendations for its control and eradication.

SPECIAL STUDIES OF PELLAGRA AT SPARTANBURG, S. C.

The special studies of pellagra which were begun in 1914 at the
service hospital and laboratory at Spartanburg, S. C, have been
continued during the year. Aside from a number of changes in

f)ei'sonnel the general organization for clinical and laboratory studies

las remained the same as described in the annual report for 1916.

The laboratory investigations remained under tiie general super-
vision of Prof. Carl Voegtlin until September 28, 1916, and since

that time have been carried on under the immediate supervision of

Biochemist M. X. Sullivan. On January 5, 1917, the entire work
of the station was placed under the general supervision of Surg.
Joseph Goldberger, while Passed Asst. Surg. R. M. Grimm was
contmued in immediate charge of the clinical work and in immediate
administrative charge of the station.

The clinical personnel of the station has consisted of Passed Asst.

Surg. R. M. Grimm throughout the year; Asst. Surg. R. L. Allen
until January 22, 1917; and Passed Asst. Surg. C. H. Waring since

January 30, 1917. Passed Asst. Surg. M. H. Neill was on temporarj^
duty at the station until September 15, 1916. Pharmacist L. G.
Smith has been continued on duty at the station throughout the year.

The laboratory personnel has consisted of Biochemist M. X. Sullivan
and Food Analyst Kenneth K. Jones throughout the year; Asst.

Biochemist Carl P. Sherwin and Organic Chemist George R. White
until September 15, 1916; Asst. Biochemist Paul R. Dawson since

June 13, 1917; and Physiological Chemist Ralph E. Stanton since

June 11, 1917. Dietitian M. Maude Fauquier has been continued
on duty at the station throughout the year. In addition to the
above there have been employed 2 clerks, 6 female nurses, and 11

attendants.

Glinical studies.—Both hospital and out-patient treatment have
been furnished at the station throughout the year. The treatment
used has been almost exclusively dietary in character. Drugs have
been used only to a very limited extent, and then, as a rule, only to

meet complications.
In the treatment of hospital patients several diets are being tried

out in order to determine the comparative therapeutic values of va-
rious articles of food in the treatment of pellagra. Quantitative rec-

ords of the consumption of various dietary- constituents are kept and
become a ])art of the record of treatment. At the time of admission
of each patient a clinical history is taken and a complete physical

examination made, including examinations of the stools and urine.

Careful semiweekly clinical notes, weekly weighings, and dynamome-
ter tests are made by way of determining the progress of the cases.

It is believed that such records in a large series of uncomplicated cases

of pellagra will be of value in determining a diet or diets which nniy
be of general use in the treatment of the disease.
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The treatment of out-patients has consisted of serving to them at

noon eaih day in the hospital dispensary a \vell-cooked, well-balanced

meal, consisting; of well-selected articles of food, presentino; a consid-

erable variety from day to day, served in generous quantities. For

the most part these patients have presented mild types of the disease

ami have been able to continue at their work during the periods of

their treatment. While this form of treatment can not be recom-

memled as an exclusive therapeutic nieasure, it is found to have a

certain limited vdue in this respect. It has also ])een fimnd that

the introduction of this one meal into the regular daily dietary of

the patients treated in the out-patient chnic has had a very definite

vidue 111 the prevention of recurrences of the disease and it is believed

to have had considerable value in an educational way. The majority

of the patients treated in the out-patient clinic have been from the

families of cotton-mill workers living in the immediate vicinity of the

hospital.

The following tables give the data relative to the patients treated

and relative condition at the termination of treatment:

' Hospital patients.
Number.

Under treatment at the beginning of the year 31

Admitted to hospital during the year 129

Former hospital patients readmitted during the year 9

Total hospital patients treated during the year 169

I >is<lian.'ed from hospital treatment during the year 140

Remaining in hospital June 30, 1917 29

I )ays hospital relief wa.s furnished during the year 7, 802

Out-patients.

Under treatment at the beginning of the year 20

Admitted to out-patient clinic during the year 16

Former out-patients admitted during the year 9

Total out-patients treated during the year.. 45

I )ischarged from out-patient treatment during the year 23

Remaining under treatment June 30, 1917 22

Treatments (meal.si furnished during the year 4, 688

Relative condition of patients at termination of treatment.

Uolative condition.
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Lahorntoni studies.—The work of the laboratory has consisted of

analyses of foods, feeding ex])eriments, and certain metabolic studies.

The work on food analysis has consisted chiefly of a study of the
diet used by Goldberger and Wheeler in the production of experi-
mental pellagra in the liuman subject.* Analyses were made for

protein, carbohydrate, fats, ash, and calories. Proportional quan-
tities of the different articles of food as used during the previous
study were mixed for experiments on fowl. Two distinct sets of

feedino; experiments were made: In the first set a large batch of

the mixed cooked food was dried at 80° C. and kept in storage for

use. In the second set the same kinds and proportional quantities
of ingredients were used, but they were prepared by a different

cook in small batches every two or three days, mixed and used fresh.

These feeding experiments showed that the pellagra-producing
diet was more or less lacking in the antineuritic food accessories.

Beginning about 20 days after the feeding experiments were started,

the fowl began to show marked signs of polyneuritis, wuth spastic

gait, etc., which gradually led to complete paralysis and death. The
administration of the purified "vitamine fraction" of yeast appeared
to alleviate the pol^'neuritis in many cases. Experiments are still

under way as regards the nature of the deficiencies in this diet.

As stated elsewhere in this report the ph^^siological and phanna-
cological action of vitamines and accessory food substances are

receiving special attention by Prof. Voegtlin in the Division of

Pharmacology of the Hygienic LcTborator\^. Feeding experiments
were also made at Spartanburg with breads from various wheat
flours and from various corn meals. The results of these experiments
are now' being prepared for publication.

The metabolic studies have consisted of a study of the chemical
composition and physiological activity of the mixed saliva of indi-

vidual pellagrins as compared with tnat of nonpellagrins. In some
the rate of flow was found to be very slow, in others very rapid. In
no case, however, was the diastatic power totally lacking. As a nde
the sidphocyanate was found to be greatly decreased and the total

solids and inorganic content increased, particidarly in those cases

with increased flow,

A comparative study of the urine of pellagrins for normal and
abnormal constituents, in particular for physiological bases, is now
well advanced.
Some progress has been made in the study of milk and mdk sep-

arates, carried on to determine to what ingredient or ingredients

milk owes its therapeutic power in the treatment of pellagra.

Coincident with the laboratory studies of Prof. Voegtlin while

he was at Spartanburg, a special study was undertaken by him of

19 families in which pellagra had ])revailed and other families in

which no pellagra had prevailed, both groups being in the same com-
munity. These families were ke])t under observation for a year
and the food sup])ly and eccuiomic status in relation to the incidence

of the disease studied. It is ex j)ected that the results of these observa-

tions, together with ])ertinent laboratory findings, will be ])ublished.

» Reprint SU from PubUc Health Reports (Nov. 12. 1915).
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Poliomyelitis,

epidemic in new york and the east.

As was stated in the last annual report, an epidemic of poliomyelitis

appeared in New York City early in the summer of 1916. This epi-

tlemic rapidly assumed alarming proportions. Based upon an oner
of the Secretary of the Treasury and its acceptance l)y the mayor of

the city, the service, in cooperation with the city department of health

and other local health authorities, undertook scientific investigations

of the epidemic in and around New York ('ity.

On July (». 1916, Surg. C. H. Lavinder was directed to confer with
the conunissioner of health of New York City. As a result of this

and other conferences the following were directed to report to Surg.

Lavinder: Surgs. Edward Francis and W. H. Frost, Passed Asst.

Surgs. J. R. Ridlon, J. P. Leake, W. F. Draper, L. R. Thompson,
J. A. Watkins, and G. A. Kempf; Asst. Surgs. H. F. Smith, J. G.
Wilson ^ P. M. Stewart, Epidemiologist A. W. l^reeman, and Technical
Assistant M. B. Mitzmain.

Briefly stated, tlie work of the service included: Epidemiologic and
statistical studies of the entire epidemic in Greater New York and
elsewhere; intensive field. studies of 729 cases in various places, espe-

cially the Borough of Richmond ; investigations with regard to par-

alytic disorders among domestic animals and their alleged relation to

j)oli(»mvehtis in human beings; l)rief cntomologic and rodent surveys
m several places and the collection of autopsy material, both human
and animal, for the Hygienic Laboratory.^
The number of cases in (Ircater New York, according to the figures

of tlie department of liealth, w^as 9,023. The number in the entire

epidemic area was upwards of 20,000. The epidemic spread rather
rapidly over a wide area. The infection was a virulent one and the
mortaUty high.

This epidemic is a notable event in the history of poliomyelitis,

l)eing, in numbers involved, many times larger than any epidemic
previously recorded for this disease. Poliomyelitis as an epidemic
(hsoase seems really to be a development of our own time. Its rapid
and continuous spread with the culmination in an epidemic of such
size has placed this malady in the list of epidemic communicable dis-

eases which demand the serious attention of all pul)lic- health officers.

A report of the entire investigation is in course of ])reparation and
will be pulflislicd as Public Health Bulletin No. 91.

PARALYSIS IN DOGS AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

On request of the State and local authorities, investigation was
made by Epidemiologist A. W. Freeman of the prevalence of an
unusual paralysis in dogs at Little Rock, Ark. History was obtained
of between J.5 and 20 cases occurring in the fall of 1916. mostly in
valuable hunting dogs, but it was concluded that there w^as no valid
reason to consider that the affection had any relation to human polio-
myelitis. In fact, investigations of similarly reported outbreaks in
other places have invariably failed to show any such relation.

p. 62 of this report.
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EPIDEMIC AT SALUDA, VA.

A remarkably heavy infection of poliomyelitis occurred at Saluda,
Va., in October and November, 1916. On request of the State and
local authorities investigation was made by Passed Asst. Surg. J. P.
Leake. At least 9 cases had occurred in a population of 240 within
a period of 30 days. This is a morbidity rate of 3,750 per 100,000,
against the rate in New York for 1916 of 180 per 100,000. Quaran-
tine of the infected district was reconjmended by ]Jr. Leake because
of its isolation and rural character.

EPIDEMIC AT ELKINS, W. VA.

On request of the commissioner of health of West Virginia, Passed
Asst. Surg. J. P. Leake was detailed on January 4, 1917, to investigate
an outbreak of poUomyehtis at Elkins, W. Va. Asst, Surgs. Joseph
Bolten and H. F. Smith assisted him. About 100 cases of the disease
occurred in Elkins and vicinity. A house-to-house canvass of the
city was made to discover abortive and unreported cases of poliomye-
Utis. This is the first time that a community so large as Elkins
(7,000 population) has been surveyed for this purpose by physicians
having experience in the disease, and it is believed that results of
value in future campaigns against the disease were obtained. The
virus of the disease was preserved for purposes of comparison with
the virus of other epidemics. Dr. Leake also made recomm?ndations
for preventing the spread of the disease. As the epidemic took place
in the w^inter, a new occurrence in the United States, the data
obtained, together with a review of all other known winter out-
breaks, have been compiled tor publication.

SCARLET FEVER AND OTHER INFECTIOUS DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

At the request of the department of health of the city of Cincinnati,
Ohio, Asst. Surg. H. F. Smith was detailed in January, 1917, to assist

the department in special epidemiological investigations of scarlet

fever in Cincinnati, to study the obscure epidemiologic features of

its spread in an usban community. Considerable data were compiled,
but this work was interrupted in order to begin the surveys of extra
cantonment areas in the Southeastern States.

Li this connection mention may be made of the preparation of a
report by Asst. Surg. J. G. Wilson in regard to his study of 6,078
cases of infectious diseases of children among immigrants at EUis
Island. The report, which is in course of publication, includes a
description of the uniting, tecluiique, and general management of tlx'

contagious diseases hospital operated by the service at this place.

Trachoma.

tracho.ma work ix appalachiax mouxtaixs.

During the past fiscal year the trachoma work has been conducted
in much the same manner as in the preceediiig three yeai-s. and the
original objects of eracUcation and prevention have been adirered to.
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The oi^anizrttion lias been constantly improved in accordance with

the experience fjained.

One additional hospital has been established at Tazewell, Tenn.

The clinics at this hospital have been hw^^c from the first, and the

number of patients constantly under treatment at the hospital, which

contains twenty-five beds, taxes its capacity.

As formerly,' the hospitals have been used as the centers both for

treatment of "t lie disease and for educational purposes in eradication.

it is very pleasinjj to note that the campaign of education in public

health is having a very decided effect. Good results are noted in the

patients, not only when in the hospitals, but when visited at their

homes by the doctore and nurses in routine district work.

Patients from practically all parts of the United States have been

treateil in these hospitals, and the more generally the hospitals and
tlieir results become known, the more patients are received from a

distance.

In conducting the hospitals due consideration has been given to as

strict economv as was consistent with the accomplishment of the work.

Ixfwoval of hospital-from Uindwan to PihriJlc, Ky.—As the hos-

pital, wliich was established in Ilindman, Knott County, Ky., in the

fall of 1913, had accomplished its purpose at this location, it was
transferred to Pikeville, Pike County, Ky., in September, 1916. In
1913 it was estimated that the trachoma cases in Knott County
were about 10 per cent of the population, but according to actual

canvass of the homes by the doctoi-s and nurses, the county has been
practically cleared of trachoma, and the few remaining cases who
had, for (ine reason or another, not applied for treatment were recog-

nized and left for the county health ofliccr to treat, as well as any other

cnses which might arise subsequently. While this hospital was main-
tained at Ilindman one of the local doctors, the county health officer,

was instructed in the methods of diagnosis and treatment of trachoma,

and he is now thoroughly capable of properly treating any cases

which may subsequently come under his observation.

Pike County provided an excellent house, accommodating 25

patient*^. Hie new location has proved a good one, as is seen by
the fact that the amount of work done is limited* only by the ca-

pacity of the institution. The enthusiasm of the patients and the

people in general has constantly increased.

Ltfects ^trachoma.—While blindness often results from trachoma,
it is now recognized that this is only one, and possibly not the worst,

feature of the disease. We know that it lasts for years with con-

stant irritation and discomfort to the patient, impairing his earning

capacity inid the lighting power of the State, ruining life and happi-
ness of entire families, and finally terminating in total blindness.

After nearlv a lifetime of misery, the patient is often seen dwarfed
in mind and warped in body with the trichiasis, entropion, and other
seciuela; still remaining to harass and irritate the sightless eyes.

ligation of treatment of trachoma to the war}—Now that we are

engaged in raising a large army, the problem of eradicating trachoma
is of even more importance than formerly. The history of every

' An articlp entitled 'Trachoma and the Army: the dangers incident to enUsting recruits affected with
thcdiseaM,*' by Surg. John McMnllen, was published (Reprint 408 from Public Health itcporls.)
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European war shows that trachoma has proven to he a grave menace
to the efficiency of the fighting forces, invalicHng thousands and
hhnding large numbers. In the Russo-Japanese War, trachoma was
a formidable enemy in the Japanese Army, and a large number of

troops were isolated and treated for it. it has also been reported
that an epidemic of trachoma is causing considerable anxiety in

France, the disease having been brought to that country by African
soldiers and laborers.

Armies are originally infected with trachoma from the civil popu-
lation in the areas from which recruits are accepted and carry it

back to the people when men who have served their enlistment or

become incapacitated are discharged. It is therefore very essen-

tial that the eyelids of all soldiers and applicants be everted. If

they are found to be othei'w^ise than smooth and pink, if there is any
redness or secretion, such cases should be segregated and examined
by those trained in the diagnosis of trachoma. An applicant who
is found to be suffering with the disease should not be immediately
rejected but should be given treatment and again examined to de-

termine whether he has resulting visual defects sufficient to debar
him. In this way a case of contagious disease is eliminated, and
probably a good soldier gained. Any case of trachoma or suspected
trachoma detected among soldiers or sailors should be immediately
isolated and given care and treatment until cured, or found not to

be suffering with it.

Serious consideration should be given to trachoma as a health
problem in the environments of the cantonments and military reser-

vations. Particularly is this true in some of the Southwestern States

where the disease is known to be endemic and where it is likely that

trachomatous persons will congregate in the vicinity of military

cantonments.
Report as to hospitals.—The locations of the various hospitals are

in the most infected districts and therefore ol the greatest importance
in eliminating the disease from men enhsting in the military services.

It has been the endeavor constantlv to improve all six of these

hospitals with a view to rendering Better service in the work for

which they have been established. Weekly talks are made to the

hospital patients, and the educational portion of the work has been
continued and improved upon where thought necessary. The
district visits by the station doctors and nurses have been continued
when their services could temporarily be spared from the hospitals.

The total attendance at these hospitals during the year was 18,430

and the total number of individual treatments was 127.914. One-
half of the trachoma cases applying at the hospitals for treatment
were found to have defective vision as the result of this disease.

This impairment of vision ranged from comparatively slight defects

to total blindness. One thousand nine hundred and seven ])atients

were admitted to the hospitals and 1,686 operations performed.
Of this numl)er 442 were performed under general and 1,244 under
local anesthesia. The same difficulty in securing the exact number
of cures effected was experienced as in former years. Patients

once cured and living a long distance from the hosi)ital usually do
not return and the result of the treatment is, therlore, not known or

18643°—17 3
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entered upon the clinical record. It is estimated tliat about 1,500
cures were effected during the fiscal year. The total days relief

furnished was 21,691 and 29,542 rations were furnished at a total

cost at the six hospitals of $8,904.37, making the average cost per

ration S0.30.

Dispensary and hospital treatment, operations, etc.

Jackson
Hospital
(Ken-
tucky)

London Pikeville
Hospital Hospital

( Ken- ( Ken-
tucky), tucky).

CoeDurn
Hospital
(Vir-
ginia).

Welch
Hospital
(West
Vir-

ginia).

Tazewell
Hospital
(Tenn-
essee).

Grand
total.

PISPEKSARV BELIEF.

Did cases, all causes
Old Closes, trachoma
New cases, all causes
New cases, trachoma
Total attendance
Total numljer of t reatments

,

Average daily attendance
,

Cases impaired vision from trachoma..
Cases corneal opacity from trachoma...
Cases blindness both eyes from trachoma
Cases blindness one eye from trachoma
Cases ulcer from trachoma
Cases pannus from trachoma

,

Cases entropion from trachoma
Cases trichiasis from trachoma
Cases photophooia from trachoma
Cases conjunctivitis
Cases glaucoma
Cases trachoma cured

HOSPIT.'lL RELIEF.

Cases reraaininR from previous year
Cases admitted during the year
Cases discharged during the year

,

Cases remaining at close of year
,

Days relief furnished

OPERATIONS.

Operations under general anesthesia
Operations under local anesthesia
Total number of operations

,

3,015
2,291
1,348
299

4,358
4,474

12
178

14
270
275
9

4,126

1,237
888

1,134
243

2,305
2,459

6
130
48
3
22
42
35
29
15

125

1,810
1,474
1,389
351

3,289
3,768

9
297
112
7

. 28
46
169
68
31
138
419

473
460
19

5,859

800
677
9.53

157
1,750
1,764

5
69
33

1

18

473

189

1,830
1,872

5
86
39
1

31

53
20
16

71

469

38

14

216
227
3

2,485

3,189
2,625
1,641
467

5,' 152
14

139
63

2

16

77
21

5

197
700

3

162

10,941
8,428
7,404
1,706

18, 430
19,489

9
899
423
11

57
217
471

205
112
773

2,390
6

713

48
1,8.59

1,852
54

21,691

442
1,244
1,686

Field clinics.—The' field clinics have been continued for the ])ur-

po.se of stimulating interest among the doctors and the general public,

9 being held in various sections during the year. At these clinics

272 operations were performed. About 100 physicians were in

attendance, and these were instructed in the diagnosis, prognosis,

and treatment of trachoma and its sequelae. In the course of the

chnics 2,388 persons were examined and 466 trachoma cases found.
It is hoped that during the next year more of these field clinics will

be lic'ld in the various States wlic.re the work is b(nng conducted.
District v)i)rk.—The district work was conscientiously conducted

by the doctors and nurses and 449 public talks were given to audi-
ences estimated at 21,805 people and 1,227 house-to-house visits

were made. The total number of schools visited was 325 and 11,508
pamphlets, describing the nature and prevention of trachoma, were
distributed.
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Cooperation of States and localities.—Tho States in which the work
is heing conchictod contributod as follows: Virginia SI,200, West
Virginia $300, and Tennessee $495. In addition to the money con-
tributed, the State boards of health have given their thorough coopera-
tion in the prosecution of this work. The local health authorities
have furnished buildings and other assistance.

SPREAD OF TRACHOMA INTO OTHER STATES.

Reports from various sections of the United States are constantly
being received to the effect that trachoma is found more or less preva-
lent and in some instances is proving a serious menace to the public
health of the community and is preventing the children from attend-
ing school. This is an indication that trachoma is more widely
spread than is generally believed. That it is constantly on the
increase is not to be wondered at when the contagious character of

the disease is considered. The work of eradication and prevention
will, therefore, necessarily have to be extended into other States.

TRACHOMA AMONG SCHOOL CHILDREN AT NOGALES, ARIZ.

In an examination of 617 school children for trachoma at Nogales,
Ariz., made unofficially, Asst. Surg. A. L. Gustetter found 20 pupils
with the disease, a percentage Of 3.24, as against 5.05 the previous
year.

Typhoid Fever.

In addition to rural sanitation, which relates primarily to the
reduction in the prevalence of typhoid fever, the following investi-

gations of that disease were made:

epidemic AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

Owing to the unusual number of cases of typhoid fever at Birming-
ham, Ala., in June and July, 1916, the State health department asked
the assistance of the service in investigating the epidemic, and Surg.
L. L. Lumsden was detailed to this duty. He found tliat 451 cases
occurred from June 1 to July 18, whereas the average for this period
in previous years was 113. It was concluded that the e])idemic was
caused in large ])art by ice cream made by one manufacturer, and that
in all probabilit}' the infection came from milk or cream secured from
some dairy or dairy farm outside of Birmingham. Local factors
other than the ice cream, such as insanitary privies, were considered
partly responsible for the outbreak of the disease. Recommenda-
tions were made to the authorities for the purpose of preventing a
similar e])idemic in the future.

EPIDEMIC AT BRUNSWICK, MO.

On request of the health authorities, Surg. M. J. White was detailed
on August 26, 1916, to investigate a small outbreak of typhoid fever
at Brunswick, Mo. He found that 25 to 30 cases liad occurred,
and that the water and factory ice cream were the priucii)al sources
of infection.
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HELATIOX OF TYriKHD FEVER IN PHILADELPHIA TO OYSTERS.

Oil roquost of tho health do])artnuMit of Phila(lo])hia and the

riiitod States Buroaii of Chomistrv. Siir^:. H. S. Oiiniinin<ij was
(U'taiU'il to make an invest ligation of the suspected relation between
oystei"s and eases of ty])hoid fever in Philadel])hia. He was unable
to establish any definite connection, althoufjjh it ap])eared possible

that some of the cases were the result of infected oysters.

TYPHOID FEVER AT VERSAILLES AND BURNSIDE, KY.

On rcHpiest of the State health and other authorities, a study of

typlioid fever at Versailles and Burnside, Ky., was made by E]u-
demiologist A. W. Freeman from April 16 to 19, 1917. In the case
of Marjraret Colle<:;e at \'ersailles, where the cases occurred, it ap-
])eared most ])n)ba])le that the infection was due to the ])resence in

tile kitchen or pantry of tlie college of a chronic carrier of typhoid
bacilli, but the evidence, altliou<:;h not ])()intin,o; to any other cause,
was not conclusive. In the case of Burnside, it was concluded that
the outbreak Avas due to an infection of the city water supply.

EPIDEMIC AT CHARLESTON, W. VA.

In coo])(>ration with the State and city boards of h.ealth, an investi-

<ration was made of an epidemic of ty])lu)id fever occui-rin<:; during
May, 1917, at Oharleston, W. Va. 'I lie study included the collec-

tion of tlie usual e])idemioloo;ical evidence regarding all reported
cases and unreported cases located during the investigation. In
addition investigation was made of the public water su])ply, the
milk sup])ly, aiul tlie general sanitary environment. E])i(lemiologist
A. W. Freeman was in charge of the study, and associated with him
were Prof. E. B. Phel])s and Sanitary Bacteriologist E. E. Smith.
It was concluded that tiu' epidemic was due to infection conveyed
by the city water and that this infection reached the city water
thr(»ugh failure ])roj)erly to operate the filtration and chlorinating
])lants. A re])ort oi this investigation was published.^

Occupational Diseases and Industrial Hygiene.

Studies in occupational diseases and industrial hygiene were con-
tinued under tlie general direction of Surg. .1. W. Schereschcwsky.
Lal)oratory examinations necessary to tlie field stu(Hes have been
c<.ii(hict(>(l in the Maiine Hospital Building at Pittsburgh.

HKAi/rn (onditions surrounding employment OF women in
WISCONSIN.

This study was begun in November, 1915, to assist the Wisconsin
Industrial (Vmimission in obtaining data upon which the hours of
employment for women might be fixed under the State law providing
that such working houi-s "shall not be prejuchcial to their health,
safety, or welfare."

' I'ublic UcMth Uoports, Aug. 17, 1917.
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To secure an idea of the general industrial environment, hours of

labor, and sanitary status of the establishments, there was first made
a survey of the women-employing industries of the State. One
hun(h-ed and forty-one establishments, covering practically every
inckistry employing female labor, were surveyed. The total environ-
ment of female workers was next studied by a special female field

investigator, under the supervision of Passed Asst. Surg. Robert
Olesen. This was followed by a special study of the fatigue curve
in women workers as reflected in the hourly production. Records of

the production of individual operators throughout each hour of the
day were collected in order to study the onset of fatigue. StU(hes
were pursued in 19 departments of 15 manufacturing establishments
by a force of 7 special female field investigators under Passed Asst.

Surg. Olesen. The studies were entirely concerned with piecework
operations, as these are the only kind which lend themselves readily

to such studies. Under the conditions of the work performed in the
departments studied, although signs of fatigue were a})parent during
the day, there w^as no evidence of cumulative fatigue. This was un-
doubtedly due to the fact that the number of hours worked by no
means corresponded to the theoretical factory day, because of time
losses, which were 14.2 per cent in the case of the 10-hour industries..

All time not actually devoted to the. piecework was included in this

percentage.
In the shorter working periods the time losses tended to become

less, being relatively much less in the special case of a group of oper-
ators working in an incandescent-lamp factory on an 8-hour day and
a 45-hour week. It was evident from the studies that the women
worked considerably below the pace it was possible to attain. Be-
sides trips to the toilets, to the dressing rooms, and for drinking
water, premature stopping of work, early washing up, and an inch-
nation to gossip were all responsible for considerable loss of time in

factories operating on the 10-hour basis. From careful observation
the conclusion seemed warranted that these time losses were pro-

tective or defensive measures instinctively practiced by the operators
in order to ward off the accumulation of fatigue.

Because of the facts obtained by a study of the time losses, the
manager of one of the establishments studied voluntarily placed 10-

of the operators in one department on an 8-hour day, with the result

that in a short space of time the operators not only attained the pro-

duction of the 9-hour day, but exceeded it shghtly. So far as piece-

work operations were concerned, the conclusion seemed inevitable

that by efficient management, thus preventing time losses due to the
])reakin"; down of machinery, waits for material, and shortage of

material, as much work could be done in an S-hour day as in a 10

hour day if the employees also eliminated unnecessary time losses.

On the other hand, it seems justifiable to conclude that attempts to

eliminate these losses, so far as tlie longer working periods arc con-

cerned, might well result in a speeding-up process which in the end
would be detrimental to the health of operatoi-s.

In view of the fact that it seems practicable to accomplish by
proper management as much work in an 8-hour day as in the 10-

nour day, the shorter working-chiy must be regarded as advantageous
both to the woman worker and the manufacturer under the conihtions

as they exist in Wisconsin industries.
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HEALTH HAZARDS OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY AND HEALTH OF CHEMICAL
WORKERS.

In 1910 the Public Health Service was requested by a lai-u^e chem-
ical company to study the health hazards in its various plants in

order to make recommcnchitions wliicli would result in the elimina-

tion of health hazarils and assist in maintaining the lu'alth of the

.j)ei-S()imel. Tliis company operates some 22 phuits in the United
States, of which 9 have been studied in detail. Seven of these plants

were devoted to the manufacture of the so-called heavy .chemicals,

wliieh inchide the manufacture of sulphuric, nitric, and mixed acids,

muriatic acid, and various salts. Two of the plants manufactured
coal-tar products such as nitrobenzol, dinitrobenzol, aniline, and
similar products.

In addition to careful sanitary surveys in these factories, the phys-

ical condition of 918 chemical workers was stu(hed by means of

careful physical examination, special attention being paid to the

effects upon health of work in tiie manufacture of nitro and amido
derivatives of benzol. During the course of the study, it was prac-

ticable to make important recommendations to the superintendents

of the various plants to enable them to improve the conditions sur-

rounding the workers.

These studies were carried out by Surg. J. W, Schereschewsky,
Passed Asst. Surg. Robert Olesen, Scientific Assistant Allen R. How-
ard, and Scientific Assistant liarmon West.

HEALTH HAZARDS IN CONNECTION WITH MANUFACTURE AND DISTRI-

BUTION OF ILLUMINATING GAS.

Following the studies of the effect of gas-heated appliances upon
the air of worksliops (reported in Public Health Bulletin No. 81),

the service undertook at the request of the Federal Bureau of Stand-
ards a study of the health hazards connected with the distribution

and manufacture of gas, so that the necessary recommendations for

the protection of workers might be incorporated in a national gas

safety code which was being prepared by the Bureau of Standards.

Accordingly, Passed Asst. Surg. J. A. Watkins was detailed to make
a study of this matter, having obtained f)ermission from one of the

largest gas-making companies in the country to study, from the

liealth standpoint, the conditions surrounding the workers engaged
in this industry. Studies of the health hazards in connection with
the manufacture and distribution of carbureted water gas, the type
of illuminating gas most in use at the present time, have been carried

on since February, 1917. The work had the following scope:

1. Study of all the processes concerned with the manufacturing of

carbureted water gas, with special reference to the exposure of the

workers to heat, dust, and gas poisoning.

2. Special studies of the hazards due to exposure to weather con-
ditions and to gas poisoning in the distribution of gas.

3. Stu(hes of the physical condition of gas workers by means of

physical examinations, and careful hsBmatological studies.
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4. Examination of air samples for their content of carbon monox-
ide, collected in various working locations.

5. Studies of the body temperature of workers in heat exposed
situations.

HEALTH HAZARDS OF TEXTILE INDUSTRY.

The State Department of Labor and Industry of Pennsylvania
requested the cooperation of the service in makmg a study of the
textile industry in that State to the end that a code for the regulation
of the industry from the safety and health standpoints might be drawn
up. Studies of the industry were accordingly begun about March 30,

1917, the field work being in charge of Surg. F. C. Smith, assisted by
Scientific Assistants William P. Bramlett and Lloyd W. Johnson. As
there is a high proportion of women among the textile workers, two
special female field investigators were employed. The cooperation
of the Industrial Disease Clinic of the University of Pennsylvania
Hospital was obtained, and Dr. T. Grier Miller, in charge, was
appointed a scientific assistant on half time, in order to conduct
special studies of the physical condition of workers.
The work, which is now practically complete, has had the following

scope:
1. Intensive survey of a silk mill, a lace mill, a carpet mill, and a

blanket mill.

2. Complete physical examinations of some 350 textile workers.
- 3. Studies of the daily temperature of 440 workers.

4. Studies of the amount of dust in the air of textile mills.

5. Radiographic examinations of workers exposed to organic dust
in the textile industry.

6. Studies of the total environment of textile workers.
7. Extensive suryeys of various textile establishments.
On the whole it may be said that, so far as the textile processes

studied are concerned, these processes present but few hazards to the
health. The results of the physical examination of textile workers
show that the industry per se can readily be conducted so as to be
practically devoid of any essential hazard to the health. On the

other hand, numerous defects in regard to ordinary factory sanitation
were found in some of the establishments visited.

VISUAL CONDITION OF WORKERS ENGAGED IN OCCUPATIONS LIKELY
TO CAUSE EYE STRAIN.

In the last annual report reference was made to studies of vision,

conducted as part of an illumination survey of Federal departments.
As the Federal bureaus employ a large body of employees who per-

form exacting eye work, it was thought that a study of the ocular

condition present in such workers should yield data of interest.

Accordindy Surg. G. L. Collins was detailed to make these studies, a
room in the Treasury Building being fitted with the equipment neces-

sary to make complete eye examinations. Representative <n-oups

from the Treasury Department, the Bureau of Engraving and Print-

ing, and the Governmeat Printing Ollice were carefully examined
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iuul full records made of the oeular coiulitions found. During the

fiscal year 502 such examinations were made, bringing the total to

about" 1.500.

The si-ope of the study has now been amplified by studying the

cfTect in different cities of various occupations on the eyes of workers
and the incidence of eye tests in different industries.

HYGIENIC CONDITIONS OF SHOP I.IOIITIXG.

At the reciuest of the Wisconsin Industrial Commission, the service

undertook a study of the hygienic conditions of illumination in work-
shops in the State, special attention being paid to industries engtiged

in supjilying the Government with war materials. Assistant Phys-
icist Davis II. Tuck was detailed to this work.
The general scojie of the study consists in careful illumination sur-

veys 01 various industrial establishments by means of photometric
measurements in various working locations; studies of the arrange-
ment of working j)lancs, with reference to sources of light; studies of

glare effects and other impediments to easy vision, arising either from
defects in the illuminating system or from peculiarities of the indus-
trial process considered, followed by recommendations for the cor-

rection of existing defects. This work was begun May 14, and so far

complete surveys nave been made in three establishments. It is worth
noting that as a result of these surveys extensive changes have been
made in the illuminating conditions in these plants.

CHILD-LABOR PROBLEMS IN RELATION TO THE HEALTH OF MINORS IN
MASSACHUSETTS.

In the studies of child-labor health problems in Massachusetts, the
cooperation of Asst. Surg. M. V. Safford with the Massachusetts
State Board of Labor and Industries has been continued. The results

of an investigation of health conditions among male minors employed
in tlu' cotton mills was published in August, 1916, as Public Health
Bulletin No. 7S. Prejjarations had been made l)y the State board of

labor and industries i^or a similar investigation in the rubl)er manu-
facturing industry under the personal direction of Asst. Surg. Safi'ord,

i)ut the work was interrupted by his detail to New York City during
the sunnner for duty in connection with the poliomyelitis epidemic.
His cooperation with the State authorities has been virtually con-
fined to consultations with the boai'd of labor and industries regard-
ing actual situations in which the health of minor employees has been
involved.

MINE SANITATION.

Investigations of the occupational diseases of the mining industry
and of mme sanitation, conducted in cooperation with the Unite(i
States Bureau of Mines, were continued during the last fiscal year.
The rcpc»rt of the prevalence of miners' consumption and tuberculosis
among miners in the Jopiin district was published as Public Health
Bulletin No. 85.

Bnite (Mont.) difiirict.—The investigation of the prevalence of
miners' consumption among the miners of the Butte district, begun in
May, 1916, is still being carried on.
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Tile Butte mines are large and deep, and it has become evident tliat

the incidence of miners' consumption is influenced not only directly

by the amount of siliceous dust present, but also indirectly b\' the higK
temperatures and high humidity underground together with lack of

adecjuate ventilation. The scope of the underground investigation

was therefore extended to include these and any other factors that
might affect the health of the miners.
An office for the physical examination of miners was established in

the central part of Butte, in cooperation with the Butte Antitubercu-
losis Society. About 1,000 miners have been examined during the

year. Statistics of these examinations have not yet been compiled,
but it appears that miners' consumption is prevalent, though clinically

it does not seem to be as aggravated in foi-m as that seen in the Joplin
district. Visiting nurses are employed by the Butte Antituberculosis

Society, and these in the course of their work record the living and
housing conditions among miners' families. It is expected later to

combine with this public health and antituberculosis work the

activities of the school nurses and the medical supervision of school

children.

HEALTH IXSURANCE.

Tlie investigation of health insurance was continued by Surg. B. S.

Warren and Statistician Edgar Sydenstricker. In addition to the

study of existing and proposed health-insurance systems, collection of

data from establishments operating sick benefit funds was continued.
The work for the year was planned after conferring with the Commis-
sioner of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, in order to avoid
duplication of activities, and during the j'ear frequent conferences

were had with Mr. Boris Emmet, assigned to this work by the Commis-
sioner of Labor Statistics.

Data have been collected from about 622 establishments. Of
these, 450 paid cash benefits only, 147 furnished medical and surgical

relief, and 25 combined the two. Attention has been centered on the

first group.
Owing to the fact that the health-insurance systems proposed in this

county provide for a waiting period of three days, tabulations have
been completed for all of the fmids which had this waiting period.

Nineteen such funds were found, 15 of which reported for the three-

year period 1914-1916. The funds had an average of about 215,000
employees with a membership of about 155,000. Membership was
not compulsory. The results appear in the following table:

Benefit associations having a three-day waiting period before cash benefits are paid—
Summaryfor the three years 1914, 1915, and 1916.^

Num-
ber of

com-
panies
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About 90 ]ior coiit of the membership shown iu the above table was

among funds which limited their beneiit ])eriod to 52 weeks. Where
it was possible to ascertain the proportion wliich the amount of

benefit paid bore to the wage it was fomid that the cash benefit ranged

fri>m one-half t(^ one-third of it.

The results of this study have been very encouraging, the coopera-

tion of all the establishments, except one, being most gratifying.

Wlien the desirability of continuing the collection of the data along

more intensive lines became apparent, ])roposals in this respect were

made to several of the esta])lishments, and their physicians ])romiscd

(•oo])cration. Accordingly plans have been prepared for the collec-

tion of morbiditv and mortality statistics of industrial establishments

willing to cooperate with the service. It is proposed to secure from

such establishments information relating to the age, sex, and occupa-

tion of all employees, and the cause, date ol onset, length of disability,

and result of all sickness and nonindustrial accidents occurring

therein.

Public Health Organization and Administration.

In cooperation with State and local health authorities, studies of

the organization and administration of health departments were
continued. Surveys were made by Surg. Carroll Fox in the city of

Binningham and the county of Jefferson, Ala.', the State of Colo-

rado,- South Bend, Ind.,^ Piqua* and Springfield,^ Ohio, Quincy, 111.,'

and Richmond, Va.," and by Surg. G. B. Young in the cities of Kansas
City, Mo., and Charlotte, N. C. Detailed recommendations were
made to the authorities in the course of the surveys, and either the

final report of tiie studies was published or a typewritten copy of it

was suomitted to the authorities. In addition to the surveys a

special study of county health orgainzation is being conducted in

Edgecombe County, N. C.

So far systematic studies along this line have been made in the

following States:

Colorado. Maryland. Nevada.
Florida. Ma.ssachusett8. North Dakota.
Illinois. Minnesota. Washington.
Kansas. Nebraska. West Virginia.

and in the following cities

:

Baltimore, Md. Kansas City, Mo. St. Joseph, Mo.
Birmingham, Ala. Lexington, Ky. St. Paul, Minn.
Bowling <;reen, Ky. Minneapolis, Minn. South Jiend, Ind.
Charlotte, X. C. Piqua, Ohio. Springfield, Ohio.
Chicago, 111. Quincy, 111. Toledo, Ohio.
Columbia, S. C. Richmond, Ind. Winston-Salem, N. 0.
Hopewell, Va. Richmond, Va. Youngstown, Ohio."

' Report published. fReprint 375 from Public Health Reports.)
'licport published CReprint 38.3 from Public Health Reports.)
•Report published in Public Health Reports of May 2.5, 1917.

Report publlshe<l in Public Health Reports of June 22, 1917.

'Report publi.shed. (Reprint 417 from Public Health Reports).
'Report published, f Reprint 427 from Public Health Reports).
' i'ldi-i-y. an' li.sud in the order in which the surveys were made. The survey of Richmond, Va., was dis-

continued U-loH' completion owing to the detail ol Surg. Fox as sanitary adviser to the Surgeon General's
Otfloc, Navy Medical < orr^s.

' See p. 44 for list of counties and cities where brief surveys were made in connection with the special study
of county health organization in Edgecombe County.
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A large amount of data as to laws and ordinances governing health
departments, organization of such departments, epidemi(jlogical

activities, methods as to registration of births and deaths, sewage
disposal, water supply, administration of laboratory, medical inspec-

tion of schools, communicable disease activities, food inspection, and
appropriations and finances have been secured. Knowledge of

existing conditions in regard to these matters enables the service

officers to point out to each State or city surveyed what im-
provements in public health organization and administration will

be productive of the best results. Emphasis is laid on two funda-
mental necessities: (1) the employment of properly qualified, full-

time health officers for every community, whose term of service

should depend upon their efficiency; (2) appropriations sufficiently

large to conduct efficient health work. Included in each report are

a number of recommendations dealing with specific problems pre-

sented by the situation in the State or city surveyed. The informa-
tion obtained has been of assistance to the service in surveys of cities

near cantonment areas (see p. 17).

STUDY OF COUNTY HEALTH ORGANIZATION.

For the purpose of working out principles of public health organi-

zation and administration which are feasible of adoption in county
or municipal public health work, Asst. Surg. K. E. Miller was detailed

to make a study of county health work in Edgecombe County, N. C,
serving in the capacity of acting health officer.

Surveys of local Jiealth organization and administration.—Asst. Surg.

Mifier commenced his study on January 3, 1917, and before going to

Edgecombe County, made brief surve3"s of the following counties, in

some cases studjing also municipal health organization: Norfolk,

Va.; Walker and Tuscaloosa, Ala.; New Hanover, Robeson, Guild-

ford, Davidson, Vance, Wilson, and Durham, N. C; Greenville and
Richland, S. C; and Jefferson and Mason, Ky. It was found that

one of the neatest hindrances to the efficiency of the health officer's

work was the almost universal lack of office help and office regime.

A large amount of data was obtained which was later found applica-

ble to the situation in Edgecombe County. An attempt was also

made to obtain expressions of opinion as to cooperation in health

work between the county. State, and Federal autnorities.

Preliminary survey of Edgecombe County.—A preliminary survey in

Edgecombe County indicated that the county from the standpoint of

health organization and administration was average, but that there

was a stronger sentiment in this county than in many others for pro-

gressive health work. It was found that the matter of quarantine
constituted an emergency and that in general the problems were the

same as those of counties similarly located.

Intensive study in Edgecombe County.—The county health work
under Asst. Surg. Miller was begun about March 1, 1917. The bulk
of the w^ork up to the end of the fiscal year was educational, 50 pub-
lic meetings having been held, with a total attendance of over 1 ,500

people, 45 articles supplied to newspapers, several thousand letters

sent to individuals, and two baby welfare weeks held, one for the
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w liito and ono fi)r tho tH)l()red. A new sot of lii'alth laws for tho county
wtis drawn up and adoi)tod, their onforoonuMit nuH'tiiiii' with a satis-

factory (U\irrco of success. Cloan-up canii)ai,i>;ns were conducted in

four of the live priiu'ipal towns in tlie county. This work will be
contuuied, special emphasis lieing placed uj)on (piarantine of dis-

eases, school inspection, hvii'iene and sanitation, and educational

work in the county.

COOPEKATIOX WITH INDIAN SERVICE.

As in the past, examinations of specimens to aid in the diagnosis

of conmiunicahle disease have been made at the service laboratories

for physicians of the Indian Service. The work iiu-ludos ordinary ex-

aminations and tests of a bacteriological nature.

Antityphoid vaccine is furnished through the Hygienic Laboratory
to the blhcc of Indian AfTaii-s on request.

COOPERATION WITH HAWAIIAN AIJ rilORITIES.

A great deal of field and laboratory work has been performed at

the leprosy investigation station for the Hawaiian authorities, among
which may be mentioned examination of a large number of leper

sus|)ects and of 1 ,734 persons arriving from the Orient to see if they
wore infected with the s))irullum of cholera; examination of samples
of blood for Wassermann or Widal reacti(ms, swabs for diphtheria,

samples of condensed milk and carbonated water supposed to have
caused outbreaks of disease; investigation of typhoid fever out-

breaks at Honolulu and Hilo and an outbreak of anthrax among beef
cattle at (iiflerent points on the islands; inspection of a large area of

wot lands lu'ar Honolulu as to its eft'ect on health; and cooperation
in drawing u]) a revised code of sanitary laws for tho Territory.

COOPERATION WITH PORTO RICAN AUTHORITIES.

At tho re(|uest of tho governor of Porto Rico, Surg. W. W. King
was dotaih'd on Soptombor 2'), IDlo, for duty with the Institute of

Tropical Medicine and Hygiene of Porto Rico. This detail was in

addition to his duty as chief (luarantine officer for Porto Rico.
The institute is an organization of the Govi^rnment of Porto Rico

for the study of diseases of that country and climate, and is com-
posed of physicians with special experience in such lines.

Skin diseases.—Dr. King has continued his studies on tropical
skin diseases, and an article entitled "Some observations upon the
skin diseases (jf Porto Rico," published in the July, 1917, number
of the Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, deals with this subject.

Dengue.- 'V^'i) articles on dengue have beiMi published in the New
Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, February, 1917, entitled "The
epidemic of dengue in Porto Rico, 1915," and "The clinical types of
dengue in the Porto Rico opidemic of 1915." Further stuclies on
dengue, particularly dealing with certain blood changes, arc in prog-
ress but not yet fomploted.
Some data have been colloctcHl on such diseases as malaria, lilariasis,

meningitis, intestinal infections, etc.
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ASSISTANCE TO HEALTH AUTHORITIES OF KENTUCKY AND MISSISSIPPI.

At the request of the State health authorities of Kentucky, Passed
Asst. Surg. H. E. Hasseltine was detailed on February 17, 1917, to

confer with these authorities and to give advice in regard to the

inauguration of a State-wide system of Wassermann examinations
in the bacteriological laboratory of the State board of health. Dr.

Hasseltine was at the laboratory of the State health authorities.

Bowling Green, Ky,, on February 26 and 27, and from March 12 to 1 7.

On request of the State health authorities of Mississippi, Dr. Has-
seltine was directed, while on the same detail, to advise with them in

regard to the manufacture of typhoid vaccine. He gave instruction

to the laboratory force of the Mississippi Hygienic Laboratory in the
manufacture and testing of typhoid vaccine from March 1 to 11.

During this time one lot was made under his personal supervision,

and sterility and potency tests were commenced. At the ])resent

time, the entire output of the State laboratory is tested by the

Hygienic Laboratory of the service before release, thus providing a

central check on this activity.

SANITARY SURVEY OF ESTABLISHMENTS UNDER NAVY AT CHARLES-
TON, W. VA.

On request of the Navy Department, a sanitary survey of Charles-

ton, W. Va., was made, with special reference to the armor plant and
other establishments under the Navy. Comprehensive reports, with
recommendations, were made to the Navy Department, covering in

particular water supply, sewerage, sanitary administration, milk and
food supplies, communicable diseases, vital statistics, housing, and
conditions in territory around Charleston. The study was under-
taken by Epidemiologist A. W. Freeman, following an investigation

of tyi)hoid fever at this place (see p. 36), and at the end of June, 1917,

Prof. E. B. Phelps was detailed to make a study of the water supplies

and sewage disposal in relation to the proposed establishments of tlie

Navy. This latter study was likewise the subject of a full report,

copy of which was submitted to the Secretary of the Navy.

School and Mental Hygiene.

Extensive investigations of school and mental hygiene were con-

tinued under the direction of Surg. Tahaferro Clark, and the year was
marked by an increasing po]Hilar interest in the supervision of the

physical and mental health of school children, as indicated by requests

for information or for assistance in making surveys. Furthermore,
physical defects found among men called to the national defense have
served to emphasize the need for such surveys by showing that the

defects observed among children in the course of these surveys have
to a large degree remained uncorrected. Increasing attention is

being given to the high ]>ercentage of feeble-mindedness and the con-

siderable number of insane or potentially insane children without
intelligent mental prophylaxis.
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BOSTON PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

Oil invitation of the director, an officer was detailed to make, dur-

ing ehily and August, 1916, a study of the methods of diagnosis, treat-

ment, and ]H-evention of mental "disorders practiced in the Boston

Psychoi>athic Ilosjiital, in order to ado^H such of them as were appli-

cable to the work of tlie service. It is felt that advice, discipline, and
training suitable to the needs of children potentially insane will save

many of them from an ultimate mental l)reakdown, if such cases are

recognized during school age, and that advantage should be taken of

every opjiortunity to study the methods of other agencies con-

cerned in mental prophylaxis.

MENTAL STATUS OF INMATES OF FOUR COLORADO INSTITUTIONS,

On request of the Colorado Survey Committee of State Affairs and
the Colorado Committee on Provision for the Feeble-minded, a mental
examination of the inmates of four State institutions was made by
the service during August and September, 1916.

State institution for mental defectives.—Of the 80 inmates of this

institution, 28 boys (68 per cent) and 24 girls (61 per cent) were
found to be of such low mental development that neither educa-

tional or vocational training c(mld l)e successfully applied to them.

State industrial school for girls.—Of the 119 girls in this institution,

IS (15.1 per cent) were retarded and 9 (7.55 per cent) were definitely

feel)le-minded.

State industrial school for hoys.—Of the 274 boys examined in this

institution, 73 (23.7 per cent) were found to be retarded and 25

(9.1 per cent) feeble-minded.

State hoiiie for dependent and neglected children.—Of the 250 inmates
of this institution, 23 were retarded and 21 feeble-minded. Six

exhibited cliaractcristics of mental maladaptation which, if uncor-

rectcfl, would later result in antisocial reactions.

Conclusion.—These investigations have shown tluxt Colorado has
not made adequate provision for the care and training of mental
defectives.

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL STATUS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN IN NASSAU
COUNTY, N. Y.

On request of the New York State health and educational author-

ities, the service conducted from October through December, 1916,

a survey of the mental condition of selected groups of school children

in Nassau Cttunty, N. Y., as a part of a general mental survey under-
taken by tlie National Connnittee for Mental Hygiene. A study of

the physical condition of this group and of the sanitation of the

schools attended by them was included.

Of the 1 309 boys and 1,191 girls examined in 12 schools, 23 boys
and 16 girls (1.56 per cent) were feeble-minded; 8 boys and 2 girls

exhibited nu-ntal maladaptation and antisocial tendencies; 1 boy
and ] girl <'\iiibi(ed well (U'lined psychotic symptoms; 1 girl was
epileptic; 12 boys and 2 girls were probably feeble-minded; and 59
boys and 57 girls (4.6 per cent) were mentally retarded.
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Uncorrected and, in some instances, unrecof^nizcd pliysical defects
were observed in such numbers as further to strengthen the impres-
sion created in the course of similar surveys that the part-time
medical services of a practicing physician are inadequate properly
to supervise the health of any large body of school cnildren.

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

On request of the local school authorities, an investigation of health
administration in the public schools of Framingham, Mass., was
conducted durin^ February, 1917. These studies, advisory in char-
acter, were principally for the purpose of securing to the community,
through improved methods, a maximum benefit from health super-
vision of school children. Specific recommendations were made to
the authorities and adopted practically in toto.

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL STATUS OF RURAL SCHOOL CHILDREN IN
DELAWARE.

New Castle County.—The studies of the mental status of rural

school children in New Castle County, begun in 1916,^ have been
supplemented by a physical examination of the children in these
schools and a sanitary survey of the buildings occupied by them.
During the survey, January i to April 10, 1917, 3,115 rural school
children were examined physically and the sanitary condition noted
in the case of 95 rural school buildings, containing 155 classrooms.

Sussex County.—The investigation of the prevalence of feeble-

mindedness in the school population has been extended to Sussex
County.
One hundred and fifty four white and 32 colored schools were

visited. Of the 6,004 white children inspected, 46 boys and 21
girls (1.1 per cent) were feeble-minded, and of the 855 negro children
inspected, 13 boys and 16 girls (2.95 per cent) were feeble-minded.
Of 67 feeble-minded white children recorded 9 boys and 1 girl

(6.7 per cent) had been "placed out" in Delaware homes by outside
agencies. This practice has resulted in a material increase in the
number of feeble-minded children in the county, the potential results

of which may be of far-reaching and disastrous effect, and shows
the necessity for the determination of the mental and physical
status of such children prior to commitment to private homes.

MENTAL STATUS OF INMATES OF COUNTY ALMSHOUSES IN DELAWARE.

Sussex County Almshouse.—A study to determine the mental
status of the inmates of Kent and Sussex County almshouses was
undertaken to show primarily the need of a special institution for
the care of the feeble-minded. Incidentally these studies likewise
show a distinct relationship between dependency and feeble-minded-
ness. Of the 36 inmates of this institution (21 white; 15 negro) but
3 were of normal mentality, 19 were feeble-minded, and 11 wore
insane. This institution is without inodern equipment for the care

» Report published (Reprint 377 from Public Health Reports.)
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of the sick. The iunuites not only havo irregular medical attention,

but are practically without supervision.

luni Coindi/ Almshouse. Oi IS wliite males, 5 were feeble-minded;

of 12 white females. 7 were feel)le-minded; of 8 nei2;ro males, 4 were
feeble-minded and one doubtful; of 11 negro females, 9 were feeble-

minded. Nine white adults were suffering from a psychosis. In
other words, of 49 inmates only 14 were normal mentally. The
sexes were segregated in this institution, and some attempt to super-

vise them was observed in the employment of a matron. There are

no modern facilities for the treatment of the sick.

The connnitment of the insane and the feeble-minded to county
almshouses is a relic of the dark ages and should not be tolerated in

any enlightened State.

COMMUNITY INVESTIGATIONS OF FEEBLE-MINDEDNESS, SUSSEX
COUNTY, DEL.

Supplementing investigations of mental status of rural school

children in Sussex County, Del., the service has diagnosed cases of

susj)ected feeble-mindedness observed by the Children's Bureau
in their social survey of the general population of this county.
Eighty white families were visited and 110 suspected feeble-minded
pei-sons examined, of which 85 (77.2 per cent) were definitely feeble-

minded. Forty-two negro families were visited and 73 suspected
feeble-minded persons were examined, of which 57 (78 per cent) were
feeble-minded.

In this survey 0.4 per cent of the white population of the county
was found to be feeble-minded, whereas in the school survey 1.1

per cent of the wliitc-school population and 0.96 per cent of the
general white population between 5 and 20 years of age were found
to be feeble-minded. In the total negro population 1 per cent and
between the ages of 5 and 20 years 1.9 per cent were found to be
feeble-minded.

It was found that:

1. An examination of the school population W'as a satisfactory
method for determining the prevalence of mental defectives in the
county at large.

2. The percentage of feeble-mindedness in the school population
approximated that in the general population from 5 to 20 years
inclusive, where the school attendance was not less than 80 per cent
of the total enrollment.

3. The percentage of mental defectives in a school population with
an attemhmce of 80 per cent of the enrollment was double that of

the general j)opuhition.

4. The innnber of feeble-minded males was greater than tliat of
feeble-minded females in both the school and the general population.

MENTAL STATUS OF BOYS OF NATIONAL JUNIOR REPUBLIC.

On request of the superintendent, mental examinations were again
made (May, 1917) of boj-s admitted to the National Junior Republic.
Anna|)ohs Junction, Md. During the past three years 100 "citizens"
of the republic have been examinee!, of which 25 per cent were
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mentally rotardetl, 11 per cent feeble-minded, 4 per cent possibly

feeble-minded, 3 per cent homosexual, and 6 per cent with psycho-
pathic personalities. The unusually high percentage of feeble-

mindedness observed in this school is due to the number of feeble-

minded among the delinquents sent by the juvenile courts of Mary-
land and the District of Columbia. The former has inadequate
facilities for the care of the feeble-minded, the latter none.

SANITARY SLTIVEY OF PUBLIC-SCHOOL BUILDINGS, MARLBORO
COUNTY, S. C.

On request of the State board of health, a sanitary survey was made
of the public-school buildings and grounds of Bennettsville, Clio,

McColl, and Tatum, Marlboro County, S. C, April 30 to May 2, 1917.

It was found that at all of the schools the grounds, though of ample
size, were without apparatus and were utilized but little for regulated

outdoor physical exercises. The heating and ventilation systems of

the schools needed improvements, the toilet, privy, and lavatory
facilities were unsatisfactory, and due regard for hygienic principles

had not been observed in the equipment, decoration, and illumination

of classrooms. Specific recommendations were made to the au-
thorities.

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL STATUS OF CHILDREN IN PELLAGROUS
COMMUNITIES.

In connection with pellagra studies in certain cotton-mill villages

of Spartanburg County, S. C. (see p. 29), physical and mental exam-
inations of the children in these communities were commenced (at

Cowpens, Apr. 13, 1917) for the purpose of comparison with children

of nonpellagrous communities, and to study the influence of dietary

conditions on nutrition in children in pellagrous communities. By
June 30, 1917, 2,534 children had been examined. For the purposes

of publication, data from this investigation -vstU be compiled in a

report with similar data from other localities.

COOPERATION WITH MARYLAND STATE BLTIEAU OF LABOR AND
STATISTICS.

In cooperation with the Maryland State bureau of labor and
statistics, tests of mental development .of children applying for

permits for employment in industrial occupations were made by
Surg. J, A. Nydegger from January 25 to May 15, 1917.

Rural Sanitation.'

intensive county surveys.

Special studies of and demonstration work in rural sanitation were
continued under the direction of Surg. L. L. Lumsden. The sanitary

surveys of Floyd County, Ga., Greenville County, S. C, Obion

See also "Disinfection of human excreta" in the report of the Hygienic Laboratory, p. 67,

18643°—17 4
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(\»untv. TiMin.. ami Tuscaloosa County. Ala., roforrod to on page 67
of tholast annual report, wore conijileted during the year, and sanitary

surveys were begun in (^lay County. Miss., Cundierland County, 111.,

Hill County. Tex.. Okmulgee County, Okla.. and Mason County, Ky.
The ^vork was eomnleted in Clay and Cumberland C\)unties, but was
^till in progress in llill. Okmulgee, and Mason (^ounties at the end of

tiie fiscal year. The oflicers in nnmediate charge of the surveys were:
Asst. Surgs. W. II. Slaughter, J. G. Townsend, K. E. Miller, H. C.
"*> arbrough. K. E. Wynne, and W. C. Witte, and Asst. Epidemiologist

Y. E. Harrington.
Tlie plans for these surveys have been generally the same as in

previous yeai"s. namelj", visits to as many individual homes as pos-

sible; reinspections of a certain number of homes in different neigh-

borhoods to find out the sanitary improvements carried out; deliv-

ery of lectures on sanitation; inspections of public buildings; secur-

ing the cooperation of civic organizations and prominent citizens;

and. finally, surveys of the incorporated towns in the county and
making specific recommendations to the authorities which will bring
ai)out sanitary disposal of excreta, prevention of fly breeding, and
])rotection of ifood and water supplies. The ultimate purpose of the
surveys is to awaken in rural communities an individual and com-
munal interest in public-health cj^uestions which will in turn lead to an
improvement in sanitary conditions and the maintenance of an
efiicient local health agency.
The scoi)e of the surveys during the past fiscal year is indicated

in the following table:

Data as to sanitary surveys of counties made during fiscal year 1917.

County.
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and officiont scaveiigor systems have been devised for the towns, and
the danger of tly-))onie typhoid fever has hoon rechiced to a mini-
mum. In the rural districts, also, improvement has been marked,
and approximately one-third of the rural homes have already made
improvements in their sanitary appliances. There has been real and
permanent improvement in the general health administration of the
towns and a very successful campaign of general education in sanitary
matters. A full report of the work and its results in the 15 counties
surveyed since the beginning of the special studies of rural sanita-
tion in 1914 is in course of preparation. On the basis of experience
gained m this work, a bulletin relating to a sanitary privy system for
unsewered towns and villages was prepared by Surg. L. L. Lumsden
and pubhshed as Pubhc Health Bulletin No. 89.

SPECIAL STUDIES.

Besides the intensive survey's of counties some other special studies
have been begun during the year and are still in progress. Asst.
Surg. R. E. Wynne, assisted by a sanitary engineer of the Public
Health Service, is making a sanitary survey of a group of rural towns
in Wyoming. Prof. C. W. Stiles, Prof.'E. B. Phelps and Surg.
L. L. Lumsden with a number of assistants are making field and
laboratory studies with a view of determining the feasibility of
chemical treatment of privy contents so as to make the matter safe
from a sanitary standpoint without decreasing its fertilizer value.
In this phase of the work the main field studies are being made in
New Hanover County, N. C, and the bacteriological and chemical
work is being done at the Hygienic Laboratory.

Asst. Surg. K. E. ^liUer, acting as whole-time county health officer,

is making a practical study of county health work in Edgecombe
County, N. C. (See p. 43.)

Investigations of Pollution of Streams.

Extensive studies of the problems associated with the pollution of

navigable waters were first begun by the service in 1913. Prelim-
inary surveys were made of the Potomac River in January and work
started on the Ohio River in July. The Ohio studies'^ have been
carried on with headquarters at Cincinnati, imder the direction of
Surg. W. H. Frost.

organization.

At the beginning of the 1917 fiscal year the following personnel was
assigned to duty for stream-pollution studies at the headquarters'
laboratory at Cincinnati: Five medical officers, 1 pharmacist, 1 epi-

demiologist, 1 special expert (biologist), 5 sanitary engincei-s, 3 sani-

tary bacteriologists, and 15 attendants. At the end of the year the
force had been much reduced by transfers, resignations, and special
details for health problems arising out of the military situation.
The personnel then comprised 1 pharmacist, in temporaiy charge. 1

sanitary engineer, 4 sanitary bacteriologists, 1 special expert (biolo-

gist), 1 sanitary chemist, and S attendants, including the force
engaged in special studies of industrial wastes.
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OHIO KIVKK.

As incntionod in pivvious annual n^porls. tho ohjoct of these

studios lia> In'on not only a study of |>ollution conditions as existing

in the Ohio Ixiver, but more especially a quantitative analysis of the

various factoi-s concerned in the pollution and self-purification of

streams in general. In addition to extensive and intensive labora-

tory investigations of the degrees and types of pollution, including

cxliaustive bacteriological, chemical, and biological (plankton)

examinations, consideration was given to the coordination of these

findings with the general status of public-health conditions in the

communities situated on the main river and its tri])utary drainage

systems. Comprehensive sanitary surveys have been made of all

cities, towns, and communities of any importance located on the

Ohio River watei-shed, with special reference to the effects of stream

pollution upon public health. In computing the sanitary status of

the communities thus studied on the basis of possible influence of

stream pollution, the incidence of typhoid fever was taken as the

most reliai)le index.

Ldhonitoi'}/ inresfiffafions.—Extensive data have been collected and
compiled from bacteriological, chemical, biological, and hydrometric

studies covering the whole Ohio River and its main tributaries. All

branch laboratories have been discontinued, and all work in connec-

tion with investigations of stream pollution conditions is being carried

on at the headquartei-s' laboratory at Cincinnati. The examination
of river samples from the Ohio was discontinued June 1, 1917. Since

that date the laboratory work has been much curtailed.

In June, 1917, samples of both raw and treated water at the Fort
Thomas Army post were examined at the request of the military

authorities of the post. Examinations were also made of samples of

water from private wells and public supplies from Maysville and Cal-

houn, Ky., to assist the work of survey parties detailed for rural-

sanitation studies in these communities.
The results of the large numbers of examinations of samples have

been carefully studied, compiled, and analyzed for the preparation

of a full re|)()rt.

Bacfrriological studies.—In addition to routine bacteriological ex-

aminations, special studies have been made of the preparation of

standard media and the perfecting of bacteriological technique with
the view of simplifying routine water examinations and. establishing

a satisfactory basis for interpreting results.

(Iteinicnl studus.—In addition to the routine examinations of

water sam])les for turbidity, alkalinity, oxygen demand, and sanitary

and mineral analyses of composite samples, special studies have
been carried on in the chemical laboratory.

Complete mineral analyses were made of samples of well waters
collected in connection with studies of pellagra being carried on by
Surg. Goldberger at Spartanburg, S. C

Speci/il research studies.—Studies begun during the previous year,

by Asst. Surg. Joseph Bolten, on the lift; of bacteria in stored water
samples, were continued and elaborated by Sanitary Engineer H. W.
Streetcr, in onh.'r more definitely to establish the fundamental
growth and death rates of bacteria.
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Special studios woro undertaken by Sanitary Enj^ineer Streeter and
Sanitary Bacteriologist E. M. Meyer to establisli the basic metabolic
difTerences between fecal and grain types of B. coli, as a meaas of

differentiating these two types of organisms. Although this work is

left unfinished, satisfactory progress was made in checking up and
elaborating upon the j^reyious work of Rogers. Clark, and Lub of the

United States Department of Agriculture The importance of a dif-

ferentiation between the fecal and nonfecal types of B. coli in the
interpretation of the sanitary qualities of water supplies has already
received considerable study.

A new laboratory medium for the isolation of B. coli was developed
by Mr. Meyer and the results pul)hshed in the Journal of Bacterio-
logy, (Vol. 'II, No. 3, May, 1917), under the title, "The use of a three

per cent lactose litmus agar })late for the demonstration of B. coli

in water examinations."
An apparently new species of the B. coli group was also isolated by

Mr. Meyer from samples of water under routine examinations. This
organism culturally resembles members of the B. coli group, but is a
spore-forming variety.

Planlion studies.—Special l)iological research was begun in October,
1916, by Plankton Expert W. C. Purdy and Sanitary Bacteriologist

C. T. Butterfield, upon the food relations existing between bacteria

and various animals of the plankton particularly the protozoa, in

order to determine whether the activity ot certain protozoa constitutes

any appreciable factor in the destruction of bacteria. Large immbers
of cultures, some of bacteria only and others containing both bac-
teria and protozoa, were studied over time periods varying from 18

to 200 days.

Results indicate (1) that certain protozoa can subsist on a diet of

bacteria only; (2) that very large numbers of bacteria are devoured
by protozoa ; (3) that a definite and direct relationship exists between
bacterial content and the native animal plankton ot sewage; (4) that
physical conditions improve most rapidly in cultures containing both
bacteria and plankton.
The practical value of these studies lies principally in the demon-

strated efficiency of the protozoa in reducing bacteria in sewage or

polluted water, thus throwing new light on methods by which natural
purification is effected.

Laboratory examinations.—The following is a summary of the labo-

ratory examinations made during the year. As each sample often

requires a series of examinations, the figures given usually represent

the numbers of individual samples:

Bacteriological examinations: Routine river and tap samples 4, 189

Chemical examinations:
Turbidity determinations 4, 056
Alkalinity determinations 1, 6(57

Oxygen demand determinations 471

Sanitary analyses 977
Mineral analyses 11

Biological ( Plankton ~i examinations:
Special cultures of plankton '1. 0.')2

Special bacteriological examinations 2, 1 17
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Spi'rial examinations:
Stored water samples 214

Industrial wastes samples .' 267

Reaction and hydrown-ioii determinations ' 4. 180

Quantitative determinations for dextrose ' 154

Quantitative ammonia ( Nessler) determinations ' 418

Isolations of colon cultures ' 2, 190

Total coimts (agar) ' 148

ATLANTIC WATERSHEDS.

In order to assemble extensive data for comparative studies of

various river systems the survej^s made in New Jersey in 1915 were
extended during 1910 to include the drainage areas tributary to the

Atlantic Ocean in the State of New York and the New England
States. Two field parties began work in May, 1916, the first con-
sisting of Passed Asst. Surg. Paul Preble, and Sanitary Engineers
J. K. Hoskins and H. R. Crohurst; party No. 2, Passed Asst. Surg.

L. R. Thompson and Sanitary Engineers R. E. Tarbett and W. G.
Stromquist. In June, 1916, Epidemiologist A. W. Freeman pro-

ceeded to Boston, Mass., for tnc purpose of compiling epidemio-
logical data from the records of the State board of health, and later

to Hartford, Conn., for the same purpose.

These surveys were conducted along the same general lines as

those followed in the survey of Ohio Kiver communities in 1914.

Special attention was given to the usual factors responsible for the

prevalence and spread of typhoid fever, including the effect of pollu-

tion of streams, and extensive data were collected on the character
and extent of pollution of streams by industrial wastes.

Field studies were continued with interruptions until about Sep-
tember, 1917. Because of curtailment of the field parties on account
of the epidemic of poliomyelitis in New York City and vicinity,

the studies of the drainage areas of Maine and part of New Hampshire
were left unfinished. \ aluable data were collected for comparative
studies of stream pollution effects, and public health organization
and administration.

In June. 1917, similar surveys were started in the States south of

the Potomac and east of the Mississippi Rivers. F'ield party No. 1,

consisting of Passed Asst. Surg. Paul Preble and Sanitary Engineers
J. K. Hoskins and H. H. Wagenhals, began work in Mississippi, and
field party No. 2, consisting of Asst. Surg. H. F. Smith, Sanitary
Engineer R. E. Tarbett and Scientific Assistant W. H. Price, pro-
ceeded to Tennessee. Epidemiologist A. W. Freeman and Sanitary
Engineer H. R. Crohurst were to cover the States of Virginia and
North Carolina in cooperation with Surg. H. S. Cumming, in charge
of the investigation of the pollution of coastal waters.
The surveys in the southeast progressed until about July 1,

1917, at which time nearly the entire jjersonnel were recalled for
duty in connection with preliminary surveys of extra cantonment
areas and the establishing of civil sanitary districts around military
camps.

> Work In connection with diflercntiation of fecal and nonlecal B. coli.
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COOPERATION WITH BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION.

On request of the Bureau of Immigration, Department of Labor,
Sanitary Engineer R. E. Tarbett was detailed on May 7, 1917, to

make sanitary surveys of proposed sites for internment camps.
Such surveys were made in company with the Assistant Commis-
sioner General of that bureau at the following places: Pisgah Forest
Preserve, Lake Toxaway, Waynesville, Hot Springs, and Henderson-
ville, N. C; and property in two counties, York and Kershaw, S. C.

Reports were furnished to the Bureau of Immigration.

DIGEST OF JUDICIAL DECISIONS RELATING TO STREAM POLLUTION.

In connection with the field studies of stream pollution, a digest

of court decisions relating to the subject and an analysis of the trend
of these decisions was prepared by Research Attorney Stanley D.
Montgomery under the supervision of Prof. E. B. Phelps and is being
published as Public Health Bulletin No. 87. The bulletin includes a

compilation of legislation relating to stream pollution.

WATER SUPPLY, CALHOUN, GA.

On request of the mayor, Asst. Surg. W. H. Slaughter was de-

tailed on August 3, 1916, to conduct an investigation of the pubhc
water supply of Calhoun, Ga. Recommendations were made to

prevent further pollution of the water supply, but it was pointed
out that the danger from such pollution was not so great as the dan-
ger from insanitary privies in sections not supplied by the city water.

QUALITY OF DRINKING WATER SUPPLIED CUSTOMHOUSE, BOSTON.

On request of the Department of Commerce, Passed Asst. Surg.

Wm. M. Bryan was detailed to investigate the drinking water sup-

plied the customhouse at Boston. The source is the city mains.
The supply was found to be entirely satisfactory, but it was recom-
mended that the storage tanks in the customhouse should be cleaned

at more frequent intervals.

WATER SUPPLY OF CHEVY CHASE CLUB, MARYLAND.

On request of the club, recommendations were made by Sanitary
Engineer Leslie C. Frank for improving the water supply of the

Chevy Chase Qub, Maryland.

WATER SUPPLY IN CITIES IN OKLAHOMA.

On request of the local authorities. Sanitary Engineer H. W.
Streeter was detailed to review a plan for a water supply extension

at Okmulgee, Okla. A report containing conclusions reached was
sent to the authorities. (Jn request of the corresponding authori-

ties in Beggs, Dewar, and Henryetta, studies were made in June,

1917, of proposed water supplies in these cities by Sanitary Engineer
H. R. CYohurst.
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Pollution of Coastal Waters.

Tlic invest ifjat ion of the pollution of coastal waters with special

reference to the interstate spread of disease was continued under
the direction of Surg. H. S. C'unumng.

CONNECTICUT.

An intensive study of the coastal waters of Connecticut, especi-

ally of the shelliish areas and bathing beaches in New Haven Harbor
and outside the harbors of Bridgeport and South Norwalk, was begun
(hiring the latter part of May, 1916, and continued until December,
1010. The study was made in cooperation with the State and
municipal authorities, and the results furnished to them.

'Hie facilities of laboratories at Yale ITniversity were courteously
extended and used by the field party until the arrival of the newly
acquired laboratory steamer Murray in October.

In the case of the New Haven harbor study attention of the health
authorities was directed to the gross pollution of the harbor and the

consequent danger of the spread of water-borne diseases through
use of the shelliish and bathing beaches. Accordingly the health
authorities forbade the taking of shellfish for food from polluted

areas and the city made an appropriation for the purpose of experi-

mental studies as to the best method of sewage disposal.

JAMAICA BAY.

Tlie investigation of the pollution of Jamaica Bay was completed
in March, 1917. The study was made under the immediate direc-

tion of Asst. Surg. F. A. Carmelia, assisted by Asst. Sanitary En-
gineer Pincus. Tlirough the courtesy of Dr. Carl Alsberg, Chief of the
Bureau of CTiemistry, United States Department of Agriculture,

the lal)oratory of the Bureau of Cliemistry in New York City was
utilized until the arrival of the laboratory steamer toward the end
of December.
The investigation included: (a) Intensive studies of the pollution

entering the bay; (6) float studies of the dissemination of this pollu-

tion by tidal and other cursents; (c) intensive bacteriological study
(tf the waters of the bay; (d) chemical study of the seasonal and
tidal variations in the quantity of dissolved oxygen and chlorine
present; (e) IjiU^toriological study of the sanitary condition of sliell-

iish;
(f)

epidemiological study of the area bordering Jamaica Bay
with special reference to typhoid fever.

The bay, especially the northern half, was found heavily polluted
at all times and almost twice as polluted in the summer as in the
winter. The sewage treatment plants on the bay were found to be of

obsolete design, very ineffectively operated, overloaded from 200 to

500 per cent, and !iot discharging satisfactory effluents. Much of the
sewage is discharged without treatment. These facts are specially
important since cases of typhoid fever were found to be present at all

times in areas covered by these sewer systems. The shores of the bay
are therefore unsafe for bathing, and the raw consumption of oysters
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taken from the bay, or the marketing of oystei-s without preliminary
purification is lia])k> to spreafl disease.

A (direful examination of the epidemiological data of the city of

New York shows that a significant part of the yearly typhoid cases

of that city are kiid to infection by oysters. A large proportion of

the oysters supplied to the New York market come from Jamaica Bay.

NARRAGANSETT BAY.

In May an investigation of the coastal waters of Narragansett Bay
and vicinity was begun. The scope of the investigation has been
necessarily restricted as a result of the war.

LABORATORY STUDIES.

The experimental studies at the temporary field laboratory on
Fisherman's Island Quarantine Station were continued until Decem-
ber, 1916, w^hen the laboratory was closed. These studies were
chiefly directed toward the determination of the disappearance rate

in sea water of the typhoid organism and colon bacillus and the

viability of these organisms in shellfish as ordinarily cooked. Impor-
tant studies were also made as to the practicability of the purification

of oysters through the use of hypochlorite of lime or chlorine gas when
it is not practicable to remove them to nonpolluted areas for purifica-

tion.^ The practicability of using the method on a commercial scale

was demonstrated in Jamaica Bay and in New Haven harbor.

SANITATION OF SHELLFISH INDUSTRY.

During the year the medical officer in charge of the investigation

of coastal waters has been in conference with various State authorities

with reference to improvement in the sanitation of the shellfish

industry.

Industrial Wastes.

Studies of tannery, strawboard, creamery, and canning wastes
were continued under the general direction of Prof. E. B. Phelps,

Chief of the Division of Chemistry, Hygienic Laboratory.

TANNERY WASTES.

The plant at Luray, Va., previously devised for the treatment of

tannery wastes, was continued in charge of an attendant until March,

1917, to obtahi ccntinuous records of operation. At this time
arrangements were completed for the construction of a large-scale

working plant, several companies havmg agreed to pay the cost.

Detailed construction plans and specifications wore i)rei)ared under
the direction of Sanitary Chemist 11. B. Ilommon. The j^lant was
placed in operation in June. By an arrangement with the tanning
companies the service will continue to iiave charge of the oju'rating

details long enough to demonstrate the utility of the system.

' A preliminary report in regard to this investigation was published in the Public Health Reports of

July U, 191C (Report 351), and a more exhaustive report has been prepared for publication.
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To study j\t closer range and in more detail certain special prob-

lems ctMniect<>d with the treatment of tannery wastes and to check
the results obtaiueil at Luray an experimental plant has been oper-

ated at the tannery of Hafl'ner Bros., Cincinnati. It has been deter-

n\ined tliat the system of treatment found suitable at Luray would
apply, with minor modifications, to many other tanneries.

On request of the State and local authorities Sanitary Chemist
II. B. Ilommon was detailed on May 9, 1917, to make a survey of the

disposal of tannery wastes in conjunction with the city sewage at

the mujiicipal disposal plant at Harrisonburg, Va. A report with
recommendations was made to the authorities.

STRAWBOAKI) WASTES.

At the completion of experimental studies of strawboard-waste
treatment at Xoblesville.lnd., plausfor a large unit were undertaken.
Owing to legal comi)licatioiis iji which the service had no part this

work was temporarily susi)ended in March, 1917. To bring the

studv of this subject to an end and determine how far the results at

NoblesvLUe were applicable to strawboard plants in general an ex-

tensive survey of such plants throughout the Middle Western States

was undertaken. In particular data were obtained upon the output
of the mill, the amount of waste liquor and its chemical composition.

This investigation has been concluded and the results prepared for

publication.
CREAMERY WASTES.

The plant constructed during the previous fiscal year at Grove
Citv, Pa., in cooperation witli the Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal
Ind^ustry, United States Department of Agriculture, has remained in

continuous operation. A successful method of treatment of cream-
ery wastes has been developed and a satisfactory solution found for

one of the most difficult problems of industrial waste disposal.

CANNING WASTES.

The plant at Amelia, Ohio, constructed in the early summer of 191 6,

was operated continuously during the short canning season, August
to November, inclusive, 1916. Results of a very satisfactory nature
were obtained upon the wastes resulting from tomato canning.

LABORATORY STUDIES.

The work of the laboratory at Cincinnati has been confined in the
main to the routine examination of industrial wastes and effluents

from the various experimental i)lants. A considerable amount of

analytical data has Ix'en brought together wliich wnll prove of value
in thii general discussion of stream j)ollution nro})k^nis as well as in

connection with the specific studies of industrial waste disposal. San-
itary Engineer E. .1. Theriault, under Mr. Ilonnnon's direction, is

carrying out a special research upon the dillicult problem of deter-
mining and expressing the biological oxygen demand of these wastes.
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Sewage Disposal.

Investigations of sewage disposal have been under the general

supervision of Prof. E. B. Phelps of the Hygienic Laboratory and the

immediate direction of Sanitary Engineer L. C. Frank.

RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMUNITY SEWAGE.

Experiments in regard to residential and small community sewage
have been carried out at two experimental plants, one located at

Chevy Chase, Md., and the other at the Hygienic Laboratory.
Special attention has been given to a study as to wherein this prob-
lem differs from that of sewage disposal in large cities. Various
modifications of well-known and successful processes of treatment of

city sewage have been tried experimentally. Many of these have been
found wholly unsuited to the problem in hand, while others have
shown themselves adaptable with modification. Excellent results

have been obtained from the lath filter, a modification of the ordinary
trickling filter, when provided with special apparatus for distribu-

tion, ft is now believed that this process will be applicable to almost
all practical conditions, and will be capable of operating with a

minimum of attention and expense. The results of this investiga-

tion, which has been carried on continuously for about three years,

are being prepared for publication.

STERILIZATION OF STEAMBOAT WASTES.

The steam disinfector previously installed on the lake steamer,

D. G. Kerr, was continued in operation throughout the summer and
fall of 1916. Bacterial examinations were made during frequent

trips of inspection and under varied conditions of temperature and
weather. In all cases the results were entirely satisfactory. They
were confirmed by an examination of samples by the bacteriologist

of the Detroit city board of health. A report of this investigation

is being prepared for publication.

STUDIES OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN CITIES IN OKLAHOMA.

On request of the local authorities, Sanitary Engineer H. W.
Streeter was detailed to review a plan for a sewage-disposal extension

at Okmulgee, Okla. A report containing conclusions was sent to

the authorities. On request of the corresponding authorities in the

cities of Beg^s and Henryetta, studies were made of sewage-disposal

systems at these two places.

Treatment for Drug Addiction.

In cooperation with the Conference on Drug Addiction, Surg.

E. H. Mullan conducted in June, 1917, an investigation of a thera-

peutic method for lessening or eliminating the symptoms whicli

ordinarily occur when drug habituaries are deprived of their drug.

The studies consisted of observations of patients under usual treat-
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inont ami uiulor the tivaUnont evolvotl l)y \)v. C. F. Stokes, fornier

Surj;ot>n ClcMionil. rnitod States Navy. The observations were not

complete enouirh to justify final conclusions, but it appeared that the

patient who hail undergone the Stokes treatment was stronger, more
comfortable physically, and more contented at an earlier period

than the patient who had received the usual treatment.

C(l()PERATION WITH BuREAU OF ChEMISTRY.

Coo|nMation with the Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agri-

culture, was continued, Surg. M. V. Glover being detailed to that

bureau as in the previous fiscal year for the enforcement of the

Sherley amendment to the food and drugs act of 1906. This is an
excellent example of useful cooperation on the part of the two
bureaus.

Leprosy Investigation Station.

Investigations of leprosy have been continued at the leprosy-

investigation station, Honolulu, Hawaii, under the direction of

Surg. I). II. C'urrie. The personnel of the station remained practi-

caUy unchanged during the year.

laboratory studies.

Tlie more important of the studies conducted at the station may
be thus summarized:

1. Attempts to cultivate an acid-fast bacillus, morphologically
identical witli the bacillus of leprosy, have been continued, and
similar work has been done in connection with the bacillus of rat

leprosy, an analogous organism.

2. Uniformly unsuccessful attempts have been made to convey
the disease to some of the lower animals. With every year of expe-
rience it becomes more certain that leprosy is a strictly human
disease.

.3. A number of experiments were conducted on tubercular rabbits

and guinea pigs with a copper cyanide compound manufactured in

Japan by Prof. Koga. As it appeared that the preparation was
without appreciable curative value for tuberculosis, it was not
considered advisable to administer it to lepers.

4. Experiments to ascertain why iodin and its salts brought
about the softening of the nodules of lepers, accompanied by the
appearance of new nodules, were conducted.

."). K.xjx'riments on the complement dellection tests, using the
blood oi the lejx'rs under the care of the station, were continued.

f). .V numijcr of tests were performed to ascertain the degree of

j)ermeability of tlie kidneys oi lepers in comparison to the kidneys
of normal persons.

7. A series of experiments to ascertain what became of acid-fast

bacilli when injected into the circulating blood of rabbits were con-
ducted. It was found that they were gradually iiltered out by the
viscera.
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In addition to the studies Widals and Wassermann tests were
made and other work done at the request of the chief quarantine
oflicer of the service, several articles were prepared for publication,'
the photo«jraphs of 94 lepers were collected, and a large amount of

work was done for the Territorial government.

CLINICAL STUDIES.

In addition to routine relief furnished to the patients at the station
and at the branch at Kalihi, a number of su})stances were employed
in the treatment of leprosy in an experimental way. Among these
may be mentioned the use of chaulmoogra oil hypodermically (Hei-
ser's formula) ; the use of chaulmoogra oil containing iodin in

chemical combination (Currie's and HoUmann's formula) by hypo-
dermic administration; the administration of Koch's old tuberculin
and the analogue of Koch's old tuberculin, prepared from the acid-

fast bacilli isolated from the nodules of lepers by the method of C'leg^.

For the first time in the recorded history of the treatment of this

disease, several cases of leprosy were placed on the form of treatment
commonly employed in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis

—

rest in bed in the open, air and forced feeJiag. Xo beneficial results

were observed from any of the above treatments except in the case
of chaulmoogra oil.

Hygienic Laboratory,

general remarks.

Personnel.—Surg. G. W. McCoy has continued as director of the
laboratory. At the end of the fiscal year the personnel consisted of

the director, assistant director, 7 surgeons, 3 passed assistant sur-

geons, 4 assistant surgeons, 3 professors, 2 pharmacists, 6 technical
assistants, 1 artist, 1 sanitary chemist, 1 organic chemist, 4 sanitary
bacteriologists, 1 sanitary engineer, 1 assistant sanitary engineer, 2

special experts, 4 laboratory aids, and 36 attendants, a total force
of 78. There has been one death among the personnel, that of Dr.
Martin I. Wilbert. One case of typhoid fever due to accidental in-

fection in the line of duty developed.
Instruction.—The course of instruction was again given to 10 com-

missioned officers, and covered a wide field of public health and labora-
tory work. Informal discussion and criticism were encouraged at

aU times. The medical bureaus of the Army and Navy and the
scientific bureaus of the Department of Agriculture detailed lecturers

for the course, and several eminent scientists outside the Govern-
ment services addressed the class and the laborattu'v staff.

A number of research workers not connected with the service were
granted the facilities of the laboratory during the year. Among
these should be mentioned Dr. J. W. Penfold, director of the Govern-
ment serum laborat()ries, Melbourne, Australia; Dr. S. M. Woo. of

Fekin, China: Dr. F. C. Yen, Changsha, China; and Dr. Solliway, of

Providence, Wash.
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liivrnfwnfi mid appnrntufi.—From time td timo iiocossity has arisen

ft»r appjira^us i^aiticiilarly adapted t(i the laboratory iieods. At such
tiinos tho i(U»a has boon worked out ))y sonic nu'nil)cr of the staff and
the (U't ailed drawings timrned over to the mechanical personnel for

construction. Chief among these pieces of apparatus has been
device designed by Surg. Stimson for making multiple inoculations of

culture media. By means of this machine 15 inoculations may bo
made simultaneously. The machine is in practical use in connection
with the testing of disinfectants.

A'ul to other branches oj (rovernment.—Aid has been extended to

various branches of the Government outside the Public Health Serv-
ice. This aid has covered a wide field, ranging from routine water
examuiations to matters of an advisory nature involving policies to

be carried out.

Aid from other branches of Government.—Mention should be made of

nmnenms ijistances in which other branches of the Government have
coTitributed to the routine work of the laboratory. For instance,

the libraries of the Capital kindly loaned their scientific books and
the Zoological Park has been of material assistance in housing and
carhig for a large nimiber of stock monkoys.

Xeed of hospital connections.—The serious handle a]) of th(^ lack

of clinical facilities in connection with the laboratory has never been
more acutely felt than during the past year. In studies of both polio-

myelitis and epidemic meningitis, it has been necessary to depend
on casual opportunities to secure material.

Lihraryj.—The total number of bound volumes in tha library at the
end of the fiscal year was 7,056, 428 having been received durmg the
vear. There were 2,288 books issued, not taking into account the
books and periodicals constantly in use wnthiii the library proper.
Of the books issued, 1,367 were borrowed from other libraries, 728
from the library of the Surgeon General's Ofhce, 362 from the library
of the Department of Agriculture, 235 from the Library of Congress,
and the rest from various department libraries in Washington. A
few volumes have been loaned to other libraries. There have been
received 1,007 pamphlets, etc., from official sources and 4,883 from
other sources. Many of these have been classified and catalogued.
From the Library of Congress, 3,831 printed cards have been received,
making a total of 18,528 printed cards now in the catalogues. In
addition, 5,073 typewritten cards were prepared and added to the
catalogue.
At the beginning of the calendar year, through a subscription to a

clipping bureau, an effort has been made to secure authentic informa-
tion with reference to poisoning cases reported in the public press.
From January 1 to June 30, 1917, some 952 clippings were received,
and, based upon these, 707 reports of poisonuig cases have been
received from physicians, hospital and police oflicials, and others.

DIVISION OF PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

Polirmiyelitis.—The epidemic of poliomyelitis in New York and
vicinity last year, which the service investigated, threw a large
amount of work on the division of pathology and bacteriology, where
the laboratory studies were conducted. These studies have been
carried on almost continuously throughout the fiscal year, supple-
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mentcd by material and data collected in an epidemic in West
Vir<]jinia which occurred in the winter of 1916-1917.
The studies have consisted chiefly of attempts to produce the (Hs-

ease in animals other than the monkey and of efforts to cultivate
the specific organism. The results have been substantially negative.

Investigations have thrown no light, other than that of a negative
nature, upon the possible relationship between paralytic diseases of

domestic animals and epidemic poliomyelitis.

Rochy Mountain spotted fever.—Studies of this disease have been
conducted in conjunction with field investigations in the West under
Surg. Fricks. Various attempts to gjrow the organism and to inoc-

ulate a calf and a sheep with the virus of spotted fever, with the
object of preparing a curative serum, have given negative results.

Plague.—A number of cultures isolated from rats diagnosed as

plague infected by service officers stationed at the plague laboratory
at New Orleans were referred for study and verification morpho-
logical, cultural, and inoculation (including protection) tests demon-
strated beyond doubt that the organism was B. pestis.

Disinfection and disinfectants.—The revision of Public Health
Bulletin 42 (Disinfectants: Their Use and Application in the Pre-
vention of Communicable Diseases) has been completed and is now
in press.

Wasser?nann reactions.—As in previous years, a considerable num-
ber has been submitted to the usual serological test for syphilis.

Service stations furnish the great majority of these.

Specimens have been furnished from two institutions in sufficiently

large numbers to make the figures of interest. From the United
States Marine Hospital in Boston specimens were received from 560
patients, of which 87, or 15.5 per cent, were positive, while of 209
specimens from the National Training School for Boys 8 were positive,

3.7 per cent. The large difference is doubtless due to the fact that
the Marine Hospital patients were adults, while those at the training

school were minors, the majority not having reached the age at

which syphilis is likely to be acc^uired.

Examination of specimens.—A large number of specimens were
received for examination. Aside from those coming in for research
purposes only, the following table gives the hst of the specimens
examined

:

Blood

:

Wassermann test

—

.
• Positive 278

Negative 1. 334
Anticomplementary 40
Specimens not satisfactorv 55

1, 707
Malaria, all being negative 170
Widal test^

Positive 3

Negative 10
13

Carbon monoxide i
Count 24

l.fllf)

Tissues 41
Feces 2S9
Urine 61
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Sputum:
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DIVISION OF PHARMACOLOGY.

Prof. Carl Voegtlin, who has been in charge of the laboratory
studies of pellagra at Spartanburg, S. C, during the previous fiscal

year, resumed his duties as Chief of the Division of Pharmacology in

October, 1916.

Physiological significance ofvitamines in nutrition.—Work has beeh
continued on this problem, and many new facts have been discovered
concerning the importance to health of the presence of small f|uanti-

ties of so-called vitamines in the diet of man and the higher animals.
The studies have resulted in many improvements in the method of

preparation of vitamine fractions possessing a high physiological

activity, but the antineuritic vitamine has not yet been obtained in

chemically pure form.
Work with fairly pure preparations of antineuritic vitamine has

demonstrated that this substance has a very marked stimulating
effect on the growth of animals (pigeons, mice, hogs, and dogs), and
presumably also on man. This substance must be present in the diet

in sufficient quantity in order that normal growth can be obtained.
Experiments have also been carried out aiming at the production

of polyneuritis in the liigher animals due to a vitamine deficiency

of the diet. It was fomid that cats develop this disease with great

regularity on an exclusive diet of meat which has been subjected for

three hours in the presence of sodium carbonate to a temperature
of 120° C. Typical symptoms appear within three to seven weeks.

During the year it has been determined that exposure of meat to a
temperature of 120° C. for three hours does not destroy the anti-

neuritic vitamine contained in this food. This observation would
seem to indicate that the canning of meat is a procedure which does
not necessarily destroy the antineuritic vitamine. Similar experi-

ments with milk and other foods are being conducted.
Another phase of the investigation has dealt with the influence of

various degrees of milling on the nutritive value of wheat flour and
bread prepared from such flour.

Medicinal value of domestic digitalis.—Various samples of digitalis

growing wild in Oregon were tested as to their content in active prin-

ciples. It was found that these specimens yielded tinctures which
complied with the standards set forth in the United States Pharma-
copoeia, ninth edition. A short article on the subject was published
in the Public Health Reports, inviting attention to this source of

digitalis, which may become of great value should the importation of

digitalis from England decrease on account of war contlitions.

Toxicity of conunerckil 'prepa rations of emetine.—In view of state-

ments in the medical journals claiming that an abnormal high toxicity

of some of the commercial preparations of emetine was responsible for

the toxic symptoms or deaths occurring in patients treated with it,

10 such preparations were subjected to toxicity tests on a large num-
ber of animals. The results obtained clearly prove that the various

preparations do not differ appreciably in toxicity. On the other hand,
it was found that the toxic symptoms sometimes observed in patients

following the administration of average therapeutic doses of emetine
may very well be explained by an abnormally low resistance of the

individual to the drug.

18643°—17 5
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Cocaijie and cocame svhsHtutes.—In connection with the enforce-

ment of the Harrison antinarcotic law a comparison was made of the

pharmacolojxical action of cocaine and novocain. No essential

difl'eronces were found to exist between these drugs. However, it

was impossible by the means at the disposal of the investigator to

determine any hsibit -forming property of novocain. The results of

this study indicate that physicians should be careful to avoid injecting

these substances so that they enter directly into the blood stream, as

failure of the respiration and heart may follow such procedure.

Standardization of Cannabis indica.—Considerable work on this

subject had demonstrated that the method for the physiological stand-

ardization of cannabis as adopted by the ninth edition of the United

States Pharmacopoeia did not always yield satisfactory results.

Attempts to improve this method have not been successful.

Action ofdnigs on ureter.—The nervous innervation of the ureter and
the action of drugs on this organ were studied. A number of observa-

tions of scientific interest were made, and a paper reporting these re-

sults was prepared for publication.

Action of distilled water on isolated uterus preparation.—In the course

of some investigations of the action of drugs on the uterus it was
observed that this organ is greatly stimulated by small amounts of

distilled water added to the suspension fluid. This observation calls

attention to certain precautions to be observed in the physiological

standardization of drugs acting on the uterus.

Isolation of two hitherto unlcnown milk constituents.—^A paper re-

porting the discovery of the presence of adenine and guanine m milk

was prepared for publication.

Digest of comments on U. S. Pharmacopoeia and National Form-
ulary.—Preparation of the material for the Digest of Comments for

the year ending December 31, 1915, is nearly completed.

Pharmacopeia of the United States.-—In compUance with a prece-

dent estabhshed in connection with the eighth revision of the United
States Pharmacopoeia, there has been published an epitome of the

changes in the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary as Hygi-

enic Laboratory Bulletin No. 107. A review of the last edition of

the United States Pharmacopoeia was pubhshed in the PubUc Health
Reports for October 27, 1916.

Toxicity of salvarsan and analogous compounds.—A study of the

toxicity of the commercial preparations of salvarsan has been com-
menced. The work has demonstrated the necessity of working out

a reliable method for testing the toxicity of these preparations. In

view of reports of undesirable toxic reactions resulting from the

administration of these preparations in the treatment of syphilitics,

it is important to discover a means to standardize them.
Pine-oil disinfectant.—The toxicity of pine-oil disinfectant was

studied on animals, the results showing that the disinfectant possesses

an exceedingly low toxicity. On the basis of the toxicity in rats

a minimal lethal dose of the unfinished disinfectant for an adult

man would be about 15 liters.

Trikresol as a preservative for aniipneumococdc serum.—An investr-

gation has been conmienced to determine the possible injurious

action of trikresol as a preservative of antipneumococcic serum.
Miscellaneous examinations and analyses and other routine work.—

Samples of drugs were examined as to their purity for the purveying
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depot of the service. Numerous blood samples from miners, sub-
mitted for examination by the United wStates Bureau of Mines, wore
tested for the presence of carbon monoxide. Proprietary drugs were
examined for the Bureau of Internal Revenue. Assistance of a

varying nature was given to other departments of the Government
and to the National Board of Medical Examiners.

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY.

Prof. C. W. Stiles has remained in charge of the Division of Zoology,
International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature.—Owing to

present war disturbances, the work of the International (Commission,

of which the chief of division is secretary, has encountered serious

difficulties; but the work is being continued as rapidly as circum-
stances permit, and several important opinions have been prepared
and sent out for vote. An extensive study has been undertaken to

determine the status of a large number of generic names in more or

less common use, with a view to placing as many of them as possible

in the Official List.

Index Catalogue of Medical and Veterinarij Zoology.—The third

volum.e of the subject catalogue is being edited for press. This
volume includes the roundworms (Nematoda, Gordiacea, and Acan-
thocephali). The manuscript for the host catalogue is being type-
written.

Determination of zoological specimens.—As in the past, the nature
of zoological specimens submitted to the division has been determined.
Fauna of sludge.—Studies in regard to the fauna of sludge have

been continued.
Endamoeha gingivalis and jn/orrhea.—In cooperation with the dental

department of St. Elizabeth's Hospital (the Government Hospital
for the Insane), a study has been made of the reported relation

])etween the parasitic protozoon, Endamc^ba gingivalis, and pyorrhea.
A report of the study has been prepared for publication.

One case of pyorrhea was examined at 7 different times during a
year and at no time was the Endamo^ha gingivalis found. Most
cases, however, showed the parasite. Upon using the treatment
with emetine, so highly recommended by some authors, it was found
that of 27 cases that were followed, 3 were greatly improved, 9

shghtly improved, 13 remained stationary, and 2 became wor-so.

Of a group of 26 cases followed microscopically, 12 patients showed
the amoebae within 4 days after treatment ended, 6 additional per-

sons within 10 days, 4 additional within 31 days, 2 more within 59
days, onl}^ 2 cases failed to show the germs at the end of 2 and again
at the end of 9 months, and 1 of these cases showed no amoeba prior

to treatment. Thus, the results failed to confirm reports of other
workei-s as to the relation between this protozoon and pyorrhea.

Disiniection of human excreta.—Most work on the disinfect iou of

human excreta has been undertaken from the standpoint of dis-

eases (typhoid, etc.) caused by bacteria. It is, however, obvious that
the conclusions reached can not be applied to disinfection against

the germs (eggs and spores) of animal parasites, such as Endamaha
histolytica (of amebic dysentery), Lamblia, Ascaris, hookworms,
flukes, and tapeworms, for which thoroughly satisfactory methods
of disinfection, especially from the standpoint of expense and labor,

have not been available.
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Experiments have thereforo boon conclucled to dotermino tha
effect on hookworm eggs of (1) fermentation, (2) pyxol, (3) pine oil,

(4) sulphuric aciil, (5) calcium chloride, (6) copi)or sulphate, and
(7) sodium hydroxide.
From this study it was determined that sodium hydroxide and

]>ro])ably copper sulphate will kill hookworm eggs in feces within
reasonable tinie, at a moderate expense, and with a minimum of labor.

It should be observed that Ascaris eggs are more resistant than
hookworm eggs, and Endamccha coll anfl Lamhlia spores less resistant.

When the disinfected excreta were poured out on the ground, the
odor was slight, less than tliat connected with stable numure. Thus
it seems probable that a method may bo developed whereby liuman
excreta can be disinfected agaitist the germs of animal parasites as

well as against those of typhoid fever and simUar diseases, at a low
expense and with little labor, and tiiat the excreta may then be used
j)romiscuously as fertilizer.

DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

Prof. E. B. Phelps has continued in charge of the Division of

Cliemistry.

Ventilation studies.—Studies of the fundanu^ntal physical factors

involved in the process of heat interchange, conducted for the past

five years in connection w^ith an investigation by the New York
State Commission on Ventilation, were completed during the year.

The special line of investigation was the study of various types of

comfortimeters intended to record the actual characteristics of the

atmosphere in terms of physical comfort, in this connection, studies

of the rate of heat loss, as affected by the a elocity of air movement
and humidity, have been made.

Theory of disinfection.—Studies of the bactericidal action of cer-

tain substances, particularly phenol, have been made with a view to

determining the fundamental nature of the j)roccss of disinfection.

This information is desired in connection with both the use of disin-

fectants and the standardization of methods of disinfectant testing.

Oxygen diffusion.—An investigation into the physical constants of

oxygen diffusion has been carried on during the past three years in

an endeavor to obtain further information upon this natural phenome-
non so important in any theory of the self-purification of streams.

Studies on disinfectants.—Studies upon the disinfecting possibilities

of various available commercial products have been continued. New
substances have been studied, and additional studies have been made
with the previously developed pine-oil disinfectant. The iuost im-
portant result of this work has heon to emphasize the unreliability

of the accepted phenol coefficient as a general measure of the value
of this disinfectant. A more satisfactory method of expressing its

.strength is hoped for.

iJdfction of snutll quantities of poisonous gases in the atmospliere.—
At tlie request of the American Public Health Association's com-
mittee on air analysis, methods for the determination of methyl
alcohol, benzol, and its nitro and chlor derivatives, anihne and its

derivatives, and certain of the higher al(X)hols are ])eing developed.
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Oilier investigations;. Si)0(Jul studio-; and reports have been made
from time to time upon mattei"s submitted to the division:

(1) A method for the detection of small quantities of hydro-
cyanic-acid gas in the hold of a ship which has been fumigated has
])een developed.

(2) A special investigation has been made of the possibilities of a
mimicipal pasteurizing plant for Tuscaloosa, Ala.

(3) Determinations of copper and zinc in oysters have been made.
(4) A study of methods for the detection and measurement of

small amounts of phenol, cresol, and other preservatives in serum
has been made.

(5) A study of the chemical characteristics of certain specimens
of glass bottles and flasks witli reference to soluble alkali has been
conducted.

Routine worl- of division.—The routine work of the division has
comprised the chemical examinations of approximately 250 speci-

mens of sewage for the field investigations; the examination of 12

specimens of drugs for compliance with the United States Pharma-
copoeia requirements; 16 special examinations of various materials

submitted by the bureau and others; the examination of 116 samples
of Potomac River water for the superintendent of sewers, District of

Columbia; the determination of hydrogen-ion concentration in speci-

mens of media and serums; and the preparation of standard solutions

and reagents for other disinfectants.

Viruses, Serums, Toxins, and Analogous Products.

Enforcement of law.—In the enforcement of the law of July 1, 1902.

regulating the sale of viruses, serums, etc., 46 inspections of estab-

lishments were made, the licenses of 21 establishments were renewed,

and 2 new establishments were granted licenses tor the first time.

In 5 cases licenses were refused, in view of the fact that some estab-

lishments located in Germany had not been inspected within the

time required by regulation and on accomit of present conditions

would not be accessible to inspection for an indefinite period of time,

the licenses of these establishments were revoked. Four other

licenses were revoked, 2 were discontinued at the request of the

concern licensed, and 2 were suspended. At the termination of the

fiscal year 31 establishments (23 American and 8 foreign) were liold-

ing licenses. Tlie complete list has been published in the Public

Health reports of June 8, 1917, and also issued as Reprint No. 401.

A total of 5,506 samples of products were examined at the Hygienic

Laboratory during the past fiscal year, as against 5,187 in 1916,

3,102 in 1915, and 1,113 in 1914.

Investigation of biologic products.—Following the adoption of the

sundry-civil act' approved July 1, 1916, which provided a special

fund ^or this work, the investigation of biologic products was given

a much broader scope than had hitherto been i)ossible. Four new
positions were established in this section of the Division of Pathology

and Ba(;teriology, Hygienic Laboratory, and ecpiipment for the

expansion was promptly installed.

The work on the stJandardization of typhoid vaccine has been

continued with satisfactory results.
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Studies in (.ouuection with the ji])i)hc!itit)ii of a luaiiufacturcr for n

hcensc for a vaccine against exauthcmatic typhus showed that
cultures of the Cinim j)ositivc (hphtheroid whicli is behcved by several

workers to be tlie cause of typhus fever wcnikl not protect against

the virus of Mexican typhus.

The standardization of antimeningococcus and antipneumococcus
-crum was taken up.

Conference with State and Territorial Health Authorities.

Chving to the entrance of the United States into the war, the date
of the iifteenth aiuuial conference of State and Territorial health
authorities with the service was advanced from June 1 and 2 to

April HO and May 1 . Tliis was done in order that a clearer idea

could be had of the effect on national health of the changed sanitary
conditions arising out of the war and that a consensus of opinion
could be arrived at as to the broad lines to be followed in meeting
these changed situations and the relation of the State health authori-

ties to them. Recommendations embodyhig the decisions of the
conference in regard to these important matters were adopted and
formed the basis for the cooperation which has been developed be-

tween the State health authorities and the service in the sanitation
of cantonment surroundings and in other public-health work related

to the conduct of the war.
In addition to the above, the conference discussed the following

-ubjects, passing resolutions in regard to some of them: Present
status of employment of full-time health officers; local health organ-
ization, especially in rural sections; the typhus-fever situation; mor-
bidity statistics; and other important matters. Reports of commit-
tees were heard in regard to: Morbidity returns, sanitation of publi(^

conveyances, interstate and intrastate quarantme regulations, health
insurance, standard methods of public health accounting, increasing
efficiency of conferences, and rural sanitation.

The report of this conference, including tlie resolutions passed, will

b<' jniblisned.

Representation at Meetings of Scientific and Sanitary
Associations and Congresses.

As in the past, the service was represented by one or more ofhcers
at a large number of annual and other meetings of scientific or sani-

tary associations and congresses. In most cases the representatives
read papers relating to public health, and in all acquired infonnation
of scientific or sanitary importance to the work of the service.

Dissemination of Information.

hi order that the results of investigations shall accomplish their
purpose it is necessary to disseminate them through proper channels.
.\mong the nuuins taken to this end are: (1 ) Personal interviews with
health authorities following ])articular studies within their jurisdic-
tions, fJ) i)u))lications, (3) other reports, (4) lectures, (5) press serv-
ice, (6) exhibits, ajid (7) correspondence.
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Interviews and conferences.—Inasmuch as many investigations are
undertaken on the request of State and local authorities to meet an
emergency, the results of investigations are frequently made known
verbally as soon as obtained and advice given based on these data,
so that remedial action may be immediately taken. Advantage is

frecjuently taken also of situations to advise not only the health au-
thorities but the mayors and councils of cities and, at times, the
executives and legislative bodies of vStates.

Publications.—Monographs on sanitary subjects are regularly issued
in the weekly Public Health Reports, in reprmts of these reports, and
in special publications, such as Public Health bulletins and Hygienic
Laboratory bulletins. In these publications a large number of the
investigations considered above are reported, as will be seen by ref-

erence to the report on publications, page 324

.

Other reports.—In some cases reports of investigations are sub-
mitted to the authorities in typewritten form.

Lectures.—In addition to papers read at meetings of scientific or

sanitary associations, opportunity is taken of the presence of officers

in the field to give popular addresses. By this means not only is in-

formation of local interest conveyed, but the activities of the Public
Health Service are brought directly to the attention of the public
generally. In some cases courses of lectures on public health have
also been given by officers of the service.

Press service.—Brief abstracts of aU publications issued have been
furnished regularly to the Division of Domestic Quarantine for dis-

semination to the newspapers of the country.
Exhibits.—Some of the results of scientific investigations have also

been made public by the Division of Domestic Quarantine by means
of exhibits and stereopticon slides.

Correspondence.—A large number of replies are made to letters re-

questing information of a hygienic or public health nature.



MARITIME QUARANTINE.

During the fiscal j'ear ended June 30, 1917, service operations in-

cluded, as in former years, the enforcement of the United States

quaiantine laws and regulations providing measures to be under-

taken for the prevention of the introduction of the various quaran-

tinable diseases. In addition to these duties, officers in charge of

quarantine stations were charged with the supervision of the repair

and preservation of stationary construction and floating equipment.

At the various national quarantine stations on the mainland of

the United States there were inspected 12,431 vessels and 709,770

passengers and crew. At foreign and insular ports service officers

inspected 5,834 vessels and supervised the fumigation of 1,897 ves-

sels. For the destruction of rats and mosquitoes on vessels at the

mainland stations 1,150 ships were fumigated with cyanide gas and
1,G4G vessels with sulphur dioxide. The grand total of passengers

and crew inspected was 1,348,847 and of vessels fumigated, 4,693.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916, service officers inspected

at all stations 17,318 vessels and fumigated 3,530 vessels, this being

an increase in tranactions over the previous year of 947 vessels in-

spected and 1,163 vessels fumigated.

Expansion of Quarantine Administration.

During the 3'ear a service officer was detailed as quarantine officer

for the Virgin Islands, with station at St. Thomas.
The island of Cauit, in the harbor of Cebu, was set aside by Execu-

tive order as a national quarantine reservation under the control of

the Secretary of the Treasury and the quarantine ground and anchor-

age formally prescribed by the Surgeon General with the approval

of the Secretary of the Treasury. Cauit Island has been the quaran-

tine reservation at Cebu station since 1904, but before the issuance

of the Executive order the title was under the insular government.

Thus, the only two quarantine reservations in the Philippine Islands,

Cauit and Mariveles, are now national quarantine reservations under
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.

The Executive order was as follows

:

Executive Order.

Designation of anchorage grounds at the quarantine station on Cauit Island,

Cebu, Philippine Islands.

Whereas, by Executive order dated October 25, 1904, lAike 15. Wright, civil

governor of the Philippine Islands, set aside and reserved the island of Cauit,

Province of Cebu, Philippine Islands, " for the use of the Quarantine Service

72
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and the Marine Hospital Service," and said island is now used as a United
States quarantine station ; and
Whereas, the act of Congress approved August 29, 1916, provides that all

the property and rights which may have been acquired in the Philippine Islands
by the United States under the treaty of peace with Spain, except such land
or other property as has been or shall be designated by the President of the
United States for military and other reservations of the Government of the
United States * * * are hereby placed under the control of the Govern-
ment of said islands to be administered or disposed of for the benefit of the
inhabitants thereof.

I hereby designate, confirm, and set aside the island of Cauit, Province of
Cebu, Philippine Islands, for use as a quarantine station under the Treasury
Department of the United States.

WooDEOw Wilson.
The White House,

28 June, 1911.
(No. 2G49.)

Eeedy Island quarantine station was reopened in May, 1917, as an
inspection as Avell as detention station on account of war conditions
necessitating the inspection of vessels by quarantine, naval, immi-
gration, and customs officers at a point lower down the Delaware
River than Marcus Hook. For the past three years quarantine inspec-

tion of vessels entering Philadelphia has been performed at Marcus
Hook by service officers and Pennsylvania State officers conjointly,

the Reedy Island station being maintained for detention purposes
only.

The New York quarantine station is administered by a service

officer appointed by the governor of New York for that purpose,
but the station is under State control and the transfer to national
control is still pending. The New York Legislature has signified

its willingness to transfer the station to the Government in a joint

resolution dated February 15, 1917. An appropriation for the pur-
chase of the New York quarantine station, inserted in the sundry
civil act of 1918, was favorably acted upon by the Senate, but was
stricken out when that measure was considered in conference.
During the year rather comprehensive and adequately equipped

quarantine stations, with disinfecting apparatus, were constructed
at El Paso, Eagle Pass, Laredo, Brownsville, Rio Grande City, and
Hidalgo. Formerly disinfecting plants on the Mexican side of the
border were utilized where available and extemporized expedients
were resorted to at other points. Altogether, such arrangements
were unsatisfactory and left much to be desired in the way of effec-

tiveness. The maintenance of service owned and controlled plants
on American territory promised to meet the necessary requirements.
The National Government now owns and operates 61 quarantine

stations on the mainland of the United States. In the Philippine
Islands, Hawaiian Islands, Porto Rico, and the Virgin Islands 20
stations are administered by officers of the United States Public
Health Service. Of the total, 41 have detention facilities or float-

ing equipment and 46 have facilities for the conduct of inspections

only.

General Prevalence of Quarantinable Disease.

Plague, yellow fever, cholera, typhus, and smallpox have pre-

vailed in countries having intimate commercial and traffic relations

with the United States, and each of those infections has constituted

a potential menace to the sanitary condition of this country.
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(holcj'a.—A very extensive epidemic of cholera ravaged Japan in

tlie fall of 191G, and assumed such proportions that bacteriological

examination for cholera carriers was enforced at the Pacific coast

and the insular quarantine stations against passengers from the

Orient. At Port Townsend, San P>ancisco, Honolulu, and Manila
13,327 bacteriological examinations were performed. At Manila 21
carriers were discovered among those examined and were denied
passage.

A disease in epidemic proportions clinically simulating cholera

was reported as prevalent in eastern Mexico and on the Isthmus of
Tchuantepec. Investigation by service officers made it apparent,
however, that the suspected cases were the algid form of malarial
infection.

Although cholera was reported as present in several of the bel-

ligerent countries of continental Europe, it did not actively menace
trans-Atlantic commerce, chiefly because of the restricted maritime
traffic with the infected countries.

Plague.—Plague was reported as present in every section of the

globe. The infection continues to prevail in epidemic form on the

west coast of South America, particularly in the city of Guayaquil.
In Brazil plague was reported in several widely separated States of

that Republic. Reports were likewise received of its prevalence in

South Africa, Egypt, and various ports on the Mediterranean, India,

the entire China coast, Japan, and the Malay Archipelago.
Rodent plague from time to time was reported at Liverpool,

London, Hull, and Bristol. Apparently at these English ports the

infection never effected a secure hold, and probably the infection

reported was introduced from vessels from the Orient. On several

occasions plague, both in man and in rodents, was reported in ships

en route from India to European ports.

Plague infection was reported during the year from the island of

Hawaii, and probably was an exacerbation from a residual focus.

Rodent plague was discovered as the result of the fumigation of

a vessel at New Orleans quarantine. The source of the infection

remains a matter of speculation, since within the preceding 12

months the vessel had not been to any known plague-infected port,

but had plied between ports of the United States, more particularly

New York and the continental ports of Europe and England.
To prevent the introduction of the infection into the United States

all vessels from i)lague-infected ports were fumigated for the de-

struction of rodents. At Hongkong rodent infection was demon-
strated on a vessel about to sail for an American port. The vessel

was fumigated under the supervision of the service officer on duty
in the American consulate at Hongkong. As a result two infected

rats were found among those destroyed. The referred-to vessel,

however, had not had any infection amongst the personnel. Rodent
plague i)revails so extensively and so insidiously that with the
world-wide journeying of cargo carriers it is almost impossible to
decide what ships have been exposed to the infection. The only
solution of this problem appears to be a periodic fumigation of all

vessels from foreign ports for the purpose of making them as nearly
rat free as possible.

Yellow fever.—Yellow-fever infection was reported during the
year from Mexico, Guayaquil, and the west coast of South America,
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fioni Brazil, and from Barbados and Martinique, in the West Indies.

The disease reported as yellow fever in Barbados was subsequentl.v

determined by Asst. Sur^. Gen. H. R. Carter and Dr. Juan Gui-
teras, after an investigation, to be some other infection. The en-

demicity of yellow fever in Maracaibo, Venezuela, still continues

to be a mcjot question, mild cases being reported from time to time
by the local profession. Acting Asst. Surg. Stewart reports from
La Guaira that while the form of fever in Maracaibo is more or less

atypical and mild, the general trend of medical opinion, neverthe-

less, both at Maracaibo and Caracas, is that occasional cases of yellow
fever do occur at Maracaibo and in the vicinity.

Two cases of yellow fever were discovered in the fall of 1916 on a

ship from Progreso. The vessel was detained by the quarantine
officer at Xew Orleans quarantine station. The ship was appropri-
ately treated and, no other cases developing, was released after six

days' detention.

Yellow fever was reported in epidemic proportions from the

Provinces of Yucatan and Campeche during the summer of 1910

and in June, 1917. the infection was again reported in Yucatan, the

first case being in the person of a nonimmune from Mexico City.

This circumstance merely emphasizes the endemicity of yellow-fever

infection in the Province of Yucatan.
A severe epidemic of unknown infection but suspiciously like yel-

low fever was reported as prevalent in Tampico, Vera Cruz, and
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec during September and October, 1916.

In Tampico, Avith an estimated population of 45.000 persons,

there were in the month of September some 616 deaths, or an annual
death rate for that period exceeding 160 per 1,000. The State of
Xuevo Leon. Mexico, instituted quarantine measures against persons
coming from Tampico on the assumption that the epidemic in Tam-
pico was yellow fever. Investigation by service officers, Surgs. Gui-
teras and Francis and Passed Asst. Surg. Ridlon, and also a

representative of the Cuban sanitation department, demonstrated
that the chief cause of the high mortality rate was malarial fever,

both the pernicious and benign form. There were many cases of

the algide and hemorrhagic malarial type of infection, which, ac-

companied by dysenteric infection and the lowered vitalit}'^ of the

poorer class, inability to secure proper medication and even suffi-

cient nourishment, caused a very high death rate. Passed Asst.

Surg. Ridlon repoVted that in a personnel of 180 men on the U. S. S.

Nashville, lying in the Panuco RiAer off Tampico, 122 had been
down with malaria, the cases, however, being reported by the ship's

surgeon as the benign type of the infection. The anopheles albi-

manus seems to have been the chief malarial carrier in the vicinity of

Tampico. Yellow fever was excluded as a factor in the morbidity
of Tampico and Vera Cruz, but considering the endemicity of the

infection in Yucatan and Campeche there is grave apprehension
that the disease may at any time be imported to Vera Cruz and
Tampico, at both of which i)liices conditions are most favorable for

an epidemic once the infection is introduced.
Acting Asst. Surg. Gimlei- stationed at Progreso reported the oc-

currence of 31 cases in Progreso and Merida during the summer of

1916. It is thought, however, that the disease was probably more
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extensively present in those Provinces than the cases actually re-

ported would indicate.

SmaUpo.v.—Smallpox continued to be prevalent at most of the
world ports having commercial relations with the United States,

but the chief source of concern in this connection was the prevention
of the introduction of the infection" from Mexico, in which country
the disease prevails very extensively, and is of a specially malignant
type of infection. Vaccination was performed at the various border
(juarantine stations against all persons coming from Mexioo who
did not present evidence of immunity, either through a recent attack
or recent successful vaccination. This practice of vaccinating in-

coming travelers was also extended where necessary to the purely
local traffic. At the various national quarantine stations on the
Texas-Mexican border there were vaccinated 110,073 persons.

Typhus fever.—While typhus continued to be reported from the
various European countries in particular, its prevalence in Mexico
constituted the chief menace of the introduction of the disease into

the United States. It is especially to be noted that in carrying out
preventive measures along the border Inspectoi- David M. White,
contracted the infection and died. Dr. W. C. Klutt/, city health
officer at El Paso, likewise contracted the infection in the line of
duty with a fatal issue. The chief measures taken to prevent the in-

troduction of typhus infection on the border are described under the
heading " Quarantine Operations Along the Mexican Border."

QuAUANTixE Operations Along the Mexican Border.

Typhus fever continued to be as serious a menace along the Mexi-
can bordar during the fiscal year 1J)17 as it was in the preceding
year. Xo official reports were received from Mexican officials,

either local or federal, as to the prevalence of this disease, but from
authoritative sources and statements in various Mexican papers, it

was evident that typhus prevailed in Mexico on an unprecedented
scale, thousands dying of the disease. These reports indicated that

the morbidity and mortality of typhus in Mexico during the fiscal

year 1917 were greater than in the preceding year. In the city of
Zacatecas, capital of that Province, the local aid society reported

2,000 deaths from typhus in the four months preceding Sej^tember,

1917, the population of that city being approximately 60,000.

Increased facilities for the application of effective preventive
measures were secured, however, at the various ports of entry along
the Texas-Mexican border in the way of adequately equipped build-

ings for disinfection purposes under the control of the service.

Tlie })olicy of the service, as in the previous year, contemplated
only the treatment of incoming travelers for the purpose of render-
ing them and their personal effects vermin free. No attempt was
made to establish a 12 days' detention foi- the detection of cases in

the incubative period on account of practical reasons set forth in

the annual report of last year. In brief, the treatment at the border
(|uarantine stations accorded to traveleis from Mexico who were
con.sidered as likely to be vermin infested was as follows:

The men and women were separated, males entering one side of the

building, women and small children on the other. In suitable rooms
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all clothing \vasrenioved,made into a bundle, and put through an open-

ing in the wall into the central portion of the building, where steam
disinfection was accomplished. Shoes, hats, belts, and other articles

which might be injured by steam were placed in 3 large laundry
basket, and when necessary were exposed to hydrocyanic-acid gas in

a specially designed chamber. A small waterproof bag was given to

all persons, so that they could place therein their money or valuables

and retain them in their possession. After the clothing had been
removed and passed into the disinfecting room the nude person was
next inspected by a male or female attendant, as the case required,

for vermin infestation. If head lice were found the hair of the men
and boys was clipped, the hair dropped on newspaper, and this

burned. The heads of women infested with head lice were treated

with a mixture of equal parts of kerosene and vinegar, applied to

the hair for one-half hour. The dilute acetic acid loosens the eggs

from the hair, and the kerosene kills or stupefies the adult lice, which
are thereafter removed by washing the head and hair with warm
water and soap. After this treatment liquid soap is sprayed upon
the body from an elevated reservoir, and the person passed on to

the shower baths. The soap container is a 5-gallon can with a spout

in the bottom to which a rubber tube is attached, the method of

liandling being similar to that of a fountain syringe with clip

attached. The soap is made by boiling 1 part of soap chips in 4

parts of water and then adding 2 parts of kerosene oil. When used,

1 part of this product is added to 4 parts of warm water, this making
a good liquid soap at a small cost.

The bathing process is supervised by attendants, and the persons

treated thereafter pass into a rear room in which clothing is received

through an opening in the wall, after having been disinfected by
steam. In the disinfection room bundles of clothing are placed in a

steam chamber. When the chamber is full a vacuum of 10 to 15

inches is made, and thereafter steam is introduced until the pressure

gauge shows 20 pounds, the temperature being 259° F. The exposure

is maintained for 10 minutes, after which a second vacuum is created

for the purpose of drying the clothes. The entire procedure requires

from 25 to 35 minutes, and although lice are killed by a very short

exposure to 212° F., the higher temperature is easily attained and
held to insure efficiency. The operator generally controls the main-

tenance of temperature by w^rapping a thermometer in bundles of

clothing placed in different parts of the loaded chamber at the top,

bottom, and middle and thus secures a fairly satisfactory determina-

tion of the efficiency of the sterilization. The water for the shower

baths in the plants along the border is heated as the Aveatlier may
require, some of the stations using coal-burning and others oil-

burning heaters. The various plants have attached a cyanide-gas

room for disinfection of personal effects and baggage when necessary.

Sole reliance has been placed on rendering incoming travelers free

of lice and excluding those obviously ill. Encouragement and assist-

ance are extended to State and local authorities toward improving

the sanitation of those communities in the Southwest where exist Mexi-

can colonies or camps of Mexican laborers. Generally speaking, the

living conditions in those quarters differ but little, if at all. from

those which obtain in the same class living in Mexico—overcrowded.
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iiulifforent to personal liygiene, and badly vermin infested. A very

notable improvement was achieved, especially in El Paso and in the

mininir and railroad construction camps .scattered throuo;hout the

Southwest. This latter was accomplished cliiefly throu<ijh the co-

operation of the medical dei)artments of the seveial railroads. The
ert'ectiveness of the service plants, as exemplified by that at El Paso,

was attested by Dr. J. (i. Cumming, director of Ihe State Bureau of

Communicable Diseases of the State of California, Avho in his

report of an inspection of various comnnmities in the State reported:

When 111 view -if these comrol measures instituted ;it the border of the
United States by the I'liblic Health Service the advisability of modifying or
abolishing the special regulations (State) was suggested, it became necessary
to determine whether or not they had served their purpose, that of minimizing
louse infestation * * *. The construction camps were inspected, and the
renuirkable cleanliness of some very recent arrivals therein contrasted with
those imported prior to January. 1917. and evidenced the value of llie efficient

delousing work done on the border by the T'nited States Public Health Service.

In October, 1916. there was louse infestation to tlie extent of 35 per cent for

body lice and 60 per cent for head lice, while the March 1st inspection showed
no body lice and only 1 per cent head lice.

These observations refer to Mexican laborers imported for railroad

work.
Altogether there were reported from California, Colorado, and

American communities located on the Texas border some 122 cases.

It is probable that there were isolated cases at these points which were
not reported.

Of the 122 cases, it is estimated that (ji) were in the incubative

period at the time they entered the United States from Mexico; the

symptoms developed thereafter at intervals varying from 24 hours
to 18 or 20 days. Thirty-three cases contracted infection from foci

established on United States territory, 7 contracted infection from
contact with infected cases, no focus being established, and in 8 cases

the source of the infection was not determined, either through death
of the case before data could be secured, or else becau.se cases had
been exposed to infection both in Mexico and in the United States.

As to sex incidence, there were 32 females and 85 males, 5 cases

not being reported as to sex. Any conclusion as to .sex incidence

might be misleading, as most of the ceses were in a migrating class,

and were for the most part men going to the United States for the

purpose of securing construction work on railroads, farms, or mines.

As to race incidence, there were 110 Mexicans, 10 Americans, and
2 Europeans. Here again deductions are difficult because Ave are

not dealing with a fixed population. If two Americans connected
with the sanitar}^ force be excluded it can be .stated that the typhus
cases of El Paso origin were almost all Mexican.s. Race mortality
shows but little variation, that of American cases being 40 per cent

and that of Mexicans being 39 per cent. Sex mortality likewise shows
a negligible vaiiation. the death rate among women being 39 per cent

and that of men 37 per cent.

As to age incidence, there were 11 cases of 12 years or under and
109 cases over 12 years, the ages of 2 not being given. As to age mor-
tality, in a series of 90 whose age and results were both recorded that

of the group of 30 j^ears or younger was 21 per cent, and that of the

group of 31 years or over was 60 per cent. Apparently the mortality

of typhus increases with the age of the patient.
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Senior Surgeon C. C. Pierce, in charge of the general supervision

of service quarantine stations along the Mexican border, reports in

detail as follows:

Tlie service work along the border to prevent the introduction of typhus from
those districts wliere it is prevalent in Mexico has been vigorously carried on
during the fiscal year with increased personnel and equipment at various

points along the border. The measures eft'ected on the border were as satisfac-

tory as could be expected, in view of the difficulty of maintaining quarantine
restrictions on a boundary line 1,300 miles in length from El Paso to the

Gulf, presenting no material natural obstacles to travel. From El Paso
to the Pacific Ocean the boundary between Mexico and the United States is

719 miles in length, but the western Mexican States of Sonora and Lower
California have fortunately been comparatively free from typhus fever. This
presumably is due to the difficulty of travel between this section of Mexico
and the typhus-infected plateau region of that country. Cases of typhus have
not been reported as entering the United States at any border point west of

El Paso, Tex.
During the latter part of the last fiscal year it was found from experience

that the utilization of disinfecting plants located on Mexican territory and
operated by Mexican officials was not satisfactory, although an employee of the

service was stationed at each plant in a supervisory capacity. No standard
could be enforced in regard to the hours of operation nor the control of persons

and their effects after disinfection. The operation of these rehabilitated Mexi-

can plants was commenced during the winter of 1915-16 to meet an urgent

necessity at a minimum expenditure, and was only intended as an expedient.

The bureau, therefore, in the summer of 1916 began to devise plans for the

erection of fully equipped disinfecting plants on American territory, at the

various border points where they were required and to arrange for their con-

struction before the tniset of cold weather, at which time it was anticipated that

there would be a considerable increase in the number of cases of typhus. The
officer in charge of the work along the Mexican border in September, 1916, was
directed to arrange as rapidly as possible for the location and construction of

plants at the various border ports. The plans of the plants required were
drafted and approved, and orders were placed for the necessary equipment,
including steam sterilizing chambers.

In establishing these plants many unforeseen contingencies were encountered,
thus delaying the operation of the disinfecting stations. One source of delay was
the impracticability at some of the border towns of securing title to suitably

located sites upon which the plants could be erected. This made it necessary at

some of the border ports of entry to make arrangements with local property
owners for the erection of special buildings to be rented for quarantine purposes
to the Government. This procedure was followed at El Paso, Brownsville, and
Hidalgo, Tex. At Eagle Pass and Rio Grande City, Tex., sites were secured
from the War Department on military reservations add the plants were con-

structed by the service. At the port of Laredo a suitable site was finally leased
from the railroad company at a nominal sum and the erection of a quarantine
plant upon this location was started, the construction to be completed and in

operation by the latter part of July, 1917.
At El Paso the quarantine plant is located at the American end of the inter-

national foot bridge, adjacent to the United States immigration station. The
street cars run between El Paso, Tex., and Juarez, Mexico, across this bridge,
and the international railroad bridge is only a short distance away, so that the
plant is easily available for the treatment of all traffic, even when the railroad
service is resumed. The El Paso plant was completed during the last days of
December, and was opened for service on January 2. 1917. Prior to that time
the vermin-infested travelers desiring to enter the United States at that place
were treated at the Mexican plant in Juarez under the supervision of an inspec-
tor of the service.

David M. White, while on this duty, contracted typhus fever and died October
19, 1916.

Since the El Paso plant has been in operation all persons crossing from Juare/..
local travelers as well as immigrants, are deloused as required. From January
2 to January 27 night traffic from Juarez was permitted, but on the latter date
quarantine inspection and treatment of travelers was restricted to Juarez from
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7 ;i. 111. to 7 n . m., iu accordance with the general requirements of the United
States quarantine regiilations. Some exceptions were made by giving passes
to certain officials, physicians, and other well-known persons, whose duties might
re«iuire them to return from Mexico after 7 p. m. This was necessary to control
the travel of vermin-infested persons after night closure of the disinfectiny,

plant. Enforcement of the night closing ordei" caused considerable opposition
at first, and resulted in some rioting by the peon class on the international
bridge, and the suspension of street car service for a few days. The opposition
soon subsided, however, as closing the port at night had the indorsement of
all Federal, State, and municipal oflicials, as well as the approval of the El
Paso Chamber of Connnerce, and the support of all legitimate business inter-

ests of the city.

All persons, including local residents of Juarez and El Paso now entering the
I'nited States at El Paso are requirwl to undergo disinfection of personal effects

at the quarantine plant, as occasion may arise. The " locals " are required to

take the bath and have their clothing disinfected at least once each week. This
measure resulted in a very marked imrn-ovement of the peon class living in

.Tuarez and in El Paso, since they have readily grasped the fact that louse in-

festation seriously interfered with their movements and to a certain extent
caused restriction of their travel. They are now making an effort to keep
themselves clean and vermin free.

As an additional precautionary measure to prevent the spread of typhus
fever from border ports of entry to other places within the States, and to pre-
vent in a large measure the travel of those Mexicans who might enter the coun-
try clandestinely, an order was issued to all transportation companies operating
trains from border towns, directing that no Mexicans of the laboring class or
their families be furnished ^^ransportation unless they presented a service
certificate of disinfection. (Details of these operations are recorded under the
rran.sactions of the Domestic Quarantine Division.)

It may be stated that the Mexican colonies in American cities on the border
differ in no respect as to their sanitation nor as to habits and living conditions
i»f the inmates from the habitations of the lower class Mexicans on Mexican
territory.

Typhus infection having gained access to El Paso in the summer of 1916, the
infection appeared to take firm bold with the establishment of several foci of
infection in the city of El Paso, the cases, however, being almost entirely con-
lined to the Mexican colony. Acting upon the request of the mayor and city
eouncil of El Paso, Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan was given leave by the service
and permitted to accept the position of health officer of the city of El Paso, for
the purpose of efftM^ting sanitary reforms in El Paso by the elimination of foci
of typhus infection. Later on Asst. Surg. T. C. Galloway was also detailed by
the service .to assist in the sanitation of El Paso. (Details concerning this
work will be found under the heading of domestic quarantine.)

Sixty-seven cases of typhus occurred in El Paso during the fiscal year and
are included in tabular form in another part of this report.

At Eagle Pass, Tex., the service disinfection plant was built on the military
reservation upon a site adjacent to the international footbridge and the immi-
gration station. A small house for the inspectors was constructed at the end
of the footbridge, and from this a fenced-in walk extends to the entrance of the
plant. The plant was placed in operation late in .January, 1917, and travel
regulations were imposed similar to those in force at El Paso. At this port,
where only two inbound trains leave daily, the disinfection certificates which
^Mexicans are required to have before boarding trains, are checked up through
the cooperation of the immigration service.

When railroad passenger traffic with Mexico is resumed, tho.se per.sons re-
([Uiring disinfection may be removed from the Mexican train before it arrives
at the Eagle Pass depot and conveyed through the military reservation to the
disinfecting plant for treatment and then released.

Only two cases of typhus fever occurred at Eagle Pass during the fiscal year
The data is given with other typhus cases later in this report.
At Laredo the question of location of the service plant was carefully con-

sidered. It was at first contemplated lopfiting the plant at the footbridge, for the
reason that until reeently all travel from Mexico crossed this bridge, railroad
traffic having been suspended for the past two years. A suitable site near the
footbridge was selected, but after prolonged negotiation it was found that no
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arrangement could be made for the construction of the building required. Thf
local representatives of the railroad company arranged to set aside a suitable
site for the disinfecting plant, which is now under construction at the American
end of the railroad bridge.

The quarantine building at Laredo will be two stories high, with the dis-
infecting machinery and bath compartments on the ground floor. The second
story is arranged to provide for office and inspection space and facilities for
handling first-class passengers, who may not require disinfection.

Partial travel has already been resumed over the railroad bridge at this
port and upon the completion of the plant it is contemplated to require all

persons entering from Mexico, except the local residents of either border town,
to cross at the railroad bridge so that they may pass the quarantine inspection
and disinfection treatment when necessary.
The location of the plant at the railroad bridge makes it more accessible

for local persons desiring to leave Laredo by train to visit the plant and have
their persons, clothing, and effects deloused in order to secure the certificate
required by the transportation companies.
During the past year the treatment of infested passengers has been effected

by utilizing the Mexican disinfecting plant at New Laredo, Mexico, and to
some extent with the cooperation of State officials, disinfecting some persons
at a small extemporized plant built at the footbridge by the local State quar-
antine officer.

Laredo has been closed to night travel during the entire fiscal year, this
measure causing no active opposition.

The statistical data regarding the 14 cases of typhus fever that occurred at
Laredo during the fiscal year is given later in this report, with the other ca.ses.

During November the officer in charge of supervision of border quarantine
visited Brownsville in company with the supervising inspector of the United
States Immigration Service along the Mexican border, with the intention of
securing the cooperation of the Immigration Service in closing the international
ferry between Matamoras, Mexico, and Brownsville, Tex., and requiring all

persons entering from Mexico to cross at the international foot and railroad
bridge.

This measure was found to be impracticable for the reason that no company
or individual could be found who would erect a suitable plant near the railroad
bridge, but the construction of a plant convenient to the ferry could be arranged
for without further delay. As it was impossible to acquire title to a suitable
site, an arrangement was made with the Matamoras and Brownsville Bridge
Co.. who also own the ferry, to erect a disinfecting plant at the ferry, this
building being of the same general type as the plant at El Paso and' Eagle
Pass. Construction of the building was started about January 1, but due to
many unforeseen obstacles, it was not completed and ready for use until May 1,

1917. when it was placed in operation.
Prior to this time, similar regulations to those at El Paso were enforced at

Brownsville closing the port to night travel from Mexico. Limited travel by
means of official quarantine passes was permitted only at the international
bridge, the ferry service being entirely discontinued after 7 p. m. This regula-
tion aroused considerable opposition on the part of local residents of Browns-
ville and Matamoras, the social relations between these two towns being more
intimate than at other points along the ^Mexican border. The regulation was
therefore modified so as to peremit night travel at both the bridge and ferry.
Passes* permitting this travel were given to quite a large number of persons
known to be residents of the two cities and not subject to quarantine dis-

infection.

No cases of typhus fever occurred in the Brownsville district during the
fiscal year. It is believed that the low altitude of this region and the com-
paratively mild winter climate is conducive to personal cleanliness, thus re-

moving the menace of permanent louse infestation among the peon class. Since
the opening of the disinfecting plant, with the routine bathing of " locals " as
well as Immigrants, a considerable improvement in the personal appearance of
those crossing from Mexico has been observed at this port, as well as along
the entire border.
The port of Hidalgo, Tex., located about GO miles abov^ Brownsville, although

8 miles from a railroad on the American side, has for two years been a
favorite port of entry for immigrants from adjacent portions of Mexico.

18643°—17 6
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Arraugemeuts were made with a local ivisideut of Hidalgo to build and equip a

suitable disinfection station at this port, he work being completed during Jan-
uary. 1917.
Owing to the high price of coal at this station, a steam sterilizing apparatus

was not installed at this point, anC. the hot-air sterilizer used during the
previous fiscal year at Hidalgo has been continued in the service with satis-

factory results.

The routine vaccination of all arrivals from Mexico, which is carried out
at all border ports, has resulted in the almost total absence of smallpox in the
vicinity of Hidalgo during this year—a fact that has been frequently com-
mented upon by the local county officials.

No case of typhus fever has occurred at the port of Hidalgo during this

fiscal year.
The Mexican Railroad from Monterey to Brownsville follows the course of

the Rio Grande for approximately 70 miles west of Brov.-nsville, so that in

order to prevent Mexican immigrants from leaving the train and crossing into

American territory at a point where no facilities for quarantine inspection and
disinfection had been established, it was found necessary to locate such a

station at Rio Grande City, Tex.
At this port a suitable site for the location of the service plant was secured

from the War Department on the Fort Ringgold Reservation. A frame struc-

ture, in which provision is made for the bathing and disinfection of both sexes,

was constructed and placed in operation March 1, 1917. The office space of this

building is shared with the immigration inspector on duty at this port.

Prior to the erection of the service plant, both immigration and quarantine
functions Avere carried on in tents. No special apparatus for the sterilization

of clothing has been installed in the Rio Grande City plant, for the reason that

travel at this port is comparatively light, and such persons as are found to be
infested with vermin have their clothing treated by submersion in gasoline.

If no facilities were available for the enforcement of the border quarantine
regulations at this port, it would probably result in large numbers of Mexican
immigrants leaving the train at Mier, Mexico, and crossing at this point in order

to avoid the restrictions to which they would be subjected at either Hidalgo or

Brownsville, should they continue their journey to either of those ports.

No cases of typhus fever occurred in the vicinity of Rio Grande City during
the fiscal year.

COLUMBUS, N. MEX., TEMPORARY PORT,

I"'^pon the withdrawal of the United States Army from Mexico a

large number of refugees accompanied the soldiers on their march to

the border. In order to handle this unusual situation, Columbus,
N. Mex., was made a temporar}^ port of entry, and a service officer

was detailed to make the medical in.spection of these refugees and to

carry out the necessary quarantine measures.

This work covered a period of one week, from February 1 to 7,

1917, during which time 2,740 persons were inspected for disease,

vermin infestation, and evidence of immunity against smallpox;
250 of these refugees were found to be vermin infested and were
deloused, and 1,010 were vaccinated by the service officer, in addition
to 550 who were vaccinated by officers of the Medical Corps, United
States Army. No case of quarantiiiable disease was found, although
several persons were temporarily held on account of suspicious illness.

The Army officials had charge of the camp in which the refugees
were detained, and furnished all necessary guards and Hospital
Corps men to aid the service officer in carrying out this work. Medi-
cal officers of the Army loaned a sterilizing outfit and gave their
cordial support to enforcing the necessary quarantine restrictions.
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Statistical data of quarantine transactions at the Texas-Mcrican border points

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917.

Number inspected from interior

Mexico
Number local passengers inspected
Total number persons disin fected

Total number persons passed without
treatment

Total nimiber persons vaccinated
Total number sick detained for obser-
vation

Total number sick refused admission.

.

Total number pieces baggage disin-

fcctcd
Number of cases of typhus fever from
July 1, 1916, to June 30, 1917

1 Approximated. Strict account was not kept of the "locals" crossing the international bridge at H
Paso.

2 Since opening of the disinfecting plant at Brownsvi le.

DESTRUCTION OF RATS ON VESSELS.

The fumigation of incoming vessels for the purpose of destroying

rats has been continued as in former years. The number of rats so

destroyed exceeded 18,550, the unknown cases representing those that

were not recovered subsequent to fumigation, the omission of search

being due to various circumstances. Not infrequently a fumigated
vessel leaves port immediately on completion of fumigation, and be-

fore the clearance of fumes from the compartments. At other times
when vessels are fumigated with cargo aboard subsequent search by
the fumigators is only partially successful, as members of the crew
are rather prone to throw the recovered carcasses overboard or burn
them in furnaces.

For the most part the species of rats destroyed by fumigation were
the Mv>s rattus and Mus alexandnniis.^ very few Mns norvegicus being
reported. It is interesting to note that of 6,072 rodents destroyed at

the city of New Orleans through the fumigation of vessels 5,997 were
of the two species, alexandrhius and rattus., and only 10 were Nor-
way rats, the remaining 65 being bandicoots and various species of
Avood rats.

In addition to the fumigation of vessels for the destruction of

rats and mosquitoes, owners and agents not infrequently request this

treatment for the sake of destroying bedbugs and other vermin about
the vessel.

The agents used at the various stations were cyanide gas and
sulphur dioxide, the latter in the strength and duration of exposure
as provided in the quarantine regulations; the former in the propor-
tion of 5 ounces of cyanide to 1,000 cubic feet of space and duration
of exposure varying ifrom { hour for small, al)()vo deck compartments,
to 1^ hours for holds. The standard for fumigation by cyanide gas
of 5 ounces per 1,000 cubic feet of space, with exposure for 1 hour,

as provided in bureau circular of October 30, 1915, is purely a ten-

tative one, and undoubtedly will be altered after more prolonged
observation of the practical results obtained.
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The exceptionally favorable combination of conditions at New
Orleans made possible the testing of the eliicioncy of fumigation.

Vessels, subsequent to fumigation performed either at New Orleans

citv or at the quarantine station, were thoroughly trapped by the

experienced force of trappers operating along the New Orleans water

front in connection with plague suppressive measures at that place.

Depending on the size of the vessel, from 20 to 1-iO snap traps were

placed on the various ships for periods of 1 to 10 days, according to

the ship's stay in port. A record was kept of the number of rats

killed by the' fumigation and also of those that were ^subsequently

trappetl The excellent records maintained by Passed Asst. Surg.

Friench Simpson and his painstaking interest in the investigation

made possible a fairly accurate estimate of the efficiency of both

sulphur and cyanide fumigations. Such an opportunity of obtain-

ing in a practical way an idea of the results of fumigation for rodent

destruction has never before been available, and the data is corre-

s|)ondingly interesting.

There have been ample investigations of fumigations by both

sul])hur dioxide and cyanide gas under experimental conditions, but

such conditions rarely can be said to be identical with the natural

environment under which the practice is ordinarily carried out.

Of a total of 182 vessels fumigated by cyanide gas, and irrespective

of the part of the ship from which the rodents were obtained, or

whether the vessel was empty or loaded, there were "recovered 2,811

rats, or an average of 15.44 rats per ship, all killed by the fumigating

gas. The trapping on these ships after being fumigated resulted in

the capture of 121 rats, an average of 0.66 rat per ship. On this basis

of computation, therefore, the efficiency of cyanide gas appears to

be 95 per cent, i. e., 95 rats of a possible 100 were destroyed by the

fumigation.
Considering a group of 62 vessels treated by sulphur dioxide, the

results show 12.05 rats per vessel killed by fumigation, and 3.5 rats

subsequently trapped per vessel—an efficiency percentage for sulphur

fumigation of only 77 per cent as applied to the entire vessel, irre-

spective of the holds being loaded or empty. Confining the observa-

tions to holds of vessels only, it was noted that the percentage of

efficiency of cyanide in empty holds was 99 per cent in a group of

34 vessels recorded, and in a group of 28 vessels the percentage of

efficiency for sulphur dioxide was 96 per cent. Thus for ernpty com-
partments there was no material variation between the efficiency of

sulphur dioxide and cyanide gas as a fumigant, although it will be

noted that the exposure to cyanide was 1| hours as compared to 6

hours for sulphur dioxide.

The result of fumigation of loaded holds was unsatisfactory for

both fumigants, the percentage of efficiency being 80 per cent for

cyanide gas and 64 per cent for sulphur dioxide. The observation

of the results obtained in the treatment of su[)erstructures, store-

rooms, crews' quarters, pantries, poop deck, etc., all compartments
that as a rule are filled with dunnage, supplies, etc., indicates the

marked superiority of cyanide gas as a fumigant over sulphur

dioxide. In a series of 32 vessels treated by cyanide gas the per-

centage of efficiency of this agent as applied to storerooms and other

above-deck compartments, was 94 per cent; whereas that of sulphur
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(licjxide in a series of 32 ^•essels was only 55 per cent in the treatment
of similar compartments. In other words, whereas sulphur fumi-
gation as applied to superstructures destroyed only 55 rats of each
100, cyanide gas killed 94 per 100.

From reports submitted during the past year it appears evident
that fumigation by cyanide gas has many decided advantages over
sulphur dioxide for the purpose of destroying rats on ships, the
only disadvantage of the former being its greater danger to human
life. This feature, however, is not an insurmountable objection antl

can, with ordinary care and attention by responsible persons, be elimi-

nated. On account of an accident and loss of life incident to the
fumigation of a vessel at one of the quarantine stations, due to

cyanide gas, the following instructions were issued by the Surgeon
General

:

Safeguards to be Observed in Performing Fumigation with Hydrocyanic
Acid Gas.

Treasury Department,
Bureau of the United States Public Health Service,

Washington, November 4, 19 IG.

Bureau circular letter No. 100.

To officers of the United States Public Health Service:

1. When a vessel is fumigated with cyanide gas, no one shall be permitted to

enter the various compartments of the ship until entry to such space is declared
safe by the medical officer in charge of the fumigation.

2. Subsequent to opening hatches, companionways, and ports, not less than
1.5 minutes shall elapse before anyone shall enter the superstructures, such
as staterooms, rabins, .saloon, or forecastle, and not less than one hour before
entering the holds. This is the minimum, and the time will be prolonged
according to the discretion of the officer in charge.

3. If artificial means for ventilation, such as blower or fan, are not available,
wind sails shipped into place should be utilized for aeration of holds.

4. Before declaring it safe to enter holds, a captive animal (guinea pig, rat,

cat, etc.) shall be lowered and exposed to the aerial content of such compart-
ments, and the effects produced, if any, shall be a guide in estimating the
amount of gas present in dangerous quantity.

.5. After measures have been taken to free compartments of cyanide fumes,
and the application of test by captive animal indicates sufficient "dissipation of
the gas to make entering the compartments a safe procedure, they should be
entered in all parts by one of the fumigators or by the officer himself. This
shall be done as a final step before the officer declares the vessel safe to be
entered by the personnel connected with the vessel.

6. Decision as to safety of entering compartments shall be made by the officer

in charge of the fumigation and on board the vessel concerned ; but during the
interval between the sealing of compartments undergoing fumigation and the
time appointed for determining the safety of entering, the officer may designate
a trustworthy employee or employees to attend to the opening up of com-
partments, the supervising of installation of blower or wind sail, and the pre-
vention of any persons entering compartments before permission of the officer in
charge.

7. The provisions of bureau circular No. 79 of 1915 shall be reviewed and
the safeguards mentioned therein shall be observed in addition to the foregoing.

8. You will acknowledge receipt hereof.

Rupert Blue.
Surgeon General.

Since this circular Avas issued there have been no accidents at-

tributable to cyanide fumigation, although 900 ' ships have been so

treated in the interval up to the end of the year.

1 Approximately.
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The economic saving (« shipping Avhen cyanide gas is used is very
exident, since the duration of exposure to sulphur dioxide varies
from 6 to 12 hours, in contrast to that for cyanide, i. e., 1 hour. While
the fumes of sulphur dioxide are not so dangerous to human life as

cyanide gas, ncvertlieless the tendency of sulphur fumes to remain in

the holds of vessels for a considerable time not infrequently delays
the handling of cargo. Surg, (xrubbs reports a case where tlie

holds of a vessel retained 2 per cent suljihur dioxide fumes for a

])rotracted period on account of unfavorable weather conditions

—

that is, a warm day without wind. Six hours after opening the hatch-
ways the fumes were yet too strong to permit the working of cargo,

and it required the use of ventilating fans before the holds were free

of gas.

Under natural conditions cyanide fumes generally clear from the
holds of average size vessels in 1 hour. Asst. Surg. Faget, in

reporting the obser\ ations collected during the fumigation of some
33 vessels, noted that 25 of the 33 were free of cyanide fumes within
1 hour aft^r opening the holds, although 4 of the 33 were not clear

of the gas at the end of 3 hours. Asst. Surg. Faget attributes the
inconstancy of the dissipation of cyanide fumes partly to weather
conditions (lack of wind, excessive humidit^y, low temperature) and
ship construction, such as multiplicity of decks and small hatchways.
It would appear that of the weather conditions, that of Avind is the
most important, a fair breeze materially hastening the ventilation of
holds and other ship compartments.

Whatever danger attaches to cyanide gas occurs not at the time of

the evolution of the gas nor at the opening up of the compartments, but
is due to persons entering a fumigated compartment before the dissi-

pation of the gas or dilution to a degree nontoxic to man. Artificial

ventilation, therefore, following fumigation both by cyanide gas
and by sulphur dioxide seems advisable both for economic reasons
(expediting the loading of holds) and for the protection of persons
woi-king about the vessel. The device that has proven of greatest
practicability of application is that known commercially as the "Aero-
thrust," a two-blade propeller, 32 inches in diameter, operated by a

small gasoline-driven motor. According to Grubbs's observations, an
Aerothrust fan of 3-horsepower engine attachment will displace

22,700 cubic feet of air per minute by direct application, or if trans-

mitted through funicular chutes (canvas) 20 feet in length the dis-

placement is reduced to 8,340 cubic feet. The observations at Boston
quarantine station indicated that the holds of even the largest vessels,

irrespective of weather conditions, when all hatchways are removed,
can safely be entered one-half hour after the Aerothrust fan has been
in operation. This device is portable, is of comparatively reasonable
price, and seems to be best adapted for artificial ventilation of vessels.

VIOLATION OK QUAIJANTINE LAWS.

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the department passed on
73 cases in\olving violation of the act of February 15, 1893, due to

failure of masters to present American consular bills of health. Of
the total 37 were dismissed without penalty because of extenuating
conditions, chief of which was the lack of an American consular rep-

resentative at the foreign port of departure. In 3G cases mitigated
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penalties were imposed, the total amount of fines collected being
$1,675.

ASSISTANCE EXTENDED TO OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES.

During the year the facilities of the Boston quarantine station were
in part extended to the Immigration Service for the purpose of in-

terning some 300 German seamen. Quarters and transportation only
were furnished, the Immigration Service attending to the main-
tenance and general supervision of these interned aliens. The Fish-
ermans Island reservation was temporarily turned over to the
Army. The quarantine reservation at Port Royal was also tempo-
rarily loaned to the Navy Department for use as a training camp.
At Eeedy Island quarantine station assistance was extended to the
customs, immigration, and naval authorities in boarding vessels at
that place, quarters being provided for the representatives of the
customs and Immigration Service at the station. The facilities of
the San Diego quarantine station were likewise extended to the
forces of the United States Naval Reserve, and similar provisions
were made at the Tampa Bay quarantine station for assisting the
patrol forces in that neighborhood. The above is in accordance with
Executive order dated April 3, 1917, as follows

:

Under the authority of the act of Congress approved July 1, 1902, and sub-
ject to the limitations therein expressed, it is ordered that hereafter in times
of threatened or actual war the Public Health Service shall constitute a part
of the military forces of the United States, and in times of threatened or actual
war, the Secretary of the Treasury may, upon request of the Secretary of War
or the Secretary of the Navy, detail officers or employees of said service for
duty either with the Army or the Navy. All the stations of the Public Health
Service are hereby made available for the reception of sick and wounded officers
and men, or for such other purposes as shall promote the public interest in con-
nection with military operations.

WooDRow Wilson.
The White House,

April 3, 1917.

Assistance was also extended to the Immigration Service in making-
sanitary surveys of proposed detention camps for the internment of
aliens, and the services of medical officers were furnished for such in-

ternment camps.

Table giving transactions at national qnarantine stations for the fiscal year
ended June SO, 1917.

stations.
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Table giving transactions at national quarantine stations, etc.—Continued.

stations.
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Alexandria, Va.—^Actiiig Asst. Surg. Arthur Snowden iii charge.
No transactions. At Alexandria, Va., the quarantine inspection is

also made of vessels destined to Washington, D. C.
Atchafalaya, La.—Post-office and telegraphic address, Morgan

City, La. Acting Asst. Surg. W. T. AlcClellan in charge. No trans-
actions.

Beaufort, S. C.—Post-office and telegraphic address, Chisolm, S. C.
Acting Asst. Surg. C. G. Hay in charge.

No vessels were inspected at this station during the year. It is

believed, however, that the operation of the phosphate mines in this
vicinity and of the lumber interests, which has recently increased in

activity, may, after the restoration of normal conditions, result in a
renewal of shipping from foreign ports.

BeUingham, Wash.—Acting Asst. Surg. L. R. Markley reports 1

schooner inspected.

Blscayne Bay (Fla.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic ad-
dress, Miami, Fla. Acting Asst. Surg. J. M. Jackson in charge.
During the year 228 vessels were spoken and passed, 150 vessels

were inspected and passed, and 23 were disinfected for the destruc-
tion of rats. All vessels were required to maintain rat guards on
dock lines and to fend off. The total passengers and crew inspected
was 4,724.

The fumigation of vessels continues to show low rat infestation,
which it is believed is due to the periodic fumigations which are
carried out at this station every three months. The old channel to
the port has filled to such an extent as to prevent the regular steamer
service between Miami and Nassau which ordinarily is carried on
during the winter months. Completion of a new 18-foot channel and
municipal docks, now in course of construction, will, it is believed,
greatly increase the station work. Immigration from the Bahama
Islands during the last two months of the fiscal year shows a marked
falling off, chiefly attributable to the provisions of the new immi-
gration law.

Boca Grande (Fla.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic ad-
dress Boca Grande, Fla. Acting Asst. Surg. G. E. Atwood in charge.

Summary of transactions.

Vessels entering port 71
Spoken and passed 1 61
Inspected and passed 9
Inspected and fumigated for destruction of rats. 1
Officers and crew inspected 314

Boston (Mass.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic address,
Gallops Island, Boston, Mass. Surg. S. B. Grubbs in charge.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the title to the Boston

quarantine station, Gallops Island, was transferred to the Federal
Government. Since June 1, 1915, the station has been operated by
the service under a lease from the city of Boston.

Personnel and equipment: The personnel remains the same as kst
year except for the addition of two attendants in April. Material
improvement was accomplished in equipment of station. Several of
the large buildings have been painted on the exterior, and partly on
the interior. Fire-fighting equipment and a new boiler have been
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jniichased. The boiler of the quarantine steamer Vigilant was prac-
tically rebuilt at a cost of nearly $2,500 and is now believed to be in
excellent condition. Equipment for fumigation has been constantly
changed and improved.
Quarantine operations: The quarantine business of the port, com-

pared with last year, has decreased both as to number of ships and
passengers, but the amount of fumigation has increased. Vessels
arrive bringing cargo to Boston from practically all the plague-in-
fected ports of Europe, Africa, South America, and Asia. As the
waterfront is rat-infested it is realized that fumigation is practically
the only defense and every effort has been made to improve the
technique. To this end the methods of fumigation with both sulphur
dioxide and hydrocyanic acid gas have been changed where improve-
ment seemed possible and the results have been observed and recorded.
This work is directly under the charge of Acting Asst. Surgs. F. X.
Crawford and E. M. Looney.
The following methods are now in use: All vessels are treated

throughout—superstructure with cyanide, using 5 ounces of sodium
cyanide per 1,000 cubic feet for 1 hour exposure and holds with
either cyanide 4 ounces per 1,000 cubic feet for 1^ hours' exposure
or sulphur 2 pounds per 1,000 cubic feet with 12 hours' exposure
or 3 pounds for 6 hours. After cyanide fumigation rats are used to

determine if ventilation has been sufficient, after which one of the
station force enters the parts fumigated. Artificial ventilation is

used, Avhich insures perfect aeration within a definite time regardless
of weather conditions. Vessels from suspected ports arriving empty
or with a small amount of cargo are fumigated with cyanide on
arrival.

No passengers reach this port from places known to be infected
with chlorea. The station laboratory is equipped to examine for
cholera carriers Avhen necessary.

Xo cases of typhus fever have been found but a constant vigilance
is necessary. The method previously reported of killing lice in cloth-
ing and baggage by the vacuum cyanide method and on the body by
the gasoline-soap spray and large shower bath have been tested out
with interned German sailors and has proved satisfactory. On ac-

count of the small number of passengers arriving, most of which are
inspected at Naples, it has not been necessary to so treat incoming
immigrants.

Research : As a result of experimental work the following results

have been reported to the bureau

:

Rats or mice are the animals best adapted for testing the presence
of cyanide fumes.

Artificial ventilation after cyanide fumigation is practicable and
will save time.

The use of sulphur as a telltale in cyanide fumigation may be of
advantage when artificial ventilation is nf>t available, but should be
used with caution, as concentrated cyanide is inflammable.
The efficiency of cyanide is increased approximately 50 per cent

if the gas is kept in motion, but no practical method of accomplishing
this on shipboard has been worked out.

Sodium cyanide deteriorates rapidly and should be stored in air-

tight receptacles.
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Studies on the relative efficiency of SOg and HCN for the purpose
of killing rats on board ships are under way but not yet complete.

Studies on the relative efficiency of SO2 generators have been par-

tially completed and a new type of sulphur burner will soon be ready.

Experiments are under way with a generator constructed by the

Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical Co. at the suggestion of the officer

in charge of the Boston station. When perfected this generator,

which remains on board the quarantine steamer, should materially
reduce the time and labor necessary for fumigation.

After an extended inquiry into the merits of several kinds of
devices designed for rescue work in the presence of poisonous gases,

the station has been equipped with the Draeger self-rescue apparatus.
This is kept on board the quarantine steamer, and the crew has been
drilled in its use.

Cooperation with other departments: At the request of the Com-
missioner of Immigration some 280 interned German sailors have
been cared for at the station since April 30. One hospital—for offi-

cers' quarters—both barracks, dining room with kitchen, and bath-
house are used by them, and about one-half of the island has been
allotted to them for gardens and recreation. In addition the Machine
Gun Co. of the Ninth Massachusetts Regiment—about 75 strong

—

is on the island, performing guard duty.

By arrangement with the Boston health department the quarantine
station will receive any contagious diseases they wish treated here.

B}'^ arrangement with the medical officers detailed for immigration
duty the station will receive at their request nonquarantinable con-
tagious diseases.

By arrangement with the marine hospital at Chelsea the station

will receive any acute contagious disease from that hospital. Dur-
ing the year the marine hospital sent the following cases: Chicken
pox 1, measles 8, poliomyelitis 2, mumps 1, peritonsillar abscess 1.

During the year an effort was made to secure adequate rat-proofing
ordinances to apply to the city of Boston. Surg. Grubbs cooperated
and assisted various civic bodies interested in securing this legis-

lation. A bill was drafted and hearings were held before the joint
committee on metropolitan affairs (legislative). No action was taken
on the proposed bill, however, but it is still in the active files of the
committee, and there is a possibility that it may later on become law.

Transactions: During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, a total

o 522 vessels entered quarantine, as follows:

steamers 502
Motor ships 6
Schooners 12
Bark 1
Ship 1

Total 522

Of this number 126 required fumigation, and were treated as

f Hows:

Fumigation with sulphur 50
Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas 65
Fumigation with sulphur and hydrocyanic acid gas__ 11

Total 126
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in aiKlition, five vessels were fiiinigated at the request of the Navy
Department.
This is a decrease in the number of vessels but an increase in the

number of thos3 fumigated. The above vessels carried crews number-
ing^ 28,483 and 15,G92 passengers.

The following number of detained persons were treated in hos-

pital :

Observation 15
Butx) (observation for utegue)—^^— 4
Measles _*_ 2
Varicella 4
Tonsillitis 2
Mastoiditis 1
Diabetes 1
Impetigo contagiosa 3
Pediculosis 1

Total 33

Brunsu-ich (Ga.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. R. E. L. liur-

ford in charge.

During the year 3 vessels were spoken and passed, 21 steamers and
13 sailing vessels were iixspected and passed, 8 steamers and 22 sail-

ing vessels were inspected, fumigated, and passed. There were
1,123 crew on steamers, 310 crew on sailing vessels, 3 passengers on
steamers. No vessel was quarantined, and no quarantin: ble disease
was found aboard any vessel in port.

Cape Charles (T"a.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic ad-
dress, Fort Monroe, Va. Surg. H. McG. Robertson in charge.
The increase in the number of vessels arriving at the Cape Charles

quarantine station since the beginning of the war, and noted in
previous annual rejiorts, continued during the fiscal year ended June
30, 1917. The total number of vessels which arrived at quarantine
was 1,939, as compared with 1,851 during the year ended June 30,

1916, and as compared with 574 during the fiscal year ended June 30,

1914, an increase in three years of about 240 per cent.

Approximately one-half of the vessels arriving at the ports on
Hampton Roads call for bunker coal, either on their voyages to

European portj from ports in the West Indies, Central or South
^Vmerica, or from ports west of the Panama Canal, or from European
ports bound for other points on this side of the Atlantic. Much of
this shipping has been diverted to these ports because of the w^ar, but
another considerable portion because of the rearrangement of trade
routes due to the opening of the Panama Canal.

It is thought that a conclusion of the war would not materially
lessen the number of vessels arriving at Norfolk and Newport News
for bunker coal. Of the other half of the vessels arriving at quaran-
tine about two-thirds come for cargoes of coal for foreign ports,

while the remainder call for orders or bring cargoes of nitrate, ore,

cork, etc.

In handling the large number of vessels calling in Hampton Roads
for orders, this station incidentally performs considerable quaran-
tine work for other United States ports.

Very few vessels of the United States Navy entered (juarantine

during the year.
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Reference to the annual report for 1910 shows that the Cape
Charles quarantine station handled more vessels by nearly 25 per

cent than any other United States port with the exception of

New York.
It may be noted that the facilities for doing this work are en-

tirely inadequate, when the number of vessels and the character

of the waters of Hampton Roads are considered.

During the year there were 155 vessels fumigated for the destruc-

tion of rats or for both rats and mosquitoes. Owing to the haste

in departure of the vessels only 2,655 rats were found killed. It is

thought that a thorough search would have revealed very many more.
One vessel from a suspected yellow fever port was fumigated for

the destruction of mosquitoes, after which this steamer loaded a cargo

of coal under the supervision of the quarantine officer and immedi-
ately sailed for a foreign port. In this manner of dispatch this

vessel was saved a detention of six days.

Sulphur only was used in fumigating vessels at this station, as

there are no facilities for the detention of crews ashore at Old Point
Comfort during the process of fumigation and this removal is con-

sidered necessary if cyanide is used.

One small vessel belonging to the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey was fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas on request.

No quarantinable diseases were encountered during the year and
no vessels were detained because of suspicious illness.

On February 13, 1917, the Secretary of the Treasury granted au-

thority to the Secretary of War to mount guns on Fishermans Island

and to use all wharves and buildings except that occupied by the care-

taker of the quarantine station. Since March 30 the buildings have
been used by a company of Coast Artillery and some equipment
has been furnished them.
In view of the present importance of the ports served by the Cape

Charles quarantine station and the confidently anticipated growth
both of these ports, and the volume of their shipping an early

readjustment of the boarding and detention facilities of the station

should be made.
Fishermans Island, always inaccessible, and now indefinitely under

Army control, can no longer be relied upon as a detention station.

A suitable site for barracks and other buildings should be secured

in easy reach of Old Point Comfort.
The work of the station is now done under difficulty and any in-

crease therein, especially in the fumigation of vessels, will put the

present equipment under an excessive strain.

The contract for the erection of a house for the medical officer in

charge was awarded some weeks ago to a local contractor and the

work of erecting this dwelling was recently begun.

Some improvements are being made in the sanitary equipment of

the office on the wharf at Old Point Comfort, and in the equip-

ment of the hulk Chase.

Summary of transactions.

Total number of vessels arriving at quarantine 1,939
Number of steamers boarded and passed . 9
Number of steamers inspected and passed 1,707
Number of steamers fumigated and passed 124
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Number of steamers fumigated and detained- 1
Number of sail vessels inspected and passed.. 68
Number of sail vessels fumigated and passed 30
Number of crew on steamers 84,312
Number of crew on sail vessels 1,427
Nunil>er of passengers on all vessels , 5,076

Cape Fear {N. C.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic ad-
dress, Soiithport, N. C. Acting Asst. Surg. J. A. Dosher in charge.

TrauNdctions.

Total vessels entering quarantine 30
Total steamers inspected and passed 12
Steamers spoken and passed 2
Steamers fumigated 14
Sailing vessels fumigated 2
Total number of crews inspected 917

Tlie number of vessels arriving at this port was further reduced
during the past year on account of the war. The exports of cotton,

hunl)er and naval stores which under normal condition are very
important, have practically ceased. The nitrate trade from the

west coast of South America has shown some increase during the
past six months; all steamers fumigated, Avith one exception, brought
cargoes of nitrates. During the year a large wharf has been com-
pleted at a cost of about $"25,000, also an electric-lighting plant.

These improvements have greath' increased the efliciency of the

station.

An etfort has been made to impress upon the shipping interests

the necessity of using rat guards, breasting off vessels and raising

gangplanks at night. The result has been all that could be desired;

there has been no friction, and the cooperation of everybody inter-

ested has been satisfactor3^ All masters receive written instructions'

as to needed precautions before proceeding to Wilmington, N. C, and
when deemed necessary the service officer at that port is notified by
wire of the arrival of the vessel in order that he msiy inspect the
vessel from time to time to ascertain whether the instructions re-

ceived at quarantine ure observed.

Cedar Keys (Fla.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. J. W. Turner
in charge. Xo transactions.

Charleston {S. C.) quarantine.—Surg. H. M. Manning in charge.

The amount of shipping at this port has been less than usual on
account of the war. However, Charleston has developed into quite

an important coal port. A great many ships call at this port for

bunker coal. Some coal is also exported.

TrausacHons.

Vessels entering quarantine _ 142
Steamers inspected and passed 122
Sailing vessels inspe<'ted and pa.ssed 20
Steamers fumigated 10
Sailing vessels fumigated 9
Number of crew inspected 3,921
Number of passengers inspected 16

The station received two cases only of smallpox from the health
officer of the city of Charleston during the past year as compared
with 22 during the previous year and 48 during the year 1914-15.
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This is due to the decrease in the prevalence of this disease in this

region, caused by the efforts of the local health authorities in vacci-

nating nonimmunes.
('(Auinhia Hirer (0)ef/.) quaranthir.—Post-offire and telegraphic

address, Astoria, Oreg. Surg. H. G. Ebert in charge.

During the year ending June 30, 1917, 21 steamers, 11 sailing ves-

sels, and 3 unrigged barges were inspected. One vessel was fumi-
gated at the station and four on discharge in Portland, Oreg. Nine
hun(h-ed and sixty-four passengers and crew were inspected.

One case of smallpox was removed from a coasting vessel and
treated at the quarantine station.

One case of scarlet fever was admitted to quarantine hospital at

request of the officer in charge of the marine-hospital station at this

port.

A small amount of infected bedding was disinfected at request of
local health authorities.

Antirat precautions have been enforced as heretofore in Portland,
Oreg.. by the harbor police of that city.

The members of a coasting vessel were vaccinated, and by request

vaccination was done aboard a cannery vessel bound for Alaska.
There has been a further marked decrease this year in vessels sub-

ject to quarantine inspection ; last year showed a marked falling off

from the year before. Last year 32 steamers and GO sailing vessels

were boarded, a total of 92 vessels; this year shows 21 steamers and
11 sailing vessels, also 3 unrigged barges, a total of 3.5, amounting to

but little over a third of last year's work and about a quarter of the

year before.

Sailing vessels were confined to lumber schooners returning empty
from Australian ports.

Steamers were practically all vessels from the Puget Sound ports
via Xanaimo. British Columbia, for coal.

Coos Bay {Oreg.) guaranfine.—Post-office and telegraphic address.
North Bend, Oreg. Acting Asst. Surg. Ira B. Bartle in charge. Xo
transactions.

Cumberland Sound {Fla.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic
address, Fernandina, Pla. Acting Asst. Surg. J. L. Horsey in charge.
The transactions at this station for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1917, were considerably below the average of former years, due
largely to the fact that the shipments from the hard rock phosphate
mines in Florida, rosin, and spirits of turpentine, formerly sent out
through the port of Fernandina to foreign countries, have almost
entirely been suspended on account of the European war.
A total of 42 vessels were inspected during the year. Xo sickness

of a quarantinable nature was found amongst the personnel inspected.
Darien (fra.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. P. S. Clark in

charge. During the year five sailing vessels were inspected and
passed. These v&ssels carried a total of 36 crew.
Delaware Breakwater (Del.) quarantine.—Post-office and tele-

graphic address, Lewes, Del. Acting Asst. Surg. G. G. Hart in

charge. A total of 78 vessels was inspected during the year. Three
vessels were spoken and passed and one fumigated. Passengers and
crews on vessels totaled 1,48G.

Delaware Bay and River quarantines.—Post-office and telegraphic
address, Philadelphia, Pa. Senior Surg. Fairfax Irwin in charge.
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From July 1, 1916, until May 16, 1917, the quarantine work on
the Delaware Kiver, with the exception of that done at the Break-
water and Keedy Island, had been continued to be conducted at

Marcus Hook, in conjunction with the work of the State officials

there. The fumigation of vessels for the destruction of rats at this

station was done by the sulphur method. A good part of this fumi-
gation was carried out at the docks, since this could not be done at

Marcus Hook on account of cargoes of inward-bound vessels. The
night inspection of vessels had been continued as before.

On May 16, 1917. the station at Marcus Hook was abandoned and
boarding and inspecting of incoming vessels from that date has been
carried on at Eeedy Island, in conjunction with Navy officers and
other Federal officials, under the direction of Senior Surg. Fairfax
Irwin, until June 18, 1917, after which date this work was separated

from the Philadelphia office and placed under the charge of Passed
Asst. Surg. J. K. Hurley, with headquarters at Eeedy Island.

The statistics in connection with the quarantine transactions at

l^hiladelphia, Marcus Hook, and Reedy Island during the fiscal

year ended June 30. 1917, will be embodied in the medical, officer's

iinnual report from Reedy Island quarantine.

Eastport (.!/<".) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. J. L. Murphy in

charge. During the year 663 vessels were inspected and passed.

These vessels carried 46,908 passengers and crew. No quarantinable

diseases were found on any arriving vessels.

Eureka {Cal.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. C. C. Falk in

charge. Eight vessels were inspected and passed.

Galveston (Tex.) quarantine.—Surg. R. L. Wilson in charge.

The station is located in Galveston Bay about tw(T miles from the

centrally located wharves of Galveston. Vessels are inspected not

only for Galveston, but also for Texas City, Port Bolivar, Houston,

and other points in Galveston Bay and tributaries. The station was
opened for transactions July 19, 1915. (See last annual report for

description.)

The State of Texas maintains a quarantine at Galveston and fees

are collected. Priority in boarding and treatment of vessels is exer-

cised by the United States Public Health Service.

Sulphur and cyanide are used in the fumigation of vessels.

Gyanide is almost invariably used in rooms, while sulphur is often

used in holds.

I'ersonnel held in detention, whether aboard ship or at the station,

were in most cases from ports in Mexico and detained for observa-

tion on account of yellow fever.

Transactions.

Vessels inspf'Cted aiif] passed 559

Vessels inspected and held to detain crew six days 31

Vessels fumigated for rodent destruction 90

Vessels fumigated for mosquito destruction 5

Vessels fumigated by sulphur dioxide 46

Vessels fumigated by cyanide gas 49

Number of rodents collected after fumigation (search incomplete) 705

Number of crew inspected 15,262

Number of passengers inspected 474

Number of persons detained at station 460

Number of suspected cases treated at station hospital 28

Number of port sanitary statements issued 1, 067
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Georgetown {S. C.) quarantme.—Acting Asst. Surg. M. P. Moorer
in charge. One schooner was inspected and passed. This vessel

carried eight passengers and crew.

The service proi)erty at this station, consisting of medical officer's

quarters, attendants' quarters, and two outbuildings, is in a poor
state of repair, the storm of July 13, 1916, having torn away gutter-

ing an(,l wire screening. There is no drinking water except from a
15-foot driven well, which is brackish. Cistern requires relining and
manhole cover.

No repair work of consequence has been done since the year 1911,
although efforts have been made and estimates submitted. The sta-

tion has been placed upon the list of " inspection stations," and it

is, therefore, the intention of the medical officer and custodian, during
the period of the war, to ask for only necessary repairs to prevent
deterioration under Sec. XIII, " Instructions to custodians."

Gulf {Miss.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic address,
Gulfport, Miss. Acting Asst. Surg. W. R. P. Thompson in charge.

Transactions.

Sailing vessels entering quarantine 74
Steamers entering quarantine 33
Total vessels entering quarantine 107
Vessels inspected and passed 43
Vessels spoken and passed 11
Vessels fumigated 40
Vessels held for observation 1

Total crew inspected 1, 705
Passengers inspected 1

Stowaways inspected _ 4
Rats killed by fumigation 647

On July 5, 1916, the buildings and station property at Ship Island
were considerably damaged by a severe hurricane, chimneys being
blown down, windows broken, and some of the buildings partially

unroofed. \Miile the minor damage has been repaired, the wind and
wave action resulted in the destruction of various sand dunes on the

island which heretofore have offered considerable protection to the

station buildings. Several hundred feet of the main wharf had the

decking torn off and some of the piling washed out. The wharf,
however, has since been repaired to the extent necessary for the en-

forcement of quarantine procedure at the island.

The fumigating barge was blown out to sea and lost, and the

launch Hermes was driven ashore and damaged beyond all possibility

of repair, the engine of the vessel, however, being removed by the

station force in fairly good condition. Both the launch Evelyn and
the launch Helen suffered slight damage, but have since been re-

paired.

Some additional damage was caused by a storm in September, 1916,

and as the result of the combined damage of the hurricane of July
and the storm of September it may be stated that the station build-

ings are more exposed to hurricane damage than in the past.

On December 20, 1916, the quarantine inspection of vessels was
transferred from Ship Island to Gulfport. the station at Ship Island

being retained with unimpaired facilities under the custodianship of

1SG43°—17 7
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two attendants for use when necessary for the detention and treat-

ment of infected vessels. The inspection of vessels is now performed
from Gulfport, as likewise is the routine funiipjation of vessels for

the destruction of rats on noninfected vessels. This change of pro-

cedure resulted in a very material economy, and it does not ai)pear

to have impaired the efficiency of service operations. It is con-

templated that any vessel arriving with disease on board or from an
infected or suspected port shall, when detention is deemed necessary,

be remanded to Ship Island for appropriate tieatment. The change
in (piarantine procedure likewise has resulted in the expedition of
shipping interests.

Ordinances have recently been enacted at Gulfport governing the

docking of vessels with a view to preventing the escape of any rats.

These ordinances are in the nature of " fending oti' " and " rat-guard-

ing" measures.

In addition to the quarantine duties, the medical officer in charge
at Gulfport has taken over the duties pertaining to the extension of

service relief to service beneficiaries.

Iloqidam ( Wash.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. K. F. Hunter
in charge. No transactions.

Key West (Fla.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. S. D. ^Y. Light
in charge.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, a total of 870 steam
vessels carrying crews aggregating 4-2,020 persons and 29,854 pas-

sengers, and 07 sailing vessels with crews totaling 435, and 56 pas-

sengers, came under the jurisdiction of this station from foreign

ports.

Seventeen steamers and 21 sailing vessels were fumigated during
the year and 3 steamers were held in quarantine.

The personnel of the station consists of an acting assistant surgeon
and two attendants, and the equipment of a 36-foot boarding launch

and a detention barge; the floating hospital Wistaria, an old Light-

house Service tender, manned b}^ two attendants, and capable of

housing about a score of patients.

No quarantinable diseases were encountered during the year.

Ketchikan, Alaska.—Acting Asst. Surg. II. C. Story in charge.

During the year 266 vessels were inspected, carrymg a total of

13,365 passengers and crews, and 1,032 port sanitary statements were
issued. One vessel arrived with a case of smallpox on board. The
patient was isolated, personnel vaccinated, and vessel finnigated.

Mohile {Ala.) quarantine.—Asst. Surg. T. J. Liddell in charge.

Post-office and telegraphic address. Fort Morgan, Ala.

On July 5, 1916, the station was swept by a hurricane of extreme
intensity. The boarding launch Zeta was damaged beyond repair

and four yawlboats lost, but the buildings of the station were only
slightly damaged, although all are built over the water.

On October 18. 1916, the station was swept by another hurricane
and minor damage done.

The barge ('hipman, an old hulk used for fumigation purposes,

was towed into shallow water after being badly damaged in a heavy
gale on November 15, 1916, and it sank immediately. The fumigat-
ing facilities, therefore, are very inadequate at this station as all

vessels have to be fumigated by carrying the materials in small boats.
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Cyanide was first used in fumigating at this station on November 17,

1916, and the station laboratory has been renovated to meet the
needs of ordinary laboratory tests incidental to quarantine work.

Alien seamen were examined in accordance with the new immigra-
tion law, and certified or passed at this station, except those to be
held for further medical examination.

Transactions.

Steamers inspected and passed 244
Sailing vessels inspected and passed 90
Vessels detained in quarantine 18
Vessels fumigated 170
Passengers and crew inspected 9,697
Number of rodents collected 1.156

A'eiv Orleans {La.) qnaranfine.—Passed Asst. Surg. C. M. Fauntle-
roy in charge. This station, located about 90 miles below the city of
New Orleans, and about 16 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, on the east
bank of the Mississippi River, is of great importance in the preven-
tion of admission into the United States of dangerous epidemic dis-

eases, such as yellow fever, plague, typhus fever, and malignant
smallpox, all of which diseases are endemic in a number of ports
visited by vessels which call regularly at New Orleans. The prin-
cipal shipping at New^ Orleans is from tropical American ports. The
inspection of these vessels, made at the station, consists in the exam-
ination of papers, a visual inspection, and the taking of the tempera-
ture of each and every person on the vessels. Two medical officers are
detailed to conduct the examination of all vessels arriving at the
quarantine statioh between the hours of sunrise and midnight, ap-
proximately 19 to 20 hours of the day. Special care is exercised to

detect mild or undeveloped cases of yellow fever among the per-
sonnel on vessels arriving from tropical American ports. All per-
sons exhibiting any considerable rise of temperature which can not
be accounted for at the time of the inspection are immediately re-

moved to the hospital at quarantine for observation and diagnosis,

the vessel being detained at the station pending the determination of
the cause of the fever.

On August 9, 1916, the Danish steamship Borglum, from Progreso,
Mexico, arrived with two members of the crew suffering from yel-

low fever. The two sick men were removed to the quarantine hos-

pital and carefully protected from mosquitoes by screening, and the
vessel Avas fumigated for the destruction of mosquitoes, and detained
in quarantine for a period of six days for observation. No further
cases of yellow fever developed during the period of observation.

Both of the cases in the hospital made good recovery and Avere dis-

charged in about two weeks from the date of their admission to the

hospital.

During the year 18 persons were removed to the quarantine hospital

for observation and diagnosis, from vessels arriving at the station.

A total of 618 aliens w-ere examined and passed under the immi-
gration law, and 19 were remanded to New Oi'leans for further ob-

servation.

During the year 41,905 temperatures were taken of persons arriving

at quarantine on vessels bound for New Orleans.
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Siniimaru of trntisactious.

Inspected and passed
Inspected and held for fiiraieation

Inspected and held to complete six days.

Fumigated and held six days
Fumigated and passed
Fumigated *"ith sulphur dioxide
Fimiigated with cyanide gas.

Fumigated with sulphur and cyanide gas.

Remanded to New Orleans for fumigation
Hoarded and passed

.

Number of crew inspected
Number of passengers inspected
Numl>er of stowaways on vessels inspected

.

Total numlx-r ships inspected

Total numlHjr of persons inspected

Steam-
ships.

1,218
134

7

48
44
3

55,663
11, 77S

Sailing

16
161
122

7

48
44

3

56, 545
11,786

Xome, Alaska.—Acting Asst. Surg. D. S. Neuman, in charge, re-

p(»rts that 13 vessels were inspected from June 1 to November 1, 1916,

and from March 1 to June 30, 1917.

Fasca(/oida (Miss.) quarantine.

in charge.

Acting Asst. Surg. W. A. Cox

Transactions.

Ves.sels arriving from foreign ports 80

Steamers inspected and passed 7

Sailing vessels inspected and passed 73

Steamers fumigated 2

Sailing vessels fumigated
^^

12

Crew inspected ^ 679

Passengers inspected 21

Stowaways 3

Total number of rats killed as result of fumigation 25

Pensacola (Fla.) quarantine.—Asst. Surg. H. A. Spencer in charge.

The personnel of all vessels arriving at this port, excepting those

that were coastwise, were carefully inspected. AH fumigations were

done with 4 per cent sulphur with an exposure of 6 hours. In a total

of 72 vessels fumigated 245 rats were recovered from the holds and
33 rats and 1 mouse from the living quarters. Careful search would
probably have revealed many more had time permitted. Fourteen

vessels were fumigated Avhen empty, alongside the wharf in Pensa-

cola, and 1 in the bay about 4 miles from the station. The fumiga-

tion of all other vessels needing this treatment was done at anchor

near the quarantine grounds.

There are three conditions affecting the boarding of vessels at this

port: First, the distance of the station from the ship channel (ap-

proximately 5 miles); second, fog; third, lack of outside telephone

communication.
These difficulties, excepting the fogs, have been overcome to a great

degree by careful watchfulness for vessels on the part of the station

personnel, and subordinating all other duties to that of expediting
shipping.

Passed Asst. Surg. C. P. Knight was in charge of the station

from July 1 to October 25, 1916. During his detail two severe

tropical hurricanes passed over the station causing damages that

amounted to nearly $20,000. The major part of these repairs have
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been made under contract, but much yet i-emains to be done before a

high state of ofliciency can be attained.

The steam chamber u.sed for disinfection of clothing, etc., was sold

at public auction on October 5, 1916, as unserviceable.

Transactions.

Steamers inspected and passed
Steamers fumierated and passed
Steamers fumigated and detained six days
Steamers given provisional pratique
Sailing vessels inspected and passed
Sailing vessels fumigated and passed
Sailing vessels fumigated and detained six days
Sailing vessels given provisional pratique
Naval vessels passed on medical officer's certificates

]

2

Total 229
Total vessels fumigated 72
Crew inspected 5,383
Passengers inspected 7

Perth Amhoy {N. J.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. C. W.
Naulty, jr., in charge. During the past year there was a marked
decrease in the number of vessels inspected, many vessels usually

calling at Perth Amboy having been diverted for various reasons
to other ports. During the year 91 vessels were inspected and passed.

These vessels carried a total of 2,293 crew and no passengers. Thirty
steamers and 2 sailing vessels were fumigated. As noted in previous
annual report, 16 of the steamers were fumigated b}' the Trinidad
Line officials under service supervision, at a great saving to the

service, as their vessels require usually 1| to 2 barrels of sulphur
for a complete fumigation. No quarantinable diseases were found
on any arriving vessels. (Report of medical relief furnished to

service beneficiaries will be found under the heading of " Marine
hospital and relief.")

Port Angelas {^yash.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. Frederick
T. Hyde in charge.

Fifteen sailing vessels were inspected and passed during the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1917. One of these arrived in distress, and it

was necessary for her to proceed without delay to a dry dock near
Seattle. She was granted provisional pratique with the understand-
ing that she would be fumigated by the service officer at Seattle for

destruction of rats and other vermin. These vessels carried a total

of 186 members of crews and 4 passengers.

Port San Luis {Cal.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. C. J. Mc-
Govern in charge. During the fiscal year there were inspected 41
steamers, carrying a total of 1,523 in crews. There were no quaran-
tinable diseases discovered, nor were there any other transactions.

Portland (Me.) quarantine.—Surg. E. K. Sprague in charge.

During the year 119 steamers and sailing vessels were inspected and
passed. Four steamers, although not from ports known to be in-

fected with plague were thought to require disinfection for the

safety of public health, and they were treated accordingly. Thirty
rats were collected following the fumigations, none of which .allowed

signs of plague infection at autopsy. Thei'e were 7,717 members of

crews, 269 passengers, and 769 returning cattlemen. No evitlences of

quarantinable diseases were discovered among the number.
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Fart Townserul {^Vash.) quarantine.—Passed Asst. Surg. Baylis
H. Karle in charge.

Two hundred and eight steamers were inspected and passed and
11 detainoil. ami 80 sailing vessels were inspected and passed and
14 iletaiued. The steamers carried a total of 17,703 members of crews
and 2(.),b30 passengers and the sailing vessels a total of 612 members
of crews and 11 passengers. The vessels detained were fumigated
with sulphur dioxide gas by the pot method for the destruction of
rats and other vermin. The work was done in the Bay of Port Town-
send except in the case of the United States lighthouse tender
UedtJur, which was sent to the Diamond Point quarantine station, 1

member of the crew being ill of smallpox. The crew were removed to

barracks on shore, bathed and vaccinated; all rooms, spaces, etc., on
the vessel were fumigated; and the sick man Avas kept in isolation

until well, when he was returned to the vessel, having been bathed
and his effects disinfected.

Eighty-one steamers and 2 sailing vessels bound for Seattle and 12

steamers and 4 sailing vessels bound for Taconia were granted pro-

visional pratique with the understanding that they would be fumi-
gated at these })orts when empty, the service officers there being noti-

fied by telegraph or letter.

Between September 23, 1916, and February 22. 1917, 31 vessels from
the Orient were required to stop at the Diamond Point quarantine
station and disembark their steerage passengers for bacteriological

examinations for cholera carriers. Two thousand seven hundred and
sixty were thus detained on an average of 4 days. The examinations
were made in the laboratory of the marine hospital in Port Town-
send, Surg. B. J. Lloyd, of the service office in Seattle, being detailed

to assist the station officers in the work. No carriers were found.

Forty-one cases of chicken pox developed among the detained pas-

sengers of one of these steamers, the Sado Maru, which arrived on
January 5, 1917. These were isolated and further spread of the dis-

ease prevented.
Providetice (/?./•) quarantine.—Surgeon D. E. Robinson in charge.

The number of vessels arriving at this port has increased slightly

o\ er the last fiscal year, wnth a corresponding increase in the number
of crew and passengers. No quarantinable diseases have been en-

countered during the year.

Only one passenger steamer from foreign ports has entered this

port, that being the steamship Roma of the Fabre Line, which has
made regular trips between Lisbon and the Azores and Providence,

bringing 5,757 passengers.

Other vessels arriving during the year have brought oil from
Tampico, logwood from the West Indies, salt from Turks Island, and
lumber from Nova Scotia. It is expected that in the near future

a new line of oil-carrying steamers will be calling here on a regular

schedule, making a total of five oil terminals at this port.

Summary of transactions.

Vessels entering quarantine 37
Vessels inspected and passed 37
Vessels inspected and fumigated 8
Total number of crews inspected 1,402
Total number of passengers inspected 5, 757
.\uuib(!r of port sanitary statements issued 22
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Reedy Island (Del.) quarantine.—Post-office address, Port Penn,
Del. Telegraphic address, Reedy Islaltd, Del. P. A. Surg. J. R.

Hurley in charge.

The Reedy Island quarantine station has been in reserve for pur-

pose of detention during the major portion of the year with Pharma-
cist F. L. BroAvn in charge, the quarantine boarding work having
been done at Marcus Hook. On June 10 the station was reopened as

an active quarantine station, Asst. Surgs. W. M. Jones and R. L.

Allen being transferred from Marcus Hook to Reedy Island for

boarding duty. On June 19 Passed Asst. Surg. J. R. Hurley assumed
charge of the station, Asst. Surg. Allen being relieved upon his

arrival. One June 26 the steam tug Nej)tun£ arrived from New Or-
leans, having been returned to the station for duty as a boarding and
fumigating vessel. The facilities of the station while in reserve were
not required until May 2, when the U. S. S. Connecticut arrived for

fumigation and disinfection, having on board cases of measles,

mumps, pneumonia, and meningitis. Twenty-five cases of the

several diseases were admitted to hospital for treatment and 300
persons detained for examination and observation.

Various repairs and improvenaents have been made to the station

during the past fiscal year to improve its efficiency for quarantine
purposes.
The following is a summary of the service operations at Marcus

Hook quarantine from the beginning of the fiscal year to June 9. 1917,

when the work was discontinued there, and at Reedy Island quaran-
tine station from June 10 to the end of the fiscal year

:

Quarantine transactions.

Marcus
|

Hook, July

June 9,

1917.

Reedy
Island,

Number of vessels spoken or boarded and passed
Number of sailing vessels inspected and passed
Number of sailing vessels fumigated for aestruction of rodents
Number of steamers inspected and passed
Number of steamers fumigated
Number of crew on sailing vessels inspected
Number of crew on steamers inspected
Number of passengers inspected on all vessels

Number detained in quarantine
Number of vaccinations performed _ .

.

Number of steamers fumigated at Philadelphia after discharge of cargo.

22.5

1,212
34,059

401
1

43

San Diego {Cal.) Quarantine.—Surg. J. S. Boggess in charge.

Quarantine operations at this station corresponded to those of pre-

vious years, both in the magnitude of the work and nature, the larger

proportion of vessels inspected being small motor craft plying be-

tween San Diego and the ports of Lower California.

Summary of transactions.

Motor boats in.spected 462
Naval ves.sels inspected '^

Steam ve.ssels inspected 23

Sailing vessels inspected .

Total crew inspected 11,868

Total pa.ssengers inspected 1,801

Port sanitary statements issued 689

No vessels were treated for quarantinable disease.
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Assistance was iviulored to the Navy DepartiiUMit in the treatment
of the U. S- 8. Pueblo^ upon^vvhich an epidemic of measles developed.
The facilities of the station were utilized in disinfecting the personal
eliects of patients and contacts. Another naval vessel was fumigated
for the destruction of vermin. The marine railway of the station
has been used hy the Army quartermaster and the adjacent naval coal-
ing station for the purpose of docking small craft. Berthing facili-

ties iiave also been extended to Army and naval vessels.

It is probable that there will be a considerable increase in the mari-
time traffic of this port in the near future, due to the construction of
the San Diego and Arizona Railway between San Diego and Yuma,
Ariz., at whicli latter place connection will be made with the Southern
Pacific Kailroad, thus establishing freight and passenger connections
with eastern points. The traffic of the port will also probably be
increasetl by reason of the enlargement of various governmental
activities in the vicinity of San Diego, Cai., especially those of the
Army and Navy.
The detention barracks (building No. 12) are at present without

adetjuato sleeping arrangements, and for this purpose it is recom-
mended that standee bunks be supplied, space being available for ap-
proximatel}' seventy 3-tier bunks, accommodating about 200 persons.
The station laundry likewise will require increased equipment, in-

cluding a washer, mangle, and centrifuging extractor.

Recently the water service of the city has been extended to the
station, and plans are under way for the reconstruction of the station
water distribution system so that the entire station may be sup})lied

from the city main, the old reservoir on the station being retained as

a reserve supply in event the city system should at any time l)e tem-
porarily out of commission.
San Francisco (Cal.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic ad-

dress, Angel Island, Cal.

Surg. AV. A. Korn, in charge, reports that during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1917, 757 vessels were passed, of which number 727
were inspected and passed, 24 boarded and passed, and G spoken
and passed. Three hundred vessels arri\ed during the year from
plague and cholera ports, and 144 vessels from yellow fever ports.

Seventy-six thousand seven hundred and eighty-four persons were
inspected, of wdiom 41,537 were members of crews of steam vessels,

1.71)7 members of crews of sailing vessels, and 33,450 passengers.

Tliree hundred and forty-seven vessels were fumigated, of which 274
were steam vessels, 7 motor ships, and 66 sailing vessels. Two hun-
dred and twenty-six vessels were fumigated with hydrocyanic acid

gas. One hundred and nineteen vessels were fumigated with sulphur
dioxide. Two vessels, having had smallpox aboard, were disinfected.

As a result of these fumigations, 3,385 lats and 705 mice were
killed, identified as follows:

Mu8 ruttuH 002
Mus nlexandrimiH , 023
MuH norvegicuft , . 79
Unidentified 1, 691
Mus muHculuH 705

One hundred and thirteen vessels were not searched after fumi-
gation.

Thirty-seven vessels were fumigated by request of the owners, or

agents, for the destruction of rats and vermin.
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The steamship coinpanies at this port prefer the cyanide method
of fumigation, notwithstanding the high cost of cyanide and the

restrictions put upon its use.

Beginning October 4, lOlG, the examination of steerage passengers
from China and Japan for choh'ra carriers was carried on until

P^bruary 21, 1917, when it was discontinued by bureau order. This
work was under the supervision of Passed Asst. Surg. C. L. Williams.
Three thousand four hundred and forty-nine immigrants were ex-

amined but no cholera carriers were found.

Among quarantine transactions the following were noted:

January 9, 1917, the American steamship Venezuela arrived with

one case of smallpox among the steerage not isolated. All on board
M ere vaccinated, and the vessel and baggage disinfected, the steerage,

78 in number, Avere removed to the station, bathed, clothing and bag-
gage disinfected, and held under observation 11 days. No further

cases developed and the patient recovered.

March 12, 1917, two cases of smallpox were removed from the

immigrant hospital. These cases arrived the previous week on the

steamship China from Hongkong, and had been under treatment for

inicinariasis for a week before the eruption appeared. Both cases

recovered.

Fourteen contacts of the above were also brought over from the

immigrant hospital, bathed, vaccinated, clothing and baggage dis-

infected and returned after the quarters which they had occupied

were disinfected.

^larch 20, 1917. one case of smallpox was removed from the steam-

ship Rose City wdiich arrived from Portland, Oreg. The usual

treatment of vaccination, bathing, and disinfection of clothing, bag-

gage, and vessel, was carried out.

Cooperation with other Government services:

Immigration Service.—The steamship Argonaut has made trips in

place of the steamship Angel Island during the time that the latter

vessel was cleaning boilers, approximately once every six weeks.

Also during the period that this vessel was undergoing an annual
overhauling.
Bureau of Agriculture.—The steamship Argonaut frequently

mal-ies special trips to carry the fruit inspector to vessels arriving

particularly from the Hawaiian Islands.

Customs Service.—The customs boarding tug Golden Gate having
been taken over by the Navy, during the present emergency, the

A rgonaut now takes out the customs inspectors to arriving vessels.

Army: Fort McDowell (casual camp).—Approximately 6,500

blankets, 1,000 mattresses and pillows altogether, with uniforms and
miscellaneous personal laundry, including surgical towels, etc., from
the camp hospital, have been disinfected with steam.

SiDiuiKirij of ti(nis(i(tioi;s.

Vessels Inspected and passed 727
\'essels boarded and passed -I

\'cRsels spoken and passed •>

A'essels detained in quarantine -

Vessels from ports Infected with plapue and cholera .'Wi»

A'essels from ports infected with yellow fever l-t-^

Total crew inspected i 1:5,334

Total passengers Inspected -^S, 47>0
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Los Anifcli's (Cal.) quavunline ami suhpoHs.—Senior Surg. S. D.
lirooks in cliiirge.

This station includes three ports for quarantine inspection of
\essels—San IVdro, Kedondo, and Santa Barbara (including
Ciavit)ta).

Transactions.

San Pedro.

Steamers inspected
Motor vessels inspected
Barges inspected

Total vessels inspected
\essels fumigated
Total passengers, crews, and stowaways

.

161

14

6,414

No case of quarantinable disease was found on a vessel during the
year.

Kat guards were placed on all vessels from South American and
Asiatic ports while at dock, and daily inspection was carried out

to insure their retention. Fumigation of such vessels for destruction

of rats was usually deferred on account of perishable cargo or because

the holds were completely filled, but all cargo being unloaded was
inspected for evidence of rats.

i<t. Andrews {Fla.) qiuirantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. J. A. Wells
in charge.

During the fiscal year there has entered this port from foreign

ports a total of 44 vessels, and of that number 41 were sailing ves-

sels or barges and 3 were steam vessels. Of the total vessels entering

quarantine it was necessary to fumigate 23, all fumigations being
for rodent destruction.

There has been a decrease in the number of vessels entering this

port from foreign ports during the last fiscal year, due to shortage

of vessels.

Sf. (Teorges Sound {Fla.) quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic

address, Crawfordville, Fla.

Acting Asst. Surg. L. AV. Holloway reports that there were 3

vessels passed through quarantine at St. Georges Sound (juaran-

tine, Carrabelle, Fla., during the year ended June 30, 1917, all of

which were inspected and passed.

There was no disease on board any of the ships entering, all being

in first-class sanitary condition.

Shipping through this port is less even than the preceding year,

due. as is obvious, to the continuation of the war and the scarcity

of l)ottoms. One of the mills located at this point has recently re-

sumed Inisiness and has a capacity of 50,000 feet ])er day.

St. JoJmsi River {Fla.)., quarantine.—Post-office and telegraphic

address, Mayj)ort, Fla. Acting Asst. Surg. Neil Alford in charge.

A report of the loss by fire of the office with all of the records of

the station therein was made to the bureau immediately after the

occurrence of the same on the 14th day of May, 1917. On account of

the loss of these records it will not be possible to render a complete

report. The data available in regard to the arrival at tjuarantine
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of foreign vessels has been furnished through the courtesy of the
deputy collector of customs at Jacksonville and is as follows

:
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Prior to the builcliiig of the (quarters for the attendants, they were
([iinrtoroil in the cabin passenger buiUlinj]:.

There has been built during the year by the station force a landing

for small boats, a ways for taking out the launch and other small

boats, 148 feet of concrete walk from attendants' quarters to the

beach, 140 feet of walk leading to steerage passenger building, and a

wharf -209 feet long and 5 feet wide, at the bayou. The approach to

this wharf is 450 feet long and 2 feet wide, and the walk leading to

ai)i)r()ath from steerage passenger building is 74G feet long and 2 feet

wide. Wharf and approach are creosoted piling salvaged from the

old (juarantine wharf and the walk was mostly laid on creosoted

l)ieces saved from the construction of the new quarantine wharf.
The entire construction (except the stringers and most of the

planking of the wharf proper) was made from material salvaged

from the old quarantine wharf and creosoted pieces left after con-

struction of the new wharf.
The first intention was to repair the wharf already there, but when

the work was couunenccd it was found to be impracticable.

The wharf approach and walk total a length of 1,405 feet.

Kepairs were made to the steerage passenger building and to the

screening of all the other Duildings.

Other repairs and work of minor importance have been done
during the year.

Comparing the transactions at the station during the past year

Avith that of previous years it will be seen that the volume of business

has exceeded by far that of any previous yeai-. The work has gone
along smoothly without a failure at any time on the part of the

owners or masters of vessels to cooperate with the medical oflicer in

charge in carrying out the quarantine regulations. It has been

noticed also that the sanitary condition of vessels upon arrival at

quarantine has improved generally over that of previous years.

^^avannah (Ga.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. William J. Lin-

ley in charge.
Two hundred and thirty-one vessels, carrying 6,688 seamen and

2,-2.34 passengers, arrived; 121 were inspected and passed; 24 boarded

and passed ; Gl inspected, fumigated, and released ; and 4 held from
one hour to three days pending diagnoses. Twenty-one passenger

ships, arriving from New York, during the poliomyelitis epidemic,

were boarded, and the temperatures of all persons under 17 years of

age taken.

The masters of 111 vessels were instructed in writing that all pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent the escape of rats from their

shijjs while lying at the wharves in Savannah.
Three liundred and forty-six dead rats were collected after fumiga-

tions and burned in ships' furnaces.

South Bend (T17«.A.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. George A.

Tripp in charge. During the year eight sailing vessels were inspected

and passed, these vessels carried a total of 75 passengers and crew.

Tocoma, Wash.—Actrng Asst. Surg. F. J. Schug in charge.

Forty ships were fumigated by sulphur for the destruction of rats,

the vessels having been passed at Port Townsend quarantine with

provisional pratique, subject to fumigation at the port of destination

(Tacoma).
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Table [liiinfl foreign, oriental, and insular statiom and transnrtifm^ for fiscal

year ended June 30, 1917.

Station.
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passengers are inspected; those afflicted witli qiuuantiiiable diseases

are rejected, and those whose sanitary condition is unsatisfactory are

iriven the oi)tion of being bathed or leaving the ship. Attempts have
sometimes been made by hiborers to avoid the bathing process by
taking first-cabin tickets, and the rule above indicated has necessarily

been put in force to check this practice.

The two navijjation companies which have ships plying from this

l^ort to the Philippine Islands both maintain disinfection plants at

Amoy. the one in a commodious godown, where accommodation is

found for bathing 20 persons at a time, and sufficient room for inspec-

tion of passengers, with satisfactory equipment for disinfection of
their effects b}' steam. The other plant is maintained on a floating

hulk brought alongside the steamer. This plant accommodates 16
persons at a time, and with the increased number of passengers it

lias been difficult properly to control the disinfection in this floating

hulk, which is not entirely satisfactory.

Considerable improvement has been noted during the year in the
condition of the personal effects of passengers; the steamship com-
panies have, through the passenger brokers, warned passengers that
their effects must be clean, clothing washed and ironed, etc., so that
the quantity of personal effects subjected to disinfection by steam has
been reduced.
The number of persons put off the ship on account of quarantinable

or loathsome diseases continues at an average of one or two each trip.

During the year bills of health were issued to 37 vessels bound for
the Philippine Islands. These ships carried 5,848 passengers.
Formerly the consulate did not seek the services of the United

States Public Health officer in connection with bills of health for
ships other than those carrying passengers to American ports.

There is a line of Japanese steamers plying from Japan, via P"or-

mosa, Amoy, and Manila to Java, and these vessels while calling at

Amoy do not take on at this port passengers or cargo for Manila.
The present consul has. however, required the services of the United
States Public Health officer in connection with the issuance of bills

of health for these ships : personal inspection of the ships, crew, and
passengers, as Avell as of cargo manifests, is now conducted by the
quarantine officer in conjunction with the consul.

CLKAN CARGO BOATS, KAT GUARDS, ETC.

On November 16, 1916, at the instance of the chief quarantine of-

ficer of the Philippine Islands, the consulate issued the following
circular concerning clean cargo boats, adding the advice concerning
rat proofing of cargo:

Rut-free liyhters arid cargo hoats.—Shippers, agents of vessels, and ship-

masters are notified that hereafter extreme care must be taken in the loading
of vessels bound for American ports, to use lighters and cargo hoats free from
rats or vermin. Lighters and cargo boats capable of being fumigated must be
fumigated under the supervision of the United States Public Health oflicer

attached to the consulate; other boats must be cleaned and made free from
rats before taking cargo on board.

Rat-proo-finfi 'packages.—Shipping agents were requested to cau-

tion all shippers of cargo to American ports that their shipments

would be subject to inspection on board and all packages should so
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far as possible be made rat proof. All foodstuffs should be in rat-

proof packing; i. e., in tight cases, barrels, kegs, buckets, cans, or in

closely Avoven baskets with tops of wood or screening wire or other

screening.

Paragraph 39, Quarantine Regulations, provides:

Articles which harbor or are liable to harbor rats or rat Heas should not be
shipped until freed of such vermin, either by the use of chemicals, fumigation,
or solutions, or by preventing the access of rats for 15 days before shipment.

This requirement is being enforced as carefully as possible con-

sidering the limited facilities of the consulate.

On April 4, 1917, following consultation with the Public Health
officer and the bureau (through the Department of State), the fol-

lowing additional instruction concerning rat guards was issued, com-
pliance therewith being made a condition precedent to the issuance of

bills of health in all cases—whether the vessel merely calls at Manila
or carries cargo or passengers for that port

:

Under paragraph 35 of the United States Quarantine Laws and Regulations
the following requirement will be enforced on and after April 25, 1917, on all

vessels sailing from the port of Amoy and calling at or entering American
ports or ports of the Philippine Islands

:

"All cargo boats and lighter lines and lines leading to the vessel from any
other vessel or craft laying alongside must be equipped with inverted cones or
other approved rat guards."

This regulation is additional to the requirement for clean and rat-free cargo
boats and to the advice concerning rat proofing of cargo.

This regulation is applicable whether or not the vessel takes on cargo or

passengers at this port for American ports or ports of the Philippine Islands.

Under paragraph 5 of the United States Quarantine Laws and Regulations
compliance with the foregoing requirement is made a condition precedent to

the granting of an original or supplemental bill of health.

Through the use of marine glasses the consulate holds the ship

constantly under inspection, and slackness in the use of rat guards is

promptl}^ checked.

It is believed that these two measures have been effectively en-

forced, and that they have had beneficial results.

FUMIGATION.

On account of the lack of sulphur supplies or other fumigation

materials at the port, no fumigations have been carried out during

the year. Vessels on the regular run are fumigated at Manila.

Others are required in each case to produce the certificate of last

fumigation of the vessel.

EXAMINATION OF CARGO MANIFESTS AND CARGO.

All cargo manifests are carefully examined and signed by the quar-

antine officer. Narcissus bulbs shipped to the United Stales are the

principal class of cargo inspected ; these are examined by the quar-

antine officer to determine that they are free from mud, dry, and
not likely to carry infection.

WEEKLY SANITARY REPORTS.

An effort has been made by the quarantine officer and the consul

to improve the information given in these reports. Tn the alisence

of satisfactory statistics from the port and mimicipal authorities, the
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infoniiation i>ivoii is iienenil, but the quarantine officer in his pri-

vate practice and in liis rehitions wi^li members of the medical pro-

fession and others is able to furnish general information calculated to

indicate the general state of the health of the port.

Copies of the ^Yeekly sanitary reports are sent through the con-

sulate to the medical officers at Shanghai, Hongkong, and Manila,

in addition to those sent to Washington.

CATTLE DISEASES. .

The quarantine officer, through correspondents in the interior and
personal observation, seeks to assist the consulate with information

concerning cattle diseases under the joint regulations of the Treasury

Department and Department of Agriculture.

HEALTH CONDITIONS OF THE PORT.

Health conditions of the port for the fiscal year have been excep-

tionally good, due no doubt to the very dry fall and winter of 1910

and the cool spring and summer of 1017. Plague exists, but not in

epidemic form. There has been no cholera.

CALLAO, PERU.

Acting Asst. Surg. J. L. Castro-Gutierrez reports as follows

:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, 174 vessels destined for

ports in the United States, its possessions or dependencies, were in-

spected, of which number 144 were fumigated prior to departure.

This procedure included the inspection of 14,025 members of crew,

6.358 cabin passengers, and 3,874 steerage passengers; 2,760 persons

coming from localities infected with smallpox were vaccinated. The
number of pieces of baggage disinfected Avas 2,622, and 330 pieces

wei-e inspected and passed. A large number of hides and animal
products were certified as properly disinfected.

During the calendar year 1916 the number of plague cases through-
out Peru increased, being 55 more than the preceding year. In Callao
plague conditions continued practically the same as in former years,

the 40 cases occurring during the calendar year 1916 being the

greatest number reported since the inception of the epidemic in 1907.

For the purpose of plague eradicative measures in Callao the Peru-
vian Government has appropriated a small amount of money and
regulations have been prepared for the enforcement of antiplague
measures. The number of cases of plague reported from the various
departments of Peru throughout the calendar year 1916 was as fol-

lows :

Callao 40
Lninbayeque 90
Libortad 129
Lima 85
Piura 78
Ancachs 62
Arequipa ." 24
Cajamarca 2

Total 510
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Practically every seaport of Peru must be regarded as plague
infected.

During the year there ^vere a number of cases of smallpox.
With the increase in Japanese immigration and the lack oi medical

examination of aliens entering the country, there was a considerable
increase in the number of cases of leprosy at Lima. A number of
Japanese and Chinese lepers have been apprehended and deported,
the assistance given by the Public Health Service in facilitating the
passage of these lepers on vessels teaching at American ports being
very much appreciated by the Peruvian authorities. During the
year two intencling passengers on steamers destined for Panama were
rejected on account of leprosy.

On account of the neglect of mosquito preventive measures, cases

of malaria are increasing yearly at Callao. Typhoid fever also is

increasing at Callao and Lima, and the prevention of these diseases*

receives very little attention from the sanitary authorities. The
dissemination of the infection is largely clue to the use of human
excreta, street sweepings, and soil water from the sewage service

as fertilizer for vegetables destined for consumption in Lima and
Callao At Lima the municipal water supply is treated with chlorine.

Another factor probably entering into the increase in typhoid is the

lack of supervision of milk production, although there is some at-

tempt being made in Lima and Callao to control the milk production.
The death rate in Callao was 29.67 per 1,000. Tuberculosis ranks

first as the cause of death, practically one-fourth of all deaths beinpf

due to this disease.

GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA.

Acting Asst. Surg. J. H. Iden reports as follows:
The health officer of this port boards all merchant shipping enter-

ing this bay destined to dock at the naval station, and as the naval
station is not an open port the only vessels touchino; here arc naval
ships and ships of the Ward Line, Avhich bring supplies from New
York. During the year no quarantinable diseases were discovered
on any of the vessels boarded.

GUAYAQUIL, EQUADOR.

Passed Asst. Surg. Herman B. Parker reports as follows:

Siimniary of transactions.

Bills of health issued 92
Vessel.s fumigated (sulphur) 7G
Vessels inspected and passed S
Vessels passed without inspection S
Number of crew inspected 5,607
Number of cabin passengers inspected 1.421
Number of steerage passengers inspectetl . 820
Number of cabin passengers for United States ports G15
Number of steerage passengers for United States ports 172
Baggage fumigated 3. 72s

Quarantinnhle difteasps.—Cases of yellow fever, plague, and small-
pox have occurred in sufficient numbers as to be a menace to the ti'av-

eling public and shipping during the fiscal year.

18643°—17 8
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Yelloic fever.—This disease appeared in epidemic form through-

out the year. The month of July was characterized by a small epi-

demic with a high mortality among the native infant population.

The figures presented are probably very low on account of the diffi-

culty in arriving at a correct diagnosis. In Guayaquil there were
reported 9 cases as remaining from the previous year and during the

year there occurred 216 cases with 109 recoveries and IIG deaths. In
Milagro there were reported 14 cases with 7 deaths, in Babahoyo 6

cases with 2 deaths, in Duran 1 case with no deaths, in Chobo 2 cases

with 1 death, and in Naranjal 2 cases with 2 deaths. Cases occurred

in every month of the year.

Buboni-c plague.—From the previous year there remained 4 cases

imder treatment. During the fiscal year there occurred 577 cases,

of which 3G0 recovered and 220 died, one remaining under treatment.

'Xo cases were reported in the higher altitudes, but in the country
surrounding Guayaquil the following localities reported cases: Santa
Rosa, 2 cases, 1 death; Duran, 3 cases, no deaths; Nobol, 3 cases, with
3 deaths; Milagro, 5 cases, with 1 death; Naranjito, 1 case, no deaths;

Tauro, 4 cases, 2 deaths; Salitre, 1 case, 1 death; and Estancia Viejo,

1 case, with no deaths.

Xo effective sanitary measures to combat this disease are in

progress.

Snudlpox.—After an absence of about 10 years, smallpox appeared
again in the city of Guayaquil, and notwithstanding the clearly de-

fined methods of combatmg the infection it still continues a menace
to the public health. There were 75 cases, with 9 deaths.

Typhoid fever.—This disease may be considered as endemic
throughout the Republic. While much has been written on this dis-

ease in tropical countries it presents the same general characteristics

as in temperate climates, with the same mortality and complications

as the disease in temperate climates.

Sanitation of Guayaquil.—Owing to the war conditions the pro-

jected public improvements have been greatly curtailed. The water
distribution system of the city was completed last year. The reser-

voir is nearing completion and the source, the Daule River, has been
determined upon. It is worthy of note that obtaining Daule River
water presents difficulties w^hich in this country are insurmountable,

entailing an upkeep that will be in excess of the revenues. The logi-

cal water supply is the mountain streams which are accessible.

In the minor diseases the dysenteries, both amcebic and bacillary,

tuberculosis, measles, chicken pox, malaria, and intestinal worms
still prevail.

Poliomyelitis.—This disease was first reported in 1912. Since that

time sporadic cases have come under observation. One locality,

Santa Rosa, seems to be the center of the infection at the present

time.

Yellow fever and bubonic plague in Guayaquil, Ecuador, duriuf/ the fiscal year
ended June 30, Idll.
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HABANA, CUBA.

Acting Asst. Surg. Richard Wilson, in charge, reports as follows:
The nature of the transactions at this station in the latter half

of the fiscal year varied somewhat from those in the first part of
the year. During the second half of the fiscal year there was a mate-
rial diminution in the inspection of certain classes of cargo, and the
period of fumigation of ships was lengthened, this being due to the
subsidence of plague infection in Habana.
The duties of the medical officer, in brief, are the inspection of

vessels, cargo, and personnel, the issuance of bills of health, in con-
junction with the consul general, to all vessels destined for the
United States, either direct or by way ports; the fumigation of
vessels for the destruction of rats when such vessels are destined to
the United States or ports in its possessions and dependencies. The
service officer on duty at Habana likew^ise gives medical aid to Ameri-
can seamen in all cases not necessitating hospital treatment. The
service continues to have its office in the Machina Building, quarters
being furnished as a courtesv by the Cuban Government. If it were
practicable to have additional rooms additional aid could be given
to sick American seamen. The present lack of space makes it neces-

sary to send minor surgical cases to a private physician at the ex-

pense of the vessel.

The transactions of this office have been on a steady increase during
the past five years, and give evidence of continuing to increase. The
monthly average number of bills of health issued to vessels was 179,

in comparison to last year's average of 152. All told, 2,141 bills of
health were issued to vessels bound for the United States, its depend-
encies, or possessions.

The fumigation of vessels performed at Habana is divided into

two classes: (1) Vessels fumigated by the service employees; (2)
vessels fumigated by the Cuban authorities under supervision of the
service inspector. The second class includes those vessels destined for
the United States by way of other Cuban ports, the fumigation being
performed by the Cuban health authorities and certified to by the
service representative, a secondary fumigation being thus avoided.

The examination of outbound crated fruit for the purpose of ex-

cluding rodent infestation was discontinued in the early part of the

fiscal year on account of the improvement in the report of plague
infection. For the same reason the inspection of railroad cars

destined for transshipment to Key West by ferry was likewise dis-

continued.
In compliance with bureau instructions, restrictions against transit

passengers from Mexico were discontinued. These restrictions have
been enforced in other years, but the procedure has been imprac-
ticable as it virtually depends on the cooperation of the ticket agents
of the transportation companies, and can be nullified by the dis-

honesty of the passenger concerned.
During the fiscal year no bubonic plague has been reported either

in man or in rodents, but the Cuban sanitary department has con-

tinued the work of plague prevention throughout the year. Tlie

total number of rats caught was 32,842, of which number 18,154

were examined.
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Durinti; the year, as in previous ones, there was an increase in the

typhoid rate in the summer months, presumably due to the mixing

of the water from the Vento with that from the Ahuendares Kiver,

which is a polluted stream. Undoubtedly gastrointestinal diseases

have increased also, but as they are not rei)ortable the increase is

not shown. From the tabulated statement of infectious diseases in

liabana during the fiscal year 1917 it is seen that the greatest num-
ber of cases of any one disease are those of measles, of which there

were 890 cases and 40 deaths. Malaria ranked next in number, with

540 cases and 13 deaths. This is a considerable increase over last

year, when there were 98 cases with 5 deaths, the fatal cases all

being reported as coming from the interior of Cuba. Conditions,

however, have changed during the present year, the disease having
taken a firm hold in the city. Fortunately, however, it is a benign,

type. Of typhoid fever there were 406 cases, including 80 deaths.
' During the year the leprosarium, known as the Hospital San
Lazaro, within the city of Habana. was abandoned, the old buildings

being desti-oyed. A new leprosarium was constructed a short dis-

tance from the town of Rincon, located about 15 or 20 miles south

of Habana. At the time of the removal of the lepers from San
Lazaro to the new leprosarium at Kincon there were from 240 to 250
cases. Dui-ing the fiscal year there were reported in Habana 10 cases

of leprosy.

Tahnlafion of service transactions at Habana.

[Transactions of fiscal year 1917 compared with those of previous year.]

1915-16
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remained the same as for the previous year and were divided as

foHows

:

(1) National quarantine; (2) marine-hospital relief; (3) medical
examination of aliens; (4) plague laboratory.

Service officers are stationed at the seven ports of entry in the

HaAvaiian Islands, namely, Honolulu, Hilo. Kahului, Lahaina, Mahu-
kona. Makaweli. and Koloa.
At the ports of Hilo and Kahului there is sufficient equipment for

the fumigation of vessels for rodent and mosquito eradication, while
the remaining four ports are simply inspection stations, and there is

no equipment for the fumigation of vessels.

On account of the dismantling and removal of quarantine wharf,
the service at this port was deprived of the use of the disinfecting

machinery, and any fumigation required of arriving vessels can only
be accomplished by the pot and pan method.

Certain of the quarantinable diseases prevailed to a considerable
extent at the foreign ports of departure of vessels bound for the

Hawaiian Islands during the year.

Cholera was present throughout the year at the Dutch East Indian
ports, was present to a considerable extent in Manila, and occurred in

epidemic proportions, in fall of 1916. in Japan.
Plague was present in Hongkong, the Dutch East Indies, and the

west coast of South America ; smallpox was reported from the Chi-
nese ports, Dutch East Indies, Russian Pacific ports, and toward the

close of the year there was a sharp outbreak of the disease in Japa-
nese ports.

Typhus was reported at Vladivostok and the Dutch East Indian
ports.

During the year 3 vessels arrived with cases of leprosy on board,
while 8 vessels arrived with smallpox on board or histories of hav-
ing had the disease on board during the voyage.

Vessels inspected.—Six hundred and fifty-two vessels were boarded
and inspected upon arrival at the following ports of entrv. namely,
Honolulu 566, Hilo 50, Kahului 16, Mahukona 3, Makaweli 12, La-
haina 4. Koloa 1.

Canal Zoiie hills of health.—Eleven were issued at Honolulu to
vessels bound for the Panama Canal.
A short tabulation of the transactions for the year is as follows:
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INrRKASE IN rKANS-l'ACIFU- SHllM'lNG.

Tlie number of trans-Paoific liners was largely increased by the

addition of seven large passenger and cargo steamers of Nederland

Royal Mail cSc Rotterdam Lloyd Steamship Cos.

These vessels formerly plied between Holland and the Dutch East

Indies by way of the Sue/ Canal, but on account of the submarine

])eril they were divei'ted and are now on a regular schedule between

the East Indies and San Francisco, touching en route at ports in

Cliina. Jai)an, and Honolulu.
The Pacific Mail Steamship Co. which withdrew its vessels from

the oriental trade in 1915, reinaugurated the service in the fall of

lUlT). by placing three vessels, purchased from Dutch owners, of

3,r)lT tons in operation.

This increase in shipping has added materially to the work of

this station, for these vessels all carry a large amount of freight, as

well as numoi-ous passengers and they all touch at infected ports in

the Orient and East Indies.

The presence of cholera in Japan was first reported by the Associ-

ated Press on August 5, 1916, an outbreak of the disease having

occurred on the Osaka Shosen Kaisha steamer Hawaii Maru at

Yokohama on July 30, 1916, just prior to departure of the vessel

for Puget Sound.
On August 19, the Nippon Jiii, a local Japanese paper, received

a cablegram from Tokio to the effect that the disease was spreading

in an alarming manner, and that numerous cases were being re-

ported daily in the three large cities of Yokohama, Nagasaki, and
Osaka.
The first vessel to arrive from Japan, was the freight steamer

Shinijo Maru No. 2. on August 22, 1916, which had sailed from
Kobe August 2, and Yokohama August 5. The bills of health

from both ports were clean, as regards cholera, and further, no
mention was made on the Yokohama bill of health of the outbreak

of cholera on the TIaumii Maru.
This vessel was allowed to discharge her cargo and transact busi-

ness in quarantine and departed for San Francisco on August 24.

In view of these facts and in accordance with the requirements as

contained in Department circular letter of July 19, 1911, No. 47, a

(piarantine of all vessels arriving from Japanese ports and their

]>ersonnel was instituted. Saloon officers and cabin passengers were
allowed asiiore, the through steerage passengers and crew were de-

tained on board, while the steerage passengers for the islands and
stowaways were removed to the station and there examined for

cholera vibrios in the stools.

This (juarantine was continued until December 16, 1916, when, in

view of the i)ractical disappearance of the disease at Japanese ports,

all restrictions were removed.

QUABANTINAUI.K DISEASES ON ARRIVING VESSELS.

Smallpox.—The Steamship Shinyo Maru arrived from Yokohama
on November 2, 1916, with a steerage passenger seriously ill of con-
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fluent smallpox of about nine days' duration. The case and nurse
were removed to the station, and as the ship's surgeon had only dis-

covered the case five days before arrival, it was deemed necessary to
remove all the steerage and second-class passengers to quarantine, and
to disinfect the steerage and hospital compartments on board.
On January 8, 1917, the steamship Tenyo Mam arrived from

Yokohama with a case of confluent smallpox in the person of a cabin
passenger. In view of the excellent sanitary measures taken by the
surgeon of this vessel, it was only necessary to remove the patient,

and two contacts to the station, and after disinfecting the hospital, to

grant the vessel pratique.

The case of the last-named patient was of interest in that she was
66 years of age ; she had never been vaccinated since childhood ; and
she had been ashore but at very few of the ports touched at on the
round trip.

The steamship Ecuador arrived January 23, 1917, with a cabin
passenger, Chinese infant of 4 months, ill with confluent smallpox.
Here again it was only necessary to remove the patient and con-

tacts and to disinfect the hospital before granting the vessel pratique.

The case from the Shinyo Maru ended fatally, while the cases from
the Tenyo Mm'u and Ecuador both recovered.

Five other vessels arrived during the year with histories of having
had cases of smallpox removed at ports touched at en route, and as

the necessary precautions had all been taken it was not necessary to

carry out any measures on arrival.

Leprosy.—Three vessels arrived with leprosy on board, and two
with histories of having landed cases of the disease at ports touched
at en route.

Those with leprosy on board consisted of the transport Dix from
Seattle with two cases being returned to Manila ; the steamship Kiyo
Maru with five cases from Callao en route to Hongkong, and the
steamship Great Northern from San Francisco with a case of the
disease in the person of a cabin passenger. This last named was
turned over to the board of health, he being a resident of the Terri-
tory, and in all cases the requirements of the regulations w^re com-
plied with.

Cholera.—The steamship Anyo Maru arrived from Japanese ports
on October 20, 1916, with the history of having landed a case of
cholera at the Kobe quanantine station on September 27, 1916.

As the vessel had been quarantined at Yokohama, and all the crew
and passengers examined for carriers, it was not deemed necessary
to carry out any further precautions.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ON ARRIVING VESSELS.

Forty-seven vessels arrived during the year with contagious
diseases on board, of which there were 91 cases of measles. If) mumps,
3 diphtheria, 4 epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, 9 scarlet fever, 1

typhoid, 22 varicella, 1 tuberculosis, and 1 of pertussis.

Of this number, there occurred amonr the personnel of trans-

ports, principally recruits. 52 cases of measles, 7 mumps, 1 diph-
theria, 3 epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, 9 scarlet fever, and 1 of
pertussis.
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These cases on the transports were all removed and isolated at the
• lepartment hospital. Fort Shatter, while those occurring on other

vessels were all rept)rted to the board of health and passengers de-

tained on board until the cases had been seen and action taken by a

representative of the board of health,

PANAMA CANAL.

During the year 65 vessels arrived from the canal, while 9 departed
for ports on the east coast of the United States.

As stated in my previous report the sum of $22,000, appropriated
by Congress for the removal and reconstruction of the quarantine
wharf proved insufficient, all the bids received being in excess of

this amount, and it was accordingly necessary to obtain an addi-

tional $10,000 in order to undertake the work.
The bid of tlie Lord-Young Engineering Co. (Ltd.) for $29,674

for the removal and reerection of the wharf was accepted by the

department, the old wharf to be torn down by Xovember 1, 191(), and
reconstruction on the new site to be completed by March 1, 1917,

The proposal of the Standard American Dredging Co. for dredging
and removing 311,000 cubic yards of material, principally hard coral,

at the rate of 2:^9 cents a yard was accepted by the War Department,
work to be started on October 7, 1916, and to be completed in 18

months.
There was a wide difference shown in the bids made for dredging

the 311,000 yards of material which were as follows: Standard Ameri-
can Dredging Co., 23.9 cents a yard; Hawaiian Dredging Co., 53

cents a yard; Lord-Young Engineering Co. (Ltd.), 03 cents a yard.

In accordance with the specifications, the Lord-Young Engineer-
ing Co. (Ltd.) immediately started work and the wharf was dis-

mantled and all material removed by November 1, but the Standard
American Co. failed to comply with the terms of their contract to

begin work (m October 7. and at the close of the fiscal year, they
have no ecjuipment on hand and not a foot of dredged material has
been removed.

It is understood that this company has agreed to begin work on
August 15, 1917, but that is probably largely problematical, and it

will certainly be a year or more before the wharf can be rebuilt.

This unlookod for and totally unnecessary delay has worked a

great hardship in the conduct and operation of the quarantine at

this port. Launches and floating equipment could not be properly
taken care of, while infected vessels have had to be treated at their

regular docks in the port and the infected personnel transferred

through the city by auto trucks to the quarantine station.

On account of the dismantling and removal of the wharf to permit
of dredging and the consequent lo.ss of the launch landings and boat
davits on the wharf, it was necessary to build a small temporary
boat landing in front of the fill on the Makai side of the harbor
and to connect, this land with the runway by a small trestle foot

bridge, the required work being done by the station force.
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DISINITCCI'ING MACHINEKY ON WHAKF.

This machinery, consisting of boilers, steam chambers, sulphur
furnaces, fans, piping, and pumps, was thoroughly overhauled, re-

paired, and painted throughout in the early part of the year and
when the wharf was dismantled, was in excellent condition."

Considerable damage was done to this machinery by falling roof
trusses and carelessness in handling when the machinery was re-

moved from the wharf and placed on adjacent land for temporary
storage. Furthermore, the contractor w^as very tardy in erecting a

covering over this machinery, and the latter was exposed to several
very heavy rainstorms before any protection was oL'tained. There is

thus bound to be more or less deterioration of this equipment and, in

addition, that which is due to the length of time this machinery will

lie without care or attention until the dredging is accomplished and
the wharf rebuilt.

^'ESSELS FUMIGATED FOR RAT DESTRUCTIOX.

The work of keeping the interisland vessels free of rodents and
insects that might be capable of transmitting disease has been con-
tinued throughout the year. All vessels engaged in the interisland
trade have been regularly fumigated, during the early part of the
year those touching ports on the island of Hawaii, where plague
prevails, being fumigated every 30 days, while those touching at

other ports were treated every 3 months. Toward the latter end of
the year, in view of the rat free condition of the vessels and the
absence of any reported plague on Hawaii, the period between fumi-
gations of vessels touching this island was extended to GO days, but
on account of the reappearance of plague on Hawaii at the close
of the year the period was again reduced to 30 days.

All rodents obtained from fumigated vessels were sent to the
plague laboratory for examination for plague infection. Xo plague
infected rodents on vessels were found during the year.
The vessels fumigated for the purpose of rat eradication were

classified as follows:
1. Vessels from foreign ports.

2. Vessels bound for United States ports,
r,. V<»t;sels engaged in interisland trade.
1. Vessels from foreign ports.—Eleven vessels were fumiafated

during the year, with a resulting yield of 31 rats.

2. Vessels hound for United States ports.—P'ifty-one vessels,
mostly sailing vessels engaged in carrying lumber from mainland
ports, were fumigated during the vear, with a rewriting rat yield of
174 rats.

^.Vessels engaged in the interisland trade.—These vessels were
fumigated at regular intervals in order to keep them rat free and
thus lessen the transmission of plague by these vessels, as well as to
keep them as clean as possible of vermin and insects, for the benefit
of the traveling public. A total of 22 vessels are engaged in this
trade, of which 14 were fumigated at Honolulu and 8 at Hilo, with
a yield of 158 rodents.

The regular transpacific liners and Government vessels, princi-
pally transports, which touch at this port, a total of 2G vessels, were
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either funiitjated at Honjrlvong or 8aii Francisco, 1,573 rats being
obtained, while 25:2 were trapped by the crew of the vessels during
the year.

The past j'ear has shown a gratifying decrease in the number of
rodents obtained by fumigation, as well as by the trapping by crews
on the transpacific liners, but there is hardly a rat-free vessel, and
the endeavor to keep those vessels as free as possible seems very hard
of acconiplishnient. Fumigation every trip at San Francisco merely
keeps the number reduced, but never completely frees the vessel.

The local liners, nine in number, plying between the islands and
Pacific coast ports were either fumigated at Seattle or San Fran-
cisco during the year, with a resulting rat yield of 649.

Trap})ing of rodents on vessels hy crews.—The trapping of rats

by the crews of the vessels of the Toyo Kisen Kaisha Steamship Co.
continued during the year to yield a large number of rats. This
company pays a sen each for all rats trapped, the men being re-

quired to turn their catch over to the freight clerk so that an accu-

rate record of the number caught on each vessel can always be
obtained.

The number of rodents obtained by fumigation as well as those
trapped during the year is shown by the following named two
vessels

:

Name of vesseL
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AID BENDEKED OTHEB GOVERNMENT SEKVICES.

Board of health.—The remains of four persons, dying from leprosy
at the Kalihi receiving station, were cremated at the quarantine sta-

tion on request of the board of health.

One suspected cholera carrier, one diphtheria carrier, ninj cases
of varicella, one scarlet fever case and contact, and one case of
measles wore received and isolated at the station on request of the
board of health.

A large number of swabs were prepared and sterilized and con-
siderable amount of media were made for the board of health during
the year.

Post office.—The local post office was furnished disinfectants dur-
ing the year for the purpose of treating the mails from the leper
settlement at Molokai.
Foreign consuls.—Sixteen seamen were admitted to hospital and

1 was furnished out-patient treatment upon the request of their re-

spective consuls, while 21 seamen were examined upon request of
masters of foreign vessels for rating as able seamen.
Lighthouse Establishment.—One employee was admitted to hos-

pital and one was furnished out-patient treatment upon the request

of the inspector of the nineteenth district.

PLAGUE ON HAWAII.

During the year plague was present only on the island of Hawaii,
where it has existed for the past 17 years, and remained localized to
the Hamakua district.

Three cases of human plague occurred, the first case being that of
a Japanese stableman at the Paauilo stables on March 7, 1917; the
second being that of a Portuguese stableman at the Paauhau mill
camp on June 20, 1917; and the third a Japanese rat catcher at the
Paauhau mill camp on June 23, 1917. All cases terminated fatally.
Four plague-infected rats were found, one being obtained on

November 7, 8, and 9, respectively, at the Amana stables of the
Hamakua Mill Co., and one from the Paauhau mill camp stables

on June 8, 1917.

The last previous case of human plague occurred at Honokaa vil-

lage on December 16, 1915, while the last previous plague-infected
rat was found at Paauhau on January 16, 1916.

The plague work on Hawaii, under the able direction of Chief
Sanitary Inspector D. S. Bowman, of the Territorial board of health,
has been devoted largely to building the rat out of stables, ware-
houses, and habitations, and has been combined with an effective
campaign of poisoning and trapping, so as to render habitations,
stables, etc., as rat free as possible, but the task is one of immense
proportions, for the rodents can obtain abundant nourishment in
the cane lields, and owing to the ready shelter to be found in tlie

gulches, stone walls, and fissures in the lava rock, it is well-nigh
impossible to attempt anything but to keep the habitations antl

buildings as rat free as possible.

BAT CAMPAIGN.

Seventeen thousand five hundred and thirty rats and mongoose
were taken in the district of Honolulu during the year; 17,155 were
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trapped, 2od weiv killed in the liimiiiation of vessels, 4 were found

dead, while 112 mongoose were taken.

This was a decrease of 797, as compared with the number obtained

durin<r the previous year.
PERSONNEL.

The followin": officers were on duty in the Hawaiian Islands at the

close of the year:
IIo/iohflii.'—F. E. Trotter, surgeon, chief quarantine officer; L. E.

Hooper, assistant surgeon; A. N. Sinclair, acting assistant surgeon;

W- F. James, acting assistant surgeon; G. I. Van Ness, pharmacist;

Frank J. Loncke, pilot and engineer; and E. F. Smith, medical in-

spectress.

///?o, Hau-aii.—L. L. Sexton, acting assistant surgeon.

h'ohiilui, Maui.—William Osmers, acting assistant surgeon.

Makukona, Uaicaii.—B. D. Bond, acting assistant surgeon.

Koloa, Kauo/i.—A. H. Waterhouse, acting assistant surgeon.

MARINE HOSPITAL.

Transactions under this head are included in the report of the

Division of Marine Hospitals and Belief.

Quarantine transactions at Honolulu, Uaicaii.

Vessels inspected and passed 4.58

Vessels boarded and passed .'^-

Vessels inspected and fumigated for mosquitoes S.j

Vessels inspected and fumigated for rat quarantine 11

Vessels inspected and detained in quarantine 30

Total vessels arriving 5G6

Vessels fumigated by request 3

Vessels fumigated 100

Vessels disinfected 9

Vessels arriving with quarantinable disease, or having had same on
board during the voyage 13

Number of passengers inspected and passed 6G, 371

Number of passengers detained on account of quarantinable disease.— 478

Number of passengers detained and examined for cholera carriers 1, 750

Number of crew inspected and passed 52, 502

Number of crew detained on account of quarantinable disease 2

Number of crew detained and examined for cholera carriers 20

Number of Filipinos found to be cholera carriers on examination at

Manila prior to embarkation 21

Number of rodents killed on vessels by fumigation ,
2.53

Classification of rodents killed on vessels by fumigation

:

Mus ale.randrinus .
81

Mus rattus ——IL. 138
Mus norvegicus 2

Mus musctilus = 1

Unidentified 31

Quarantine transactions at suhports. ' ' ';'' •

»;• • .,
;••
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Vlinical types of liinnaii, iilafjuc on the inland of Iluivaii, from July, I'JKi, to

June 30, I'Jll.

Year
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T.ighters fiimijrated for the destruction of rats during the year, 685.

Iva'ts found on lighters after fugimation, 1.177.

Pieces of cargo inspected for rat proofing during the year and
passed. 18l?.704,

Pieces of cargo inspected for rat proofing during the year and

rejected, 5'29.

Pieces of cargo inspected for rat proofing during the year and held

for rat proofing, r)29.

Pieces of cargo rat proofed, 529.

The colonial Government reports a total of 98.565 rats caught and
68 found to be plague infected.

Quaranfine diseases: ^timber of cases and deaths duriiuj the year.
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European war may have somewhat to do with the disappearance of

yellow fever from Maracaibo, if it has disappeared. Still, as long as

the Venezuelan medical profession assert its existence there the place

must be discriminated against.

The existence of variola was more or less strenuously denied last

year by the authorities of the western portion of the country and was
only reported as sporadic by the American consul at Maracaibo,
but reports were received in this office from Curacao and from Mara-
caibo showing that there was a considerable number of cases. In
the annual report of the Oficina de Sanidad Xacional for 1916 the

existence of variola (a small epidemic) is admitted.

Dysentery appeared in epidemic form in June in Guatire, a town
no great distance to the eastAvard of La Guaira, and in the month
of October in Cocuina in the territory of Delta Amacuro. There
were 5,139 deaths from this cause during the year, the disease appear-
ing widespread in all States and in the federal district. There was
an augmentation in the number of cases of typhoid fever in Caracas,
although this disease was also widely disseminated throughout the

Republic, many cases of paratyphoid being undoubtedly confounded
with the true disease. From this cause there were 2,149 deaths in

Venezuela in 1916, and in the city of Caracas there were 45, which
was 37 less than occurred from this cause in 1915.

One case of yellow fever was reported from Villa de Cura to the

Oficina de Sanidad Nacional. Investigation proved the utter unlike-

lihood of its occurrence. The patient recovered and there were no
secondary cases. The probability of the sudden appearance of one
sporadic case folloAved by no others, and the one case reported having
been a person who was a resident of the locality, is remote.

How^ever, all causes of deaths in Venezuela pale before the
figures for malarial affections. There were 10.452 fatalities at-

tributed to malarial fevers. In one State alone, that of Carabobo,
with a population of only 198.396, there were 1,484 deaths during the

year caused by malaria. On the other hand, the capital city, Caracas,
with a population of 135,780, if the w^hole federal district be included!

(Caracas, La Guaira, Maquitatia, and Macuto) and the haciendas
in the country, had only 28 deaths from this cause. The great
mortality from malarial fevers is in the country districts and in

the southern pasture land and grazing country. The very strong
preference, which is more or less characteristic of Latin persons, cer-

tainly of Latin-Americans, for residing in or close to a town or city

rather than in the country deprives the rural dwellers of proper
medical attendance and medicine. There are many districts in this

country where a physician has never resided and probably never will.

Two years ago the severe outbreak of malarial fevers near Maracay,
an important city in the State of Aragua, showed the fact that

within an hour's distance of that city and on the most important
railway of the Republic there were thousands living without medical
attendance when required, and without quinine. Physicians had to

be sent from Caracas and other cities to stop the epidemic, and every
ounce of quinine used came from localities other than where the ill-

ness occurred. As showing the difference where medical attendance
and supplies were available, only a few miles away was a largo uiili-

tary camp of some 3,000 men, but few of whom were ill from malarial
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fevei-s. presumably duo to nieilical attention and availability of medi-

cine. In the last six years malarial atl'cctions have causcni the enor-

mous total of 48,878 deaths in Venezuela, a country whose entire

population was estimateil last Docembcr at 2,824,934.

Another most fruitful cause of death is infantile tetanus (men-
tioned in previous reports from this station). In 12 years, of a

total of 083,932 deaths, 48,272 wei"e due to tetanus. Of this number,
in 8 years (before that time no diti'erentiation of the infantile variety

was made) 20,507 were infantile tetanus.

Suinniary of transactions.

Total number of crews inspected 10, 8G3
Xuinher of passengers in transit 3,388
Niiniher of passengers for Colon 318
Nunilier of passengers for New York 417

Number of passengers for Porto Rico 405

Number of pieces of luggage inspected, passed, and labeled (approxi-

mately) 950

OrEIJATIONS OF THE SEKVICE IN THE PHILIPPINES.

Surg. J. D. Long, chief quarantine officer, reports as follows:

In the Philippine Islands the service activities embraced the fol-

lowing divisions: (1) Incoming or national quarantine; (2) outgoing

or consular quarantine; (3) interisland quarantine, both incoming
and outgoing; (4) medical inspection of immigrants; (5) sanitation

of interisland vessels and ports; (G) physical examination of appli-

cants for marine licenses and other Government positions; (7) mis-

cellaneous duties not included in the foregoing.

The service in the Philippines carries out almost every function of

the service in the States, except the care and treatment of seamen of

the merchant marine embraced under marine hosi)itals and relief.

The latter work is not performed in the Philippine Islands, because

the American shipping laws are not applicable to the Philippines and
in that connection the islands are administered as a foreign port

with the insular collector of customs acting as American consul.

There are 10 medical officers of the United States Public Health
Service in charge of the various activities in the Philippines, 4 of

whom are commissioned officers and the remainder acting assistant

surgeons appointed for duty at the several ports of entry. The service

maintains quarantine or inspection stations at Manila, Iloilo, Cebu,
Zamboanga. Jolo, Cavite, and Olongapo. Two quarantine detention

and disinfection stations for the treatment of personnel and vessels

in accordance with the quarantine regulations are maintained. The
?;tation for Manila and the northern part of the Philippine Archi-

jjelago is at Mariveles, on Mariveles Bay, 30 miles from Manila. For
Cebu and the southern islands a station is maintained on the island

of Cauit, in the harbor of Cebu, about 4 miles from the Cebu water

front.
INCOMING QUARANTINE.

The incoming quarantine was conducted during the year in the

same general manner and w'ith the same measure of success as has
obtained during the past decade. The islands are menaced from the

outside to such an extent that the quarantine function is continually
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a necessity. The responsibilities which rest upon the quarantine offi-

cers in preventing the introduction of diseases into the Philippine
Islands from abroad will be partly comprehended when the sanitary
conditions of the Orient are considered and it is realized that from
the world's greatest centers of quarantinable diseases the Philippine
Islands are but few days' travel by water, and that in many instances
the period consumed by the voyage of the vessel is less than the
incubation pericd of the disease. For these reasons the quarantine
officers in the Philippines have a more difficult task to perform in

carrying out the medical duties of the service in connection with
arrivals from abroad than at many of the other quarantine stations

of the world.
The sanitary conditions in the Orient are continually improving,

and this improvement can largely be traced to the enforcement of the
United States quarantine laws and regulations in the port cities.

That all of the cargo bound for the Philippines and the United States
must have been produced, transported, and loaded under certain pre-

scribed sanitary conditions, imposed by the quarantine and other
United States laws, has gradually brought about a sanitary working
system which in some places has now become habitual, and as the

oriental after once learning a method is loath to change it is hoped
that these sanitary procedures may continue to improve the sanita-

tion of the ports where cargo is loaded for our ports.

As the commerce of the Philippine Islands is constantly increasing,

so in a greater proportion is the work of the quarantine service aug-
mented, because in the gradual increase of commerce the number of

small shipments increase in much greater proportion than the total

amount of the increase indicates. Likewise increased commerce
brings shipments from new localities, the sanitary conditions of which
are not so well known, which also increases the work of the quaran-
tine service and that of the consular officers abroad who cooperate
with the local quarantine officers. In a country such as the Philip-
pines, shipping is one of its principal factors, because all communica-
tion from outside the islands and between the different islands must
be by water, consequently the potentialities of the quarantine func-
tion in the Philippine Islands can not be overestimated.
During the year under report the near-by foreign ports constituted

the greatest menace to the Philippine Islands from a quarantine
standpoint. The presence of quarantinable diseases in those ports, so
near the Philippines, made them a source of constant anxiety. The
following paragraphs will show that the Philippines were most : eri-

ously threatened from some one of those ports during every day of
ihe year.

In Hongkong, which is less than three days' distance from the Phil-
ippines by vessels, cholera, smallpox, and plague were present in

varying degrees of virulence throughout almost the entire year.
Smallpox was present from June to November, 1916, in Hongkong but
there were not more than 27 cases with 22 deaths per week. Later an
epidemic of smallpox of a very serious nature occurred with as high
a rate as 95 cases per week with the mortality of 66.

In Amoy plague was not severe in the city this year, but in the
near-by provinces unofficial reports of as many as 50 deaths per day in

18643°—17 9
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certain districts are received. Cholera and smallpox were also pres-

ent in the city and vicinity. The large number of passengers arriving

at Philippine ports from Amoy makes that port of considerable im-
portance from a quarantine standpoint.

In Saigon and French Indo-China plague and cholera have been
jiresent but fortunately the epidemic lacked the severity which char-

acterized them during some previous years.

In Borneo, the Straits Settlements, and the contiguous China coast

a number of quarantinable diseases were present, and owing to their

proximity to the southern islands of the Philippine grouj) quaran-
tinable diseases could easily gain admittance, owing to the short time
required to make the voyage from the epidemic centers to a Philip-

l)ine ]iort. These near-by foci of infection constituted a continuous
menace to the health of the Philippine Islands.

In Australia the outbreak of smallpox which occurred some years

ago has continued, but is now under control and, owing to the distance

ti-om the Philippines, may be considered a negligible factor. It may
be noted that the development along sanitary lines in Australia has
progressed considerably during the past decade.

Shanghai and the ports in the coast north of Shanghai from which
vessels arrive in the Philippines have remained during this year com-
jjaratively free from epidemics of quarantinable diseases; however,
their presence in sporadic form requires measures to be taken almost
as rigorous as if an epidemic were present, when greater precautions
are taken as a matter of routine at the ports of departure.

In Japan an epidemic of cholera occurred which became very wide-
spread and was of considerable interest from a sanitary viewpoint.

On May 19, 1916. during the examination of arriving passengers at

Manila, a passenger from Japan was found to be a cholera carrier;

and on July 17, 1916, another cholera carrier was detected among the
passengers arriving from Japan. This information was communi-
cated to the Japanese authorities, but no cholera was officially re-

ported until much later.

An interesting event from the quarantine standpoint occurred
on board the steamship Hawaii Maru. A steerage passenger who
boarded the vessel at Kobe was taken sick en route to Yokohama.
The case was not diagnosed as cholera until two days after the death
of the said passenger. Among the persons who were placed in quar-
antine from this vessel there occurred 40 cases of cholera and 4
carriers. The epidemic in Japan commenced about the 27th of July,

and the disease spread rapidly until all but 7 of the prefectures had
cases of the disease. The epidemic reached its height about the end
of September. Up to December 2, 1916, the figures were 11,519
cases and 6,799 deaths in Japan. It Avas reported that 464 officials

were employed in the endeavor to prevent the spread of the disease

and that the cost to the Government was not less than $193,000.

Plague was also reported in Japan in Yokkaichi and Nagoya, in each
port named plague having occurred in both human beings and in

rats.

In Macao cholera became epidemic in August, 1916, and the dis-

ease was also present in epidemic form for a considerable period in

Canton.
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DELAYS IN QUAEANTINE PREVENTED.

This year as in recent years continual efforts were made to reduce
or remove the necessity for detaining persons and vessels for longer
or shorter periods in quarantine. The experience in the Orient
during the past 16 years was used in imposing measures upon vessels

and their personnel to safeguard to the higliest possible point the

Philippine Islands against the introduction of quarantinable dis-

eases; and throughout the past year, even when surrounded by near-
by foreign ports at which serious epidemics were at times prevailing,
it was possible, by the strict observance of the regulations which
were promulgated, to conduct the service activities without greatly
mterfering with the sailing of vessels and also without the detention

of large numbers of persons at the various quarantine stations.

Cases of quarantinable diseases were detected, and cases likely to

develop into quarantinable diseases Avere isolated early and held
under observation and the necessary precautions taken, many times
without having to quarantine the vessel or its personnel. The results

.attained justified the procedure, and the eternal vigilance and large

amount of energy put forth to conduct the year's quarantine work,
so that not a single instance occurred where a quarantinable disease

gained admission from outside the Philippines, is a cause of real

?atisfaction ; and commendation is due those whose faithful labors

made such results possible.

CHOLERA ON VESSELS.

Dunng the small cholera outbreak which occurred in Manila in

the latter part of 1916 cholera occurred on a number of vessels, but
after the usual quarantine measures were put into effect there was
no further spread from those foci of infection. Cholera occurred on
a large number of vessels Avhich arrived at Cebu and Iloilo, but after

the usual measures were taken no spread occurred.

SMALLPOX.

Another year has passed without smallpox being introduced into

the Philippine Islands from the outside, even in spite of the most
s^evere epidemic which prevfiiled at nearby foreign ports. One case,

which arrived on a vessel from Hongkong, was detected and held
under observation and later resulted fatally. One case of smallpox
arrived at Cebu on a foreign vessel and also one at Iloilo. The neces-

sary precautions were taken and, while the cases resulted fatally, no
secondary cases occurred. The crews of interisland vessels were kept
vaccinated as heretofore. The crews of the Hongkong-Manila steam-
ers were also vaccinated during the epidemic at Hongkong. All

steerage passengers arriving from abroad were vaccinated before
bein^ allowed to disembark at Philippine ports. The number of
vaccinations for the year was 8,690.

PLAGUE, TYPHUS, AND YELLOW FEVEB.

No plague, typhus, or yellow fever were encountered on incoming
vessels during the year under report. Yellow fever has not occurred

as far as is known in the Philippine Islands. Cases of typhus fever
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were reported at a number of isolated places, but there always has

been a reasonable doubt as to whether all the cases were actually

typhus fever. A few oases which were reported as having occurred

ill Manila and in Mindanao, if actually typhus fever, could probably

be traced to persons who had recently lived in Japan, and who were
probably carriers.

There has been no plague in the Philippines either in rats or in

human beings since 1014. The near-by plague-infected centers W'ith

the exception of Amoy have had less plague during this year than for

many years in the innnediate past. The service in the Philippines,

however, considers oriental ports as likely to be infected and has

established precautionary measures in order to prevent its introduc-

tion through the medium of vessels and their cargoes.

OUTGOING AND CONSULAR QUARANTINE.

Vessels leaving the Philippine Islands for ports in the United
States or its dependencies are subjected to the provisions of the

United States quarantine laws and regulations which are in force at

foreign ports. This work is termed consular quarantine and is per-

formed in the Philippine Islands by the quarantine service in the

same manner in which it is carried out at foreign ports by the officers

of the American consulates. This work embraces inspection and fumi-

gation of vessels; inspection of crews and passengers; bathing pros-

pective passengers; disinfection, inspection, and certification of cargo

and the general supervision of sanitary conditions which could in

one way or another be instrumental in making it possible to convey
(|uarantinable disease to American ports by means of vessels leaving

the Philippines. A few of the statistics in this connection are shown
in the following:

Bills of health issued 380
Crew.s inspected 24,276
Pa.s.sengers inspected 11, 742

Pieces of cargo inspected and certified 2,660,665
Vessels disinfected and fumigated 30
Vessels inspected 140

>TREPKOOK LOW-PRICE HOITSE CONSTRUCTION SUI lAIU.E KOK PHIIJI'I'INE VII.LAfiES.

In view of the need in the Philippine Islands for some sort of fire-

proof building construction to replace the nipa, grass, palm leaf,

bamboo, and similar light materials whose inflammability makes
fire, when once started, so widespread and destructive in the villages

and towns, the service in the Philippines has for some considerable

time been experimenting, primarily for the general benefit of the

Philippine Islands and secondarily to substitute such fireproof ma-
terial for the various inflammable buildings at the several quarantine

stations. During this year Mr. Robert Simonson, the superintendent

of the MarJvelos quarantine station, has by suggestion from and
encouragement by the Manila office and the director of health, who
greatly desired a suitable material for the construction of sanitary

houses in connection with the work done by the sanitary commis-
sions, at last perfected a covering shingle for use in the construction

of roofs which has so far proven practical and serviceable. Further
experiments along the same line enabled sidings for buildings to be
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made of the same material. One house was constructed at Mariveles
and is now in use by the municipality. Another, the materials for
which were made at the Mariveles quarantine station, was exhibited
at the Philippine carnival in February, 1917.

Tlie materials out of which the structural forms and shingles are
made are available, or can be procured, in almost any vilhige of the
Philippines, and it is believed that these experiments have perfected
for use by the Filipino people of a building material which, on
account of its economy, durability, and fireproofness, Avill be just
what has long been needed for the construction of sanitary and fire-

proof houses for the barrios of the Philippines, which will end for
all time, where this type of construction is adopted, the terrible gen-
eral conflagrations which are so common in the Philippines and
from Avhich the local population sutlers such severe financial losses.

As soon as funds were available, a building of considerable size

—

a hospital of 120 beds—was constructed of this new material and is

now being subjected to the tests which are necessary to prove beyond
doubt its general adaptability for building purposes. So far the house
at Mariveles has remained waterproof during the rains and winds,
of considerable force, Avhich have occurred since its erection. It has
been subjected to rather severe tests by those interested in construct-
ing buildings of the same material, and the tensile strength of the
finished product has been tested and more than met the expectations
as regards ability to resist fracture. It can be said that this accom-
plishment is one of the most promising achievements from an eco-

nomic standpoint, especially as regards cheap housing, that has been
developed in recent years.

FUMIGATION OF VESSELS AND RAT QUARANTINE.

In order to remove as completely as possible one means whereby
plague might be transmitted from one portion of the islands to
another from foreign vessels, or from the lighters engaged in their
loading and discharging, all vessels in the interisland trade are
fumigated periodically in order to destroy rats, fleas, and such in-

sects as infest vessels. Ships from foreign ports were also required
to be fumigated as often as deemed essential. Vessels on the Hong-
kong-Manila run were fumigated every other trip, and like treat-
ment was given the vessels from other plague-infected ports. This
work is carried out at all stations in the Philippines. During the
year 9G vessels were fumigated at Cebu, 234 at Iloilo, and 150 at
Manila. This work is at times termed "rat quarantine," the aim
being to keep all vessels as rat free as possible. During the conduct
of this work in the Philippine Islands there were recovered after
the fumigation 1,810 rats, 523 mice, 108 other small animals and
at least 1,863 liters of cockroaches, ants, etc. An accomplished re-

port is required to be signed by the master of each vessel, reporting
the number of animals killed by the fumigation. Wliile this work
had been conducted over a long period of years, no great diminu-
tion of the number of rats on board has been observed, of late years,
though present figures show a large reduction when compared to
results obtained when the work was first started some years ago,
except on those vessels which accidentally escaped their periodical
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fumigation when the number on board is usually quadrupled,
showing that a vast amount of good is accomplished by this work,
in sa\ ing to the vessels by lessening the destruction caused by rats,

as well as the food necessary for their maintenance, and at the
s:\me time reducing to a minimum one means by which plague may
be carried from port to port.

As a result of the continued fumigation of vessels there has been
noticed a very positive increase in the efforts on the part of the
ship's ofHcers to keep their vessels free from rats. Recently one
vessel which would fall in this class has been under observation and
has now been fumigated at various intervals 18 times with a total

of 14 rats for the 18 fumigations, and 13 fumigations without any
rats being found after the fumigation. Controls, however, showed
that the fumigation was efficient. The table of rats and other ani-
mals killed follows:

Animals killed.
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PHYSICAL EXAMINATION of applicants fou makink
go\T':rnment positions.

LICENSES AND OTHER

The service in the Philippines conducts the physical examinations
of all applicants for licenses as masters, mates, and engineers of the
vessels engaged in Philippine waters, and also for renewal of United
States licenses. The applicants for admission to the Philijjpine

Nautical School weie also required to be examined by the officers of
this service.

Examinations were made during the year as follows:
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loading and discharjring ships, and also among the crews of inter-

island vessels. This work was continued uninterrupted during the

year. The number of specimens taken per month and the cholera

carriers found was as follows:

Month.
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of the bureau of science, and in the collection and diagnosis of lepers.

Transportation was furnished when practicable, and vessels were dis-

infected for the bureaus of agriculture and health,

CAVITE AND OLONGAPO.

Inspection stations are maintained at Cavite and Olongapo for the
convenience of the United States Navy, so that naval vessels arriving
at those ports can be inspected there without first going to another
port of entry. This work is conducted by Navy surgeons acting as
quarantine officers and is a great convenience to the naval authorities.

Statistics for these ports for the fiscal year 1917 were as follows:

Cavite

:

Vessels inspected 18
Crew inspected 1, 493
Passengers inspected 16
Bills of health issiied 11

Olongapo

:

Vessels inspected 9
Crew inspected . 857
Passengers inspected 47
Bills of health issued . 6

CEBU QUARANTINE STATION.

The service at Cebu is in charge of a commissioned officer, with an
office in the customhouse for the transaction of the service business
and the various physical and other examinations which devolve upon
the quarantine officers in the Philippines. In addition, he has charge
of the quarantine station located on Cauit Island, which is about 4
miles from the water front of Cebu. Since the entrance of the United
States into the war, the station ha'; been occupied as a camp for the
interned sailors from the merchant vessels which had taken refuge
in the port of Cebu, and they remained there at the close of the fiscal

year. Such hospital and dispensary services as are needed by the
interned persons is furnished by the medical officer in charge. " The
station buildings, on account of their age, are not in the best condi-
tion; however, it is hoped that sufficient funds may be secui-ed for the
reconstruction of such as may be found necessary for the needs of the
coming years. The quarantine transactions at Cebu for the year are
partly shown by the following table

:

Vessels Inspected from United States ports 14
Vessels inspected from foreign ports 109
Vessels disinfected on account of disease 3
Vessels in quarantine 3
Vessels fumigated 96
Crew inspected on arriving vessels 6,702
Cabin passengers inspected on arriving vessels 388
Steerage passengers inspected on arriving vessels 942
Persons detained in quarantine under observation 112
Persons vaccinated at quarantine 88
Cases of cholera at quarantine station 23
Cases of smallpox at (luarantine station
Seamen examined for licenses 53
Bills of health issued for vessels for foreign ports 38
Bills of health issvKHl to vessels for United States 68
Interisland vessels inspected in port 341
Number of pieces cargo certified 151,300
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ILOLLO QUARANTINE STATION.

Iloilo is maintained as an inspection station at the present time.
There are still no facilities at Iloilo for the treatment of vessels in a
proper manner. The entire equipment is on hand stored in a ware-
house awaitino: an appropriation for the construction of a building to
house the same and which was intended to be used also as a contagious
disease hospital for the municipality of Iloilo. It is hoped that in
the near future provision can be made for this ver}^ necessary build-
ing. The (juarantine transactions at Iloilo for 1917 were as follows:

Vessels inspected 56
Vessels disinfected and fumigated 247
Vessels in quarantine 12
Crew inspected 3, 121
Passengers inspected, cabin 27
Passengers inspected, steerage 359
Persons bathed and effects disinfected 130
Cases of quarantinable diseases detected 12
Bills of health issued 156
Sanitary inspection interisland vessels 412
Pieces cargo certified 436,214
Seamen examined for licenses 249

.TOLO AND ZAIIBOANGA.

At the ports of Jolo and Zamboanga there is considerable shipping
with the nearby ports of Borneo and Strait Settlements. In view of
the fact that these ports are almost continuously the centers of more
or less virulent ej^idemics of quarantinable diseases, both Jolo and
Zamboanga are important from a (|uarantiiie standpoint. The work
at tho.se ports is conducted by officers of the United States Army,
acting as quarantine officers. No vessels arrived at either port from
foreign ports with quarantinable diseases on board. Statistics for
the year at Jolo were as follows

:

Vessels inspected 35
Bills Of health issued 47
Crew inspected 2, 436
Passengers inspected, cabin 68
Passengers inspected, steerage 604

Statistics for Zamboanga were as follows

:

Vessels inspected 16
Bills of health issued 26
Crew inspected 1, 436
Passengers inspected, cabin ,509

Pa.s.sengers inspected, steerage 799

Manila continues to be a most active quarantine center. The
tran.sactions euibraced all the various functions of the service and
have been conducted with a minimum annoyance to the traveling
public and almost entirely without opposition from the shipping
interests. A .study of the table of statistics will show the scope of
the work performed on Manila Bay and in the quarantine office in

the city of Manila. These figures do not include the work done at
the Marivelos quarantine station, which is (he detention and disin-

fection station for the northern part of the archipelago.
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Manila transactions may be tabulated as follows

:

Vessels Inspected from United States ports 99
Vessels inspected from foreign ports 481
Vessels disinfected on account of diseases 20
Vessels in quarantine 2
Vessels disii>fected 20
Vessels fumigated 150
Vessels given sanitary inspection in port 144
Crew inspected on arriving vessels 48,370
Passengers inspected on arriving vessels, cabin 11,815
Passengers inspected on arriving vessels, steerage 24, 453
Persons detained in quarantine under observation 218
Persons vaccinated at quarantine 7,420
Applicants for marine licenses examined 444
Stool examinations made for hookworm : 2. 123
Stool examinations made for cholera carriers 5. 308
Pieces of miscellaneous cargo certified 2. 043, 320
Bills of health issued to vessels for United States ports 204
Bills of health issued to vessels for foreign ports 433

MABIVKLES QUABANTINE STATION.

At the Mariveles quarantine station there was not as much actual

detention and disinfection work accomplished during the fiscal year
1917 as in some previous years. During the time the employees were
not engaged in actual quarantine work they were employed in mak-
ing routine repairs to the various buildings of the station. All
buildings were kept in as fair a state of repair as funds allowed. A
free dispensary for the benefit of the poor of the inhabitants of the

contiguous territory was kept open throughout the year. Sanitation

of the municipality of Mariveles was looked after and some very
valuable improvements completed. Part of the work of the station

is shown in the following table

:

Vessels at the station for treatment 11
Vessels disinfected or fumigated 9
Persons bathed and effects disinfected 896
Pieces of baggage disinfected 1,006
Persons vaccinated 1, 237
Persons detained in quarantine 207

PERSON NEI,.

The service in the Philippines was directed during the year by
Surg. J. D. Long, assigned as chief quarantine officer and in charge

of the bureau of quarantine service for the Philippine Islands, also

director of the Philippine health service. The personnel at the

several stations continued practically as heretofore. With the ex-

ception of the officers all the employees are residents of the Philip-

pme Islands. A number of resignations took place among the minor
employees and their places were filled when necessary. Passed Asst.

Surg. Hugh de Valin and Asst. Surg. Thomas F. Keating were
relieved from duty in the Phillippines. Asst. Surg. H. M. Thometz
was examined for promotion by a board convened at Manila.

DAILY I'OKT INSPECTION.

At all of the ports of entry the service conducts daily inspection

of the water front, piers, and the nuchorago of vospols with several

ends in view, primarily to observe and compel the canving out of
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such measures while vessels are in port as will prevent rats from
cominof ashore frtun the vessels while at anchor or berthed at the

piers or quays: and secondarily to prevent the dumping into the har-
bor of garbage and offal which later floats ashore and produces an
insanitary and malodorous beach and breakwater, and also supplies

food for the rats which naturally infest the vicinity of the water
front. This work was carried out throughout the year with little

opposition and with a considerable measure of successful accomplish-
ment.

IMMIGRANT MEDICAL INSPECTION.

The ofHceis of the quarantine service also conduct the medical in-

spection of aliens arriving in the Philippines. This work is per-

formed at all the ports of entry. There were 6,223 inspections made
and the rejections mainly for hookworm, trachoma and favus num-
bered 26.

There are no particular facilities for conducting this important
work. The examinations are made both on board arriving vessels

and in the offices of the service. Only such arrivals as are presented
by the immigration officials arp examined. The number of arriving
aliens has remained steady, but there is a gradual and continued in-

crease of the number of certain nationalities being admitted.

FLOATING AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.

One of the most hnportant adjuncts to efficient quarantine work
is proper and ample means of transportation, both land and water.

The necessity of operating launches and boats for carrying out the
various quarantine fimctions, in connection with arriving and de-
parting vessels, and in transporting persons and supplies to the
various quarantine stations is a source of considerable expense,
demands constant skill, care, and supervision, and imposes consider-

able risk of loss of life and property during the rough weather, which
prevails a considerable portion of the year, and during which quar-
antine work often seems to be the heaviest. Vessels used for boarding
purposes in all kinds of weather are subjected to rough treatment and
accidents are naturally frequent and damages unavoidable- How-
ever, the floating equipment of the service in the Philippines has been
used very satisfactorily this year. The accidents and expenses of
upkeep were below the average. The large boarding launch at

Manila, now 18 years old, will soon be unserviceable and a new one is

imperative.

National quarantine statistics, fiscal year 1911.

Port.
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NAPLES, ITALY.

iSiir*?. Ramus reports as folloAvs:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the public health at

Naples and throuirhout Italy generally has been good, notwithstand-
ing the increased hardships imposed on the population by war con-
ditions. Cerebro-spinal meningitis has been present in many parts
of Ital}^, but never in epidemic proportions. P'rom Xovoiiiber 13,

1910, to June 24, 1917. there had occurred throughout the entire coun-
try 3.328 cases. The mortality statistics were not furnished. It may
be stated that the experience with serum therapy has been uncon-
vincing.

An epidemic of acute intestinal disease of a doubtful nature oc-

curred in the city of Florence during the winter months. No official

information was furnished to the United States consular officers

although several weeks had elapsed, but the statement is made that
of several thousand cases there has been only one death. The low
mortality rate, if correctly reported, would seem to eliminate the sus-

picion of cholera. The source of the epidemic has been alleged to

have been due to a cargo of spoiled grain from America.
As far as official information is obtainable, quarantinable disease

in Italy has been limited to smallpox and typhus. Neither of these
diseases has occurred in serious proportions.
From time to time semiofficial reports were received of quaran-

tinable disease in various ports of the Levant, which, in the absence
of definite official reports, were regarded by the Italian Government
as continuously infected with plague, typhus, cholera, and smallpox,
and all steerage passengers coming therefrom are detained in quar-
antine by the Italian authorities for a period of 5 days and their bag-
gage disinfected. In the case of those ports of the Levant considered
infected with typhus the detention period is 12 days, and special

measures are employed to destroy body vermin. In addition, steerage
passengers from the Levant are examined bacteriologically to deter-
mine whether or not they are cholera carriers. During the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1917, there were so examined 16.258 steerage pas-
sengers, of whom 43 were found to be vibrio carriers.

The Italian authorities enforce precautions against the introduc-
tion of plague from British India by the employment of rat guards
on mooring lines, and the rats taken from such ships are examined
bacteriologically by the Italian officials, as are likewise those rodents
trapped in dock warehouses. Vessels from East Indian ports, calling
at Naples, destined for ports in the United States, are required to be
fumigated for the destruction of rats, or otherwise, a recommendation
is written on the bill of health that fumigation be done at the United
States port of arrival. Vessels from ports in the Levant, destined
to United States ports are subjected to the same requirements as those
applying to vessels from ports in the East Indies, with such addi-
tional measures as are indicated in individual cases.

The disinfection of baggage of emigrants destined to the United
States is supervised by onicers of the Public Health Service, and if

the steerage passengers come from ports known to be infected with
typhus fever the period of detention is extended to 12 days by the
Italian authorities, and special attention is given to the destruction

of body vermin.
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The number of emigrants from Italy has continued, notwithstand-

ing the increased danger of sea travel, and for the fiscal year ending
June 30. 1917, there was an increase over the previous fiscal year of

2,338 persons. Since the entrance of the ITnited States into the Euro-
pean war the American consul vises the passports of all emigrants
to the United States, and in the exercise of this new procedure medi-
cal questions not infrequently arise which are referred by the consul

to the medical officer of the Public Health Service attached to the
consulate.

During the year the service representative on duty at Naples not
only has given out-patient relief to American seamen, but likewise

to British and French seamen, as there is no British or French medi-
cal officer on duty at Naples. From the outset of the war, April 6,

1917, to June 30, 1917, 12 seamen of the allied nations were treated in

the out-patient office and 7 who were seriously sick were visited on
board their respective vessels.

Statistics of the service at Naples, Italy.

Ships.
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Ponce {P. R.) quarantine.—Acting Asst. Surg. Julio Ferrer Torres
in charge.

Summary of transactions.

Number of vessels inspected 94
Number of vessels held in quarantine 10
Number of vessels fumigated to kill rats 1

Number of packages of onions, garlic, potatoes, and other rat-carrying
cargo fumigated 6, 178

Passengers inspected 4, 514
Crew inspected 5, 781
Immigrants inspected 62
Bills of health issued 114
Service patients treated in hospital 7

Service patients treated at out-patient office 27

Vessels from suspicious ports of Central and South America have
been held in quarantine, but v.ere not disinfected as they remained in

port only a few hours, transacting business under guard, and had only

such connnunication with shore as was necessary and not considered

dangerous. Bills of health were issued to all vessels sailing for

American ports and other ports when application was made for same.

Weekly sanitary reports were made of the sanitary condition, mor-
tality, etc., of this district. All cargo likely to contain rats, such as

onions, sacks of corn, potatoes, etc., arriving at this port from ports

of Spain and the Balearic and Canary Islands, also cargoes arriving

from South American ports likely to contain rats, have been fumi-

gated at this port.

OPERATIONS OF THE SERVICE IN PORTO RICO.

Service operations in Porto Rico for the fiscal year embraced, as in

the previous year, quarantine, marine-hospital relief, medical inspec-

tion of immigrants, medical inspection of seamen, and miscellaneous

duties.
QUARANTINE.

The service maintains quarantine stations at San Juan, Ponce,

Mayaguez, Aguadilla. Fajardo, Humacao. Ai-royo. Guanica. and
Jobos (Aguirre). Immigration inspection is done at all these ports,

but hospital relief is furnished only at San Juan and Ponce.

Quarantine is the most important phase of the service operations

in Porto Rico. The medical officer in charge at San Juan is the

chief quarantine officer of Porto Rico and has under his supervision

and direction all quarantine matters at the other ports. At San
Juan is maintained the only quarantine station in Porto Rico, lo-

cated on Miraflores Island, in San Juan Bay. It is equipped with

quarters for officers and attendants, detention quarters, disinfecting

and fumigating apparatus, etc. An administrative office is located

in San Juan, in the old naval station, occupying a commodious build-

ing belonging to the service. Here are located also the out-patient

dispensary and a small station laboratory.

Fumigation of vessels.—Under the provisions of bureau circular

of August 4, 1913, vessels from certain ports have been fumigated
before being allowed to dock. They are mostly small sailing vessels

from West Indian ports. Sulphur is usually used, but lately hydro-
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cvanic gas has been satisfactorily substituted in several special

instances.

Other vessels from ports included in the provisions of this circu-

lai- which make Porto Tiican ports only as ports of call are prohibited
from docking but are allowed to transact business while at anchor
in the bay, provided precautions are taken to prevent rats being
carried asliore.

Vessels coming within the requirements of fumigation at six-

nionth inter\ als are fumigated at San Juan or at the United States
port, as may be convenient.
Fumigation of cargo.—The fumigation of cargo for rats, which

was put in force during 1913, has been continued. At San Juan
hydrocyanic gas is used; at Ponce and Mayaguez, sulphur dioxide
gas.

The method of fumigating this cargo inaugurated during the
past fiscal year has been continued with very satisfactory results

to both quarantine officials and importers. Full details of the
method, including the experiments to determine its efficiency, have
been made the subject of an article sent to the bureau for publication
by Asst. Surg. Carl Michel.

Special yellow-fever measures.—For some years the ports of
A^nezuela have been considered to be endemic centers of yellow
fever, and vessels from those ports were held in quarantine at Porto
Rican j^orts, being allowed to transact business under certain restric-

tions while anchored in the bay. Nonimmune passengers were de-

tained to complete the six-day period of observation. Reliable in-

formation having been received which gave good grounds for be-

lieving Venezuela, except possibly the port of Maracaibo, to be
free from yellow^ fever, recommendation was made that these special

restrictions be removed, except in the case of vessels from Maracaibo.
Upon bureau approval of the recommendations the restrictions were
recently removed.
Outgoing plague quarantine.—After the eradication of plague in

Porto Rico, the outgoing (juarantine restrictions were modified on
different occasions until at present the measures are fumigation of

vessels for the destruction of rats every six months, and the use of

rat guards on the lines when vessels are moored alongside piers.

Bilh of health.—Bills of health are issued by sei-vice officers at

Porto Rican ports to all vessels destined to ports in the United States.

Smallpox.—The smallpox epidemic mentioned in the report of

the past fiscal year continued into the present year, but within a

short time had ceased to be epidemic. Occasional cases have been
reported from various points in Porto Rico throughout the fiscal

year. Quarantine restrictions at United States ports on account of

smallpox in Porto Rico wore removed August 10.

PoUomyfHtif<.—During the epidemic of poliomyelitis in New
York, there was great fear in Porto Rico that the disease would be
carried to Porto Rico. To prevent this, if possible, the chief qiuiran-

tine officer and the director of sanitation of Porto Rico inaugurated
a system of inspection of passengers from New York.
The quarantine officers boarded incoming vessels; inspected pas-

sengers- especially children under 15 years of age; verified their

certificates of residence, etc. The destination of the passenger in
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Porto Rico was noted on a copy of the passenger list, which was
turned over to the director of sanitation. The director of sanita-

tion, through the health officers of the various towns and districts,

was able to have passengers under daily observation during the in-

cubation period of the disease and was prepared to immediately isol-

late any case that might have occurred. No case was found either

at the primary or at the secondary inspection and these measures
were discontinued upon the cessation of the epidemic in Xew York.
Meades.—A severe epidemic of measles began in San Juan in

February and continued in epidemic form till April, and later spread
to many towns in the island, assuming epidemic proportions in some
places. The number of cases was variously estimated, but amounted
to several thousand, and the epidemic was marked by a high infant
mortality.

Leprosy.—Leprosy is endemic in Porto Rico, but the cases are not
very numerous. Lepers are isolated on Cabras Island, at the en-
trance of San Juan Bay. as soon as the diagnosis is positively made.
At present there are 34 patients so segregated.

Disease on vessels.—But one vessel arrived with quarantinable
disease on board—the Spanish steamer Montevideo with a case of
smallpox from the Canary Islands. During the fiscal year the fol-

lowing nonquarantinable diseases were found on arriving vessels:

Malaria, three cases; typhoid fever; lymphadenitis of gland of groin,

chronic; bronchitis, acute: indigestion, acute; and valvular disease

of heart (mitral insufficiency) ; one case each.

PLAGUE ERADICATION

No human or rodent has been reported in Porto Rico during the
year.

The laboratory examination of rodents has been continued by the
sanitation service of the insular government. The weekly statements
from July 1, 1916, to June 29, 1917, show 5,636 rats, 707 mice, and 4
mongoose examined, with negative results. The majority of these
rodents were caught in San Juan and the suburbs of Puerta de
Tierra and Santurce.

STATION REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

The needs of the station for water have been so greatly incrcased
that the well and spring which formerly supplied sufficient water
were found inadequate, especially during a prolonged dry season.

To provide an adequate supply a 3-inch water main has been installed

connecting with the city water system.

Gas mains have been laid to the station buildings and gas is now
used for fuel, resulting in a saving over the use of coal.

A portion of the roof of the l)rick and cement reservoir, a con-
struction dating back about 150 years, fell in, and the entire roof
was found to be weakened and was rebuilt of concrete.

The buildings constructed in 1913 required extensive repairs in-

cluding reconstruction of a large portion of the disinfecting build-

ing. The brick of the wall exposed to the rain were of such a poor
quality and had dissolved to such an extent as to threaten to fall.

18643°—17 10
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'i he ijalvanized-iron roofs of these buildings had always leaked and
various expedients failed to stop the leaking. New tile roofs have
now been substituted which give every satisfaction.

The roadway to the mainland has been regraded and resurfaced,

and repairs and improvements have been carried out on the grounds.

Contracts have already been let for a steel flagpole to replace the

present wooden pole, and for an iron gate in place of the wooden
gate which closes the land approach. Contracts have also been let

for repairs and painting of various buildings.

OTHKK OPERATIONS.

Other operations at this port have been routine matters, such as

marine-hrsjutal relief, medical inspection of seamen, medical inspec-

tion of aliens, etc.. which are given in the statistical table under their

]u-oper headings.

At the request of the Commissioner of Innnigration, medical
:ittendance was given to the (jlerman sailors interned at that port

after the declaration of war until their transfer to New York.

f^uuimary of transactions.

San .Tuan

:

Steam vessels inspected 398
Sailing vessels inspected 110
Vessols held in quarantine 40
Vessels fumigated 40

Net tonnage of vessels fumlgatod 2."), r)24

Rodents recovered after fumigation 52
Packages of cargo fumigated to liill rats •_ 34,809
Crew inspected 2:"), 5G7
Passengers inspected 29, 978
Passengers detained for observation 712
Total number of days passengers in quarantine 1, 7G8
Cases of sickness (nonquarantinable) occurring among passengers

in quarantine ' 8
Number of vessels arriving with quarantinable disease on board

(smallpox) 1
Number of cases of smallpox on above vessels 1

Bills of health issued 375
Immigrants inspected 3,966
Immigrants certified 31
Certified immigrants landed 25
Certified immigrants deported 6
Certified immigrants held pending disposition 2

Ponce

:

Steam vessels inspected 61
Sailing vessels inspected i^^.^

Vessels held in quarantine 10
Vessels fumigated 1

Packages of cargo fumigated to kill rats 6, 178
Crew inspected 5, 781
Passengers inspected, incoming 368
Passengers inspected, transit 4,146
Bills of health issued 114
Immigrants inspected 62
Immigrants certified (*)

Certified inunigrants landed :_ (*)

' Cases of sickness wero : Lymphadenitis of glands of groin, chronic, 1 ; typhoid fevtr,
] : bronchitis, acute, 1 ; Indigestion, acute, 1 ; valvular disease of heart (laWral insuf-
li.l.tifvi I tPrtian malarial fever, 3.
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Ponce -Continued.
Certified immigrants deported (i)

Service patients treated in hospital 7
Days relief furnished 162
Service patients treated at out-patient office 27
Times relief furnished 81

Mayaguez

:

Steam vessels inspected 50
Sailing vessels inspected 43
Vessels held in quarantine 30
Vessels fumigated 1
Packages of cargo fumigated to kill rats 1,063
Crew inspected 3,227
Passengers inspected, incoming 404
Passengers inspected, transit 650
People held in quarantine 36
Deaths among passengers or crew 1
Bills of health issued 38
Immigrants inspected 47
Immigrants certified (')

Arecibo

:

Vessels inspected 1

Crew inspected 36
Bills of health issued 9

Aguadilla

:

Sailing vessels inspected 10
Crew inspected 9G
Bills of health issued 12
Passengers inspected, incoming 7

Fajardo

:

Sailing vessels inspected 80
Crew inspected 360
Passengers inspected, incoming 280
Passengers inspected, transit 50
Bills of health issued 91
Immigrants inspected 217
Immigrants certified 1

Humacao

:

Sailing vessels inspected IS
Crew inspected 143
Passengers inspected, incoming (')

Passengers inspected, transit (')

Bills of health issued 21
Immigrants inspected (')

Immigrants certified (')

Arroyo.
Sailing vessels inspected 2
Crew inspected 10
Bills of health issued 19
Immigrants inspected 3

Guanica

:

Steam vessels inspected 173
Crew inspected S. 202
Passengers inspected, incoming 886
Immigrants inspected 117
Immigrants certified (')

Certified immigrants landed (')

Certified immigrants deported (')

Jobos (Aguirre) :

Steam vessels Inspected 1
Sailing vessels inspected 2
Vessels held in quarantine (')

Crew inspected 16
Bills of health issued 21

» None.
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PR0GRE80, MEXICO.

Acting Asst. Surg. H. E. Gimler reports that during the period
April 1 to June 30 there cleared from Progieso for ports in the

United States some -18 vessels, of which 34 were fumigated prior to

sailing.

Every effort has been made to facilitate the dispatch of ships to

United States ports and to overcome the difficulties existing in this

port, due to the fact that all ships are dispatched in an open road-

stead, where work is very much interfered with by weather con-

ditions.

The ac(]uaintance of the Mexican health authorities both in Pro-
gre^o and Merida has been cultivated in order to obtain infornuition

concerning the general health conditions and especially the existence

of yellow fever in Progreso, Merida, and the interior of Yucatan.
The policy of the Mexican authorities has been adverse to the publica-

tion of the existence of yellow fever, in order to prevent the imposi-

tion of quarantine measures at ports in the United States. The local

government, through the agency of the Reguladora Hemp Co., oper-

ates a steamship line to the port of New Orleans which is called the
"' Compania de Navigacion del Sureste."

Up to the i)resent date no cases of yellow fever have been reported
in this district, excepting one case, which occurred in the town of Peto,

Yucatan, on June 23. However, it is to be expected that more cases

of yellow fever will develop in the near future, due to the immigra-
tion into this district of about 6,000 laborers from the high country
around Mexico City during the last three months.

SHANGHAI, CHINA.

Temporary Acting Asst. Surg, John Overton reports as follows

:

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, the Public Health
work of this office shows a very decided increase in all but two phases.

Disinfection of vessels for destruction of rates, fleas, etc., has been
done as heretofore by the Shanghai Disinfecting Co., which has a

very modern and efficient plant.

In the gieat majority of cases this was done by sulj^hur generated
by burning in small iron pots. In a few instances the suli)hur was
generated in the plant of the disinfecting boat and pumped in; in 5

instances cavbon dioxide was used to disinfect the holds and sulphur
gas for the forecastles, the last method being used in loaded vessels

where sulphur might ha\e injuriously affected cargo. As in previous

year there were 307 large lighters fumigated twice; these lighters

are registered, and vessels loaded for the States are required to use

only them if they expect to get a clean bill of health. There were
also fumigated 81 small native lighters for use to carry cargo destined

to American or Philippine ports.

No vaccination certificates were issued because there were so few
cases of smallpox at this place that it was not necessary to insist upon
this precaution. There were no cases of suspected quarantinable dis-

eases which require any attention. One case of suspected beriberi

was detained and kept in hospital for treatment. All shipping orders

and manifests of cargo destined foi' an American port lecjuire signa-

ture of the officer on duty here, and articles requiring certificates as to
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their state or of disinfection are checked up here so as to meet re(|uire-

ments for admission at port of entry. Hides, skins, human and
animal hair, bristles, old personal effects, household goods and cm-
broideries, and cases which use straw in packing, are carefully watched
and cleared up.

At present the requirements set forth in circular No. 491 are

closely adliered to in the treatment of hides.

Vessels bound for the United States, whether they lie in stream
or at wharf, are required to use measures against rat invasion, such
as loading only from registered lighters and using rat guards. If at

wharf they are required to fend off 6 feet, use rat guards on lines

to wharf and lighters, to have a foreign watchman, under supervision

of this office, on duty continuously; to raise gangways at night; to

work cargo in day as near as possible; to limit communication be-

tween boat and shore as much as practicable.

Any vessels which become empty here are advised to fumigate.
This is generally done, but a few prefer to be disinfected at port of
entry.

Vessels are inspected as nearly as possible to the time of sailing.

The general health of the settlement is good, the number of com-
municable diseases being about the average. There have been re-

ported 22 cases of smallpox among foreigners, and a few have died.

There were 57 cases of death reported among the natives.

No cases of human or rat plague found.
Two deaths of cholera among natives reported in August. There

were 14 cases of tuberculosis among foreigners reported and nearly
1,200 deaths among the natives.

Over a hundred cases of dysentery among foreigners and 89 deaths
among natives.

Other diseases appear occasionally, as reported last year.

Kinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease are present most of the
time to variable extent.

Anthrax was reported in a few cases among horses and cattle in

this settlement.

Sui.imary of transactions.

Vessels inspected 179
Crew inspected 22, 972
Passengers inspected 20 566
Vessels fumigated 32
Bills of health issued 191

TAMPICO, MEXICO.

Asst. Surg. M. S. Lombard reports as follows : From April 1, 1917
(the beginning of the close quarantine season), to June 30, 1917, the
transactions of this office were as follows

:

Bills of health issued 318
Vessels fumigated with sulphur dioxide 172
Vessels fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas 17
Vessels inspected without fumigation 41
Vessels inspected but not fumigated (on account of being docked at locali-

ties not infested with aedes calopus) 88
Passengers examined and passed and the quarantine oflicer at port of des-

tination notified by letter 42
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Kvorv cfl'ort has Ixhmi mado to sociiro in fori nation as to the preva-
\vncQ of <iiiarantiiiable disease, especially yellow fever. Thus far

the disease has not been reported in Tanipico, nor has there been any
evidence presented to indicate its existence.

The chief lu-tivities of the service representative have been con-

fined to the inspection of personnel and the treatment of vessels

prior to sailing so as to render them free of mosquitoes, in accord-

ance with bureau circular letter of March 10, 1917. The authority

of the referred to circular has also been exercised in exempt-
ing from fumigation vessels which have lain at wharves above
or oelow the city of Tampico at the various oil terminals, and which
have not been exposed to mosquito infestation. The expense of the
fumigation of vessels has been borne by the shiping interests, and
for the purpose of carrying out this procedure the services were se-'

cured of three ex-employees of the United States Public Health Serv-
ice who formerly had served at New Orleans on the plague eradicative

force at that place. These specially qualified men were imder the
supervision of the service representative and complied with his in-

structions as to all measures carried out in the fumigation of vessels.

Vessels sailing for the United States that had been exposed to

mosquito infestation were fumigated prior to departure either by
sulphur dioxide or by hydrocyanic acid gas. The shipping interests

of Tampico, realizing the many advantages of the use of cyanide gas,

have made an efl'ort to secure sufficient sodiifm cyanide to fumigate
all vessels outbound.
The population of Tampico is estimated at 50,000. The city is

located on the Panuco River, about 6^ miles from the Gulf. It is

provided with electricity and an underground sewage system, and
receives its water supply from the Tamesi River, the pumping station

being about 24 kilometers north of the city. The Ultra-Pura Water
Co. furnishes drinking water, treated with ultra-violet rays, at the

rate of 50 cents for 5 gallons.

The vitality statistics are not entirely dependable, but such as they
are would indicate during the past three months an annual death
rate of about 30 per 1,000, one-quarter of the mortality being due
to malaria infection. Gastro-intestinal diseases and tuberculosis

also account for a considerable number of deaths.

TUXPAM, MEXICO.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. J. Hoskins reports as follows:

TBANSACTIONS.

Vessels inspected 176
Vessels fumigated 53
Total personnel inspected 7,760

All vessels referred to are tank steamers used in conveying crude

oil, and fumigation is confined to superstructure only. The sanitary

condition of the port of Tuxpam is fair, but is not improving. All
vessels are loaded at sea from one-half to 1 mile from shore.

VERA CRUZ, MEXICO.

Acting Asst. Surg. L. B. Cooke reports as follows:

Owing to the entry of the United States into the European war
and the consequent restrictions placed on immigration, the number of
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passengers from Vera Cruz to United States ports during the period
April 14 to June 30 was only 65. Notwithstanding this small num-
ber for the United States there sailed on vessels bound for American
ports 3,122 passengers for Progresc). Habana, and Barcelona, the
large majority being for Progreso and being almost whoUy composed
of laborers and their families gathered up throughout the interior of
Mexico, many of them from the much congested and typhus or small-
pox-ridden cities of the Mexican plateau. They are sent under con-
tract to labor in the Government-controlled sisal fields of Yucatan,
and are entirely of the lowest classes, many of them being old and
infirm and having the cutaneous evidences of syphilis and other dis-

eases, as well as having pretty generally disseminated among them
the various types of pediculi.

These people are transported from Vera Cruz with but little care,

from 300 to 600 being herded on the deck of small schooners or
steamers, practically no attention being given to sanitary considera-
tions. Under these circumstances it has been found physically im-
possible to satisfactorily inspect each individual. The service repre-
sentative has, therefore, attempted to compensate by requiring the
strictest segregation of passengers bound for the United States, to-

gether with their baggage, and arranging with the steamship agents
concerned to have all passengers for the United States, sailing on
such immigrant vessel, freshly vaccinated previous to embarkation.

All efforts directed toward interesting the local health authorities
in instituting measures for eradicating lice among these steerage pas-
sengers have entirely failed, thorough disinfection of the vessel at
Progreso after discharge of the passengers seeming to be the chief
measure to be relied upon in preventing the spread of disease from
this source.

So far no case of either typhus or smallpox has been reported
aboard these immigrant vessels, and it would seem that the measures
instituted have been entirely efficient.

Summary of transactions.

Steamships inspected and issued bills of health 20
Sailing vessels inspected and issued bills of health 1
Steamships fumigated for destruction of mosquitoes 3
Sailing vessels fumigated for destruction of mosquitoes 1
Passengers examined bound for the United States 65
Total number of passengers examined 3, 187
Total number of crew examined 1,325

Medical Inspection of Immigrants.

During the fiscal year ended June 30 there were examined by
medical officers of the United States Public Health Service 528,648
immigrants for the purpose of detecting disease and physical or
mental defects, in accordance with the provisions of the United States
immigration laws. This number of aliens examined, as compared
with 481,270 for the previous year, shows an increase of 47,378. Tht
number of immigrants certified for disease or physical or mental
disabilities was 20,261, in contrast with 16,327 so certified during the
preceding year.

In addition to the immigrants examined there were also examined,
as provided in the act of February 5, 1917, 41,693 alien seamen.
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Tlio number of oflicers assigned to the medical inspection of immi-
grants has varied during the year, hut on an average some 82 officers

were oxclusi\ely engaged in this duty- In addition to this a number
of service officers stationed at marine hospitals and quarantine sta-

tions also perforin medical examinations. The various officers sta-

tioned at consulates in foreign ports likewise made physical examina-
tions of intending immigrants, in order that the latter might bo
aware of any conditions which would operate to their exclusion, and
also in order that (he shipping agents might be advised of any defect
that would tend to prevent the admission of aliens into the United
States. This function as carried out at foreign ports tends to prevent
loss of time and money to the alien, and it is likewise of some assist-

ance to the steamship companies in avoiding penalties provided in
the United States immigration law against common carriers for
bringing in certain defective aliens.

The reduction of immigration during the past three years has
afforded gi eater opportunity to medical officers for performing more
intensive examinations of arriving aliens, especially as to their mental
condition. As an index of the increasing efficiency of the medical
examination of arriving aliens, there are given in the following table

the percentages of defectives, both mental and physical, recorded at

all the immigration stations bv officers of the Public Health Service
in the period 1912 to 1917.

Fiscal year.
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land. Cargo ships that carried no passengers were boarded by
medical officers who had ample time to attend to any matters con-

cerning the medical inspection of aliens and return to the boarding
cutter while it was still alongside. In this way, medical officers were
not required to stay on board the usual tramp or freight steamer, but
could successively board a number of this class of vessels. Under
the new law all this is changed. The medical officer has to stay

aboard these vessels to conduct the medical inspection of all alien

crew, regardless of whether they may or may not contemplate land-
ing in this country. When it is considered that some of the trans-

Atlantic liners before the war carried crews numbering several hun-
dred, approximating almost 1,000 in some cases, it is evident that

at the larger seaports the medical inspection of aliens after the re-

sumption of uninterrupted commerce will necessitate a medical force

very much larger than that heretofore employed. The inability of

assembling the crews at one point for conjoint inspection, such as

is done in the inspection of steerage passengers, greatly adds to the
difficulty of the work.
A board of officers was convened at New York by the Surgeon

General for the purpose of revising the regulations governing the
medical inspection of aliens and making them conform to the act

of February 5, 1917. The work of the board was exceedingly thor-

ough and painstaking, and as a result there was prepared a set of
regulations which it is believed effectively cover all the essential

points involved in the medical inspection of aliens and the conduct
of the examination.

Surg. Mullan during the year made valuable contribution to the
general knowledge of mental diseases through the preparation of
studies on the normal mentality of the various races as evidenced
by the classes arriving at the New York immigration station.

A manual for the guidance of service officers in determining mental
diseases was likewise prepared from collaborated studies by various
officers at Ellis Island.
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8 were certified for mandatorily excludable diseases and 3 for other
defects.

BELI.IiNGHAM, WASH.

Acting Asst. Surg. L. R. Markley reports as follows:
The medical inspection of aliens at this port has very materially

diminished. The duties of the medical officer are chiefly the inspec-
tion of " warrant " cases for the immigration service, and the ex-
amination of aliens applying for naturalization papers.

BOSTON, MASS.

Asst. Surg. M. Victor Safford reports as follows:
During the year there arrived at Boston from foreign ports 1,053

vessels of which 177 had alien passengers. Although the new immi-
gration act requiring a medical examination of all arriving alien

seamen did not go into effect until May 1, lack of advance informa-
tion regarding arriving ships, owing to war conditions, necessitated
provision for the boarding of practically all arriving vessels by a
medical officer of the service during the entire year.
Immigration at Boston was derived the past year from countries

bordering on the Mediterranean and from Portugal and the Portu-
guese possessions. To a great extent it was made up of persons who
were in a poor physical condition, and so far as males were concerned
nearly all had been exempted from military service by reason of age
or physical disabilities.

One apparent result of the new immigration law with its severe
penalties for the bringing of inadmissible aliens and its literacy test,

which went into effect May 5, has been a reduction of the proportion
of cases calling for medical certificates since that date and a disap-
pearance to a noticeable extent of the type that it had previously
been found necessary to hold in embarassing numbers for mental
examinations.
The medical inspection of arriving cabin passengers has formerly

been made on shipboard at this port, but during the past year they
have ac a rule been removed from shipboard ashore for the purpose
of all the examinations contemplated in the immigration laws. This
change in the method of handling cabin passengers has for a long
time appeared to be desirable in the interest of greater efficiency in

the immigration examination processes and especially in the medical
examination. There were various i)ractical difficulties to be consid-
ered in making this change, including its effect on the duties of tlie

customs officials and apprehended objections on the part of the pas-

sengers themselves, but these difficulties have apparently been over-

come and the new plan now seems to be working to the satisfaction

of everybody concerned.
The character of the passenger travel at Boston with respect to

classification on shi])board and necessity for medical certification is

indicated in the following tables Nos. 1 and 2:
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Tabic No. 1.

First cabin..
Second cabin
Steerage
Stowaways...

Total..

Number of
citizens.

2.51

569
1,119

5

1,944

Number of

aliens.

278
2,2Ct)

Total pas-
sengers.

529
2, 835

10, 982
44

U,

Proportion
of United
States citi-

zens.

Per cent.

47.4
20.1
10.2
11.4

13.0

Tdhle No. 2.

Classification.
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attention to other daily routine duties it could not be made as com-
prehensive as was desired. It has been a regular practice at Boston
to make examinations of the blood of all arriving aliens who appear
anemic or in whose cases there otherwise appeared to be indications
for a blood examination. Where there might be suspicions of ma-
larial infection it had been the practice to make or have made micro-
scopical examinations of fresh specimens or of stained thin smears
of the blood. In addition to continuing this practice with greater
care than previously, Dr. Riemer supplemented it by thick smear
examinations, following the method of the late Surg, von Erzdorf,
and by examining, so far as he could find opportunity to do so, the
blood of persons from malarial districts who appeared healthy. Of
the Greeks examined, including persons who were apparently in good
health, Dr. Riemer found 20 per cent of malarial infection, And of
the Italians, including also persons who were apparently in good
health, 10 per cent showed malarial infection. Parasites of both the
tertian and estivo-autumnal types of the disease were demonstrated,
and some individuals who were carriers of the gamete forms of the
latter type were apparently in robust health and, without treatment,

gained in weight during their detention at the immigration station.

The transfer to the Boston immigration station of a considerable

number of excluded African natives of the Cape Verde Islands gave
an opportunity to study some of the diseases prevalent in these tropi-

cal islands, although before embarking the passengers had been sub-

jected to a medical examination with view to preventing rejections

on arrival here. Hookworm infection, as might be expected, appears
to be common among these natives but by no means as prevalent as

is to be found in some other tropical regions. Infection with intes-

tinal parasites of some form or other is, however, practically univer-
sal. Infection with such parasites, including the hookworms, does
not appear to be necessarily incompatible with apparent good health.

Routine blood and stool examinations made at the Carney Hospital
during the year continue to indicate that while an eosinophelia does not
necessarily mean hookworm infection, an absence of eosinophelia may
be regarded as an absence of hookworm infection. With view to its

practical value in immigration examination work observations on this

matter have now been continued over several years, covering Euro-
peans, Chinamen, Negroes, and others, and thus far in every case of
hookworm infectioai found there has also been found an eosinophelia
to a demonstrable degree, even though the hookworm infection may
have been apparently slight.

In view of the part that the Cape Verde Islands have played in the
Negro slave trade it may be of interest to note that the parasite found
in natives of those islands is theAgchylostovia duodenale. From
studies also made of an ulceration of the shins, with which practically
all natives of those islands are afflicted at some time or other, it would
appear that the disease is a form of leishmaniasis.

ALIEN SEAMEN.

During the last two months of the fiscal year the medical oHicers

at this station have had to meet the problem of making the medical
examinations of alien seamen on arriving vessels as required by the
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new immigTiition act. So far as freight and passenger vessels are

eonoenuHl." fairly satisfactory mothods have been devised for carry-

ing on this work, and its demands with respect to the time and serv-

ices of medical officers can be estimated with a reasonable degree of

certainty; but the problem arising from the practice of the large New
England fishing fleet to bring to Boston aliens who to a great extent

man this fleet and join the vessels at Canadian ports has not yet been
touched. These vessels, both steam and sailing, are run on what vir-

tually amounts to a partnership arrangement instead of signing crews
on ships' articles, and (he problem is further complicated by the fact

that these vessels usually come into port during the night and are

exempt from quarantine inspection and customs entry and clearance.

The examination of alien seamen and fishermen arriving at the

smaller subports in the Boston district also remains to be provided
for.

The medical examination of alien seamen on freight vessels alone

arriving at the port of Boston proper has been found to render the

service of one of the three medical officers at the station practically

unavailable for any other regular medical work from 7 a. m. until

sunset, and not infrequently the absence from the station for several

hours of two of the three medical officers. As a result it has been

found necessary to give up practically everything in the way of

laboratory work at the immigration station and otherwise curtail

diagnostic work in the matter of both mental and physical examina-
tions. Various propositions have been considered for lessening the

demands of the medical examination of arriving seamen on the time

of the medical officers. A brief experience has shown that the en-

forcement of the immigration laws require that the examination of

seamen should at least be begun before or as soon as a vessel docks,

and that it is imi)racticable for the purposes of administration of

the law to defer this examination. Consequently the inspection of

seamen on ship at this port entails the absence of a medical officer

from the inunigration station of from one to three hours. The ex-

tent of the water front, as well as the size and character of the ship

examined, are factors in determining this nuitter.

It would seem advantageous to have the medical examination of

seamen for the purposes of the inunigration laws begun in conjunc-

tion with the quarantine inspection. But after realizing the length

of time it is often necessary for a medical officer to spend on a

freight ship if the objects of the immigration law are not to be

virtually ignored and considering other work which both the quar-

antine and inunigration officers of the sei-vice are now expected to

l)erform at this port, and taking into account certain difficulties of

a local character, the plan of having the immigration examination of

alien seamen undertaken at quarantine, either by the quarantine

officers or by having one of the medical officers at the immigration
station sent to quarantine for this purpose, appeared to offer no
advantage in saving the time or services of medical officers at this

port over the practice which is now being followed of boarding ships

at the immigration station.

The medical examination of alien seamen at Boston may be ex-

pected to call for the boarding of about 1,200 freight and passenger

vessels a year. Conditions are even less satisfactory for making on
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shipboard the required medical examination of the crew of a freight
ship than for examining passengers on a passenger ship, and fre-

quently it is obviously impossible to undertake the medical examina-
tion of seamen without removal to the immigration station or to

hospital. In such cases the medical officer is likely to be confronted
with the claim that the " seaman " in question does not intend to

leave the ship, and that whereas the law specifically contemplates
removal of passengers from shipboard for examination purposes at
the expense of shipowners, it does not do so in the case of seamen.
Without conceding anything to the claim that this particular law
fails to provide the authority to make effective its specific require-

ment for a medical examination of alien seamen and yet offering a
possible means of avoiding an unnecessary expense to shipowners
and a waste of the time of the medical officers, the following pro-

cedure was adopted at this port in conducting the medical exami-
nation of alien seamen.
On boarding a ship the medical officer takes the following rubber

stamps, each small enough to be included between the horizontal
ruling on the official crew list and within the margin to the left of
the space for names of the crew

:

PASSED MEDICAL SIEDICAX EXAM. NOT SEEN
U. S. P. H. S. CEKTIFICATE. UNCOMPLETED. U. S. P. H. S.

Each alien on the crew list is subjected to such an examination as

appears to be called for after inspection and as seems practicable to

undertake on shipboard. If the examination can be satisfactorily

completed on shipboard, " passed " or " medical certificate " is

stamped in the left-hand margin of the crew list opposite the indi-

vidual's name. Medical certificates are issued and delivered when
and where requested by the immigration officer, but at the time of

the examination a note is always made under remarks in the right-

hand margin of the crew list opposite the individual's name indi-

cating the nature of the certificate. "When a satisfactory medical
examination can not be made on the ship, and when the duty of com-
pleting the examination for the possible imposition of penalties or

for providing suitable hospital care is not involved, " medical exam,
uncompleted " is stamped on the crew list opposite the individual's

name. By such use of this stamp the medical officer practically

makes the seaman an inadmissible alien for the time being and forces

upon the ship's representatives the choice of guarding the seaman
subject to the penalties provided by law in the case of the escape of

an inadmissible alien or of incurring the expense incident to the

completion of the medical examination. Recourse to this procedure
also tends to relieve a medical officer of the temptation to take

chances and pass an individual when the indications for a thorough
examination are not definite and the procedure may seem liable to

result only in unnecessary expense and trouble to those concerned.

Since May 1, approximately 3,500 alien seamen have been examined
at Boston. One hundred and twenty have received medical certifi-

cates and 25 have been left in the status of " medical examination
uncompleted." While the proportion of certificate cases among sea-

men may be expected to increase somewhat as more efficient methods

18643"—17 11
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of handlinir this proposition are developed, it is to be noted from the

foregoing that the proportion certified has been small in comparison

with passengers, and will undoubtedly remain so. Also, as might

be expected, the experience of two months has shown that the de-

tection of infection with venereal diseases and trachoma is going to

be a much more important factor in the medical examination of sea-

men than it has been in the case of passengers. Seven cases of acute

venereal disease have been found on a single vessel, and if the Was-
sermann test is to be used to the same extent as it has been among pas-

sengers when suspicions of syphilitic infection have been aroused,

special provision for carrying on such work is needed.

IMMIGRATION STATION.

While the immigration laws do not contemplate any responsibility

on the part of service officers for sanitary conditions at an immigra-

tion station or even provide for the medical care of detained aliens by

service officers, it has been found in actual practice that the duties

imposed by law with respect to the medical examination of aliens

has rendered unavoidable the assumption of their medical care, and
by thus having charge ot both the examination and medical care of

aliens, officers of the service are placed to a certain extent in a

position of actual responsibility for health conditions at immigration

stations that can not be escaped. Since the beginning of the war
the immigration service at Boston has repeatedly been obliged to

assume the custody and care of detained aliens in numbers far in

excess of the designed capacity of the quarters provicted for the pur-

pose, and the time and attention of the medical officers have been

largely diverted from the strictly legal duty of examining arriving

aliens to attend to the treatment of the sick and devise schemes to

check the spread of illness among those detained for any reason.

The detention quarters at this station consist of 2 dormitory
rooms, one containing 204 three-tier berths and the other 124 berths.

When occupied to berth capacity the former room provides an initial

per capita air space of about 100 cubic feet and the latter of about

80 cubic feet. There are in addition 2 rooms of about the same di-

mensions intended for occupancy during the day and a room de-

signed to provide temporary emergency hospital accommodations

pending the transfer of cases to regular contract hospitals.

To the Boston detention station are brought not only detained

aliens arriving at Boston but all those detained at Providence, New
Bedford, and other New England subports as well. In addition to

arriving aliens all aliens taken into custody in the New England
district under department warrants of arrest are kept in these quar-

ters, and since the declaration of war with Germany the Boston im-

migration station has come to serve the purpose of a repository for

interned alien enemies. For these reasons, and owing to the prac-

tical suspension of deportations, the demand for detention accom-
modations has increased instead of diminished with the decrease

of immigration, since the war began. In the meantime what was
once an unimportant part of the duties of the officers of the service

at this station has become a troublesome medical and sanitary

proposition.
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Durine: the past year the number of persons held in the detention

quiirtors has frequently exceeded 300. made up of persons of bot!i

sexes, and including a large proportion of medical certificate cases.

On one occasion the number of inmates reached 362 and over 350

persons have been kept in these quarters for varying periods on sev-

eral occasions. To make matters worse local hospitals have been
unusually crowded during the year and the number of detained
aliens actually in need of hospital care has at times exceeded avail-

able accommodations in the various hospitals. On this account it has
been necessary to keep at the detention station many cases which
should ha^•e been transferred to appropriate hospitals. At times the

number of persons requiring daily medical or surgical treatment in

the detention quarters has exceeded 40 a day. It has been necessary
to keep constantly at the detention station communicable diseases

of one sort or another and to trust to various devices to lessen the

danger of their spread. Tonsilitis and catarrhal conditions di-

rectly attributable to overcrowding have been prevalent throughout
the year, and middle-ear complications have been common. Symp-
toms of tonsilitis or in fact any inflammatory throat symptoms have
l)een deemed sufficient to warrant the removal of persons from the

station as soon as detected. Other precautionary measures have in-

cluded daily inspections and examinations. Practically every de-

tained alien has been examined stripped. Daily temperatures have
been taken of all children and to a considerable extent of adults as
well. In spite of all precautions on three occasions during the year
diphtheria has developed in the detention quarters resulting in two
deaths. On each occasion prompt and energetic measures were, how-
ever, successful in preventing any spread of the disease. These out-

breaks of diphtheria were imrelated as to source of infection. Other
contagious diseases that have developed at the station during the
year have included scabies, measles, chicken pox and mumps, but a

general spread of these diseases has been avoided. Even in the
matter of mumps only two or three cases possibly attributable to in-

fection in the detention quarters have occtirred.

Acknowledgment is made of the cooperation and assistance ren-

dered during the year to the officers of the service at this station by
Commissioner of Immigration H. J. Skeffington, Deputy Commis-
sioner J. J. Hurley, and by the immigration officers and employees
under their charge. The faithful and efficient services of Acting
Asst. Surgs. A. J. Xute and H. B. C. Riemer and of Clerk J. L.
O'Neil also call for mention.

BUFFAIX), N. T.

Acting Asst. Surg. W. L. Savage reports as follows:
For the fiscal year ending June 30. 1917, the report of transac-

tions shows a marked increase over that of last year. The medical
officer, in addition to the medical inspection of aliens, is also called

upon to care for and examine aliens detained by the immigration
authorities in th^ county jail and other places of confinement.
The difficulties to the proper performance of the work at this office

are lack of proper janitor service, the insanitary, foul-smelling con-
dition of the lavatories throughout the building, lack of towels, soap,
etc., dirty windows, no window screens, an abundance of shadflies and
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common house flies, and mosquitoes: and the dirt and filth, noise

and smoke necessarily connected ^vith a building situated in a rail-

road yard. The schedule of passenger trains necessitates the medical

officer being on duty from 12 to 14 hours at the office every day.

CALEXICO, CAL.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. L. Rice reports that during the fiscal year

just ended 1.051 aliens were examined, the great majority of them
being Mexicans.

Fifty cases were certified for deportation. 16 for syphilis, 5 for

gonorrhea. 2 for chancroid, 6 for tuberculosis. 2 for trachoma, and
1 for insanity. There were 18 others, ranging over 14 different

afflictions of lesser degree.

The feature of the year's work was the remarkable increase in the

number of aliens examined, the number being more than double

that of the previous year. The physical and mental standard of

the incoming alien was also above the average.

DEL RIO, TEX.

Acting Asst. Surg. H. B. Ross reports as follows:

Immigration inspection at this port is performed at the inter-

national ferry situated about 3^ miles from Del Rio. Conditions

in ^lexico have not lieen so much disturbed as last year and the

traffic has been more uniform. AVhen the new immigration law

went into effect the literacy test caused some friction but is now the

source of less objection. During the year a total of 3,579 immi-

grants were inspected, of which number 31 were certified on account

of disease or mental or physical defect. Of this number 23 were

certified for trachoma.

DETBOIT, MICH.

Acting Asst. Surg. K. L. Weber reports as follows

:

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, there were examined at

this port 6.844 aliens.

Of the number examined 5.888 were passed and 956 were certified

as follows: Class A (1), 53: class A (2), 39; class B, 519; class C, 345.

Aliens arrived at this port daily via 19 trains over 4 railroad lines,

2 ferryboat lines arriving every 10 minutes, and by lake passenger

steamers.

In addition to the inspection of arriving aliens, the medical officer

at this port renders medical aid to the United States immigration

prisoners detained at the various hospitals, jails, and detention

homes, and also examines aliens in and around Detroit who have

become public charges, to determine if their condition is a result

of causes existing prior to landing in this country.

During the year there were two medical boards convened for the

reexamination of aliens—one by bureau order and one at the request

of the medical officer.

DULUTH, MINN.

Acting Asst. Surg. F. L. Cheney reports as follows:

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, 139 boats arrived at

the port of Duluth and 3,480 passengers were examined. Of this
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number 42 were found to have some physical defect or disease. Five
were ordered deported, but 2 died before the time of deportation; all

of these were in class A. The remainder were divided as follows:

7 in class B and 32 in class C.

In comparison to the past j'ears the one just ended shows a marked
dropping off in the total number of aliens arriving and the lowest in

deportations.
Considering the unusual conditions with Canada interning all

alien enemy and allowing but few of her own citizens the privilege

of leaving her borders, the marked reduction is readily accounted
for.

A striking fact is that 31 of the 42 certified were going to

Rochester, Minn., for medical treatment.

EAGLE PASS, TKX.

Asst. Surg. C. R. Eskey, in charge, reports that during the past
year 16,753 immigrants were examined at the immigi^ation station.

There were 140 certificates issued for physical ami mental defects,

divided under the following classes: Class A (1), 14; class A (2), 28;
class B, 25; and class C, 73.

During the last two months (May and June) immigration through
this port has decreased to one-third of that in the previous months
of the year. Practically no laborers are entering at present. The
reduction is apparently due to the new immigration laws and to the
migration of Mexicans back to Mexico.

EASTPORT, IDAHO.

Acting Asst. Surg. X. L. A. K. Slamberg reports as follows

:

Three thousand two hundred and fifty-nine immigrants were ex-

amined, an increase of 959 over the preceding fiscal year. Of these

2,847 were passed and 412 were certified. 5 in class A (1), 1 in

class A (2), 394 in class B, and 12 in class C.

Remodeling of the oflSce building has been contemplated for some
time, and is planned for the near future. Upon request of the in-

spector in charge the medical officer has outlined the changes desir-

able in order to facilitate the medical examination of aliens. The
necessity of a modern plumbing system and of adequate illumination

has been emphasized, and it is to be hoped that the new arrangement
will result in an improvement.

EL PASO, TEX.

Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan reports as follows:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, there were examined at

this station 44,289 immigrants, of which number 790 were certified

as having physical or mental defects or disease. In addition, the in-

creased Facilities for enforcing the quarantine regulations has also

resulted, in improved opportunity for more careful immigration
inspection.

EVERETT, WASH.

Acting Asst. Surg. James Chisholm reports as follows

:

The duties pertaining to this port embrace the medical inspection

and eJcamination of alien pasengers and alien crews; the medical
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examination and inspection of apprehended immigrants who have
gained surreptitious entry from Canada; and the medical examina-

tion and inspection of aliens applying for " nunc pvo tunc " certifi-

cates of landing for naturalization jnirposes, who were not recorded

at time of original entry by immigration officials.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, 1 steam vessel arrived

from foreign port with 8 noninunigrant alien passengers and 1

T'nited States citizen passenger, all of whom were free from con-

tagious and infectious disease.

During the period mentioned above there were examined at this

port 14 immigiants. (3 of whom were in re naturalization, 7 were
deported, and 1 is pending. These were apprehended immigrants,
having etfected surreptitious entry from Canada. The above inmii-

grants were free from any contagious or infectious disease.

GALVESTON, TEX.

Surg. L. p. II. Bahrenburg, in charge of the medical inspection of
aliens, reports that during the fiscal year immigration was almost at

a standstill as a result of the belligerent conditions in Europe and
Mexico. A total of 331 aliens were examined, including 202 pas-

sengers (of the latter 121 were refugees from Mexico), 50 crew, 2

deserters, and 17 stowaways. Ten certificates were issued. No aliens

were admitted to hospital during the year for treatment or obser-

vation.
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

Acting Asst. Surg. T. W. P. Flinn reports as follows:

The work of the year has been characterized by the same conditions

as to trans-Atlantic travel that have prevailed during previous years.

There have, however, been several hundred returning seamen, horse-

men, and cattlemen handled by this office last year, which, while re-

quiring a great deal of time and attention, owing to conditions neces-

sary for their examination, are not indicated in the annual report,

this because of the fact that Halifax has been made a port for the
examination of shipping under the control of tlie British Admiralty,
enjoying a similar function to that of Kirkwall, England. In the

majority of cases of seamen and other passengers bound to the United
States the Canadian authorities regularly refuse permission to land
in Canada unless admission to the United States is guaranteed by the

United States Immigration Service.

The percentage of medical certificates issued was slightly higher
than that of the preceding year. A fraction of over 1 per cent were
deported or retuined to Canada. Of the 37 so deported, 14 were
for mandatorily excludable diseases. Notwithstanding that since

last January the Plant Steamship Line withdrew their steamships
from the service between this port and Boston, there has been a

notable increase in the number of aliens of the border class, thereby
counterbalancing somewhat the decrease in the trans-Atlantic class.

HIDALGO, TEX.

Acting Asst. Surg. W. P. Woodall reports that during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1917, 5,704 aliens were examined for the immi-
gration authorities, and of this number 507 were debarred.
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Chronic conjunctivitis was found to be the prevailing cause for
certification.

It is believed the undue prevalence of this disease during the sum-
mer and autumn was due to gnats and midges which invaded both
sides of the river and was coincident with the existence of the
affection.

HONOLULU, HAWAII.

Surg. F. E. Trotter reports as follows

:

A total of 4,552 immigrants was inspected at this port during the
year ending June 30, 1917, and 329 were certified for diseases or dis-

abilities in accordance with the immigration law. The majority of
arriving aliens were Japanese, the remainder being Chinese and
Koreans. The distribution of the medical certificates according to
nationality was as follows: Japanese, 177 class A, 108 class B, and
20 class C; Chinese, 12 class A, 1 class B, and class C; Koreans,
7 class A, class B, and class C ; Russian, class A, 1 class B, and

class C; Dutch, 1 class A, class B, and class C; Hindu, class

A, 1 class B, and class C ; Marsliall Islander, class A, 1 class B,
and class C. The largest of rejections was due to trachoma, and
almost all of these were Japanese. The following are the districts

from which aliens arrived from Japan who were found to be afflicted

with trachoma, the figures in parenthesis representing the number
of cases coming from the districts named: Kumamoto (37), Yama-
guchi (34), Hiroshima (33),Fukuoka (20), Fukushima (ll),Niigata
(7), Okinawa (2), Wakayama (2), Toyama (1), Tokio (1), Fukui
(1), Kanagawa (1).

During the year 4,467 aliens were examined for uncinariasis and
22 were found to be afflicted with this disease, of which 20 were
Japanese coming from the following-named districts in Japan

:

Hiroshima (5), Yamaguchi (4), Kumamoto (4), Fukuoka (3), Oki-
nawa (2), Niigata (1), Wakayama (1).

The number of aliens granted hospital treatment upon arrival here
with a view to effecting a cure of the diseases and eventually per-
mitting the cured aliens to land was a few more than during the
previous year. Nearly all of those furnished treatment were af-

flicted with uncinariasis, it being the policy of the immigration au-
thorities to permit the treatment of these cases almost without ex-
ception. The policy, however, does not apply to aliens afflicted with
trachoma and other dangerous or loathsome contagious disease, such
afflicted persons being deported as required by law.
During the year three fines of $100 each have been imposed against

steamship companies for violations of the provisions of section nine
of the immigration law.

Attendance at Queen''s Hospital of aliens.—Three aliens were oper-
ated on at Queen's Hospital by medical officers of the service, while
five aliens were treated in the hospital for various diseases.

Transactions.

Number of aliens pending at beginning of year 18
Number of aliens examined 4,552
Number of aliens passed 4,228
Number of aliens certified 829
Number of aliens deported 146
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Number of aliens landed 186
Number of aliens pending at close of year 15
Number of meetings of the medical board 4
Number of examinations made for uncinariasis 4,467
Number of aliens found infected with uncinariasis 22
Number of aliens treated for other causes at station 40
Number of aliens treated at hospital 5
Number of operations performed 3
Number of fines imposed 3
Number of aliens treated for trachoma and discharged cured 21
Number of aliens treated for uncinariasis and discharged cured 22
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HOULTON, ME.

Acting Asst. Surg. E. C. Bates reports as follows:

The work at this station this year has been on a decrease from pre-

vious year, but is still of the same nature, namely, passing upon the
physical condition of aliens referred by the immigrant inspector.

The cases passed upon are nearly all persons living near tiie border
and seeking admission to this country, and they are nearly all per-

sons of sound and robust physical condition, being mostly farmers
and lal)orers and their families. A total of 54 cases have been ex-

amined during the past fiscal year, 6 of whom were certified.

KETCHIKAN, ALASKA.

Acting Asst. Surg. H. C. Story reports as follows:

During the year 1,926 aliens were inspected, of which number 3

were certified.

LAREDO, TEX.

Surg. Edward Francis, in charge of the medical inspection of ar-

riving aliens, reports as follows:

Forty-one thousand two hundred and eighty-four aliens were ex-

amined, which represents an increase of 10,924 over the previous year.

Four hundred and thirty-nine certificates were issued.

In addition to the medical inspection of arriving aliens the medical
officers rendered medical and surgical service to immigrants held in

the detention quarters by the immigration service for illegal entry;

msmy of these are detained for lengthy periods, and although some
had minor ailments none became seriously ill.

All aliens were examined at the footbridge, since passenger traffic

over the railroad bridge has been suspended during the year.

MARCUS, WASH.

Acting Asst. Surg. T. F. Parker reports as follows:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, there were examined
893 aliens, of which number 10.5 were certified, 40 being deported.

As there are no detention facilities at this port, the deportable cases

are returned to Canada on the day certified.

MOBILE (ALA.) QUARANTINE.

Asst. Surg. F. M. Faget reports that there were examined at the

Mobile quarantine station 89 aliens who were applicants for landing

in this country. Of this number 6 were certified and excluded and 83

landed.
MONTREAL, CANADA.

Surg. J. B. Stoner reports as follows

:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, there were 12,545

aliens medically inspected at this station, as compared with 16,225

in the preceding year, and 20,092 during 1915.

On May 1, 1917, the inspection of Chinese aliens at Montreal for

transit through the United States from Malone, N. Y., to New York
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City, pn route from China to Habana, Cuba, or other places in the
AVest Indies, ceased automatically because the new Chinese regula-
tion of the Department of Labor contained a provision that Chinese
shall not be <rranted the privilege of transit across the United States
to foreign countries elsewhere than at the designated seaports.
The illiteracy test and the $8 head tax also are operative, to an

extent, in reducing the number of aliens applying for inspection;
and the Canadian Government has taken steps to prevent the emi-
gration of men of military age from Canada.

Aliens are presented for examination by an immigration official,

wh(j conducts them into the office of the medical officer and furnishes
a blank medical certificate for each alien, or in the case of a family
all names of same, as a rule, are included in the certificate.

Thase certificates are signed at the conclusion of the examination
whether the alien is certified or found free from any physical or
mental defect or disease.

The hours of duty are from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 p. m.
to 5 p. m.
The facilities for examination are inadequate for the following

reasons

:

1. The room provided for the medical officer is too small when
several persons are presented at one time for examination.
The room is not well lighted. Even on clear days the sunshine

enters the room only for a short time. On cloudy days and always
during the short days of the long winter months, between 4 and 5

o'clock, it is difficult to examine eyes and detect alterations in the
structure of the skin and mucous membranes. There is a doable
window facing west, but dajdight illumination is partly obstructed
by a stone retaining w^all extending to the upper edge of the window,
and located at a distance of about 10 or 12 feet. The absorption
of light is further augmented by the use of double windows during
the winter months and from dirt and dust allowed to accumulate
on the window pane-.

The commissioner stated that he will provide ample artificial

illumination for the medical officer's room. However, unless there
is an abmidance of light to insure a maximum diffusion and avoid-
ance of objectionable glare, the artificial illumination will not be
ecjuivalent to daylight illumination, and poor light has been as-

signed as a factor in the production of eyestrain and shortsighted-
ness.

2. The room is too noisy because of the proximity of the hallway
and the occasional sounding of call-bells located in the hallway.

3. There is no place in which to make satisfactory microscopical
examinations except the window sill. But in that position the
microscope is placed too high for convenience and comfort.
There are two front rooms in the building with better daylight

illumination, but these are occupied by the inspector in charge and
the board of special inquiry.

An office building conveniently near the railroad stations was
desired by the commissioner. This building was so located and
was the most suitable one that could be rented.

Prior to 1913 aliens were not presented for medical inspection
after 4 p. m. except in an emergency.
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NACO, AKIZ.

For the fiscal year endinor June 30, 1917, Acting Asst. Surg. B. C.
farbell, stationed at this port, reports 7,003 aliens examined of whom
7,015 were passed and 48 debarred for mental or physical defects.

The increase of 2,175 aliens applying for admission at this port for
the fiscal year just ended over the preceding one is partly due to the
unsettled conditions existing in Mexico, and also to the fact of the
high wages paid in this State to mining laborers.

During the past year the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. of Mexico
has given very good train service into Naco, and all trains arrive and
depart during the day, so that ample time is to be had for the medical
examination of all arriving aliens.

NEW 0KI-E1A.NS, LA.

Acting Asst. Surg. J. T. Scott reports as follows:
Subsequent to the declaration of Avar by the United States the

internment of 200 aliens at the New Orleans Immigration Station
greatly increased the work of the officers attached thereto. Nearly
200 men, women, and children had to be taken care of under adverse
conditions, chiefly lack of proper equipment and sufficient living
space. There was also a marine guard quartered in the main build-
ing for the purpose of guarding the interned aliens. The surgeon's
office and operating room were converted into nurseries. The sur-

roundings were sanitary except for this overcrowding in sleeping
quarters, but there were no drugs and surgical dressings at the
station, although attention had frequently been called to this defi-

ciency on previous occasions. Consequently prescriptions had to be
filled in drug stores in New Orleans. The sick were necessarily left

in the care of a matron at night. There were no quarters for the
medical officer and severe cases of illness had to be sent to the hospital
at New Orleans for treatment, as there is no hospital equipment what-
ever at the immigration station. Fortunately, most of the detained
aliens were in good health and tractable to instructions. Recently
most of the aliens have been transferred to Hot Springs, N. C.

In addition to the interned aliens, there were quite a number of
alien seamen and stowaways suffering from venereal diseases who
were certified and sent to the immigration station for detention
pending their deportation. On account of the limited quarters at the
immigration station, it was very difficult to isolate these cases.

The administrative difficulties presented to the medical officer in

the mental and physical examination of arriving aliens and subse-

quently rendering medical aid to those detained is increased by reason
of the practice of holding inspections on vessels at the various places
in the river, wherever they may dock, which at New Orleans means a
river front of 12 miles distance to be covered. A daily trip to and
inspection of detained aliens at the immigration station requires not
less than two hours, and if this station is to be used for a detention
barracks, some sort of hospital should be added and suitable quarters
provided for the medical officer. At present the medical officer per-
force has to li\e in the city across the river at a great distance from
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the immigration station, and is not available in event of emergency.

The immigration station is equipped with wharf leading to the main
immigration building, but is not used for the examination of arriving

aliens. The steamship companies continue to have their alien passen-

gers inspected on board ship, where the space is necessarily cramped,
and no adequate facilities for the conduct of the mental and physical

examination are provided.

To add to the difficulties, some of the steamship companies make no
distinction between cabin and steerage immigrants or nonimmigrant
aliens, and very little assistance is given to the medical officer, he

frequently being compelled to locate the passengers without any
assistance from those on board ship or otherwise concerned.

The increased demand for labor in this country and the proportion-

ately higher wages being paid has induced a large number of immi-
grants from the Tropics to come either as passengers, as work aways
or stowaways. Many of them have been found to be physically unfit

and have been deported. Quite a number of alien seamen feign illness

or disability in order to escape the return journey through the war
zone. As a result they are sent to the immigration station for medi-

cal examination. All told the number of aliens examined during the

fiscal year was 5,018, of which number 185 w^ere certified on account

of disease or physical or mental defect. Of the number certified, 67

were of Class A, 66 of class B, and 52 of class C.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. C. Jones reports as follows

:

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the medical examina-

tion of aliens materially increased over that of the preceding year,

but is chiefly confined to the examination of alien seamen. During
the year there were examined 813 aliens at the request of the immi-

gration inspector in charge. Of this number 15 were certified on

account of physical or mental disease or defect.

NEW YORK, N. y.

Senior Surg. J. C. Perry, in charge, reports as follows:

General.—The service work in connection with the medical inspec-

tion and care of immigrants at the port of New York during the year

ended June 30, 1017, has been of the same general character as that

performed in the preceding year with the exception that Avlien the

immigration law of Febniary 5, 1917, became effective on May 1 it

imposed additional duties by the requirement of the medical exami-
nation of all alien seamen.
The increased work due to the examination of alien seamen has

necessitated the detail of an additional number of officers for duty in

the boarding division, and some difficulty has been experienced in the

satisfactory discharge of these added duties, on account of insufficient

boarding facilities, but it is thought that with further prosecution of

this work, and the adjustment of minor details, more satisfactory

progress will be made with a resultant saving in the services of a

number of medical officers. At present a large percentage of the
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medical officers on duty at the station is required for inspection serv-

ice in the boarding division.

The ininiifrration during the year has been small, and since the

entry of the United States into the war the number of alien pas-

sengers has dwindled. A few vessels from Scandinavian ports and
an occasional one from the south of Europe furnish at times a busy

day. However, on account of the number of patients detained in

hospital, due to the impracticability of effecting deportation of aliens

to various of the belligerant countries, and the increased amount of

work due to the examination of alien crews, it has not been possible

to materially reduce the number of medical officers. The total num-
ber of arriving aliens was 160.105, a still further decline from that of

the preceding year. The percentage of certificates from all causes was
practically the same, 3.25 per cent.

Careful attention has been paid to the examination of aliens for

mental deficiency. Init the number of certificates issued for this class

is less than in the preceding year, being 91.8 per 100,000 as compared
to 111 per 100,000 during the preceding year. This would seem to be
due to the lessened number of immigrants from the southern Euro-
pean countries, among Avhom a proportionately higher percentage of

mental deficiency has hitherto been noticed, and also to the fact that

many of the aliens examined had previously resided in the United
States and were returning after a more or less temporary sojourn in

their native countries. The number of certificates issued for insanity

corresponded fairly closely with the previous records at this station,

and was in the proportion of 25.6 per 100,000.

Attention is invited to two certifiable disease conditions, namely,
" physical signs of tuberculosis " and " constitutional inferiority."

These terms formerly were used at this station as indicating condi-

tions certifiable under class B diseases— i. e., affecting ability of self-

maintenance. Under the term " constitutional inferiority " formerly
were included some cases which more properly should be designated
as "constitutional psychopathic inferiority.*' Within the year a cliange

has been made in the immigration law, by which all cases previously
certifiable as having unstable nervous system are now certified for
" constitutional psychopathic inferiority," and all other cases which
might have been included in this group are certified by the term" lack

of physical development," or other term more specifically indicating
the disease or defect. The certificate of " physical signs of tubercu-
losis " has been discontinued and a specific certificate of " tubercu-
losis " is issued when the physical signs or conditions are indicative of
that disease, even though the tubercle bacillus is not found by micro-
scopical examination. Such cases are held under observation for a
sufficient length of time to enable the certifying physician to arrive at

a satisfactory conclusion.

Hospitals.—'The total number of patients receiving treatment in

the hospitals during the year showed a marked decrease- not only in

the immigrant general hospital but also in the contagious-disease
hospital, both due to lessoned immigration, and in the case of the
contagious-disease hospital, to the fact that the number of con-
tagious diseases was considerably less, especially measles and scarlet

fever. The number admitted to the immigrant general hospital
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during the year was 3,316 and to the contagious-disease hospital,
1,214. Owing to the impracticability of deporting certain excludable
aliens, on account of war conditions, a number of those suffering
from trachoma and ringworm of the nails received operative treat-
ment in the hospitals and were finally discharged as cured. Opera-
tions were performed on 23 cases of trachoma and on 39 cases of
tinea unguium.

Laboratory.—The amount of work in the bacteriological labora-
tory has slightly exceeded that perfonned in the preceding year,
especially in the number of Wassermann tests. In addition to routine
work, some special studies on the meningococcus have been carried
out, but it has not been possible to seriously prosecute any research
work, as only one officer has been available for the detail and his time
was entirely consumed in performing routine work.
The work accomplished is best shown in a tabulated statement

:

Specimens of urine examined 333
Specimens of feces examined for hookworm and helminths or ova 33
Sputums examined for tubercle bacilli 450
Cultures from nose and throat examined for diphtheria bacilli 1,154
Smears from vagina examined for gonococcus 276
Smears from urethra examined for gonococcus 29
Examinations of specimens from nails, scalp, and skin for favus and
ringworm .580

Examinations of nasal and other smears for leprosy 16
Number of agglutination tests for typhoid fever 13
Blood examinations (exclusive of Wassermann and other tests) 143
Specimens of spinal fluid examined and cultured for meningococcus, cell

counts, globulin, etc 12
Autogenous vaccines prepared 8
Tissues sectioned and examined 4
Miscellaneous specimens examined 50

3,101
Wassermann (Nogochi) reactions performed

:

For Immigration Service 1,151
Total positive or partially positive 396
Total negative 755
Total reexaminations (positive or partially positive) 277

For Marine Hospital (Stapleton) and Coast Guard Service 759
Total positive or partially positive 202
Total negative 557
Total reexaminations (positive or partially positive) 149

Total Wassermann reactions done 2, 336
Total specimens of all kinds examined during the year 5, 437

Anthropometric measurements.—During the year anthropometric
raeasurenients have been continued, but owing to the character of
immigration and the limited number of specific types arriving, a ma-
terial advancement in this work has not been accomplished. How-
ever,' this work will be prosecuted and it is expected that eventually
it will be possible to prepare some satisfactory tallies.

During the year 45 visits have been made by officers to different
institutions in the vicinity of New York for the purpose of examin-
ing the physical condition of aliens treated therein in order to de-
termine whether the disease or defect was due to causes existing
prior to landing and whether said aliens could be safely deported.
The general work accomplished during the year is herewith pre-

sented in tabular form:
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Passengers arriving at New York from foreign ports.

Aliens in cabin 63, 286
Aliens in steerage 96, 819

Total aliens 160, 105
Citizens (cabin) 32, 406
Citizens (steerage) 7, 033

Total citizens 39, 439
Crew (month of June only) 16,028

Grand total, aliens, citizens, and crew 215, 572

Medical certificates.

Class A (1). including 4 idiots. 19 imbeciles, 41 insane, 118 feeble-minded,
2 constitutional psychopathic inferiority. 6 epileptics. 49 aliens certified
for tuberculosis, and 1 alien tuberculosis, glands of neck 240

Class A (2). loathsome contagious, or dangerous contagious disease 488
Class B. disease or defect which affects ability to earn a living 4,302
Class C, disease or defects of less degree 178

Disposition of immigrants certified.

Class A (1) :

Cases pending at beginning of year 52
Cases certified during year 240

Total to be accounted for 292
Cases deported 183
Cases landed 73
Cases pending close of year 36

Class A (2) :

Cases pending beginning of year 23
Cases certified during year 488

Total to be accounted for .511

Cases deported 333
Cases landed 150
Cases pending close of year 28

Class B:
Cases pending beginning of year 38
Cases certified during year 4, 302

Total to be accounted for 4,340
Cases deported 535
Cases landed 3, 745
Cases pending close of year 60

Class C:
Cases pending beginning of year
Cases certified during year 178

Total to be accounted for 178
Cases deported 7
Cases landed 171
Cases pending close of year

Disposition of cases certified during the fiscal year ending June SO, 1917,
including cases pending from preceding fiscal year.
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Report of alien seamen certified.

CLASS A (1).

Insane 2
Tuberculosis 5
Alcoholism, chronic

, 1

Total 8

CLASS A ( 2 )

.

Tinia unguium _ j

Syphilis 4
Gonnorrhea 23
Soft chancre 7
Trachoma 29

Total 64

CLASS B.

Malaria, chronic 1
Senility 3
Hernia 3
Weak abdominal walls 1
Positive Wassermann reaction 7
Valvular disease of heart 3
Organic disease of heart 1
Varix 2
Deformity of elbow 1
Stiff joint, hip 1

Loss part of tingers 1
Inflammation lymph glands of neck, chronic 1
Inflammation lymph glands of groin 1
Inflammation of ear 1
Emphysema 1

Deafness 1
Defective vision 2

Total 31

Note.—IMembers of crews are returned to their ships. Va evient permission
to land is requested they are handled as alien passengers and are reported in
the general list.

Medical and surgical report of diseases in the United States immigrant hospi-
tals, Ncic York, during the fiscal year ending June SO, 1917.
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Causes of death in aliens.

Abscess, right parotid gland 1

Autointoxication, intestinal-
Convulsions
Diabetes raellitus

1

1

1

Diphtheria 1

Hemophilia
Influeuza
Insanity
^leasles
Bronchopneumonia.
Pneumonia. lobar__.

Scarlet fever
Senility

Trachoma
Tuberculosis, chronic pulmonary.
Typhoid fever

1

4

1
Whooping cough 1
IMorphine poisoning, chronic 1

Fractured skull (simple) 1
Now growth, malignant 1

Positive Wasserman reaction :_ 1
Undiagnosed (persons accompany-

ing aliens) 2

Total 42

Races of immigrantsi deported on medical certificates during fiscal year ending
June SO, 1917.

Race.
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Hiicc of (ilietix certified for mental condition during fiscal year ending June 30,
J917.

Race.
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southeast of Hermosillo, the capital of Sonora, Mexico. The Mexican
authorities immediately proceeded to vaccinate all the inhabitants
of Ures and practically isolated them from communication with any
other parts of the State, and thus promptly eradicated the disease.

There were no other epidemic diseases reported in Mexico south of
Nogales. Much time has been spent by the Mexican authorities of the
State of Sonora in endeavoring to clean up the State in a sanitary
way, and they have accomplished good results along this line. As
there was very little demand for labor in the State of Sonora, Mexico,
many of this class sought work in the United States, and therefore
there were a number of these who entered at this port. They were
examined carefully, and, as a general rule, found to be in very good
physical condition. Of 10,272 aliens examined, 110 were certified,

103 of this number for trachoma.

OBOVILLE, WASH.

Acting Asst. Surg. Frank S. Beale reports that during the fiscal

year 169 aliens were examined and 9 were certified.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Passed Asst. Surg. Louis Schwartz reports as follows:
Because of the war the regular lines of passenger carriers have

ceased to call at this port, and there arrived during the year only 396
immigrants. These came on freight steamers, or tramps, and con-
sisted usually of such members of the crew as desired to remain in

the United States. Only one vessel brought regular passengers.
There were examined for discharge from foreign vessels 940 seamen

up to May 1, 1917. Of these 4 were found to have chancroid, 7 to
have syphilis, 7 gonorrhea, 1 bubo, and 3 trachoma. Since May 1

all the crews of vessels from foreign ports are examined at Reedy
Island, and certificates issued to the immigration officer. Those certi-

fied are reexamined in Philadelphia by the medical officer in charge
of the examination of arriving aliens, who countersigns the original
certificate. There have been examined 8,860 seamen and 152 certifi-

cates issued. Of these 37 were for mandatory diseases. The class of
sailers is lower physically than in times of peace, as a great many
men who are unfit for military duty go to sea on merchant vessels,

and those who were in the merchant service and fit for military duty
have been drafted into the military and naval forces.

Since the entry of the United States into the war about 200 enemy
aliens have been interned at the Gloucester Immigration Station.
The medical officer in charge has treated such illnesses as have
occurred amongst them, sick call being held every morning at 10
o'clock. There have been treated at the dispensary 324 patients, to
whom relief was given 884 times. In addition to this, 230 vaccinations
were done and 203 inoculated against typhoid fever.

At the request of their commanding officer the detachment of Ne^^
Jersey National Guard on duty at the immigration station have been
undei the care of the medical officer in charge. They were all vac-
cinated and inoculated against typhoid fever and medical relief was
given to all who reported sick.
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A hospital building is urgently needed at this station, especially

for the care of alien seamen certified in accordance with the pro-

visions of the new immigration law.

IMMIGRANT MEDICAt, INSPECTION IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The examination in the Philippine Islands of arriving aliens is

made by the officers of the Public Health Service who are detailed

as quarantine officers and perform the duties of immigrant medical
inspectors in addition to their quarantine duties. The examinations
are made on board arriving vessels, in the quarantine and immigi-a-

tion offices and at the immigration detention stations. The immigra-
tion laws of the United States are in force in the Philippine Islands

and the methods in force are the same as those used in continental

United States.

In conducting this work there were 6,223 aliens inspected with 2G
certified for rejection.

The arrivals by ports were as follows: Manila, 4,536; Iloilo, 273;
Cebu, 47; Jolo, 361; Zamboanga, 643.

The certificates of rejection were issued for the following diseases:

Trachoma, 21; uncinariasis (hookworm), 3; and favus, 2.

In carrying out the medical inspection of arriving aliens there were
2,123 examinations made to determine the presence or absence of
hookworm; of these 25 were positive; and in the majority of cases

permission for treatment was obtained from the immigration officers,

and in time all cases were reported negative, no deportations having
resulted by reason of hookworm infection.

As heretofore, trachoma pro^ed to be the cause for which the
greatest number of certifications were necessary.

There has been an increase in the number of alien immigrants
arriving in the Philippines during the past year, and the year pre-
vious also showed an increase over the preceding year. The first six

months of 1917 shows a still larger increase of arrivals.

The nationalities represented by the said alien arrivals were classed

as follows for the last three calendar years.

Peoples.
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I'OETAL, N. DAK.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. J. Somers reports that during the fiscal year
3,073 aliens were accorded medical examination, of which number
203 were certified as being mentally or physically defective. Of this

number 53 were debarred.
This shows an increase of 2,179 as compared with the number ex-

amined during the previous year, the number of certifications also

having increased practically 2 per cent. During the past year, an
increase in the number of immigrant inspectors at this port has made
it possible to detain more aliens for medical examination. The ex-

amination is as thorough as circumstances will permit, but owing
to the lack of proper facilities and equipment, as well as time, it is

not possible to make the examination of each individual as thorough
and complete as at largsr ports where conditions are more favorable.

There has been practically no European immigration through this

port for the year last past, due, no doubt, to the unsettled conditions.

PORT AKTHUR, TEX.

Acting Asst. Surg. W. S. Winter reports as follows:

Aliens arriving at Port Arthur, Sabine, Sabine Pass, Beaumont,
Port Neches, and Orange, Tex., are examined for the purposes of
the United States immigration law by the Public Health Service
officer stationed at Port Arthur, Tex. During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1917, there were 3,058 aliens examined, of which number
219 were certified for disease or physical disability. Subsequent to

the enforcement of the act of February 5, 1917, the medical exami-
nation of aliens has included the mental and physical examination
of alien crews. As a general rule, the examinations are performed
at the various-mentioned ports, the United States immigration in-

spector in charge proceeding to those ports from Port Arthur for
the purpose of conducting the examinations. During the coming
fiscal year it is expected that the examination of alien crews will

increase to the extent of several thousand examinations, as the ship-
ping in the neighborhood of Port Arthur has increased on account
of the oil industry.

During the year there were certified 62 aliens with gonorrhea. 40
with syphilis, 4 insane, 9 with tuberculosis, and 8 with trachoma.
The other conditions noted and certified were of a less serious nature,
and chiefly those conditions atfecting ability to earn a living.

PORT HURON, MICH.

Acting Asst. Surg. George M. Kesl reports as follows

:

During the year ending June 30, 1917. 3,717 aliens were examined
by the medical officer in charge, of whom 614 were certified for
mental or physical defect or disease. During the year 192 aliens

who had been certified were returned to Canada.
The character of the immigration at this port has materially

changed during the past year, inasmuch as 90 per cent of those
examined were of Canadian nativity. This accounts for the general
character of medical certifications and for the notable decrease in

the number of cases of trachoma certified.
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The duties of the acting assistant surireon at this port include the
examination of arriving- aliens, aliens detained on warrant, aliens

who have entered the T'nited States without proper inspection, and
the medical care of all detained aliens.

In addition to the regular duties required of the medical officer

in connection with the United States Immigration Service, the medi-
cal officer examined 45 applicants for commissions in the Officers'

Reserve Corps, Ignited States Army. This service was performed
voluntarily and gratuitously in order to aid the local committee in

charge of this work at Port Huron.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Surg. D. E. Robinson reports as follows:

The number of immigrants arriving at this port during the fiscal

year was 18 per cent greater than for 191 G, notwithstanding the

operation of conditions which have tended to a marked decrease in

immigration in general. This is accounted for largely by the fact

that immigrants for this port are drawn from those countries least

affected by the war (Portugal and Azores^ and the lessened dangers
of trans-Atlantic travel from those countries as compared with other
parts of Europe. Although the number has increased over the

previous year, the physical standard was lower. The total number
inspected was 5.296, of Avliom 369 were certified for disease or defect,

physical or mental.

RIOGRANDE, TEX.

Acting Asst. Surg. J. H. Hunter reports as follows

:

During the early part of the fiscal year service transactions were
performed in tents provided for that purpose, but during the latter

part of the year the work has been conducted in a new building
recently erected by the department for quarantine purposes. The
plant is substantial, neat in appearance, and is situated on a United
States Government reservation at Fort Ringgold, which adjoins the

town of Riogrande, and is located at the ferry landing. The build-

ing has three rooms, one of which is shared jointly with the immi-
gration inspector, oince the establishment of the station there ap-

pears to be a decrease in the number of contagious diseases on the

Mexican side of the border, and the improvement in the cleanliness

of the Mexican people is marked.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Surg. W. C. Billings reports as follows:

The fiscal year 1917 shows a decrease, compared with last year, of
approximately 20 per cent in the total number of immigrants in-

spected at this station and a proportionate decrease in the number of
aliens brought from the vessels upon which they arrived to Angel
Island for further examination. No particular reasons are known
for this decrease other than tho.se which at the present time are every-
where limiting ocean travel.

Twelve thousand three hundred and thirty-five aliens were ex-

amined during the year and of this number 6,311 were referred to the

hospital for more thorough examination than is possible on ship-

board. Of the lattei- number 910 were certified to the immigration
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authorities as presenting some condition falling within the various
medical provisions of the immigration law. Eight of these 910 were
class A (1) (mental or tuberculous), 617 were class A (2) (dangerous
or loathsome contagious disease), 64 were class B (affecting ability to

earn a living) and the remainder were such medical conditions as fall

within the province of the class C certificate.

The only two departures of importance from the routine of the
last preceding year Avere certain changes in the handling of second
cabin passengers, and the ruling of the bureau that clonorchiasis,
paragonimiasis, and schistosomiasis should be considered as class

A (2) diseases.

Trachoma continues to present itself in approximately the same
percentage as in the few last years and it seems unnecessarily un-
fortunate that this should be so. Effort is continually made by the
medical division of this station to establish a definite understanding
as to what conjunctival conditions are considered here as constituting
trachoma, and the medical officers attached to this division are always
ready to demonstrate these conditions clinically to the surgeons of the
various trans-Pacific ships if they care to avail themselves of the
opportunity offered, but nevertheless trachoma continues to arrive

and necessitates the imposition of a section 9 fine.

Concerning uncinariasis and the methods in operation to limit its

introduction, nothing can be added to what was said in the annual
report of 1916. There were over 500 cases of this condition detected
at this station this year.

The hospitarl still remains unprovided with any isolation facilities

for defense against contagious disease, notwithstanding the fact that
such diseases frequently appear—ranging from mumps to diseases of
the greatest import—this year the latter type being represented by
two cases of smallpox.
The work of the medical division has run smoothly during the year

and desire for cooperation by both services interested has at all times
been manifested.

Hospital report.

In hos-
pital July

1, 1916.
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passengers for uncinariasis was inaugurated, with the result of a
material increase in the number of certificates issued for this condi-
tion, and it would appear that a thorough examination at the port
of embarkation is not being enforced. The number of aliens pre-
senting evidences of uncinariasis was approximately 6 per cent of
all those entering. The facilities at the immigration station for the
detention and examination of aliens, however, are very much re-

stricted, and when an unusually large number of immigrants arrive
a number of them are forced to sleep on the floors, and the crowding
results in a very insanitary and uncomfortable condition of affairs.

TAKOMA, WASH,

Acting Asst. Surg. F. J. Schug reports that 122 aliens were in-

spected, 3 being certified.

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

Acting Asst. Surg. C. Denton Holmes reports as follows:
Presumably on account of war conditions, the lower type of aliens

have been reduced in number, and the class of aliens passing through
the immigration station have been of a superior kind and fairly well
to do. Consequently there has been a decrease in the number of cer-
tifiable conditions. Of the 4,091 immigrants inspected 74 were certi-

fied on account of disease or physical or mental defect.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA,

Acting Asst. Surg. C. Y. Douglass reports as follows

:

During the year there were inspected 10,984 immigrants, of which
number 1,436 were certified on account of disease or mental or physi-
cal defect.

The medical work at this station is rapidly growing in importance,
the number of immigi'ants certified being practically double that of
the preceding year and four times that of the fiscal year 1915.

Those who entered the United States seeking permanent homes
were mostly of the agricultural class and of European origin, who, for
some reason, had found Canada not to their liking. Large numbers
of Ruthenians and Poles emigrated during the winter months. Such
settlers were generally healthy, yet furnished many certifications for
various deformities and most of those for pregnancy. Some, after a
few years of the hardships of homesteading, were seeking less rigor-

ous conditions, more or less diseased in mind or body. The propor-
tion of mentally diseased attempting to pass through appears to be
increasing. Many others are noted as being exceedingly peculiar, but
with present facilities, actual defects of mentality can not be certified

to in such cases.

Of those wishing to enter for a temporary sojourn, one group re-

quires much attention of the medical examiner. It consists of those

suffering from major and minor illnesses, and anxious to take treat-

ment at hospitals in the United States under the supervision of
famous specialists. This group accounted for about 60 per cent of
the l,43(j certifications at tliis station. Each of these cases was given

as thorough an examination as conditions would permit, in order to
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determine the nature of the disease, its classification, and the likeli-

hood of permanent disability resulting, and this information was
embodied in each certification for the consideration of the board of

special inquiry, who then determined the admissibility of the case.

Of those going for treatment afflicted with debarrable diseases, 24

were admitted temporarily under bond.

Owing to the fact that Canada has recently enacted a law forbid-

ding the emigration of males between 18 and 45 years of age, it is

probable that the number examined this next fiscal year wnll be less,

but the number of certifications may be expected to show a still

further increase, as American hospitals are becoming better known
and more popular in central Canada each year.

The quarters occupied by the immigration service are wholly in-

adequate. Aliens are often kept waiting for several hours and in

some cases for two or three days before their cases are finally deter-

mined, and they are forced to sit for hours in a small room without
proper ventilation, all classes mixed in together. The data clerks are

compelled to work in this atmosphere daily.

The room set apart for the medical examiner is light and suitable

for the purpose, but is furnished only with an old dilapidated couch
and a desk, No provision is made for running water, which is

almost a sanitary necessity. It is to be hoped the department will

in the near future see its way clear to provide an examining table

and a small laboratory to cost, perhaps, $500 or



DOMESTIC (INTERSTATE) QUARANTINE.

During tlie early part of the fiscal year the extensive poliomyelitis

outbreak at New York City and in other portions of the United
States necessitated the detail of a large number of officers to infected

districts in an endeavor to limit the interstate spread of the disease.

The operations for the suppression of plague at New Orleans have
been continued with encouraging results, and the infection gives

every indication of being reduced to the point Avhere it can no longer
be considered a serious menace. The reentrance of plague into San
Francisco County is to be noted. The work of suppressing the dis-

ease among ground squirrels in various parts of California, in order
to prevent infection of urban communities, and the aiitiplague meas-
ures at Seattle have been continued. Efforts toward the prevention
of the spread of Eocky Mountain spotted fever in interstate traffic

have been conducted as heretofore, but at the termination of the fiscal

year the eradication and control of the focus of the disease in the
Bitter Eoot Valley Avere transferred to the State authorities. Cer-
tain revisions of the interstate quarantine regulations have been
effected, and the revised as well as the preexisting regulations have
been enforced, while numerous special investigations of water sup-
plies, the sanitary condition of public buildings, and other problems
have been undertaken. The work of tlie various interstate sanitary

districts has been considerably broadened, and additional laboratory
facilities have been provided for the conduct of the necessary opera-
tions.

MEASURES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE INTERSTATE SPREAD OF POLIOMYE-
LITIS AT NEW YORK CITY.

The summer of 1916 witnessed an outbreak of poliomyelitis (in-

fantile paralysis) of unprecedented proportions in various sections

of the United States. Beginning early in June in the congested dis-

tricts of the city of New York, the wave of infection rapidly ex-

tended for a hundred miles in every direction, and finally touched
even far distant sections, invading in its passage across the country
more than 30 States. The crest of the wave was reached early in

August, after which time the disease slowly subsided, but it was not
until late autumn or early winter that the epidemic could be regarded
as quiescent and a normal incidence of the disease again obtained.

The number of cases actually recorded from the inception of the out-

break until its close was more than 27.000, nearly half of which de-

veloped in New York City alone, and if unreported and unrecognized
188
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cases are included it is believed that the actual total was not far
from 35,000.

From the very onset of the epidemic a feeling of apprehension, if

not of actual alarm, prevailed throughout the country, even in com-
munities altogether remote from the centers of infection. The affec-

tion was rightfully regarded as mysterious in its nature and origin,

more or less permanently disabling in its effects, if not actually fatal,

and in large measure not responsive to the ordinary procedures en-
forced for the suppression of communicable diseases. In view of
these facts it is not surprising that almost from the inception of the
outbreak radical, and at times impractical, procedures should have
been demanded by the public to prevent the introduction and dis

semination of the disease, and that individual communities should
have attempted to afford protection to their citizens in every possible
manner.
The methods adopted to accomplish this purpose for the most

part took the form of quarantine restrictions promulgated and estab-

lished by local, city, and State authorities. These restrictions were
necessarily widely variant in their character, lacking in uniformity
and frequently conceived without regard to the principles governing
disease control, although the result of entirely honest efforts. Many
of the restrictions were absolute in their prohibitions, debarring not
only those afflicted w^ith poliomyelitis from entering a given dis-

trict, but also healthy adults and children coming from infected
zones, and even those who were merely in transit through such areas.

In 71 communities in a single State alone, children from New York
City were debarred from detraining, while in other States the regu-
lations were no less stringent. Radical and unusual methods were
adopted for the enforcement of quarantine measures. Guards were
employed at terminals and bridges, highways were patrolled, and
certificates of examination from physicians and city authorities were
demanded. In other instances the quarantine restrictions were com-
paratively mild and consisted of medical inspection, the determina-
tion of the fact that the premises occupied Avere not infected with
the disease, and the registration of the destination address, followed
if necessary by the enforcement of quarantine for a varying period.

Not only were these restrictions enforced by communities in imme-
diate and direct communication by rail or boat with infected locali-

ties but they were likewise established and enforced by towns and
cities altogether remote from infected areas and frequently extended
the entire length of State boundaries.

The results of these unsystematized efforts toward the control of

the disease were almost immediately apparent. Travelers were sub-
jected to great personal inconvenience and at times to actual hard-
ship. Cases were recorded of families with children journeying sev-

eral hundred miles only to find upon completion of their journey
that they would not be permitted to take up their residence in the
city to which they were destined on the ground that they miglit

have been exposed to infection or came from a locality where the

disease was supposed to prevail. In many instances injustice was
done and people were debarred from communities without good or
sufficient reasons, while occasionally almost inliuman treatment was
complained of, as for example the ejection of persons from hotels

and trains. Owing to the wide diversity of the regulations promul-
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gated by se^^arate communities common carriers and transportation
lines found it difficult or impossible to comply with the diflFerent

requirements affectintr passengers and were often put to considerable

inconyenience, so that complaints from this source were common. The
normal exodus of the summer season was heightened during the

early days of the epidemic through the determination of parents to

send their children out of infected areas into districts where the dis-

ease did not preyail. This but added to the confusion and was
doubtless largely responsible for the further extension of the

infection.

As the epidemic increased in magnitude and gaye evidence of

wider dissemination it became apparent, early in July, that Federal
action for the relief of existing conditions and for the prevention of

the interstate spread of the disease would become necessary. Under
the act of February 15, 1893, authority of law was ample and could
be invoked at any time for the enforcement of justifiable measures
looking to this end, but unfortunately funds for this purpose were
limited in amount, the appropriation for the prevention of the inter-

state spread of disease being limited to $15,000 annually, and offi-

cers for carrying into effect the measures contemplated were not
5 vailable. In spite of these deterrent factors it was decided that

remediable measures were necessary. Fortunately, Congress on
August 7, 1916, following the establishment of the notification sys-

tem, came to the relief of the situation by making an additional appro-

priation of $85,000 for cooperative effort in the control of the inter-

state spread of contagious and infectious diseases, bringing the

amount available for this purpose to $100,000. At the same time

an expenditure of $50,000 was authorized for additional assistant

surgeons.

In a review of the situation before determining what measures
were applicable for the control of poliomyelitis under the interstate

quarantine law certain facts concerning the epidemiology of this

disease, as considered from others of an infectious character, were
'lecessarily borne in mind. As these facts had an important bearing

upon the measures adopted their enumeration is necssary.

It was recognized that poliomyelitis is in all probability dissemi-

uated by personal contact, either direct or indirect, and that the

infection is doubtles-s due to a specific virus present in certain secre-

tions of those afflicted. In addition it was accepted that the active

agent was frequently present in the secretions of convalescents, of

healthy carriers, and of those who had suffered atypical and often

unsuspected forms of the disease. It was further recognized that

no practical or workable means for determining or identifying these

carriers were at hand ; neither was it possible to establish the identity

of those who had suffered from mild and atypical attacks ; therefore

it was considered inevitable that these classes were bound to serve,

irrespective of whatever quarantine or restrictive measures were
adopted, as reservoirs of infection. From the history of past epi-

demics it was known that an incidence of two or three cases of polio-

myelitis per thousand population constituted an epidemic, and that

when this degree of prevalence was attained the disease frequently
subsided without visibly affecting the remaining portion of the popu-
lation. For this reason it was deemed impractible, even in the worst
infected districts, to limit the mo\eiuents of the large uninfected
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class. The fact that the disease occurred principally in children,

90 per cent of all recognizable cases developing in those under 15

years of age, constituted sulHcient and justifiable reason for concen-

trating all regulations upon this particular element of the popula-
tion without regard to the feasibility of controlling the movements
of adults, although it may be stated in passing that the imprac-
ticability of this latter plan, so strongly demanded at certain stages

of the epidemic by those who were of the opinion that the infection

was being disseminated by adults, was early apparent. All of these

factors necessarily bore an important relation to the plans finally

put into effect.

On July 5, 1916, the Board of Health of the City of New York
passed a resolution declaring that great and imminent peril existed

to the public health by reason of the outbreak of poliomyelitis and
the following day the Secretary of the Treasury proffered the serv-

ices of the Public Health Service in the suppression of the epidemic.

This offer was almost immediately accepted. It was decided thnt

the work of cooperation, so far as it related to the Public Health
Service, should be carried on under two distinct divisions, the first to

concern itself with epidemiological and scientific investigations and
the second to measures for the prevention of the interstate spread of

the disease. On July 13 Senior Surg. Charles E. Banks was sum-
moned to Washington for a conference relative to the situation and
subsequent to arrival was detailed as chief of the party which should
undertake this latter phase of the work, with instructions to proceed
to New York City immediately.
Upon arrival in New York City the morning of July 15 Senior

Surg. Banks made a careful survey of the situation relative to the

measures of safeguarding other States. Coincident with this, the co-

operation of the various railroad and steamboat systems radiating
from the city was sought and secured and their obligation as com-
mon carriers under the act of February 15, 1893, as detailed in the

Interstate Quarantine Regulations, was set forth. It was ascertained

that the Health Commissioner of New York City had already, namely
on July 14, put into effect a plan of issuing health certificates to resi-

dents who desired to travel and who were accompanied by childi-en

under 16 years of age, and that this plan had proved of value to

other communities. The cooperation of the Health Commissioner in

the extension of this system was requested and assured. The plan
outlined following conferences with the Health Commissioner of

New York concerning every aspect of the local situation was as

follows

:

First. It was determined that all children 16 years of age and
under should constitute a registered class of travel, and that when-
ever such children were destined by rail, boat, or other means of con-

veyance to points outside of New York City the parent or guardian
should first secure a certificate stating that the premises occupied

were and had been free from poliomyelitis, this certificate to be ob-

tained from the board of health within 24 hours of the time of

entraining or embarking.
Second, Medical inspection of outgoing travel was to be main-

tained at every avenue of exit from New York City, exclusive of a

few trolley lines, and automobile traffic was to be similarly super-

vised by the same means, with the exception of a few roads at the
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northerly point of the borough. The examination of outgoing travel

was to consist of as careful and accurate inspection of each child as

the rapidity of movement and exigencies of the situation permitted.
Third. As a part of the system of registration of travel, railroad

and steamboat lines were to be required under the interstate quaran-
tine law to refuse passage to all children under 16 years of age leaving
New York City whenever the traveler was not provided with a cer-

tificat<e of identification issued by officers of the JPublic Health Serv-
ice, this certificate to be given only when the applicant presented
evidence from the board of health that poliomyelitis had not recently

occurred on the premises from which he came. This procedure was
to constitute the only quarantine measure imposed, and was only to

apply to individuals actually coming from premises where poliomye-
litis had occured. Adults were free to come and go without registra-

tion or certification.

Fourth. Supplementing the above procedures, a notification card,

accomplished by a Public Health Service officer, was to be immedi-
ately mailed to the health officer of the locality to which the passen-
ger was destined, informing him of the expected arrival of the
persons mentioned, and giving the future street and house address
in the town or city to w^liich the traveler was bound. It was con-
templated that the receipt of this card would enable the local health
authorities to adopt whatever measures were warranted, such as

registration and daily observation, and entirely obviate the necessity

of maintaining inspectors at railroad terminals and other points of

ingress. At the same time the svstcm of notification would tend to

standardize the methods adopted bv local quarantine officers of other
States, through cooperation with the plan of registration, and elimi-

nate harsh restrictive measures which had been enforced owing to

lack of knowledge of the extent of the epidemic or absence of informa-
tion of the origin of travel into the community. It is apparent that
these measures were not in any sense a quarantine restriction, but
essentially a frank inspection and notification system to health officers

of travel to their localities "from New York City, established for the
purpose of enabling those officers to adopt such supplemental meas-
ures as Avere deemed necessary to meet the problem of contagion. A
quarantine of the children of New York City Avas considered wholly
impracticable and, under the existing circumstances, inadvisable,

but it was hoped that the system as adopted would have the effect of
lessening outgoing travel and entirely prevent children from infected
families leaving for other localities.

The plan as outlined having been adopted, the system of notifica-

tion was inaugurated on July 18. Offices had previously been opened
in room 425, Post Office Building, and a force of clerks, stenog-
raphers, and employees had been secured and were assigned to duty
at each avenue of outgoing travel for the purpose of facilitating the
issuance of notification cards. The following officers were directed

to proceed to New York city and report to Senior Surg. Charles E.
Banks for duty in connection with outgoing medical inspection and
to exercise supervision over other control measures: Senior Surg.
P. C. Kalloch ; Surgs. W. J. Pettus, J. B. Stoner, B. W. Brown, C. H-
Gardner, J. H. Oakley, M. H. Foster, L. D. Fricks, and D. E. Rob-
inson; Passed Asst. Surgs. R. A. Herring, J. R. Hurley, R. A. Kear-
ney, George Parcher, L. Schwartz, and R. H. Iletrick; Asst. Surgs.
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Liston Paine, M. V. Safford, J. B. Laughlin, L. O. Weldon. W. M.
Jones, O. H. Cox, M. S. Lombard, T. E. Hughes, L. L. Williams,
and R. R. Ivey; Acting Asst. Surgs. George T. Tyler, Archibald W.
Graham, Maxwell Branner, Arthur F. Jackie, Edward B. Beasley,
Howard James, George B. Pace, John C. Hughes, Philip Lehman,
Henry W. Brown, Frank S. Pike, Joseph C. De Vries, and Morris
Auslander; and Pharmacist R. D. Kinsey.
As rapidly as officers became available the work of certification,

which upon inauguration of the system was only applied at the more
important terminals and ferries, was extended to every known point
of exit from the city, including automobile travel, and ultimately
complements of officers were detailed to the following stations:
Battery Park Landing, Liberty Street Ferry, Cortland Street Ferry,
Hudson Terminal, Barclay Street Ferry, Chambers Street Ferries,
Christopher Street Ferries, West Twenty-third Street Hudson and
Manhattan Terminal, West Forty-second Street Ferries, West One
Hundred and Thirtieth Street (Fort Lee) Ferry, Pennsylvania Rail-
road Terminal, Grand Central Depot, including the New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River Railroad and the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford Terminals, the Fall River Line (steamers), the Colonial Lines
(steamers), the New Bedford Line (steamers), East Side boats, New
Orleans and Savannah steamers, Boston and Maine boats, and the
Staten Island Ferries, guarding the entrance to points in New Jersey
via Staten Island.

An integral and essential part of the notification system was the
furnishing of information in the form of certificates by the New
York City health department of freedom from poliomyelitis of the
premises from which the applicant came. This information was
based upon the accurate records of the health department, and without
data of this character the value of the notification system would have
been materially lessened. In its work of certification the city board
of health rejected more than 500 applicants for certificates on the
ground that the premises were not free from poliomyelitis and those
who dwelt on infected premises or came from households where the
disease prevailed and were kept from applying for certificates neces-

sarily must have been several times this number, so that the value
of the system in the prevention of travel by this class of persons was
unquestioned.
In the issuance of the certificates in question it was at first required

that the applicant should bring the child or children intending to

travel to the offices of the board of health for medical inspection,

but as this practice resulted in the mingling of those from infected

and uninfected districts, with more or less promiscuity and conse-

quent danger of the dissemination of the disease by contact, it was
abandoned following a conference with the Commissioner of Health,
and medical inspection at the time of departure from the city sub-

stituted therefor. In those cases where children were found actually

ill at the time of departure they were debarred from entraining, in

spite of the fact that they held certificates, and were returned to

their homes.
Upon arrival of the traveler at the station or ferry the certificate

of the city board of health was presented to the officer on dutv, who
ascertained that the person applying was the one named in the cer-

18643°—17 13
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tificate, that the document was dated witliin -2-1: hours of the time of
departure, and that the child was apparently in good physical con-
dition. If all of these requirements were satisfied the service identi-

fication card was issued to the traveler, and simultaneously with the
issuance of this card the duplicate thereof was immediately mailed
to the health officer of the city or town to which the passenger was
destined.

It was to be expected that in the limited time at the disposal of
travelers, the haste to board trains, and the difficulties encountered
from those unable to make themselves comprehended, that errors in

obtaining addresses would occur, but these were exceptionally rare,

and it can be safely asserted that during the time the system was in

operation in practically every instance health officers were promptly
notified of arrivals from the infected city.

The Public Health Service did not at any time purport to guar-
antee safe entry into the place of destination, and it was made clear

to all travelers that the local authorities had complete power to raise

whatever barriers seemed necessary for the protection of their com-
munities. It was also made plain that the service exercised no juris-

diction over intrastat3 traffic. The notification cards as received by
the health officer at the point of destination merely guaranteed that
the traveler came from uninfected premises and was apparently well

at the time of departure from the city.

During the early days of the epidemic the notification cards were
forwarded directly to the local health authorities. Subsequently, at

the special conference of State and Territorial health officers with
the Public Health Service for the consideration of the prevention
of the spread of poliomyelitis, it was suggested that in dealing with
communities of less than 10,000 population, many of which were
without boards of health or other organizations capable of handling
the situation, that the original cards be forwarded to the State board
of health for official record and whatever further action appeared
desirable, and that the duplicates thereof be sent to the local authori-

ties. This recommendation met with the official indorsement of the

conference. Thereafter the modified procedure was followed. In-

asmuch as a number of States required that all newcomers make
their presence known to the health authorities immediately after

arrival the system served as a double check upon persons of this class

originating in New York City.

The notification card used corresponded to the following form

:

Passengers leaving New York city for ottier States and accompanied by children
under 15 years of age will please fill out this card.

Xkw York, , 1916.

To the Health Officer at point of destination:

The person named below left New York to-day.

Name
Point of destination
Local address at point of destination
Number of children under 1.5 years of age accompanying

This information Is furnished you on account of the present outbreak of
poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) in New York City.

Respectfully,

RuPEET Blue,
Surgeon General, U. S. Public Health Service.
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( Side of card for the address.

)

Treasury Department, Official business.

Bureau of the Penalty for private
I'ublic Health Service, use to avoid payment

Washington. of postage, $300.

Return after five days.

To the HEALTH OFFICER,

In those instances where travelers were unwilling or unable to give

their local address at the point of destination, they were informed
that notification cards would be withheld pending final decision in

the matter. As a result of this action local health officers encoun-
tered but little difficulty in locating those arriving from New York
City.

An embarrassing complication in the supervision of travel which
it was necessary to overcome related to commuters having employ-
ment in the stores, shops, and factories of the city but living in Con-
necticut or New Jersey. Many persons of this class were under 16
years of age and daily traveled to their homes outside the city.

Travelers of this class were cared for by the issuance of commuters'
identification cards, secured in the ordinary manner and based upon
information of the same character as that furnished by other per-

sons, with the provision that the cards should be recognized as valid

for a period of one week from the date of issue.

The handling of week-end excursionists destined to the beaches
and other resorts also proved to be somewhat of a problem. This
class of travel was both intrastate and interstate and was largely

composed of children from infected as well as uninfected districts,

so that it offered an excellent opportunity for the dissemination of
the infection. After careful consideration the conclusion was reached
that every attempt should be made to discourage this element of
travel, and accordingly the certification of outgoing traffic of this

character, so far as it could be determined, was refused. Baby pa-
rades at near-by New Jersey resorts and similar unnecessary gather-

ings of children at fairs and festivals were effectively controlled

through notification of the respective managers of these affairs that
restrictive measures would be applied in so far as the participation

of children was concerned. It is believed that this attitude met with
the hearty approval and support of the public in general.

It was expected that some difficulty would be encountered in

handling travel in transit through New York City, but not origi-

nating therein, although fortunately but little trouble arose in this

regard. The fear of the disease naturally led large numbers of those

with children to select other routes of travel, so that the amount of

traffic was considerably reduced, while the publicity given the epi-

demic and the almost universal requirement regarding certificates

compelled others to obtain documentary proof of their place of

origin. Under the conditions following the subsidence of the epi-

demic there was some relaxation on the part of local authorities at

other places than New York City in issuing these certificates ; this

inevitably led to some confusion and made it necessary to secure

other means of determining the place of departure. Offic^i-s were
accordingly instructed to act upon such evidence as the possession of
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through tickets, baggage checks and other confirmatory data, and to

accord due credence for statements made in connection therewith.

From the date of the inauguration of the notification system, July

18, 1917. until October 2, 1917, when it was terminated, registration

cards for 85.242 children were forwarded to health officers of the

United States and foreign countries and slightly more than that

number were medically inspected. On an average 1,122 children

were daily certified for travel out of New York City. The largest

number certified on any one day was 2,088 on August 5, at the height

of the epidemic, and the next largest number was 2,061 on Septem-

ber 2. From the beginning it was found that many adults were re-

questing and even demandmg certification, having come from unin-

fected localities, and in order to accommodate these persons certifi-

cates for adults were also issued, so that a total of 22,647 persons

certified should be added to the amount of work necessitated by this

inspection. The following table indicates by weeks the number of

children and adults certined and the localities to which they were
destined

:

Children
certified.
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In view of the enormous amount of travel from the many stations

and ferries of New York City the cordial cooperation of the traffic

managers of railroad and steamboat lines was essential to the per-
fection of any arrangement of the character described. It was the
first time there had ever been regidation of travel placed upon the
large number of transient visitoi"s to that city and the many thou-
sands who daily passed to and fro between New York and near-by
communities. After consultation with the managers of the respective

roads this cooperation and assurance of accord with the .purposes

of the measures taken were readily obtained, and throughout the
epidemic the aid and assistance rendered by transportation lines were
of the utmost value.

Aside from the inconvenience to travelers brought about by the
necessity of securing certificates, which the public bore with ecjua-

nimity and generally without complaint, the effect of the adoption
of the notification system upon the volume of travel is naturally a
matter of interest. Obviously it is difficult to present definite figures

regarding the movement of children to and from a city the size

of New York, but the following conclusions seem warranted

:

The travel of children into the infected area was unquestionably
diminished. The factors in producing this result were the fear of
the disease, which was at all times operating, and in part also the
establishment of the notification system, particularly as it related to

unnecessary travel. In so far as the movement of susceptible in-

dividuals into the city was reduced, the result was beneficial and
certainly of some importance in limiting the extent of the infection

and protecting other communities.
The travel of children from the infected area constitutes a different

question. During the early days of the epidemic, previous to the

establishment of the notification system, the normal exodus of the
summer season was greatly accentuated and thousands of children

departed from the city, not to return until the outbreak had subsided.

However, nearby communities soon began to realize the dangers from
this unrestricted flow and instituted more or less rigid quarantine
regulations, so that ultimately this migration was considerably de-

creased. Many persons also, on account of these stringent regula-

tions, elected to remain in the city throughout the epidemic. These
facts must be taken into consideration in any estimation of the volume
of travel. Bearing tli -e facts in mind it is a safe conclusion that
from the middle of July until the end of the season outgoing travel

was perceptibly diminished, so far as children were concerned. This
conclusion is corroborated b}'' the testimony of passenger agents who
reported a decided diminution in the amount of outgoing travel as

judged by the sale of tickets. While this effect was not wholly due
to the operation of the notification system, it is probable that such
was a factor and should, therefore, be in part credited with whatever
benefits were derived therefrom.
During the course of the epidemic information, as well as direct

notice, was received from many towns, especially in ConniM-ticut and
New Jersey, that an absolute c[uarantine against children under 16

years of age arriving from New York City had been established. In
such instances the health officer of the community was innnediately
informed that inasmuch as further notification of arrivals would be
useless instructions had been given that the issuance of notification
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laicls for the community concerned had been ordered discontinued
until such time as the embargo was lifted. In numerous instances
this had the effect of raising the restrictions and the notifying of the
public of such modifications. The standardization of the methods
adopted by local quarantine officers of other States, through coopera-
tion with the plan of notification above described, was therefore an
important outcome of the registration system.

Visits of health officers from adjoining States to New York City
for the purpose of inspecting the work in progress and the holding
of conferences relative thereto tended toward the adoption of uni-
form methods. In all such instances the service representative recom-
mended daily inspection and detention of incoming children, based
upon the existing notification system, and this plan was quite gen-
erally followed. Medical officers were also detailed to nearby towns
to confer with local health authorities on various aspects of the situ-

ation and this also served to acquaint outside officials with what was
being accomplished.
Not the least of the benefits derived was the affording of local

health officers a satisfactory means of immediately locating recent
arrivals in their jurisdiction and thus enabling them to institute such
measures of isolation or limitation of movements as appeared neces-
sary. So strongly did this appeal to the health officers themselves
that numerous commendatory letters were received regarding the
effectiveness of the system. At the meeting of the special conference
of State and Territorial health officers with the service for the con-
sideration of the prevention of the spread of poliomyelitis the meas-
ures adopted received official approval and were recommended for
enforcement in all infected territory.

In regard to the direct effect the establishment of the notification

system had upon the dissemination of the disease it is believed that
no claims are justified. With our almost entire lack of knoAvledge
regarding the means of transmission of poliomyelitis, whether by
adults or children, and other facts of importance concerning its

etiology, it would be misleading to attribute more than certain indi-

rect benefits from the procedures instituted. In so far as travel was
restricted and the commingling of those from infected and uninfected
districts was prevented it is believed that benefit necessarily accrued
and tended toward the reduction of the incidence of the disease. It

is also safe to assert, in view of the regulation of travel from infected
premises and the consequent inability to obtain the necessary certifi-

cates, that certified travel was to a degree safer than that which was
uncertified.

Toward the close of the outbreak, in the latter part of September, it

became problematical what effect the opening of the schools and the
return to the city of many thousands of susceptible children would
have upon the course of the epidemic. It was decided, therefore, to

continue the work of notification, with slight modifications, until

such time as this effect had opportunity to manifest itself, that is, for

a sufficient number of days after the opening of schools to cover what
was believed to be the ordinary period of incubation of the disease.

As no increased incidence resulted from this accession of susceptible

material and as the epidemic gave every indication of being upon the
wane, the work of notification was discontinued on October 2, health
officers throughout the country being notified to this effect.
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MEASURES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE INTERSTATE SPREAD OF POLIOMYELITIS
AT PHILADELPHIA AND NEAR-BY CITIES.

Owing to the threatening situation arising from the prevalence of
jDoliomyelitis at Philadelphia, Surg. M. H. Foster was directed under
orders of August 29, 1910, to proceed to that city for special duty in
the prevention of the interstate spread of the disease, and subsequently
received orders to visit such other communities in the States of Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, and contiguous territory as was recjuired for
a similar purpose. Dr. Foster was instructed to study the conditions
then existing in Philadelphia and other cities and to recommend
such measures as might be necessary and practicable to prevent the
interstate spread of poliomyelitis, especially to the west and south,
complaints having been received from various health ofiicers that the
disease was being introduced into their section from the centers re-

ferred to through the usual avenues of communication. In carrying
into eflFect this order Dr. Foster was directed to confer with the
health officer of Philadelphia and the health commissioner of the
State of Pennsylvania and to endeavor to secure their cooperation in

the establishment of a Federal system of notification, affecting chil-

dren under 16 years of age departing from Philadelphia for points
outside the State.

An office was established in the post-office building at Philadelphia
and Dr. Foster proceeded on September 1 to Harrisburg, Pa., to con-

fer with the State health commissioner regarding the situation. At
this interview that official requested time to consider the proposed
plan of certification and notification, which was similar in all re-

spects to that in force in Xew York City, and also stated that he
wished to consult with his advisory board regarding the matter.

On September 5 Passed Asst. Surgs. J. R. Hurley and Louis
Schwartz and Asst. Surgs. M. S, Lombard and T. E. Hughes were
directed to report to the medical officer in charge at Philadelphia
for duty, and in addition seven scientific assistants and one stenog-

rapher were nominated and placed on duty.

On September 6 the health commissioner of Pennsylvania for-

mally declined to cooperate in the plan proposed, but on the follow-

ing day advanced a counter proposal for his office to exercise con-

trol over interstate travel by having State inspectors forward notifi-

cation cards to communities in other States, provided the Govern-
ment would arrange to frank such notices. This offer was approved,
with the understanding that the State officers should temporarily

accept positions as Federal officials in order to meet the require-

ments of the franking privilege and to satisfy the demands of health

authorities that Federal action be enforced. The plan as outlined,

however, was not accepted by the State commissioner of health.

In the meantime the force detailed to Philadelphia was eui))loyed

in obtaining data concerning the epidemic and the local methods
in force in handling the disease in different sections of New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania. Officers were detailed to

investigate the situation and confer with the local and State authori-

ties at Camden, Newark, and Trenton, N. J,, Wilmington,
Del., and Chester. Stewartstown, Logan, and Lansdowno. Pa.

The State health officers of New Jerscv, Delaware, and Maiy-
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land were interviewed and expressed themselves as willing and
anxious to cooperate in every way possible with the service in

any measures which might be taken to prevent the interstate spread
of the epidemic, and they submitted daily reports of all cases de-

veloping in their respective States, in many instances forwarding
this information by telegraph. From this data incidence curves of

the worse infected cities and towns were recorded and kept on file.

Careful and complete studies were also made of the various trans-

portation lines going out of Philadelphia and the number of chil-

dren leaving the State from infected points ascertained by placing
inspectors at the railroad and other terminals to estimate the number
of outgoing passengers.

On September 9, Passed Asst. Surg. J. R. Hurley was relieved

from duty at Philadelphia and directed to proceed to Baltimore for

the purpose of conferring with the State health officer of Maryland
relative to notification measures at that point, and on September 14

the seven scientific assistants were likewise transferred to Baltimore.
Later, on September 15, the commissioner of health of Pennsyl-

vania notified the service representative that he would cooperate in

measures for the interstate control of the disease provided the

measures instituted were made applicable to the entire State of

Pennsylvania and not limited to any particular section thereof. In-

asmuch as this arrangement was considered impracticable, and would
result in placing an entirely unnecessary burden upon travel, and as

the number of new cases reported daily was rapidly diminishing, the

offer was declined.

The epidemic in Philadelphia reached its maximum height the

last week in August and began to slowly but steadily diminish from
that time on. The same conditions prevailed in Camden, N. J.,

and in Wilmington, Del., although the number of cases was fewer.

Newark, N. J., suffered severely, and a large number of persons
contracted the disease, but the case rate decreased rapidly during
the latter part of September. By October 1 it was evident that the

epidemic, so far as these localities were concerned, was practically

over and that no further safeguards were necessary.

MEASURES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE INTERSTATE SPREAD OF POLIOMYE-
LITIS AT BALTIMORE, MD.

At the request of the secretary of the Maryland State Board of

Health, concurred in by the health officer of the city of Baltimore,
and in order to furnish State and local health officers with exact;

information regarding the travel of children from infected centers

to uninfected districts, a notification and certification system, in all

respects similar to that established at New York C'ity, was adopted
at Baltimore, Passed Asst. Surg. J. R. Hurley being detailed in

charge of the operations in question under orders of September 13,

191G. On September 4 Asst. Surg. C. H. Waring was directed to

report to the officer in charge for duty in this connection, and on
September 22 Passed Asst. Surg. J. R. Ridlon received similar

orders. In addition seven scientific assistants and three acting
assistant surgeons were at various times assigned to the work.

Office space with suitable equipment was secured in the city health
department building at 311 Courtland Street, this location being
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such as to afford convenience to the public and ample facilities for

the coordination of the work with that of the city health depart-
ment. A circular letter was addressed to the general passenger
agents of all transportation lines operating out of Baltimore, ex-

plaining the purpose of the system and requesting their cooperation
in carrying it into effect. Officers were stationed at the main points

of egress from the city and notification cards, based upon the issu-

ance of a certificate by the city health office or the State board of
health that the person did not come from premises where poliomyelitis

prevailed, were forwarded to health officers at the point of destina-

tion, these cards being issued to children under the age of IG years.

While at no time was the poliomyelitis situation at Baltimore as

threatening as that at New York or Philadelphia, the wisdom of

the adoption of the notification system was unquestioned. During
the 18 days the work was carried on the number of certificates issued

amounted to 2,258, an average of 125 per day, practically all of these

persons being bound for extra-State points. Upon the discontinu-

ance of the work of notification at New York City, following the

decline of the epidemic, orders were issued for the termination of

the work at Baltimore, this being effected on October 4.

COOPERATION WITH THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOARD OF HEALTH IN
INVESTIGATIONS OF POLIOMYELITIS.

Upon the request of the health commissioner of the State of

Massachusetts service cooperation with the health organization of

that State was undertaken in connection with the epidemic outbreak
of poliomyelitis, and on September 22 Surg. L. D. Fricks was di-

rected to confer with the commissioner of health and to render
such assistance as was feasible. In conformity with this order and
following the aforesaid conference Dr. Fricks was requested to pro-

ceed to Holyoke, where poliomyelitis was then epidemic, in order

to relieve as far as possible the tense feeling which existed in the

community and at the same time to assist the local health authorities

in collecting epidemiological data bearing upon the influence of a

comparatively rigid quarantine on the extent of the outbreak.

During the latter part of June and the early part of July there

was an unusually heavy influx of families containing small children

into Holyoke from New York City, the majority of these families

leaving on account of the epidemic of poliomyelitis. On July 15

a case of infantile paralvsis Avas discovered in a child recently ar-

rived from New York City, and following the appearance of this

case all families coming from suspected districts and all children

from New York presenting service certificates were quarantined.

No other cases were discovered until August 16, but between that

time and Octx)ber 1, 73 cases were reported, an incidence of slightly

more than one per thousand.

The local health authorities made unusual efforts to secure the

early diagnosis of poliomyelitis cases, two physicians being employed
to study and report on all illness occurring amontr children. In this

way early recognition of the disease was possible. All patients,

with few exceptions, were immediately removed to a specially con-

structed hospital and the family from which the patient came was
quarantined, together with other families using the same entrance in
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apartments and tenements. Day and night watchmen were em-
ployed to guard all entrances and food supplies were furnished and
delivered by the city during the period of quarantine. There can

be no question that by the adoption of these methods direct personal

contact between families in which the disease prevailed with others

in the conmiunity was greatly restricted.

Considerable time was spent in assisting in the collection of epi-

demiological data and in so far as the cases observed were concerned

the following conclusions were warranted : In the great majority of

instances it was impossible to trace any direct contact with a pre-

vious frank case of the disease. While there were instances of more
than one child in the same family being afflicted the rule was that

those who became ill did so at or about the same time. Although
several were under 1 year of age it was impossible to rule out all

articles of diet other than mother's milk. No unusual presence of

any biting insect was found and no single insect was discovered com-
mon to every infected house. None of the cases in Holyoke showed
any very close connection with New York families, 66 in number,
certified by the service and arriving in Holyoke subsequent to July
15 (it wasfairly certain that these persons came from premises where
poliomyelitis did not prevail), but there was an apparent connection

between the homes visited by New York families earlier in the season

and the points at which the earliest cases developed (many of these

families doubtless came from homes where the disease was present).

The amount expended by the city of Holyoke in attempting to

control the epidemic and in the quarantine and treatment of cases

was upward of $80,000. The part which was spent foi- sanitary

surveys and the general improvement of conditions throughout the

city was undoubtedly well expended. In conducting these surveys

more than 100 unreported cases of measles and scarlet fever were
discovered. By the construction of a special hospital for the treat-

ment of infantile paralysis and the prompt diagnosis and early

treatment of all cases, together with trained nursing, the patients

received much better care than would ordinarily.be accorded.

COOPERATION WITH MONTANA STATE BOARD OF HEALTH IN INVESTI-

GATIONS OF POLIOMTELITIS AT BILLINGS, MONT,

During the latter part of July, 1916, poliomyelitis appeared at

Billings and other points in Montana, notably on the Crow Indian
Reservation. Owing to the fact that certain local physicians were
vmable to agree on the diagnosis of these cases, many believing them
to be cases of epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis, the Montana State

Board of Health requested that a service officer be detailed to investi-

gate conditions. Accordingly, Surg. L. D. Fricks conducted an in-

vestigation during the early part of August, and subsequently Passed

Asst. Surg. A. J. I^anza received instructions to institute a careful

survey of the situation. It was ascertained that the epidemic, which
while not extensive resulted in a high mortality, was unquestionably

poliomyelitis, as bacteriological examination of the spinal fluid gave

no evidence of meningitis, while a number of patients presented dis-

tinct paralyses, and that in all probability the disease had been

spread by contact. Measures for suppressing the epidemic were

recommended.
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COOPERATION WITH THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH OF MAINE IN INVEST [-

GATING POLIOMYELITIS AT ROCKLAND, ME.

Upon the request of the State Board of Health of Maine and the

health authorities of the city of Rockland, Surg. D. E. Robinson on
October 7, 1916, was ordered to proceed to Rockland, Me., for the

purpose of investigating an outbreak of poliomyelitis and advising
with the local authorities concerning measures for the control of

the disease. The history of the epidemic, at the time the investi-

gation was undertaken, showed that 37 cases had occurred in the

city proper, with 9 deaths, and that 15 cases had developed in

contiguous territory. While the local authorities had adopted ener-

getic measures for the control of the infection, some question had
arisen on the part of the public as to the necessity for the enforce-

ment of such rigid restrictions. After carefully reviewing the
situation and making a study of the cases which had developed
definite recommendations were advanced concerning reasonable meas-
ures to be adopted for the control of the epidemic.

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES IN NEW ORLEANS.

The period between June 30, 1916, and June 30, 1917, marked
the third year in which plague suppressive measures were carried

on in New Orleans. During this time service operations have been
conducted as in previous years with but few minor changes. These
changes have been characterized mainly by greater attention to

specific rat-proofing problems, such as the delay occasioned by
property owners on account of inadequate funds, conditions pre-

senting engineering difficulties, careful inspection of ncAv buildings,

and cases in which owners resisted all efforts to make their prop-
erties rat proof. With the close of each fiscal year the problems of

the succeeding year become correspondingly more difficult, owing
largely to the fact that the places remaining nonrat-proof belong
either to those who are financially unable to make the necessary

alterations, or to those who will not willingly cooperate. During
the past fiscal year, however, it is of interest to note the following:
There has been an entire absence of human plagiTe and an appar-

ent suppression of the epizootic, as evidenced by the fact that during
the past six months but three infected rodents have been reported
and these at widely separated points, the last of which was con-

firmed on April 24.^1917.

A large number of very bad conditions have been remedied.
The number of rodents examined at the laboratory has been con>

siderably lessened.

Conditions along the water front are apparently imp^o\^ng.
The average number of fleas per rat on June 30, 1917, had markedly

lessened as compared with the corresponding date of the preceding
year.

According to the board of health for the city of New Orleans and
parish of Orleans, the general health of the community has im-
proved, owing in part to the general cleaning up incident to rat
proofing.
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Incidentally it has been estimated by the fire marshal, that as a re-

sult of rat-proofing operations, the number of fires during the past

two years* has been reduced, as compared with preceding years.

GENEBAL ORGANIZATION.

The general plan of organization duiing the past fiscal year has
remained practically unchanged. Owing, however, to increasing

lumibers of buildings becoming rat proofed and to the general effi-

ciency of the employees the working force has been materially re-

duced in numbers and in several instances districts have been merged.
On July 1, 191G. the total number of employees was 304, and on July 1,

1917, the total number was 197. Districts Nos. 1 and 3 and Algiers

have been merged into one district and placed in charge of a single

officer. Districts Xos. 4 and 5 have likewise been merged. This leaves

the city divided into four more or less equal parts, each division being
in charge of a separate officer. liat proofing in St. Bernard Parish,

including the towns of Chalmette, and Arabi, has continued under the

supervision of the officer in charge of district No. 5. As yet no rat-

proofing operations have been undertaken in the towns of McDonogh-
ville, Harvey, Gretna, Amesville, or Westwego, these towns being
contiguous to Algiers and across the Mississippi River from New
Orleans.
During the year the work of plague eradication has been under the

direction of Passed Asst. Surg. Friench Simpson, assisted at various
times bv the following oflricers: Passed Asst. Surgs. C. L. Williams,
J.H.Smith, jr., and J. B. Laughlin ; Asst. Surgs. H. C. Cody, C. V.
Akin, M. S. Lombard, W. C. Teufel, R. R. Sayers, W. F. Wagenbach,
and R. E. Dyer ; Acting Asst. Surgs. M. D. Hollis, G. McG. Stewart^
Park Howell, and Percy Ahrons.

LEGAL ENACTMENTS.

Regarding court procedures there is nothing of special importance
to note. Ordinance No. 2512, commission council series, under which
plague operations have been conducted, remains in force and during
the past year apparently all disputes as to its legality have ceased.

There were filed during the year 4,226 affidavits for failure to rat
proof premises. Of this number 2,146 were either acquitted or with-
drawn before trial on account of completion of the work; 1,596 are
?-till pending owing to work being in progress, some work having been
done, or the case not having been called into court ; 346 cases were con-
victed, and of this number 138 appealed to a higher court. The total

fines paid in for failure to rat proof amounted to $2,410. Compared
with the preceding year there has been a great increase in the amount
of fines imposed, the total in 1915-16 amounting to only $806.

OUTGOING QUARANTINE.

There has been no cessation in quarantine procedures as appliea
to ships docking at the wharves in New Orleans. As described in

previous reports it is necessary that all ships be properly fended off

and rat guarded and those vessels which have not been fumigated
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within the preceding four-montli period are re(iuired to undergo
fumigation, in lieu of which they are given a foul bill of health. The
fumigant now in general use for the deratization of vessels is hydro-
cyanic acid gas, the genersition of which is described in the annual
report for 1915, no change in this procedure having been made. It is

desired to call attention to the fact that during the past year no
diflSculties have been encountered incident to the handling of hydro-
cyanic acid gas, either among the crews of vessels fumigated or those
conducting the fumigation.
A departure of note is to be found in a recent ruling that ships

docking at so-called rat-proofed wharves need not resort to fending
off or rat guarding. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, a
marked difference was found in the number of rats caught on rat-

proofed and those on nonrat-proofed wharves. This finding has been
amply confirmed throughout the past year, an example of which is

the following: From the Julia Street wharf, which is rat-proofed,
10 rats were caught between the period of October 1, 1916, and July
1, 1917. From the Erato Street Wharf, which is separated from the
latter by the St. Joseph Street Wharf, during the same period of
time 367 rats were caught. With these facts in mind and believing
that the owners of the wharves and the steamships should derive some
benefit from their labors in attempting to reduce the rodent popula-
tion, the matter was brought to the attention of the commission council
with a reconmiendation that a law be passed relieving steamships
docking at these rat-proofed wharves from fending off or rat guard-
ing. This was acted upon favorably and the law was passed.
After fumigation a careful search is always made of all vessels for

dead rats. These are collected and sent to the laboratory where they
are subjected to the same routine examination as all other rodents
trapped.
The following table gives in detail the routine quarantine opera-

tions during the past year:

Outgoing quarantine, July 1, 1916, to July 1, 1917.

Number of ships clearing 661
Number of bills of health Issued to ships clearing 1, 934
Clean bills of health issued

~~

i[ 790
Foul bills of health issued '

140
Approximate tonnage clearing from port 1,335,000
Local boats (mostly intrastate) fumigated and given certificates

'
' SI

Approximate tonnage of such boats 3^ 929

Fumigation.

Number of ships fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas 681
Niunber of ships fumigated with sulphur dioxide 81

Total fumigations 762
Pounds sodium cyanide used 37. sn
Pints sulphuric acid used " I__I_I 56, 797
Pounds sulphur used 3^390

LABOBA'rOBT.

The general routine of laboratory procedure has remained prac-
tically the same as during the preceding years and no efforts have
been spared to detect any case of rodent plague. As heretofore, the
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macroscopic method of diagnosis is given first place and this is sup-

plemented by a biological and microscopic examination in all sus-

pected cases. The total number of rodents received during the past

year was 387,732. Of this number 77,071 were examined, 42 of which
were proven positive for plague. In connection with the laboratory

report the following facts should be noted

:

There was a decrease in the actual number of infected rodents as

compared with the preceding year.

Tlie number of rodents suspected of having plague was markedly
lessened.

The number of rats showing well-marked signs of plague was
smaller proportionately than the preceding year.

The number of rats showing indefinite signs of plague was propor-
tionately large.

Following plague inoculations a longer time proportionately was
required to kill experimental animals.

Typical cultures have been correspondingly harder to secure.

There have been no infected mice.

The flea count per rat examined was greatly reduced as compared
with the preceding year.

Eeferring to the decrease in the proportionate number of rats

showing well-marked signs of plague and the greater length of time
required to kill experimental animals, it is inferred that this condi-

tion is the result of either one of two conditions or both, namely : A
decrease in the virulence of the infecting organism or a greater resist-

ance on the part of the rodent.

The following tables give in detail all laboratory operations dur-
ing the past yea,r

:

Number of aniraals examined during the year ending June 30, 1917 77, 071
Number of animals examined during the year ending June 30,

1917, by sex and species, as follows:
Mus norveglcus:

Male 9, 631
Female 24, 815

Mus rattus:
Male 4, 138
Female 6, 287

Mus alexandrinus

:

Male 3, 831
Female 5, 469

Mus musculus 12,660
Wood rats (Neotoma floridana rub.) :

Male 451
Female 317

Wood rats {Sigmodon nispidus) :

Male 4, 955
Female 2, 823

Wood rats {Hesperomys palustris) :

Male 782
Female 184

Muskrats (Fiber zibetMcus) :

Male 72
Female 58

Proechimys centralis:

Male 79
Female 213

Eodents examined 76,765
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Number of animals examined, etc.—Continued.
Opossums

:

Male 92
Female 102

Squirrels 1
Rabbits 1
Unclassified :

Male 35
Female 75

Miscellaneous animals examined 306

Total animals examined 77,071
Animals not examined 310,661

Animals received at the laboratory 387,732
Number of animals received during the year ending June 30, 1917 387,732
Number of animals received during the year ending June 30, 1917, by

species

:

Mus norvegicus 34,446
Mus rattus 10,425
Mus alexandrinus 9,300
Mus mnsculus 314,964
Putrid rodents 8,356
Wood rats (Neotoma floridatui rub.) 768
Wood rats (Sigmodon nispidus) 7,778
Wood rats {Hesperomys palustris) 966
Musk rats 130
Proechimys centralis 292

Rodents received 887,425
Opossums , 194
Squirrels 1
Rabbits 1
Unclassified 110
Diamond-back terrapins 1

Miscellaneous animals received 307

Total 387, 732
Plague-infected rats, by species:

Number of Mus norvegicus 36
Number of Mus rattus 4
Number of Mus alexandrinus 2
Number of Mus musculus

Total 42
Lesions found in Infected rodents

:

Subcutaneous injection 30
Buboes

:

Cervical only 3
Axillary only III_IIII 1
Inguinal only ~

ZZ.IZ 4
Multiple III__I
Any type ~

IIIII___I i
Granular liver

~~~
jg

Granular spleen "II~II_II 1

Pleural effusion Zr--IIIZI_IZI__ 21
Abscess of liver ZI_III_

~1

Necrosis of liver ZZZZZZ_
~

Abscess of spleen Z ZZZZZ___Z_ZZZZ_ZZZZ 2
Adhesions of spleen ZZZZZZZZZZ 1
Scars on spleen ZZZ_ZIZZZZ_ZZ Z 3
Ruptured spleen "

~_ZZZ_ZZZZI__ZZZZZ
No lesions (plague-like organisms in smears only sign) ZZZZZZ--Z 7
No lesions (animals inoculated because rat was caught at infected

location
) q
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Comparative figures of rats showing well-marked macroscopic

.-^igns of plague: rats showing slight or indistinct signs; rats showing
no macroscopic signs but with plague-like organisms in smears and
lats showing signs of resolving plague:

Infected rats showing well-marked signs 8
Infected rats showing slight or indistinct signs 21
Infecte<l rats sliowing no signs 1
Infected rats picked out on smears only 7
Infected rats showing signs of resolving plague 5

Total number of infected rats 42

Total number of rats not showing marked signs of plague 34

Flea infestation of rats.

[Average number of fleas per rat.]
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INCIDENCE OF THE EPIZOOTIC.

The infected rats trappe<5 during the past year were from widely
scattered points, including six from the town across the river opposite
New Orleans. Places yielding infected rodents were as follows:

City of New Orleans, from widely scattered points 34
Algiers 2
McDonoghville 3
Westwego 1
Chalmette 1
Steamship Eggsford 1

Total 42

As will be seen from the tabulation a plague infected rodent was
captured aboard a vessel, the steamship Eggsford. The record of
this vessel showed that for the year previous to her arrival she had
not docked at any port known to be plague infected and accordingly,
upon reaching quarantine, she was inspected and passed without
fumigation. Upon her arrival at New Orleans on September 20,

1916, she was fended off and rat guards adjusted to all mooring lines

in the customary manner. Trapping was instituted throughout the
ship on the following day. At the first inspection 31 rats were found
trapped and were immediately forwarded to the laboratory for ex-

amination. Among this lot a female Rattus was found plague in-

fected. Since the vessel was fended off and properly rat-guarded
and the rodents trapped were obtained within 24 hours after arrival,

the evidence strongly favors the assimiption that plague existed in

this ship prior to arrival in New Orleans. Subsequent trapping oper-
ations gave a gradually decreasing number of rodents and upon
fumigation 6 remaining rats were recovered, making a total of 69
rodents obtained while the vessel was in port. All of these, with
the exception noted, proved to be negative for plague infection.

Conditions at the close of the past fiscal year were far more hope-
ful than they were at the beginning. During the month of June,
1916, 15 plague-infected rats were reported and apparently at that

time there were no signs of an abatement of the epizootic. Between
July 1, 1916, and January 1, 1917, a period of six months, 39 infected

rats were confirmed as follows:

July 6
August 8
September 12
October 7
November 4
December 2

In the succeeding six months from January, 1917, to July 1, 1917,
only three infected rodents were reported, the last one on April 24,

1917. With the approach of summer weather it was feared that
there might be an increase in the number of rodent cases. This,
however, has not been borne out, and during the period when the
largest number of cases might be expected not one has been dis-

covered. Instead of the expected increase there has been a decrease
not only in the number of positive rodents but in rats showing even
suspicious signs as evidenced by the laboratory report. Three things
would appear to have a bearing upon this

:

First. A lesser number of rodents caught.

18643°—17 14
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Second. Aj)i)arent altenuatioii of infecting virus as evidenced by
increasing lcny:ths of time required before a rat suspected of having
plague can be declared positive for plague. Plague rat No. 351 was
caught December 2i». lUlO, and the diagnosis was not confirmed until

February 11, 1!)17, during which period the virus was passed through
5 guinea pigs and 2 white rats.

Third. The great reduction in the number of fleas per rat counted
as compared with a corresponding period of the preceding year.

In June, 1917, the highest average number of fleas per rat was 3,

and in June, 1916, the highest average number of fleas per rat was 7,

a difference of 4 fleas per rat.

Of tliese, the attenuation of the infecting virus would seem to be
the great factor, with the lessened flea count playing an important
though secondary role.

SOURCES OF INFECTION.

While the 42 rats infected with plague were captured at widely
scattered points and in a great ^'ariety of premises, it is interesting

to observe that none of them were taken at previously known rodent
plague foci, and in only one instance, that of Fabacher's dairy, McDon-
oghville, was more than one infected rat caught. At the last-named
point two infected rodents wore trapped. Following is a list of the

character of places from which infected rodents were captured

:

Dwellings, in yards 14
Dwellings, inside 1

Open lots, in ;,'<irbage dumps 3
Business e.stahlishnients, in yards 2
Business establishments, inside 5
Dairy, in yard 2

Food depot, inside 4
Food depot, in yard 3
Stables, inside 1

Drains 3
Sewers 2
Wharves 1

Ships 1

Total 42

TREATMENT OF FOCI.

Premises at which plague-infected rats were caught continue to be
created as heretofore. Removal of planks from yards and sheds;

elimination of rubbish and all loose material from the ground area

and rat-prooflng of all permanent structures. With the great de-

crease in rcjdent plague there have been but few foci requiring atten-

tion and generally there is little to be done, owing to completion of

a large amount of rat-proofing.

TRAPPING.

It is hardly necessary to state that trapping operations are of great

importance in a plague; eradicative campaign and for this reason

every effort has been made to keep the trapping force in a highly

efficient state. The general routine as previously carried out has been
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observed during the past year, and there have. been no innovations
worthy of mention except perhaps in district Xo. 7. in which area all

traps are moved simultaneously from one territory to another about
once in every month. The traps are placed throuirhout a given terri-

tory and are then watched and baited for the specified length of time,
after which they are again moved and carried to another location.

This method is of doubtful value, as it necessitates the loss of two or
possibly three days of trapping in every month, requires extra labor
to handle the traps, and means the withdrawal of traps from known
rat harbors.

At the beginning of the past fiscal year, there were 143 trappers
in the several districts. Through a general reduction in force, in-

creased skill on the part of the trappers, and lessened rat catch, it

has been possible to reduce this number to 106 trappers, handling,
approximately, 912 cage traps and 19,695 snap traps.

The accompanying form gives the total rat and mouse catch for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, as compared with the preceding
years.

Species.
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proofed wharves. There are approximately 20 wharve? along the
New Orleans water front. Of these 7 are either rat-proofed or rela-

tively so: 13 remain nonrat-proof. From the rat-proofed and rela-

tively rat-proofed wharves 223 rats have been caught during the
past 9 months, and from the nonrat-proof wharves 1,240 rats. This is

a very strong argument in favor of rat-proofing the docks. It is

hoped that the removal of restrictions from ships docking at rat-

proof wharves will act as a stimulus toward getting the remaining
docks rat-proofed. Attention is called to the fact that 1,080 of the
1.240 rats trapped were taken from five Avharves, namely: Pauline
Street, Bienville Street. Erato Street, Robin Street, and Celeste
Street. The explanation for the great difference in rat catch from
the various nonrat-proofed wharves probably lies in the fact that a

number of the M-harves are now used for the handling of lumber
and munitions and the remaining wharves handle but a small amount
of loose foodstuffs.

BAT-PROOFING.

During the past year there has been little or no change in the
general methods employed in the rat-proofing of buildings. As here-

tofore, every effort has been made to discover those places which
were in a structurally bad condition or which might be harboring
rats. All new buildings while in the course of erection have been
carefully inspected with a view to correcting anything which might
be the cause of the property becoming a rat harbor in the future.

In an effort to eliminate dishonesty on the part of contractors, and
carelessness on the part of inspectors, a double check has been re-

quired on all premises before they were declared completed and ready
for abatement.
There was no organized opposition to rat-proofing during the past

year, but as previously mentioned the buildings which remain nonrat-
proofed, as a rule, either belong to those too poor to make the neces-

sary repairs, or to those who have persistently opposed all such
measures. It is the latter class of cases which at present is causing
the greatest amount of delay. The inspecting force during the past

year has been materially reduced, and at the close of the year there

were on duty 34 inspectors and assistant inspectors whose duty it is

to supervise the rat-proofing of buildings.

Mention should be made of the work which has been done in the

Parish of St. Bernard, principally in the towns of Arabi and Chal-
mette. Upon the finding of a plague-infected rodent in these loca-

tions it was considered necessary that some action be taken toward
rat-proofing. As a result the necessary laws were enacted and the

owners of the properties readily cooperated w^ith the service in an
effort to eliminate all rat harborage. There is a total of 646 main and
rear buildings in these towns, of which number 283 have been com-
pletely rat-proofed, 120 partially completed, while 230 remain non-
compliant. The cost of operations has amounted to $15,969.

Again referring to those towns across the river from New Orleans
(McDonoghville. Harvey. Gretna, Amesville, and Westwego), it is

well to state that a number of plague-infected rodents have been
trapped from time to time. There are in these towns many very bad
rat harborages, and efforts have been made to have the necessary laws
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enacted that rat-proofing operations might be carried out. There
has been, and still is. marked opposition to the enactment of any such

law, and other than intensive trapping, nothing has been done toward
the elimination of rodents.

The following is a tabulation of rat-proofing operations for the

past year:

Recapitulation of rat-proofing operations at New Orleans for fiscal year ending
June 30, 1917.

Buildings

:

Completed, rat-proofed
Incomplete, work begun
Noncompliant, no work done
Previously and originally rat-proofed
Demolished

39,715
3.5, 620
7,260

94,192
5,618

Total number
Work performed

:

Square yards concrete laid

Linear feet chain wall installed—.
Linear feet tlasliing laid

Square yards tar-cinder floor laid.

Linear feet wall fill installed

Total cost of rat-proofing

City blocks
Main buildings
Rear buildings

182. 405

428, 609
887. 948
274, 729

8. 6.52

89. 8.50

$2, 166, 510. 86
5,436

185, 366
96.566

Dwellings
Food depots
Stables
Miscellaneous business buildings.
Cisterns
Chicken yards

Rat-
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REENTRY OF PI.AGXTE INFECTION INTO THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO.

On May 21, 1917, a ground squirrel shot by one of the service

employees in the county of San Francisco about one mile north of
the line between the counties of San Francisco and San Mateo, and
a mile southwest of that portion of the city known as Glenn Park,
was found on examination to be infected with bubonic plague. This
infection is apparently the logical extension of plague infection in

a northerly direction through the county of San Mateo. Such an
extension has been forecast for a number of years and it is not sur-

prising that it has at length occurred. As yet there are no indica-

tions of the spread of the infection to rats.

OPERATIONS IN SAN FRANCISCO.

On June 30, 1916, the Public Health Service officially severed its

connection with plague suppressive measures in the city of San Fran-
cisco, this work thereafter being carried on by the San Francisco
department of health. At their request the work has been supervised

by service officers in charge of other plague suppressive measures in

the State, and the efforts of previous years toward the control of

rodent infestation have been continued.

Paucity of funds has made it impossible during the past year to

do any extensi\ e trapping of rats. However, one man has been kept
busy on this work, mainly along the water front, all rats secured
being examined, as heretofore, at the service laboratory. During the

year there were trapped and examined a total of 4,199 rats, none of

which were found infected with plague. The number by species was
as follows

:

Mus norvegicus : 1, 330
Mus rattus 1, 036
Mus alexandrinus 1, 833

In addition to the trapping operations poisoning was carried out as

in previous years, one man being assigned to this duty. All com-
plaints regarding the scattering of foodstuffs, uncovered and dam-
aged garbage cans, and improperly constructed chicken yards were
carefully investigated, a total of 2,433 complaints of this nature
being received and the responsible parties notified regarding proper
measures for abatement. The ordinance providing for the inspec-

tion of garbage cans and their maintenance in a state of repair was
enforced as heretofore. The work of destroying rat harbors, consist-

ing mainly in the removal of old wooden floors and the closing of

dead spaces, was carried on in a systematic manner, and the enforce-

ment of the city ordinance providing for the rat proofing of build-

ings, particularly as regards food places and new buildings, was
continued.

The health department of San Francisco has signified its inten-

tions of maintaining the plague preventive work in the city of San
Francisco during the fiscal year 1917-18. This is rendered all the

more necessary by the discovery of a plague infected ground squirrel

within the county limits.

The measures adopted to free shipi)ing of rats in San Francisco

were carried on directly by the Public Health Service, the officer
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in charge of plague-suppressive measures in California cooperating
with the quarantine station by supplying and directing an inspection

and trapping force operating on vessels in ports and on wharves
and property immediately adjacent thereto. Besides trapping rats

this force sees that vessels obey the quarantine regulations in regard
to plague, and assists, when needed, in the fumigation of ships.

The following table summarizes the work accomplished:

Number of inspections made of vessels for rat guards 90.3

Number of vessels inspected for rat guards 261
Number of reinspections made of vessels 133
Number of new rat guards procured 211
Number of defective guards repaired 8
Number of rats trapped on wharves and water front 2,341
Number of rats trapped on vessels 1,181
Average number of traps set on wharves and water front 396
Average number of traps set on vessels 30
Number of vessels trapped on 82
Number of times trapped on " 1,743
Number of poisons placed on water front (pieces) 91.800
Bait used on water front and vessels, bacon (pounds) 203
Amount of bread used in poisoning on water front (loaves) 306
Number of pounds of poison used on water front 102
Number of vessels fumigated 118
Number of vessels searched for dead rats after fumigation 90
Number of dead rats taken from vessels after fumigation 439

OPEKATIONS FOB THE ERADICATION OF PLAGUE AMONG GROUND SQUIRRELS.

Since the discovery of a plague-infected ground squirrel, May 21,

1917, it has been possible only to institute intensive hunting opera-

tions in San Francisco Count}^ with the object of delineating infected

areas as well as killing the ground squirrels. It is expected during the

coming fiscal year to institute more extensive eradicative measures and
to conduct a further plague survey of rats in San Francisco. Dur-
ing the year operations for the eradication of plague among ground
squirrels in other parts of the State have been carried out in the

following counties: Contra Costa, Alameda, Stanislaus, Merced, San
Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, San Benito, and Monterey.

In all of these counties the general procedure has been the same.

This procedure, as in past years, has been the inspection of all ter-

ritory, followed by the serving of notices on the owners of squirrel-

infested lands making it mandatory upon them to institute eradica-

tive measures: reinspection to determine the results obtained by the

owners, and the enforcement of the work upon those lands upon
which no work has been done or poor results obtained—this latter

through use of a law empowering the State to do the work in such
cases and to collect the bill for the same from the boards of super-

visors of the various counties in which the work is done. In carry-

ing out this plan every assistance was given to the landowners by
the inspection force, such assistance ranging from advice to active

help in mixing and placing poisoned grain or in the use of carbon
bisulphide or other means of squirrel destruction. In addition to

this, hunting operations were carried out throughout the county of

San Mateo and. to a slight extent, in the counties of Alameda, San
Benito, and Santa Cruz.
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RESULTS OF HUNTING OPERATIONS.

In view of its importance as the only county adjacent to the county
of San Francisco extensive hunting operations were carried on in
San Mateo County and the southern portions of San Francisco. All
squirrels shot Avere sent to the laboratory for examination. On
March 16. 1917. a plague-infected s(iuirrel was shot 2 miles west of
the city of San Mateo and on April 4, 1917, a plague-infected squirrel
was found dead at almost the same spot. The infected squirrel shot
in San Francisco County has been referred to in a previous section
of this report.

Sporadic hunting in Alameda, Santa Cruz, and San Benito Coun-
ties has brought to light 24 plague-infected squin-els in Alameda
County, 9 plague-infected squirrels in Santa Cruz County, and 7
plague-infected squirrels in San Benito County. The following tabu-
lation shows the ranches on which these squirrels were secured

:

Ranch.
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The work accomplished in the eradication of squirrels during the
past fiscal year may be summarized as follows

:

Eradicative operations.

Number of inspections 6,362
Number of reinspections 18,003
Number of acres inspected 2,783, 673
Number of acres reinspected 6,610.383
Number of acres treated with waste balls 278, 909
Number of acres treated with destructors 3,870
Number of acres treated with poisoned sr.iin 2, 720, 751
Number of acres treated with hose and funnel 37. 167
Number of acres treated with straw smoke, distillate, and sulphur__ 427
Number of holes treated 1,255,662

LABORATORY OPEKATIONS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

At the laboratory the routine examination of squirrels, rats, and
other rodents for the determination of plague has been continued.

The squirrels were obtained by hunting operations, while the rats

were secured principally through trapping in the city of San Fran-
cisco. A considerable number of rats, however, were sent to the
laboratory from the cities of Alameda and Oakland, where trapping
has been carried out for varying lengths of time by the respective city

health departments. No case of plague infection was found among
the rats. The following is a tabulation of the examinations for
plague

:

Rodents.
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ASSISTANCE TO OTHKK BRANCHES OF THE SERVICE.

Tlie necessary bacteriological examination of large numbers of
immigrants from portions of the Orient were made at the laboratory,

to determine whether or not they were cholera carriers. This work
was done in cooperation with the quarantine station on Angel Island,

and was greatly facilitated by the assistance of the medical officer in

charge of the medical inspection of immigrants at the port of San
Francisco. A total of 3,449 persons were examined, none of whom,
howe\er, were found to carry the cholera vibrio. These examinations
were maintained from September i^O, 1916, to February 23, 1917.

During the year clinical work in the laboratory has been performed
for the following institutions: United States marine hospitals. Sail

Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal., Port Townsend, Wash., and Port-

land. Oreg. ; United States immigration hospital, Angel Island, Cal.

;

and the United States Indian Service at various locations in the

Western States.

The work consisted mostly of making AVasscrman tests and con-

ducting examinations for the presence of B. typhosus. The sum-
mary of examinations made is as follows:,

Wasserman tests 1, 40;'>

Pec-es for tlie present 3 of B. typhosus 12G
Feces for the presence of B. dysenterice 1

Urine for the presence of B. typhosus 2
Urine analyses 3
Blood cultures 4
Widal test 10
Blood for mercurialized serum 10
Urine for tuberculosis (guinea pigs) inoculation 2

Bloody pus for culture, tuberculosis (guinea pig) inoculation 1

Specimens for culture and guinea-pig inoculation for tuberculosis 6
Sputum for mixed vaccine 2

Culture for organism identification 3
Meningitis examinations 59
Other examinations 21

Throughout the year the laboratory conducted the w^ork of ex-

amining samples of water from the sources of supply of all the inter-

state carriers in the States of California and Nevada. This work is

more fully set forth in the report of the Interstate Sanitary District

of the Pacific.

On December 1, 1916, the Federal laboratory, originally established

for work in connection with plague operations, became the Inter-

state Sanitary Laboratory of the Pacific. For convenience the work
of the laboratory has been set forth under plague-suppressive meas-

ures, except such functions as are strictly those pertaining to the

Interstate Sanitary District of the Pacific.

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT SEATTLE, WASH.

The Public Health Service continues to exercise supervision over

all plague suppressive and plague preventive measures on Puget
Sound, the work being in charge of Surg. B. J. Lloyd.

History of plague incidence in Seattle.—It wnll be recalled that

plague first manifested itself at Seattle in October, 1907, a total of

seven human cases having been reported at that time. Later, in De-

cember, 1913, a death occurred which was suspicious of septicemic
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plague, but verification of the diagnosis was not possible on account
of the body having been embalmed. The first infected rat was dis-

covered within a month of the outbreak of human cases, namely, on
November 7, 1907, and during the succeeding year other infected

rodents were obtained. There then followed several breaks in the

continuity of infected rodents discovered until the fiscal year 1916,

when three plague rats were reported. No further infection was
found until March, 1917, when three plague rats were discovered

about the same time and all at a focus which had previously yielded

plague infection. These were the only plague rats found in Seattle

during the fiscal year just closed.

History of plague measures.—During a part of the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1908, plague suppressive measures in Seattle were
under the direct supervision of the Public Health Service, but when
human cases ceased to occur the work against the disease in rodents

was continued by the city health department. A joint laboratory,

city and Federal, having been established, the service furnished the

greater part of the equipment and the services of a bacteriologist

trained in the diagnosis of plague, while the city maintained the

laboratory, providing helpers and supervising the necessary trappers.

This plan continued until the marked recrudescence in rodent plague,

in the latter part of the calendar year 1913, when it became necessary

to augment the force of trappers, which had previously been reduced,

to 25. By mutual agreement the supervision of this force was trans-

ferred to the Public Health Service, and 5 trained rodentologists were
brought by the service from San Francisco to have the immediate
direction of the 25 men furnished by the city of Seattle. Immedi-
ately upon the recrudescence in question maritime measures, consist-

ing of successive fumigation of vessels, fending and rat guarding, and
regular inspections, were inaugurated to prevent the spread of the

disease to other ports, these measures likewise being made applicable

to vessels engaged in intrastate traffic. At the present time fumi-

gation is no longer required on account of plague conditions in

Seattle, but is performed from time to time on local vessels when it

is found that they are becoming rat infested. Fumigation of vessels

from plague infected ports is performed as a routine measure upon
request of the United States quarantine officer at Port Townsend.
Fending-off and rat-guarding on all vessels was continued up to and
including a part of the present fiscal year, when, upon the recommen-
dation of the officer in charge, concurred in by the city and State

health authorities, fending and guarding were limited to vessels from
plague-infected ports.

In January, 1914, upon the urgent injunction of the bureau, the

examination of the bodies of persons who had died of an acute illness

lasting less than seven days was agreed to by the city and State

health authorities. Undertakers were accordingly enjoined from
embalming dead bodies in such cases until released by an officer of

the Public Health Service. This measure was continued until the

present fiscal year when, by agreement Avith this bureau, it has been

limited to the bodies of persons dying from septicemia (or " blood

poisoning"), pneumonia, and cases which might be suspicious of

plague.
In March, 1914, the entire work of plague suppressrion and pre-

vention was transferred to the Public Health Service, the city fur-
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ni>hing inspectois, trappers, traps, bait, transportation, etc., the
service providinii the necessary officers and employees for supervising
tlie Avork. and continnino[ the services of a bacterioh)gist in connection
with the examination of rodents and of suspicious cases. This ar-

rangement has been satisfactorily continued and is still in operation
at the present time, there having been a gradual reduction in force
to eight city trappers and two Federal inspectors, the latter having
numerous other duties.

Present operations.—Shortly after the work was turned over to

the Public Health Service the city council passed, upon the recom-
mendation of the service, an ordinance requiring the rat proofing of
all new buildings and all buildings undergoing repairs to the value
of 40 per cent of the building being repaired. This rat proofing is

either by elevation (18 inches), or by both concrete foundation walls
and concrete-floor areas. Immediately after the passing of this ordi-

nance the plague work on Puget Sound was reorganized, with the
following objectives in view:

{a) The prevention of the introduction of plague from other ports

(continued from previous plan).

{h) Trapping and poisoning operations, including the collection

of dead rats (continuation).
(c) Laboratory examination of rodents and suspicious cases (con-

tinuation).

{d) Educational work by means of lectures, illustrated and other-

wise, and by mailing circular letters to persons who make complaints
about rats.

{e) Intensive trapping on the part of residents in given districts

(rat-drive campaign).

(/) Trapping operations in cities outside of Seattle.

Ig) The extermination of existing foci in Seattle (continued from
previous plans, but reinforced).

(A) The rat proofing of buildings in cities outside of Seattle.

{i) The rat proofing of buildings in Seattle.

{]) The maintaining of the full cooperation of State and local

authoritias.

Two of these measures deserve more than passing mention. The
extermination of existing foci is pressed hard whenever a plague-

infected rat is found. Sometimes this means the razing of an old

building, sometimes it is the tearing up of wooden floors and re-

placing them with concrete, the tearing out of double walls and
ceilings, covering with metal lathing, double-layered floors rein-

forced by wire netting, etc. This work is laid out jointly by the

city health department and the Public Health Service and is pur-

sued quietly but relentlessly with at present very little opposition

on the part of property owners on whom the expense, which is often

considerable, falls.

The rat proofing of new buildings and of buildings undergoing
extensive repairs is supervised by the service. A notice of every

permit for a new building and for repairs is filed, and a copy of the

rat-proofing ordinance is mailed to the owner (or agent), and the

contractor. Subsequently, the city inspectors, acting under service

supervision, visit these places as often as may be necessary to see

that the ordinance is complied with. All restaurant permits are
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referred to headquarters, these places to be visited and rat proofing
required as a routine measure, regardless of whether they come under
this particular ordinance or not.

Trapping operations have been carried on from time to time by
the service in Tacoma, Bellingliam, and Everett. Everett was the
first city on Puget Sound, outside of Seattle, to pass the rat-proofing
ordinance (the same as the Seattle ordinance), and her example was
subsequently followed by Tacoma. This work Avas inaugurated in
Everett and Tacoma by the service and supervised for a time, but on
account of a lack of funds it was later given over to the local au-
thorities in these two cities, the work being discontinued at Everett
on December 7, 1916, and at Tacoma on February 15, 1917.

SUMMABY OF PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT SEATTLE, WASH.

New buildings inspected 1. 601
New buildings reinspected 779
Basements concreted, new buildings, (749,022 square feet) 629
Floors concreted, new buildings (1,071,020 square feet) 4.56

Yards, etc., concreted, new buildings (87,225 square feet) 228
Sidewalks concreted (square feet) 438.659
Total concrete laid, new structures (square feet) 2,345,926
New buildings elevated 133
New premises rat proofed, concrete 1, 0S5
Old buildings inspected 166
Premises rat proofed, concrete, old buildings (169,815 square feet) 121
Floors concreted, old buildings 121
Premises otherwise rat proofed, old buildings 25
Openings screened, old buildings 238
Rat holes cemented, old buildings 271
Wooden floors removed, old buildings 131
Doors rat proofed, old buildings 2
Wire screening used (square feet) 19, .590

Buildings razed 103

Water front.

Inspection and relnspection of ve.ssels and histories recorded 703
Vessels fumigated 109
Sulphur used (pounds) 114.120
New rat guards installed 304
Defective rat guards repaired 771
Fumigation certificates issued 109
Canal certificates issued 7
Port sanitary statements 2.147

Laboratory operations.

Dead rodents received .519

Rodents trapped and killed IG. 489
Rodents recovered after fumigation 1.280

Total IS. 288
Rodents examined for plague infection 12,891
Rodents prr)von plagiie infected 3
Poison distributed (pounds) 942
Bodies examined for plague infection 154
Bodies found plague infected

ChiHsification of nidriitH.

Mu8 rnttus 1, 077
^fus alexandrinvs 4. 4SS
Mus norvegims 8. 7G8
UH.«f musculus :. 3.332
Unclassified 3
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Miscellaneous.

Rat-proofing notices sent to contractors 734
Letters sent in answer to rat complaints 159
Lectures delivered on sanitary subjects 42

PLAGUE PRENTENTIVE MEASURES AT TACOMA, WASH.

New buildings inspected 71
New buildings reinspected 51
New buildings rat-proofed by concrete foundations 35
New buildings rat-proofed by elevation 35
New buildings, basements concreted (6,133 square feet) 9
New buildings, yards, etc., concreted (829 square feet) 4
Total concrete laid (square feet) 6,962
Old buildings, floors removed (3,310 square feet) 2

Classification of Rodents.

Mus rattus 138
Mus norvegicus 3, 426
Mus alexandrinus 181
Mus musculus 29

Total 3, 774
Rodents examined for plague infection 3,395
Rodents proven plague infected

PLAGUE PREVENTIVE MEASITRES AT EVERETT, WASH.

New buildings inspected 58
New buildings reinspected 131
New buildings rat-proofed by concrete foundations 23
New buildings rat-proofed by elevation 34
New buildings, basements concreted (19,985 square feet) 20
New buildings, floors concreted (2,934 square feet) 7
New buildings, yards, etc., concreted (5,852 square feet) 19
Total concrete laid (square feet) 28,771

Classification of Rodents.

Mus rattus 1
Mus norvegicus 1, 410
Mus alexandrinus 7
Mus musculus 75

Total 1,493
Rodents examined for plague infection 1, 357

Rodents proven plague infected

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER INVESTIGATION AND ERADICATION.

Field investigation.— The investigation of the distribution of

Rocky Mountain spotted fever was continued during the spring and
early summer of 1917 by Surg. L. D. Fricks, through personal in-

vestigation of cases reported, oy correspondence with the different

health officials throughout the Rocky Mountain region, and through
the submission of reports of cases occurring within the respective

States.

In southeastern Montana where there occurred a serious outbreak

of the disease in 1915, with 22 reported cases, in territory previously

considered uninfected and the greater part of which was supposed

to be free from tick infestation, no increase in the number of cases
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or dissemination of the infection occurred, either in 1910 or 1917.
As a matter of fact, although a campaign of tick eradication was
not undertaken in this territory at any time, a considerable decrease
in the number of cases was observed during the past two years. The
possibility that this extension into southeastern Montana was ac-
complished, in part at least, by the interstate movements of live stock,
and particularly by the bringing into Miles City each month of
several hundred horses from near-by States, was pointed out in a
previous report. A wide variation in tick infestation in different
years has been observed throughout this section and it is probable
that this natural variation in the abundance of ticks has influenced
the spread of the infection.

A survey of Modoc and Lassen Counties, in northeastern Califor-
nia, was made during the year by the health authorities of that
State in order to determine the extent of spotted-fever infection in

those areas. The survey showed that the majority of the cases occur-
ring in the past had not been reported. The same condition is prob-
ably true for the greater number of the existent foci of infection,

although the Bitter Root Valley is a notable exception to this state-

ment. The health authorities of California during the year for-

warded to the Victor, Mont., laboratory a strain of spotted fever
in guinea pigs inoculated from a human case infected in Ventura
County. This infection was first suspected of being typhus fever,

but, when tested against the Bitter Root strain of spotted-fever virus
in laboratory animals, it was shown to be the same. No case of
Rocky Mountain spotted fever had been previously reported from
this section of the State of California.

In the following table is given the number of cases and deaths
from Rocky Mountain spotted fever, reported by States, during the
season of 1916:

state.
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both have phived a part in the gradual reduction of cases occurring
in that section.

The spotted-fever zone of the Bitter Root Valley is a narrow strip

of generally uncultivated land Avhich lies just outside of the grain
and hay fields on the west side of the valley. The spotted-fever
problem is to graze this strip in such a manner as to bring about a

contiiuuil decrease in tick infestation.

Constant etlort has been made for several years past to secure the
enactment by the State legislature of proper grazing laws for this

district and there is good reason to believe that at last this effort

will meet with success. A bill of this character was prepared during
the past year and its passage was encouraged by the State health
officer; it was also given the active support of the State board of
entomology. Broadly, the bill provides for the restriction of horse
and cattle grazing, the encouragement of sheep grazing, and the

exercise of control over both in spotted-fever territory by the State

board of entomology. With the passage of this law it will be pos-

sible to i:)revent the breeding of ticks on domestic animals, something
that has never been accomplished in the Bitter Root Valley through
dipping operations. On the assurance that this bill would be en-

acted into law, the Public Health Service made preparations to

withdraw from the active campaign of spotted fever eradication in

Montana, leaving the work entirely to the State authorities.

Pending the passage of a grazing law the dipping of domestic
animals was continued in the Bitter Root Valley as heretofore. This
measure has always been considered by the service as a temporary
expedient only, of doubtful value, to be superseded as soon as pos-

sible by an adequate grazing law. During the past season the dip-

ping of domestic animals at the three dipping vats which have been
operated in the valley for several years, was conducted under very
adverse weather conditions. Because of the cold weather none of

the vats was placed in operation before Ai)ril 15, and following this

the dippings were frequently interrupted for the same reason. The
following is a list of the live stock, exclusive of sheep, in the three dip-

ping districts, comprising about 60 square miles, which were either

dipped, hand picked, or inspected for ticks periodically during the

tick season:

Victor district

:

Cattle, range 382, milk 78 ; total, 460.

Horses, range 32, work 20 ; total, 52.

Hamilton district

:

Cattle, range 187, milk 116 ; total, 303.

Horses, range 60, work 28 ; total, 88.

Gold Creek district

:

Cattle, range 251, milk 84; total. 335.

Horses, range 31, work 23; total, .54.

Rodent desti^ction.—Inasmuch as the immature forms of the

spotted fever tick are found only on small rodents in the Bitter Root
Valley the destruction of these pests has always been considered by
thj Public Health Service as a valuable procedure in tick eradica-

tion. The methods employed in the destruction of rodents during
the past season have been continued as heretofore and were directed

primarily against the ground squirrel, Citellus columhianus. The
methods advocated are (1) Poiscming with strychnine; (2) shoot-

ing; (3) trapping.
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One thousand six hundred pounds of hulled oats freshly coated
with starch and strychnine paste were distributed in the three dis-
tricts early in the season and the distribution of poison grain to the
west side ranchers was extended the entire length of the valley to
the south. Sixty thousand .22 calibre cartridges were expended,
approximately half of these by the different poison squads and the
remainder by the west-side ranchers, to whom they were given. The
ranchers were also urged to use a moderate number of small steel
traps judiciously placed around gardens, grain, and hay fields

throughout the squirrel season. In addition to these measures a law
providing for the destruction of ground squirrels and other rodents
was passed by the last Stat€ legislature and efforts were made to
cooperate with the county commissioners of Ravalli Coimty in en-
forcing this provision.

Sheep grazinr/.—Any practical plan of tick eradication as a means
of controlling Rocky Mountain spotted fcA-er must take into con-
sideration the fact that the tick-infested territory must and should
be used from year to year for agricultural or grazing purposes.
Tick eradication in any western community can not be completely
accomplished in one or two seasons and then left as a finished under-
taking, except where all of the infected territory is put under fence
and placed in cultivation. On land which is useful for grazing
purposes only, the fight against tick infestation must be carried on
persistently from year to year. When this grazing land is in close

proximity to the settlements, as it is in the Bitter Root Valley, the
problem of tick infestation and Rocky Mountain spotted fever in-

fection becomes most grave. For these reasons no campaign of

tick eradication which does not include the employment of sheep
grazing in some form can be said to be complete where grazing
lands are involved. Sheep lend themselves to the grazing restric-

tions which are necessary for tick control much better than do cattle

or horses; in fact sheep in small bands naturally graze in a manner
adapted to tick eradication.

Sheep grazing experiments were continued during the past season
along two main lines, as follows: First. The employment of large

bands of sheep to be used mechanically in sweeping the ticks away
from the settlements toward the mountains. Second. The grazing
of sheep in small bands over lightly infected lands close around the

ranches.
Through the cooperation of the Forest Service officials 45,000 sheep

were introduced this season into the Bitter Root Valley. These sheep
were all placed on the west side of the valley and it was intended that

they should be grazed away from the settlements up through the

passes of the Bitter Root Mountains, taking a large percentage of the

valley tick infestation along with them. The introduction of those

sheep was a result of several seasons' effort, and if sheep grazing upon
this scale can be placed on a business basis in the valley, so that the

movement will be continued from year to year, it is expected that it

will go far toward clearing up the spotted-fever situation.

A band of 500 sheep was secured for experimental use and grazed

first in a near-by tick-free irrigated pasture, then for 10 days over

adjacent tick-infested territory, and finally back to the pasture foi-

18043°—17 15
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observation. The purpose of this experiment Avas to show that by
watching? the tick infestation closely on a small band, the sheep might
bo grazed over territory showing a high degree of infestation, pro-

vided they are sliifted as often as every 10 days to nearly tick-free

pasture. In addition to the^e experiments the west-side ranchers
were encouraged to secure small bands of sheep, which they have
done in so far as their means will permit.

The entire spotted fever situation, so far as the Bitter Root Valley
is concerned, appears to be much more satisfactory than ever before.

The adoption of proper grazing methods, the realization of the in-

adequacy of dipping domestic animals, the continuation of small

aninuxl destruction, and the contemplated enactment of suitable legis-

lation, have all served to place the work of tick eradication and the

elimination of spotted fever on a more scientific basis. There is

reason to believe that if these procedures can be continued as out-

lined the ultimate control of spotted fever infection in this district

will be effected.

MEASUUES FOR THE rREVENTION OF THE INTERSTATE SPREAD OF TYPHUS
FEVER.

OPERATIONS AT EL PASO, TEX.

As an additional precautionary measure to prevent the spread of

typhus fever and other diseases from border points to places within

the United States, and to discourage in large measure the interstate

travel of Mexicans who had entered the country clandestinely, an
order was issued January 20, 1917, to all transportation companies
operating trains out of the city of El Paso, directing that no Mexi-
cans of the laboring class or their families were to be furnished trans-

portation unless they were provided \^^th a service certificate show-
ing that they had been deloused, bathed, and vaccinated, and that

their clothing and baggage had been disinfected.

All railroad companies have given valuable cooperation in the

enforcement of this order. Through the operation of this measure
the interstate spread of typhus has been largely controlled and the

requirement has also been of material assistance in enforcing quar-

antine regulations at the port of entry, undoubtedly tending to

diminish clandestine crossing and causing immigrants to present

themselves at the proper station for treatment.

After January 2, 1917, all Mexicans requiring quarantine treat-

ment were disinfected at the El Paso plant before leaving for inter-

state points, and since this date no cases of typhus have been reported

elsewhere in the United States that could be traced to El Paso or

Mexico through entry at El Paso. January, February, and March
are months especially favorable for the spread of typhus, so it

would appear that the measures adopted were quite effective in pre-

venting the dissemination of the disease. This is borne out by the

fact that prior to the establishment of the disinfecting plant and
before any control was exercised over interstate travel a number of

cases were reported in California and Colorado which had their

source of infection traced to El Paso.

During the latter part of the last fiscal year it was suggested to the

El Paso authorities that they make an effort to eradicate local typhus
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infection, this suggestion being advanced in response to a rcfiuost for
a nonintercourse quarantine with Mexico. • At that time service
assistance toward the accomplishment of this end was offered. Later,
in Januar3% 1917, the city heahh officer of El Paso died of typhus
fever contracted while performing the duties of his office. Imme-
diately after this death the mayor and the city council re(|uested that
Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan be granted permission to accept the posi-
tion of health officers of the city. In compliance with this recjuest
this officer was granted leave without pay and took over the sanitary
work for El Paso on January 15.

Under the administration of this officer a general plan to eliminate
louse infestation was commenced and carried out with considerable
success. The city health department secured a motor-driven omnibus,
and an inspector of the department of health made frequent trips
each day with this vehicle to crowded Mexican tenements, conveying
louse-infested persons and their personal effects to the servicedis-
infecting plant, where the.y were deloused. This measure resulted in

a very marked improvement, not only from the actual nimiber of
persons treated at the plant, but in stimulating all other Mexicans
to bathe and boil their clothing so as to avoid being carried away for
official delousing.

During the latter part of January, the mayor and city council made
an official request for assistance in eradicating typhus-fever infection.

It was estimated by the officer in charge that the necessary work
would require an expenditure of approximately $10,000. It was im-
possible to grant this request on account of insufficient funds, but
Asst. Surg. T. C. Galloway was detailed to assist in sanitating
El Paso.
Upon the arrival of Dr. Galloway from Colorado, where he had

been on typhus epidemic duty, a sanitary survey of El Paso was
inaugurated under the supervision of the officer in charge, and with
the cooperation of the city health officer and his employees. The
residts of this survey disclosed housing conditions that were highly
conducive to the spread of typhus fever, and clearly brought forth
the necessity for public baths and laundries in El Paso where the peon
class of ^lexicans might bathe and wash their clothing. With a view
to correcting the crowded conditions in tenement and cheap lodging
houses, ordinances were prepared and recommended to the municipal
council for enactment. These ordinances were passed on April 5,

1917, and are being enforced at the present time, so that the conditions
under which the peon class live have been markedly improved.
Plans for a suitable municipal free bathhouse and laundry were

submitted to the city council, with an estimate of the cost of opera-
tion, and the probable number of persons that would avail themselves
of these facilities. Considerable local support for the project was
obtained and a site for the building selected. Both the site and the

building could have been secured without expense to the city, through
public-spirited citizens, but it was found that the unsatisfactory state

of the city finances would not permit the appropriation for mainte-
nance and operation at that time. With the supi)ort of a local paper,
a sanitary educational propaganda was carried on which will not only
make the building of such a j)lant almost certain, as soon as (lie tax

levy will permit the expenditure, but which also accomplished much
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irood in advising the public in regard to the deplorable conditions
which existed and to create a desire for their improvement.

In addition to the sanitary work in connection with typhus eradica-
tion. Asst. Surg. Tappan while city health officer secured amend-
ments to the old milk ordinances, which have greatly improved the
milk situation in El Paso and have had some effect in reducing
infant morbidity. Upon completion of his duty as city health officer

the work accomplished was made the subject of a commendatory
letter from the mayor of the city.

OPERATIONS IN COLORADO.

During the latter part of November and in Deceml>er, 1916, sev-

eral cases of typhus fever, which had evidently been imported from
Mexico, occurred in the vicinity of La Junta, Colo. The State board
of health requested the cooperation of the service in limiting the
further spread of the disease, and Asst. Surg. T. C. (jalloway, jr..

was detached from the Laredo station and ordered to Colorado for
that purpose. The epidemiology of the cases which had occurred
was investigated and the measures suggested and enforced apparently
controled the disease, although the operation of the service plant at

El Paso made it more difficult for vermin-infested Mexicans to reach
Colorado points.

Nine cases of frank typhus and two other suspicious cases were
found to have occurred—all in Mexicans, except one known case and
and one suspicious case in Americans. Five of these cases arrived
from Mexico via El Paso during the incubation stage of their illness

:

the others were secondary, due to nonrecognition or failure to isolate

the primary cases.

Conferences were held with State and county health officials, medi-
cal representatives of the various railroads in Colorado, and the beet-

sugar companies. The history and diagnosis of typhus were dis-

cussed and the method of its control outlined, measures being sug-

gested for local application. All were interested and concerned and
gave their willing, active cooperation, making it unnecessary to pro-

pose any further quarantine restrictions. A circular letter of infor-

mation and suggestions was also prepared, with the cooperation and
assistance of the secretary of the State board of health, and this

was placed in the hands of those interested.

OPERATIONS AT FORT MADISON, IOWA.

Owing to an outbreak of typhus fever occurring among Mexican rail-

road laborers at Fort Madison, Iowa, requests were received from
the State health officer of Iowa and the chief surgeon of the Chicago,
Eock Island & Pacific Railway relative to the detail of an officer

of the service for the purpose of confirming the diagnosis of the

disease and offering recommendations as to the measures necessary

for the prevention of its further extension. Accordingly Surg. M. J.

White was directed December 28. 1916, to confer with the medical
authorities in question and to make such inspection of the railway
camps in various States as was recjuired. It was ascertained that the

outbreak of typhus originated among Mexicans who had recently

arrived from across the border, and that their habits of life and
lack of cleanliness favored the further dissemination of the disease.
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Specific measures were outlined to the authorities for improving tlie

sanitary environment of the workmen, and for the systematic delous-

ing of all laborers of the class involved. Following the adoption of
these measures no additional cases developed.

SANITARY, EDUCATIONAL, AND RELIEF WORK IN ALASKA.

The act of Congress making annual appropriations for the sundry
civil expenses of the Government directs that the medical and sani-

tary relief of the natives of Alaska shall be under the direction of

the Secretary of the Interior, with the advice and cooperation of

the Public Health Service. Under this provision Passed Asst.

Surg. Emil Krulish was detailed in 1912 for duty in Alaska to study
the diseases and sanitary conditions in the native settlements in order
to intelligently and economically inaugurate measures for relief.

These studies were carried on throughout a period of approximately
three years, and all sections of Alaska were visited, some time being
spent in each native community. These surveys indicated that the

native population was decreasing at an alarming rate, chiefly from
tuberculosis; and that venereal diseases and eye affections, including
trachoma, were very prevalent in the Territory. The homes with but
few exceptions were found to be insanitary and responsible in a great
measure for much of the illness and high death rate. The remedy
advocated to improve these conditions and to check the ravages of
these diseases was the establishment of well-equipped hospitals, the
employment of competent physicians and nurses, the isolation of the

sick, and the education of the natives in hygiene and sanitation.

The area of the Territory of Alaska is one-fifth that of the United
States, and the transportation facilities are inadequate and expen-
sive; consequently the erection of one central hospital was deemed
impracticable. The difficulties encountered in reaching even a small

percentage of the population can be appreciated when one considers

the vast territory over which the native population is scattered, in

groups rarely exceeding 200 in number. The establishment of a

chain of small hospitals along the coast and on the Yukon River
at points most convenient to the greatest number of natives was
therefore recommended, and in estimates submitted to Congress the

officer in charge indicated the places at which hospitals would serve

the greatest number of people at the least expense. Upon the com-
])letion of the surveys of the native villages in 1915, the station of

the officer in charge was changed from Juneau, Alaska, to Seattle,

Wash., in order that he should be in closer and more direct com-
munication with the officials of the Bureau of Education in charge

of the Alaska school service, whose headquarters are at Seattle,

thereby facilitating the direction and supervision of the proposed

medical service.

Throughout the fiscal year the officials of the Bureau of Education
have been advised on matters pertaining to hygiene, sanitation, erec-

tion and maintenance of the several hospitals, luid the administration

of the medical service in general. Tlie requisitions for medical sup-

l)lios for hospitals and for the 70 schools which are the relief sta-

tions of the service were prepared as usual; applicants for the posi-

tion of physician or nurse were examined and the names of those

found qualified submitted to the commissioner for appointment.
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The annual estimates for medical service were also prepared and sub-

mitted to Congress.
The plans for the proposed hospital for southwestern Alaska on

the Kuskokwim River were drafted by the officer in charge, who
likewise selected the fixtures, furniture, and the complete equipment
of the institution. This hospital, which is now nearing completion,
will accommodate 12 patients, in addition to the living quarters for

the staff, and a camp for tuberculous patients will be established in

the near future in connection therewith.

The new 'i2-bed hospital for southeastern Alaska, at Juneau, which
was completed and opened the latter part of last year, has been
taxed to its cajjacitv, and it has been necessary to carry a waiting list

of patients desiring surgical operations. The records for the last nine

months of the year indicate that IG-i patients were treated in the

hospital and received 3,476 days' hospital care. Forty-six major
operations were performed, including 32 laparotomies, in addition

to many minor and major operations on the eye. In the out-patient

department 1.750 patients received attention. At the beginning of

the fiscal year, upon the request of the Commissioner of Education,
the otHcer in charge made a special trip to Juneau to inspect this

hospital and assist in its organization.

During the year the Alaska medical service operated 5 hospitals

and employed 9 physicians and 10 nurses. Two of the institutions

are modern and well worth}'' of the name of hospital, but the other 3

are only improvised hospitals and are maintained in school build-

ings. The first appropriation of $25,000 for medical relief in Alaska
was granted by Congress in 1915. The sum for the following year
was increased to $50,000, while the approi)riation for this j^ear is

$02,500. Although this is inadequate to the demand, it is encourag-
ing to note that Congress api)reciates the need and importance of this

work by increasing the appropriation each year.

With the exception of an epidemic of measles, the reports of the

teachers in the Alaska school service indicate that during the past

year the health of the natives has been exceptionally good, and that

the sanitary conditions in the villages and homes are improving.
The morbidity and mortality statistics continue to show a marked
decline o\er previous years. The elimination of the common towel
and drinking euj) from the schools, the efforts of the teachers in

teaching hygieiu' and sanitation in addition to the regular classroom
studies, and the increase in medical a])propriations are responsible

for these encouraging reports. The epidemic of measles mentioned
occurred during the winter in all the villages in southeastern Alaska.
A])proximately 300 cases of the disease were reported.

A .special lecture on the cause and prevention of tuberculosis,

adapted to conditions in Alaska, was prepared at the request of the

Commissioner of Education. This is to be used by the teachers in

combating the white plague. A special set of slides was also pre-

pared from views taken in Alaska to illustrate this lecture, inasmuch
as the customary lectures and slides were found to be entirely for-

eign to conditions in Alaska.

The Bureau of Education, with the aid and cooperation of the

Public Health Service, has demonstrated its ability to economically
care for the natives' needs, and it is hoped that Congress will make
it possible to establish small hospitals in other sections of the Terri-
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tory. Tuberculosis sanitariums are especially needed, for tuljercu-

losis is the most prevalent disease from which the natives suffer.

INTERSTATE QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

In order to place the administration of the Interstate Quarantine
Regulations upon a more effective basis and for the convenience and
closer cooperation of State authorities, an order was approved and
promulgated by the Secretary of the Treasury, under date of Janu-
ary 12, 1917, redistricting the interstate sanitary districts in such a
manner that no single State would be in more than one district. As
arranged the revised sanitary districts are as follows:

District of the North Atlantic : JMaine, Xew Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

District of the Mid-Atlantic: New York, Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey, Delaware. Maryland, and the District of Columbia.

District of the Ohio: Virginia, North Carolina, West Virginia,
Kentucky, and Tennessee.

District of the South Atlantic: South Carolina, Georgia, and
Florida.

District of the Great Lakes: Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,

Wisconsin, and Minnesota, together with jurisdiction over vessels

operating on all of the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, and
on the Mississippi River and its tributaries north of Cairo, 111., and
the Ohio River and its tributaries between Cairo, 111., and Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
District of the LTpper Missouri : Montana. North Dakota, and

South Dakota.
District of the Missouri : Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri.
District of the Gulf: Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama,

and Mississippi.

District of the Rocky Mountains: Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado.
District of the Rio Grande: Arizona. New Mexico, and Texas.
District of the North Pacific: Washington. Oregon, and Idaho.
District of the Pacific : California and Nevada.

AMENDMENTS AND ADDITIONS TO INTERSTATE QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

During the A^ear three amendments and two additional sections to

the Interstate Quarantine Regulations have been promulgated

:

Watek for Drinking ok Culinary Purposes Provided on Cars and Vessels

BY Interstate Carriers.

(AineiKlinent No. 1 to Interstate Quarautiue Regulations, 1916.)

Public Health Service.

Trkastry Department,
Office of the Secketart.

Wasliinf/toii, Fcbninnj 12, 1911.

To medical officers of the U. S. I'lihlic Health Srrriee, State and local health
authorities, and others eotieeraed:

Tlie following amendment is hereby made to tiie Interstate Quarantine
Regulations promulgated by this department .lamiary 15. 1910, said amend-
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iiient and regulations being in accordance with the act of Congress approved
February 15, 1S93.

Section 13. Interstate Quarantine Regulations, is hereby amended to read
as follows

:

" Sec. 13. Water for drinking or culinary purposes provided on any car, ves-
sel, vehicle, or other conveyance, by any person, firm, or corporation while
engaged in interstate traffic, shall conform to the bacteriological standard for
drinking wator. as promulgated by the Secretary of the Treasury on October
21. 1914, and shall not be from a supply that is exposed to contamination.

" (a) The person, firm, or corporation before mentioned shall procure from
the interstate saintary officer, or the State or other health authority within
whose jurisdiction the water is obtained, a certificate showing that the water
supply conforms to the foregoing requirements. The aforesaid certificates
shall be executed semiannually, or as often as the Surgeon General of the
United States Public Healtli Service may direct, and shall be filed with the
United States Public Health Service.

"(b) Ice used for cooling such water shall be clear natural ice, ice made
from distilled warer. or ice made from water certified as aforesaid, and before
the ice is placed in the water it shall be first cai-efully washed with water of
known safety, and handled in such manner as to prevent its becoming con-
taminated by the organisms of infectious or contagious diseases: Provided,
That the foregoing shall not apply to ice which does not come in contact
with the water which is to be cooled.

"(c) Water containers shall be cleansed at least once in each week that they
are in operation.

"(d) The i)rovisions of this section shall also apply to water provided for
drinking or culinary purposes on vessels plying between foreign ports on or
near the frontiers of the United States, and adjacent ports in the United States,

in accordance with article 4, Foreign Quarantine Regulations of the United
States, promulgated October 20, 1910, and amendments thereto.

" W. G. McAdoo, Secretary."

The foregoing amendment requires that only water used for drink-

ing or culinary purposes shall be certified in the manner indicated,

and that this provision shall apply not only to common carriers but
to persons, firms, and corporations engaged in interstate traffic, it

having been ascertained that certain of these firms were not common
carriers under the strict sense of the term. The section further pro-

vides that in addition to the bacteriological analysis of any supply
from which water is derived for use on conveyances engaged in inter-

state traffic a sanitary survey of the watershed from which such water
is obtained shall be made to determine whether the supply is subject

to contamination, thus placing the work upon a more scientific basis.

It has been found that certain supplies which conformed at stated in-

tervals to the bacteriological standard were, nevertheless, subject to

dangerous pollution which might occur and produce disease in the in-

terim of examinations. The final paragraph of the section, making
the requirements apply to vessels plying between foreign ports on or

near the frontiers of the United States and adjacent ports of the
United States, was appended in order to include in its provisions ves-

sels navigating the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, which
carry jjassengers destined for interstate traffic in this country, as is

prescribed for United States vessels in the same area. This not only
protects passengers but obviates unfair restrictions upon United
States vessels in comparison with those under other flags.
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Water for Drinking Purposes Pbovideu at Stations by Interstatk Oarriebs.

(Ameuduifut No. 2 to Interstate Quarantine Regulations, 191G.)

Public Health Service.

Treasury Department,
Office of the Secretary.
Washington, February 1^. 1911.

To mcflical officers of the U. S. Public Health Service, State and local health
authorities, and others concerned:

The following amendment is hereby made to the Interstate Quarantine Regu-
lations promulgated by this department January 15, 1916, said amendment and
regulations being in accoi-dance with the act of Congress approved February 15,

1893.

Section 14, Interstate Quarantine Regulations, is hereby amended to read as
follows

:

" Sec. 14. No person, firm, or corporation engaging in interstate traffic shall

maintain or permit to be maintained at or near any station or other ordinary
stopping place over which the aforesaid person, firm, or corporation has control,

any tank, cistern, receptacle, hydrant, pump, well, stream, brook, pool, ditch, or

other place or article containing water which may be contaminated by organisms
likely to cause a contagious or infectious disease, and which water may con-

veniently be obtained by employees of the aforesaid person, firm, or corporation,

or by the general public engaging in interstate traffic, unless approved signs.

prohibiting the use of such water for drinking purposes, be properly placed and
properly maintained."

W. G. McAdoo, Secretary.

The object of this amendment is to protect employees, passengers,

and others from unknowingly consuming contaminated water. It

was found that nonpotable water provided for commercial uses fre-

quently existed in proximity to safe supplies and without placarding

persons were quite as apt to drink from the polluted source as from
the other.

Interstate Transportation of Persons Having Contagious or Infectious
Diseases.

(Amendment No. 3 to Interstate Quarantine Regulations, 1910.)

Public Health Service.

Treasury Department.
Office of the Secretary,
Washington, February 12. 1917.

To medical officers of the U. S. Public Health Service, State and local health

authorities, and others concerned:

The following amendment is hereby made to the Interstate Quarantine Regu-

lations promulgated by this department January 15. 1916, said amendment and
regulations being in accordance witli the act of Congress approved February 15.

1S93.
Section 18, Interstate Quarantine Regulations, is hereby amended to read as

follows

:

" Sec. 18. No person knowing that he is in the communicable stage of any of

the diseases enumerated in section 1 shall travel on any car, vessel, vehicle, or

other conveyance engaging in interstate traffic, except as hereinafter provided,

nor shall any parent, guardian, physician, nurse, or otlier person allow or pro-

cure such transportation for any minor, ward, patient, or other person under

his charge."
W. G. McAdoo, Secretary.

This amendment places the responsibility regarding travel of per-

sons suffering from comnuinicable disease upon the allected passenger

or his agent, while in no sense relieving the railroad of the responsi-
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hility of knowingly accepting such passengers, thus providing an
additional safeguard to the traveling public.

Sanitation of Camps Occupied by Migkatouy Workkrs.

(Aiuendmeut No. 4 to Interstate Quarantine Regulations, 1916.)

Public Healtli Service.

Tkeasuuv Depaktment.
Office of the .Secretary,
Washington, February 12, 1917.

To medical officers of the U. S. Public Health Sen-ice, State and local health

authorities, and others concerned:

The following addition is hereby made to the Interstate Quarantine Kegula-
tious prouiulgatetl by this department January 15, 1916, said addition and regu-

lations being in accordance with the act of Congress approved February 15,

1893.
The following regulation, section 37, is hereby added to the Interstate Quar-

antine Regulations

:

" .Sec. 37. Persons, firms, or corporations maintaining camps of migratory
workers shall at all times maintain such camps in a proper sanitary condition

and shall take proper measures to maintain the camps so occupied in a vermin-

free condition and shall exercise such other precautions as shall prevent tlie

interstate spread of disease from such camps, and the Surgeon General may
from time to time detail officers or employees of the United States Public Health
Service to make such inspections as shall be necessary for the enforcement of

this regulation.
" W. G. McAdoo, Secretary."

The above section was made necessary by the threatening typhus

situation and was aimed directly at railway and labor camps Avhere

insanitary conditions favoring the development of that disease pre-

vailed. Since the outbreak of typhus fever in Mexico energetic

measures have been instituted at border points toward the prevention

of the introduction of the infection, but these measures were in

large effect rendered nugatory by the fact that conditions conducive

to the dissemination of typhus existed in construction camps in

our country. Following the promulgation of the above regulation,

and as a result of the cooperation of the State boards of health and
the railroad companies concerned, the menacing conditions have been

materially overcome.

Prohibiting the Interstate Transportation of Oysters and Clams Grown or
Handled under Insanitary Conditions.

(Amendment No. 5 to Interstate Quarantine Regulations, 1916.)

Public Health Service.

Treasury Department,
Office of the Secretary,

Washington, February 12, 1911.

To medical officers of the U. S. Public Health Service, State and local health

authorities, and others concerned:

The following addition is hereby made to the Interstate Quarantine Regula-

tions promulgated by this departJiient January 15, lOIG. said addition and regu-

lations being in accordance with the act of Congress approved February 1.5, 1893.

The following regulation, section 38, is hereby added to the Interstate Quaran-

tine Regulations

:

" Sec 38. After notification in writing by the proper health authorities, com-

mon carriers shall not transport nor accept for transportation in interstate

trattic. nor shall any person, firm, or corporation offer for transportation in

interstate traffic, any oysters, clams, or other shellfish which have been grown,

fattened, or handled in such a way as to render them liable to become agents in

the Interstate spread of disea.se, and the Surgeon General of the United States
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Public Health Service shall from time to time cause sanitary inspections to be
made by officers of the Public Health Service of beds used ior growing or fatten-
ing oysters, clams, or other shellfish and of shucliing houses and otlier similar
places in which oysters, clams, or other shellfish are shucked or otherwise pre-

pared for interstate shipment, and he may forbid the interstate shipment of any
such oysters, clams, or other shellfish which are produced or handled in a
manner which will render tliem liable to become agents for the interstate spread
of disease."

W. G. McAdoo, Secretary.

As a result of the investigations of the polhition of coastal waters,

referred to in another section of this report, conditions in reference

thereto in certain areas where shellfish were grown or fattened were
ascertained to be far from satisfactory, if not actually dangerous, and
that food products originating from these polluted sources were fre-

quently responsible for the interstate spread of disease. The purpose
of the amendment as promulgated is to grant authority for the in-

spection of those places Avhere shellfish are grown, fattened, or

handled and to prohibit the interstate transportation of these food

products when it is found that they are liable to become agents in

the transmission of disease. This regulation has already given favor-

able results and numerous inquiries have been received from shellfish

growers concerning the sanitary status of waters in which their

products are grown.

Water Supplied by Interstate Carriers.

The certification of supplies from which water is derived for the

use of interstate passengers has been continued as heretofore, although

the scope of the examination covering these supplies has been con-

siderably broadened. As previously noted sanitary surveys at

periodic intervals of the watershed from which supplies are derived

were made obligatory, so that under the present regulations entire

dependence is not placed upon the results of bacteriological examina-
tion in judging of the quality of a given supply. This requirement

has tended toward the maintenance of watersheds in a satisfactory

condition and has encouraged State and local health authorities in

the adoption and enforcement of the necessary provisions for the

adequate protection of such sources. In many instances these authori-

ties were already in possession of data relative to the sanitary status

of all watersheds under their jurisdiction and exercised precautionary

measures for their protection. In such instances the en-forcement of

the requirement referred to has entailed no additional labor. In
other cases expenditure of time and effort has been necessary in sur-

veying and safeguarding these supplies.

Conformatory to the amended regulation requiring sanitary sur-

veys of water supplies as well as bacteriological analyses a new form
for the certification of water has been prescribed, affording complete

data regarding any given supply. The cooperation necessary on the

])art of State and municipal health authorities in the securing of these

data is more manifest than at any previous time and the response

afforded practically every request has been most gratifying. The
point should not be overlooked, however, that information concern-

ing the condition of water supplies is a valuable contribution to the

ret'ords of any health office and frequently has considerable e\n-

demiological significance.

^riie number of water sources listed from which siijjplies for inter-

state carriers are obtained has shown a material reduction during the
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year, thus indicating tliat the securing; of water from brooks, wells,

and other sources indiscriminately without regard to its quality or
the opportunities for contamination is being discouraged. On June
30, 191G, the listed supplies throughout the United States numbered
5,4:11, while on June 30. 1917, only 4,156 supplies were listed. Of the
latter number 3.713. constituting 89.34 per cent, were examined and
certified during the year. Of the total number of supplies examined
211 were either found contaminated or not to meet the Treasury
Department standard, these supplies representing 5.07 per cent of
those in use. In all instances where contamination was discovered
the water was either ordered discontinued or provision was made for

its purification in an approved and satisfactory manner. The fol-

lowing table indicates by States the number of supplies listed, those
examined, and the number found polluted:

Statistics concerning the certification of water provided on cars and vessels by
interstate carriers for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917.

state.
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It will bo noted from the foregoing table that for 11 States, at

some time during the year, certificates were registered covering the
entire number of supplies from which water for the use of interstate

passengers Avas derived, while in 28 States more than 90 per cent of

the supplies were certified. In comparison with what has been ac-

complished in previous years, and in view of the fact that hundreds
of indiscriminate supplies have been eliminated, this constitutes a

remarkably good showing. It should be understood that the report
indicates only the number of certificates and not their worth: it is

therefore in part misleading as an index of the condition of the water
supplies of any particular State. It should be stated in passing,
however, that there is good reason to believe that the certificates of
examination received during the year have been based upon much
more thorough investigation than at any previous time.

The number of supplies found polluted, as shown in the last

column, is more or less of an indication of the efficiency of the exam-
ining authorities rather than a reflection upon the water suppliers of

the State. The low percentage of pollutions in Massachusetts can
be attributed to the fact that that State has exercised absolute control
over all water supplies for many years and has amply protected all

public watersheds. The somewhat higher percentage in Ohio is an
indication of the thoroughness and completeness of the work per-
formed by the State board of health. The very high percentage of
polluted supplies in Minnesota and Michigan is the result of concen-
trated and systematic effort in the examination of all sources from
which water is obtained for interstate passengers, these examinations
being carried out in the latter State through the use of the interstate

sanitary car " Wyman."

OPERATIONS OF THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF THE GREAT LAKES.

The activities of the sanitary district of the Great Lakes during
the year have related in the main to the supervision of the water sup-
plied by interstate carriers for the use of passengers.

In July, 1916, Sanitary Engineer H. P. Letton visited all the State
health departments within the district for the purpose of ascertain-

ing what their practice was regarding the certification of water for
the use of interstate carriers, their equipment for performing the
work, and the difficulties encountered. These visits showed that
while certain State boards of health were well prepared to handle
the situation, others were not, and in the latter States the work
would necessarily devolve, to a large extent, upon the service.

It was deemed advisable, in order to cope with the railway water
supply situation to the best advantage, to make sanitary surveys of
each source of supply, the data obtained to be filed and to constitute

more or less permanent records of the quality of water derived
from a particular source. Accordingly, a portable field lal><)rat(»ry

was designed and used in the field for several months. This labora-
tory, while not proving entirely satisfactory, amply demonstrated
that more than ordinary bacteriological examinations were required
and showed the necessity, in order to form a proper opinion of the
quality of a water, of adequate field surveys.
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On Xovember 13. 191G, bureau authorization was given for the

construction and outfitting of a hiboratory car. This car. which is

a renuHlolod Pulhnan, consists of a completely equipped field labora-

tory adequately provided with every appliance for routine bacterio-

logical investigation. The car also contains an office, officers' and
attendants" sleeping (juarters and toilet rooms, and a kitchen and din-

ing room. It is lighted by electricity, which also furnishes energy
for driving fans and for heating an incubator. The car was named
the interstate sanitary car "AVyman," in commemoration of the late

Surg. Gen. AValter Wyman, and was placed in commission March 20,

1J>1T, the personnel consisting of a medical officer in charge, a sanitary

engineer, clerk, cook, and lal)oratorv attendant. The first trip of the

interstate sanitary car was through the greater part of the State of

Michigan. In this State the sources of 81 water supplies were sur-

veyed, the necessary bacteriological examinations performed, and
(ertificates issued covering the quality of these supplies. From
Michigan the car proceeded through Wisconsin to Chicago, where it

was inspected by the Association of Kailway Chief Surgeons. It

then traveled through Illinois and Indiana, the same line of investi-

gations being conducted, until called to the Great Lakes Naval Train-
ing Station the 12th of June, where it was used in the control of an
outbreak of epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis.

In the operation of the car in the investigation of railway water
supplies, no attempt is made to take the car to each locality where water
is obtained, but it is moved to a central point from which the officers

radiate out to near-by towns, making sanitary surveys and collecting

samples of water which are then returned to the car for analyses. An
average of 4 or 5 supplies are inspected while the car is at a given
Iccality. The movements, as a rule, average about 50 miles, and the
car lias at one point for from 24 to 72 hours. Upon the return of the
officer to the car, a description of the sanitary aspect of the supply
is card indexed, and from this, together with the results of the ana-
lytical examination, certificates as to the quality of the supply are

issued.

When a water supply does not conform to the standard, either

because of bacteriological impurities, or because of potential danger
of contamination, a letter is prepared to the municipality, or the
owner of the supply, outlining the conditions found and making
recommendations for improvement. As most of the sources of water
are public supplies, the work has had a beneficial result in bettering

the water supply of thousands of people in cities, as well as those
using the water on railroad trains.

The work in connection with the enforcement of the Interstate
Quarantine Regulations relating to water supi)lies of vessels operat-
ing on the Great Lakes has been continued during the fiscal

year. Pursuant with recommendations of the bureau, and following
thorough and complete investigations extending over a period of
several years regarding the conveyance of disease from contaminated
water supplies on vessels plying the Great Lakes, data which has
been referred to in previous annual reports for a number of years
back, the Secretary of the Treasury issued on February 12, lUlt, the
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following circular letter to owners and others concerned in the use

of water for drinking and culinary purposes on board lake \essels:

1917.

Department Circular No. 72. Treasury Department,
Office of the Secretary,

Public Health Service. Washington, February 12, 1917.

To Owners, Agentu, and Masters of Vessels Operating on the Great Lakes:

On and after the oflicial opening of navigation in 1917, any person, firm, or

corporation operating vessels in interstate traffic on the Great I.,akes will be
required to furnish on such vessels water for drinking or culinary purposes
under one of the following conditions:

(a) If water for drinking or culinary purposes is not obtained ashore, it must
be treated by an approved method.

(b) If water for drinking or culinary purposes is obtained ashore, it must be
from an approved source.

On and after the official opening of navigation in 1917, the piping system on
all vessels must be so arranged that no connection can be made between the

drinking-water system and any other water system.

On and after the official opening of navigation in 1917, an approved sign,

reading " do not drink this water," must be properly placed at every tap or

other outlet not connected with the drinking-water system.

Lake carriers are requested to acknowledge the receipt of this letter.

W. G. McADOO, Secretary.

Following the issuance of this letter lake carriers have very gener-

ally complied with its requirements and have installed the necessary

treatment apparatus. Three methods for the purification of water
have been approved, namely, distillation, sterilization by heat, using a

steam jet, and sterilization through the use of the ultra-violet ray
apparatus. Owing to the fact that the demand for appliances of this

character was very great, following the promulgation of the order
in question, the equipment of all vessels before the opening of navi-

gation was not possible, hence those vessels which were unable to meet
the requirements were permitted to resume operation upon presenting
evidence that arrangements had been made to install the necessary
equipment as soon as it could be provided. It is believed that the re-

sult of the enforcement of this regulation will materially reduce the

incidence of typhoid fever and other water-borne diseases which have
for many years been common as the outcome of infection contracted
on board lake vessels. Numerous conferences have been held with
shipping concerns regarding the interpretation of the regulation
referred to.

During the year a number of special investigations have been car-

ried out by tlie personnel of the district. In January, Sanitary En-
gineer H. P. Letton made a complete study of the sanitary quality of
the public water supply of Milwaukee, Wis. On February 7 a com-
prehensive sanitary survey of the municipality of East Chicago was
made by Asst. Surg. R. R. Spencer. During May, 1917, Sanitary En-
gineer Letton reported on the quality of the water supply of Bis-
marck. X. Dak. At two different times during the year, in accordance
with bureau orders, he also consulted with organizations in Chicago
relative to the sanitation of their swimming pools. A special inves-
tigation relative to the intake of the water supplied to the city of
Keokuk, Iowa, was made by the office personnel of the laboratory car
on May 19. 1017.

During August ^i number of bacteriological examinations were
made for the purpose of testing an ozone apparatus which was pro-
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posed by the owners to be used aboard trains and vessels. These tests

showed that the apparatus, in its present form, would not produce a

water meeting the Treasury Department standard.

A close study has been made of the sanitary features of all the rail-

road coach yards in Chicago with particular reference to the matter

of handling, filling, and cleaning water coolers. This study has

demonstrated the necessity of devising a standard type of water

cooler and establishing standard methods of handling drinking

water in all coach yards throughout the country.

On October IG, 1916. at the invitation of the Association of Rail-

way Chief Surgeons, the following papers were read: " Activities of

the' U. S. Public Health Service Pertaining to Water Supplies of the

Interstate Common Carriers," by Surg. J. O. Cobb; " A Short Discus-

sion of Certain Technical Details and Difficulties Encountered in

Making Analytical Examinations of Eailway Water Supplies,"' by
Asst. Surg. R. R. Spencer; "The Method of Handling Drinking
Water Aboard Railway Trains" (illustrated), by Sanitary Engineer
H. P. Let ton.

In accordance with bureau orders of December 10, 1916, Surg. J.

O. Cobb was directed to proceed to Indianapolis and Princeton, Ind.,

for the purpose of consultation with the State health authorities re-

garding the handling and disposition of a case of leprosy occurring

at the latter place.

During the year Asst. Surg. Spencer has made numerous diagnostic

examinations for Indian schools situated within the district, and per-

formed many complement fixation tests in connection with the work
of the marine hospital.

On June 12 the interstate sanitary car " Wyman " was hurriedly
dispatched by telegraphic orders to the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, Great Lakes. 111., to assist in the control of an epidemic of

cerebrospinal meningitis at that point. On June 13 the officer in charge
of the car reported to Medical Inspector DeValin, United States Navy,
at the Great Lakes station and to Surg. G. W. McCoy, who had been
detailed from the Hygienic Laboratory to take charge of the service

investigations. The control of the epidemic necessitated an enormous
amount of laboratory work, and therefore the laboratory car proved
itself of the greatest utility. As it was necessary to take a large

number of throat cultures in order to locate and isolate carriers, the

laboratory of the sanitary district of the Great Lakes was used as a

base for the preparation of media and for the final agglutination

tests of suspicious organisms, the car " Wyman " being used for the

taking of cultures and the first 24 hours incubation of the plates. At
the close of the fiscal year the " Wyman " is still engaged in this work.
Four hundred and thirty-seven cultures have been taken, most of
which were from men who had not been in contact with the disease.

At the request of Medical Inspector DeValin, toward the close of
the fiscal year. Sanitary Engineer H. P. Letton made a sanitary sur-

vey of the Great Lakes Naval Training Station. On June 22 Asst.

Surg. R. R. Spencer was directed to report to the Surgeon General
of the Navy for duty and orders in connection with the sanitation of

certain naval districts. On June 27 the construction of a second lab-

oratory car, which will soon be in commission, was authorized.
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OPERATIONS OF THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF THE PACIFIC.

During the past fiscal year the operations of the interstate sanitary
district of the Pacific have consisted mainly in the examination of
samples of water from all sources of supply for interstate carriers

within the limits of the district. This work heretofore had been
done by the California State Board of Health and by various local

health officers in the State of Nevada. These examinations were
made at the Federal laboratory in San Francisco. The samples
were collected at various points and shipped in special containers to

the laborator3\ In accordance with the Interstate Sanitary Regula-
tions, these examinations are now being made regularly every six

months.
On account of the great press of other work it was found impos-

sible during the year to complete the sanitary surveys of watersheds
that had been begun in the previous year. However, a comprehen-
sive survey was made of the water supply of the city of Sacramento,
and recommendations were made to the city health authorities in

regard to proposed improvements.
On December 1, 1916, the Federal laboratory in San Francisco be-

came the Interstate Sanitary Laboratory of the Pacific. For con-

venience all of the operations of this laboratory for the year, with
the exception of water analyses, have been tabulated under the re-

port of plague-suppressive measures. Below is a tabulated account
of water analyses made during the year

:

Examination of water supplies on interstate carriers.

Number of sources of water supplies in the District of the Pacific 136
Number of samples of water examined 183
Number of samples conforming to Treasury Department standard 151
Number of samples not conforming 32
Number of sources of supply certified 87
Number of sources of supply certified after improvements were installed 6
Number of sources of supply condemned 11
Number of sources of supply not used during the year 32

OPERATIONS or THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF THE NORTH PACIFIC.

The work of the interstate sanitary district of the North Pacific

was continued under the direction of Surg. B. J. Lloyd. The labora-

tory is at Seattle, Wash. The work in this district consists at present

of water examinations (bacteriological) of supplies used on common
carriers, sanitary surveys of watersheds from which these supplies are

derived, the supervision of the interstate travel of persons suffering

from communicable diseases, special scientific surveys, educational
work along sanitary lines, and the enforcement of the interstate

quarantine regulations generally. Examinations are conducted in

the laboratory of specimens submitted by the Indian Service, speci-

mens derived from patients in marine hospitals, together with such
laboratory procedures as are required in the medical examination oV
arriving aliens.

During the year supervision of travel of 9 persons suffering from
minor contagious diseases and 2 persons afflicted with leprosy was
arranged for. One railroad coach was fumigated. One hundred

18643°—17 16
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and sixty-four persons were vaccinated against smallpox and 40 were
vaccinated apiinst tyi)h()id fever.

An investi<ration to determine the presence or absence of spiro-

chaetes in rats (in view of the i-elation of this parasite to Weil's dis-

ease) was hepin during the latter part of the fiscal year, but nothing
had been determined at the close of the year. One fatal case, re-

ported as Weil's disease, was investigated. Blood, taken aseptically,

about two hours before death gave a streptococcus in pure culture

in lactose bouillon (no growth in agar or plain bouillon). Inasmuch
as this patient had pist (apparently) recovered from an operation
for cholecystitis it is believed that true epidemic jaundice may be

excluded.

Laboratory operations.

Water samples examine<l for colon bacilli 206
Water samples examiiie<l, bacterial count 33
Urinaly.ses. microscopical 46
T'^rinalyses, chemical 119
Blood examinations, Widal 30
Blood examinations. Wasserman , 174
Blood examinations, red cell count 2
Blood examinations, white cell count 7
Blood examinations, dilTerential count 6
Stools examined for ova of parasites 1, 525
Uncinaria found on primary examination _ 424
Trichuris found on primary examination 1,028
Asf-aris found on primary examination 389
Other parasites found 138
Stools examined for cholera carriers 64
Stools examined, miscellaneous 2
Sputum examined for tubercle bacilli 46
Smears examined, throat 1
Cultures examined, throat 10
Cultures examined, misceHaneous 136
Sections of patholofrical tissues made 8
Auto^'enous vaccines made 15
Vaccinations, smallpox 164
Vaccinations, antityphoid 40
Stom.-ich contents examined 4
Blood cultures examined 17
Animal inoculation for tuberculosis 3
Animal inoculalions, various conditions 9
Specimens preserved 2
Stools examined for occult blood 2
Animals inocvdated for spirochaete (Weil's di-sease), negative 12
Blood smears examined, rats, for spirochaetes 127
Blood smears examined, human, for spirochaetes (negative) 1

Smears examined, urethra 38

OPERATIONS OF THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF THE GULF.

During the past fiscal year the activities in this district have been
confined almost entirely to the examination of Avatcr supplied vessels

for drirdving purposes. On several occasions samples of water have
been received for examination from places distant from 'New Orleans,
but this has not become a routine procedure. During December,
1910, a field survey was made by Asst. Surg. J. B. Laughlin of the
water supjdy at Talladega, Ala., and in May, 1917, Asst. Surg.
Teufel made a field survey of the water supply at Gallatin, Tenn.
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The followinfT is a detailed report of the water samples received

at the hiboratory and the results of the examination:

Vessels from which supplies were obtained 366
Total samples collected 479
Number of samples confirmed 303
Number of samples nonconfirmed 162
Number of samples badly polluted ^ 28
Probal)ility of contamination iu handlinc: 72
Number of supplies untreated 409
Number of supitlies treated ^ 70
Filtered 67
Distilled
Other methods 3

New equipment is now being installed in the laboratory which will

enable it to meet all requirements. A number of requests have l^een

received for the examination of the water supplies of nearby towns
and the work of the Interstate Sanitary Laboratory should continue
to increase as it becomes better known.

OPERATIOXS or THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC.

The work of this district for the fiscal year included laboratory
examinations of 85 specimens of the city water supply of Savannah
and sanitary surveys conducted in conjunction with the local health
authorities of the sources of this supply. During the latter part of
May, 1917. it became necessary to prohibit the use of this Avater by
interstate carriers owing to failure to comply with the Treasury De-
partment standard. Following the use of an additional amount of
hypochlorite in the treatment of this water and the correction of
certain insanitary conditions, the supply was brought to conform to
the standard promulgated and its use was again permitted. Plans
are now under way for extensive permanent improvements in the
waterworks system involving an expenditure estimated at $500,000.

INVESTIGATION OF AN EPIDEMIC OUTBREAK AT TALLADEGA, ALA.

In December, 1916, a request was received from the health officer

at Talladega, Ala., through the State board of health, for the detail
of an officer to assist in the control of an outbreak of diarrhea and
enteritis occurring in that city, presumably caused by a contaminated
water supply. Accordingly, Asst. Surg. Jas. B. Laughlin was di-

rected uncler orders of December 6, 191C, to proceed to Talladega
for that purpose.
For a number of years Talladega, a city of 6.000 people, had suf-

fered excessively from typhoid fever, the mortality rate averaging
well above 100 jier lOO.OOO population. In addition there had been
frequent outbreaks of diarrhea and enteritis, particularly among
newcomers, and conclusive bacteriological evidence had been offered
of a marked degree of pollution of the city water supply. At this
time the water was derived from a spring. The geological forma-
tion was limestone, more than 400 surface i)ri\ies existed in the
community, and the sewer system was defective. Believing that the
jjresence of disease was due to a contaminated water 8ui)])ly l)r()iight

about by these conditions, action was taken and two wells, each in
proximity to the spring, were sunk to a depth of more than 400 feet.
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From the fall oi liU-2, when the wells were completed, until May,

U>15. water was obtained exclusively from this source but typhoid

and "diarrheal diseases continued and B. eoll were invariably present

in the water examined. After investigation the State sanitary en-

<Tine^n- recommended the installation of a liquid chlorine plant, and

following the equipping of the same there was an immediate decline

in the typhoid fever and dysentery death rate.

The outbreak in question commenced about October 28, 1916, ap-

proximately 500 cases of diarrhea developing Avithin a period of 10

days, reaching a maximum of 1,500 cases, the estimate of the health

othcor. within a short time. The disease was widespread, occurring

efjually in all portions of the city with the exception of a section

receiving its water supply from individual wells; here there were

fewer ca'ses, although it was impossible to entirely exclude the use of

citv water in the washing of vegetables and for other purposes. The
symptoms were the same in every instance, the disease being char^

acterized by sudden and uncontrollable diarrhea, accompanied by

abdominal pain, and followed by weakness, the condition in some

instances continuing for a number of weeks. Upon stopping the use

of the city water the symptoms nearly always abated.

Questioning of the superintendent of the waterworks elicited the

fact that just before the epidemic outbreak developed, owing to the

breakage of one of the valves of the chlorinating apparatus, no
chlorine had been added to the water and during this time water

from both the wells and the spring had been pumped into the mains.

Further investigation determined that the amount of chlorine added
was not efficiently regulated and that the effectiveness of the plant,

even when in operation, Avas not controlled by bacteriological

analyses, so that there was no way of determining whether the

amount of chlorine going into the water was sufficient to render it

safe. Samples of the spring water collected and examined show-ed

10,000 bacteria in 1 cubic centimeter and B. coli in 1 cubic centimeter.

In samples which had undergone proper chlorination B. coli were

not found.
For the control of the epidemic it was recommended that all water

used for drinking and culinary purpose be boiled until assurance

could be given that the city supply had received proper treatment;

that the chlorinating plant be scientifically operated, the effectiveness

of the apparatus to be controlled by bacteriological examinations;
that the use of the spring water be abandoned and that all surface
privies be eliminated and the sewage system repaired. It was fur-

ther advised that if for any reason necessity arose to pump untreated

supplies into the city mains the people should be notified to boil their

water until it was reasonably certain that all of the untreated water
had been forced out of the system and the chlorinated water was
again in circulation.

INVESTIGATION OF TlIE AVATER SUPPLY AT BALTIMORE, MD.

In the work of certification of water supplies for use on interstate

carriers it was reported to the Public Health Service by the Mary-
land State Board of Health that the water supplied common carriers

in the city of Baltimore failed to conform to the standard promul-
gated by the Treasury Department and that it was therefore im-
possible to issue a certificate covering this source. This fact being
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reported to the commissioner of health of Baltimore a request was
received from this official, concurred in by the secretary of the State

board of health, for a thorough investigation of the water supply
with the possibility of determining the conditions at fault. In ac-

cordance with this request Passed Asst. Surg. H. E. Hasseltine and
Sanitary Engineer W. D. Wrightson were detailed to proceed to

Baltimore for this purpose. At the termination of the fiscal year
this investigation was still in progress.

INVESTIGATION OF AN ALLEGED CASE OF TYPHOm AT SAN LUIS OBISPO
LIGHTHOUSE.

In October, 1916, in compliance with a request received from the

Commissioner of the Lighthouse Service an officer was detailed to

investigate an alleged case of typhoid fever occurring in the family
of the assistant keeper of the lighthouse at San Luis Obispo. Cal.,

Asst. Surg. D. S. Baughman being assigned to the duty in question.

The facts elicited are Avell worthy of record.

It was ascertained by the investigating officer that the patient, a

young girl of 15, had previous to her illness been in the habit of
visiting a small village of 250 inhabitants 4 miles distant. Her ill-

ness was abrupt in onset, with severe headache, pain in the back of
the neck, and general weakness, more pronounced in the lower ex-

tremities. Within a short time the weakness of the limbs became ac-

centuated and other symptoms of a serious nature developed, the
case terminating fatally on the jEifth day of illness. These facts,

elicited from the family and the physician, failed to thoroughly es-

tablish the diagnosis of typhoid fever to the satisfaction of the in-

specting officer, and, indeed were more indicative of death from some
other cause. Accordingly it was decided to investigate conditions in

the near-by village where the child had visited.

Upon inquiry from the townspeople it was ascertained that there
had been no cases of suspicious illness in the village or vicinity, but
it was recalled upon further questioning that a child had recently

been ill. This child was examined, and the mother informed the in-

specting officer of another child who had been similarly afflicted,

while the second mother was able to recall a third who had also been
ill. In this manner three additional cases, resulting in two deaths,

were brought to light, all more or less typical of poliomyelitis.

Upon attempting to determine the source of the infection it was learned

that nearly three months previously a woman with four children had
come to the village from New York City, where the children had been
definitel}^ exposed to poliomyelitis. During the course of the jour-

ney one of the children became suddenly ill with high fever and
paralysis, death resulting before the final destination was reached.

The mother, with the remaining members of the family, completed
her journey, and soon after her arrival the first cases developed.

Definite instances were recalled where the older children of the

families in which the disease appeared had associated with the chil-

dren of the New York woman, thus establishing the chain of infec-

tion. The fact that the true nature of the disease had not been de-

termined and that the infection was unquestionably transferred di-

rectly from the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboard are the striking fea-

tures of what was regarded as an ordinary occurrence of a case of

typhoid fever.
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SANITARY SUKVEY OF YOSKMITE NATIONAL PARK.

On December 2. 1916, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior re-

quested that an officer of the Public Health Service be detailed for

the purpose of making an examination as to the sanitar}^ and other

related conditions in the Yosemite National Park, and to suggest

such measures as were necessary for the betterment thereof. In as

much as national parks are places of congregation of persons from all

parts of the United States, and since the occurrence of insanitary con-

ditions in those localities greatly favor the interstate spread of dis-

ease. Senior Surg. L. L. Williams was iletailed for the purpose of

making the sanitary inspection requested. Passed Asst. Surg. C. L.

AVilliams was directed to examine in the interstate sanitary labora-

tory at San Francisco water samples collected from the more impor-

tant sources. Senior Surg. Williams made a careful survey of those

portions of the park which could be visited at that season of the

year. The water samples collected by him were examined and a re-

port of the entire operation transmitted to the Department of the

Interior.

SANITARY INSPECTION OF GOVERNMENT VESSELS.

In consonance with a request received from the Chief of Engineers,

United States Army, a sanitary inspection was conducted November
20, 1916, of the United States dredges Maumee and Burton and the

tender tug Spear. A report was submitted by Surg. John M. Holt,

who made the inspections, covering the vaccination of the crew
against smallpox and typhoid, the system of handling and storage

of water supplies, the complement of medicine chests, and other

items having a bearing upon the health of the officers and men.

INSPECTION OF GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS.

Conformable with Executive Order No. 1498 of March 15, 1912,

all buildings of the executive branch of the (lovernment within the

District of Columbia, excepting those of the War and Navy Depart-
ments, have been inspected during the year with reference to their

hygienic and sanitary condition. These inspections were made by
Surgs. M. H. Foster and E. A. Sweet and Passed Asst. Surg. J. li.

Hurley. A gratifying improvement is everywhere noticeable since

the inspections were instituted, evidencing each year attainment
of higher standanls. In a certain number of buildings expensive
structural alterations are required in order to have them conform
with modern conceptions of hygiene and sanitation, but even in these
the standard of cleanliness and order is excellent and complaints are
relatively infrequent.

Ventiiat'ion.—The majority of the buildings are ventilated from
natural sources, and in most instances this means would be satis-

factory were free use made of open windows. Unfortunately, this

method is not always utilized to the necessary extent, owing to the
fact that many employees, on account of their age or physical con-
dition, are very sensitive to drafts. However, through the installa-
tion of the glass wind deflectors in window bases these objections
have been largely overcome.

Lighting.—The most satisfactory type of semi-indirect lighting
is in use in but few of those buildings where artificial light is needed
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in the daytime. In most instances, however, save on dark days,

ample daylight to carry on the work is available. This is supple-

mented, where needed, principally by the use of fixtures of the direct

type. Where these produce glare in the employees' eyes, troublesome
shadows, or an insufficiency of light, such matters are reported upon
with accompanying suitable recommendations for the improvement
of existing conditions.

Heating.—As commented upon in previous reports the prevailing

and almost the only defect found in this regard is the creation of

too high a temperature in offices, coupled with too low atmospheric
humidity. This defect undoubtedly contributes to an increased mor-
bidity among the employees from affections of the respiratory tract.

It is practically impossible to overcome the defect mentioned without
an expenditure of funds that in most cases are unwarranted under
the circumstances.

Overa'oicding and congestion.—The conditions of overcrowding
and congestion noted in many buildings in previous years were
found to be markedly improved during the past winter, brought
about through new construction and the securing of additional
quarters in rented buildings. However, due to the additional work
thrown on the departments following the declaration of Avar, neces-

sitating a greatly increased personnel, despite the securing of new
office space, the congestion in some offices has again become marked.
Plans are on foot to remedy this condition, and in the meantime
every effort possible is being made to secure free ventilation and
otherwise protect the health of the employees.

Drinking-water supplies.—Special care is taken in all buildings
to supply employees with a chilled water which is protected from
contamination. This is secured through cooling the water by other
means than by permitting the ice to come directly into contact
therewith, by furnishing each employee with an individual drink-
ing glass, and the issuance of regulations prohibiting leaving these
at cooler's for common use.

Toilets and lavatories.—These conveniences, as regards facilities
and maintenance, are in most instances above reproach. Cakes of
hand soap for common use are prohibited in the majority of the
buildings and liquid soap with individual towels are generally pro-
vided.

Cleaning and general cleanliness.—As regards general cleanliness
the Government buildings in Washington have reached a high state
of excellence. This has been secured in part by the centralization
of the authority responsible for results in this regard by placing
the cleaning force in each building under a capable person and
partly by the introduction of improved methods of cleaning. Elec-
tric floor-scrubbing machines and vacuum cleaners have been in-

stalled in many instances, by which means much better results are
obtained without additional labor.

Welfare of employees.—The fitting up in the larger Government
buildings of lunch rooms and women's rest rooms and the installati6n
of emergency hospitals, safety devices, shower baths, etc., in those
buildings where large-scale mechanical processes are carried on have
been of great benefit in both conserving the health of employees and
producing contentment.
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SPECIAL SAMTAHT INVESTIGATIONS OF GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS.

In conformity with a request submitted to the Treasury Depart-
ment by the custodian of the old post-oflice building at Pittsburgh,

Pa., an officer was detailed May 21, 1917, to investigate sanitaiy con-

ditions in that building with special reference to rat infestation,

Asst. Surg. C. V. Akin being assigned to the duty in question. It

was ascertained that rat infestation existed to such an extent that

damage to the mails was of frequent occurrence, although the general

sanitary condition of the building was excellent, the rodents in most
instances gaining access to the structure from outside sources. Spe-
cific recommendations for the correction of existing conditions were
advanced, these comprising the elimination of rat harborage beneath
floors, the screening of ventilating flues, and the pointing up of un-

necessary apertures with cement mortar.

Under date of May 23, 1917, Passed Asst. Surg. J. H. Smith was
directed to proceed to Columbus, Ga., for the purpose of making an
inspection of the post office at that city and to submit through the

usual channels a report relative to infestation of the building by rats

and also concerning the methods of lighting, heating, and ventilation.

It was ascertained that the difficulty with rodents apparently origi-

nated with the handling of food products by parcel post. Recom-
mendations were submitted for the elimination of the rat population

and the correction of other defects of construction and operation.

The group of buildings, 14 in number, comprising the Columbia
Institution for the Deaf at Washington, D. C., were surveyed by
Asst. Surg. C. V. Akin in compliance with orders of February 14,

1917, the investigation being conducted at the request of the presi-

dent of the college on account of trouble from rat infestation. After
a careful investigation of conditions with reference to the storage

of food supplies and facilities for the harboring of rodents, measures
for the correction of the evil were recommended.

GOVERNMENT SAFEIT-FIRST TRAIN.

The Government safety-first train, depicting the various activities

of the Federal Government in the conservation of human life, con-

tinued its itinerary from July 1 to August 29 of the present fiscal

year, the States of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyom-
ing, and Utah on the lines of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and
Union Pacific Railways being visited. The itinerary, as extended,
was completed at Beatrice, Nebr., and the train was inmiediately
returned to Washington for disbandment.
From the date of the inception of the trip, May 1, 1916, to August

29, 1916, a total distance of 9,093 miles was traveled and 87 cities

and towns in 16 States were visited. The number of visitors was
531,982 and the average daily attendance 5,215. Had it not been
for the limited capacity of the train these numbers would have been
considerably larger as many thousand visitors were turned away.
Motion pictures, illustrative of governmental activities along humani-
tarian lines, with special reference to health and safety, were shown
to 140,600 persons. E\erywhere the extent and instructiveness of
the exhibit were highly praised, it being the consensus of opinion
among visitors that the exposition was of great educational value.
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THE EMERGENCY HOSPITAL, PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION.

The operations of the emergency hospital, established for the re-

lief of the sick and injured at the Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position, were n<:t terminated until November 15, 1916, the process
of demolition of numerous buildings on the grounds necessitating

the continuance of an institution of this character although during
the post-exposition period the hospital was conducted practically as

an out-patient clinic. Throughout the period of operation only
emergency cases were handled and all patients requiring prolonged
treatment were either referred to various hospitals or to private
physicians designated by the exposition management.
From the date of opening of the hospital, February 18, 1914, to

the date of closing, November 15, 1916, 10,794 persons received

medical or surgical attention, an average of slightly more than 10

a day. In addition to this number 1,729 patients were retreated,

the retreatment aggregating 4,997, so that relief was furnished on
15,791 occasions. A summary of the relief furnished and work
accomplished is as follows:

Cutting and piercing accidents 1, 731
Traumatism by machines, etc 689
Other external violences 1,406
Fractures 308
Nervous system, diseases of 544
Purulent infections 293
Sprains 417
Syncope 158
Stomach, diseases of 402
Skin, diseases of 276
Nasal fossae, diseases of 193
Diarrhea and enteritis : 167
Antityphoid inoculations :__ 721
Roentgenograms-, 974
Miscellaneous conditions 3, 489

RAT ERADICATIVE CAMPAIGN, NORFOLK, VA.

In the latter part of February, 1917, it was reported to the Secre-
tary of the Navy by the supervisor of naval auxiliaries for the fifth

naval district that the coal wharves and piers at Newport News,
Sewalls Point and Lamberts Point (Norfolk), Va., were heavily
infested with rodents which migrated to and from vessels in large
numbers whenever they docked for coal. The matter had previously
been brought to the attention of Dr. P. S. Schenck, commissioner of
health for the city of Norfolk, who, appreciating the urgent need of
protecting the city's health, and also the danger of the interstate

spread of disease from potentially plague-infected rodents, appealed
to the bureau for assistance. Following an interchange of communi-
cations between the Navy and Treasury Departments, Asst. Surg.
C. V. Akin was ordered, March 23, 1917, to assume charge of the
situation.

Upon the arrival of the officer in charge at Norfolk a preliminary
survey of the harbor was instituted to determine the points of
heaviest rat infestation. It was ascertained that the wharves and
docks maintained by the several shipping interests were in poor
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Structural condition and provided well-prepared harbors for rodents

coming from coastwise and foreign vessels lying alongside. At
Lambei-ts Point it was found that the three skeleton steel coaling

piers olfered little opportunity for rat infestation, but that a fourth

pier atforded comfortable and safe harborage. At the landward
ends of these piers there was a collection of wooden-box constructed

buildings used as offices and storerooms, erected on " made land " of

loosely packed composition, which offered favorable conditions for

the easy living of rats. These buildings rested upon, or slightly

below, the surface of the ground. Similar surroundings were dis-

covered at Sewalls Point and Newport News, the only ditference

being the extent of the conditions favoring rat harboring. At the

latter place each laborer had been permitted to construct an in-

dividual locker, in which was kept tools, clothes, and lunches. While
none of these huts was large, their multiplicity and the fact that

food protlucts were stored therein made rat hiding easy and com-
fortable.

Upon completion of the inspection a w^ritten report of the condi-

tions, as found, and recommendations advanced was submitted to the

railway officials in immediate charge of the property concerned and
immediately plans were formulated for making the necessary struc-

tural changes to bring about a reduction in rat infestation. A suffi-

cient amount was appropriated for by the conunon council of the

city of Norfolk to institute trapping and poisoning operations and
over 2,600 rodents were captured. To prevent the ready running of

rodents from vessels to shore and from shore to vessels all ships

were fended off a distance of 8 feet from the wharf while lying-to

or loading and provided with metal rat guards on all lines, orders
being issued by the supervisor of naval auxiliaries to this effect.

In order to insure proper compliance wnth these requirements a copy
of Public Health I5ulletin No. 86 w^as sent to each yard and regular
inspections were nuide. The rat proofing of buildings by elevation

and the construction of concrete flooring was recommended and met
with a ready response on the part of owners. In this manner 24
buildings were elevated and 2.738 square feet of concrete laid, to-

gether with the installation of 998 linear feet of chain wall. A policy

of concentration was recommended for the pi'operty at Newport
News, and the owners, agreeing, constructed a large building of cor-

rugated iron, providing it with a concrete floor, in place of the many
smaller buildings which previously existed. This was surrounded
with a wall of concrete, extending from a point 2 feet below the

ground level upward to 1 foot above the floor. AVithin the structure
lockers were Ijuilt, one being assigned to each lalx)rer. This single

building fulfilled the best requirements for rat proofing and at once
did away with at least 100 unsightly and dangerous other structures,

to say nothing of the total elimination of a dangerous fire hazard.
These facts necessarily appealed to the owners as economically ad-
vantageous.

VACCINATION OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC AGAINST SMALLPOX, TYPHOID,
AND PARATYPHOID FEVER.

During the fiscal year 1915 a department circular was issued by
the Secretary of the Treasury offering to all civil employees of the

Government whose duties obliged them to engage in interstate traffic,
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or who were concerned in the handling of mail, free vaccination
against smallpox and tyi)hoid fever. Since the issuance of this cir-

cular the dilKculties encountered in the enforcement of general sani-

tary measures in times of great national stress and the expenditure
of money and time necessary for the improvement of sanitary con-
ditions in order to bring about a reduction of the incidence of dis-

ease have led to the more widespread ado])tion of individual im-
munization toward the accomplisliment of this end. In conformity
with this tendency, and in order to uttain the greatest benefit in the
shortest possible time, a department circular was issued by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, under date of May 1(5, 1017. offering to the
general public free vaccination against either smallpox, typhoid,
or paratyphoid fever, this vaccination to be administered at any one
of the 168 stations of the Public Health Service:

1917.

Department Circular No. S3. Treasury Department,
Office of the Secretary,

Public Health Service. Washinf/ton, May 16, 1917.

To medical oncers of the United States Public Health Service, and others con-
cerned :

Hereafter, as a means of preventing the interstate spread of disease either
by military forces or the civil population, any person in the United States
may receive, without cost, upon applying in person at those places designated
by the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service, vaccina-
tion against any one or all of the following-named diseases: Smallpox, typhoid
fever, paratyphoid fever

Medical officers and others charged with the duty of performing such vaccina-
tions should make requisition for the materials necessary therefor, and shall
render a monthly report showing the names of those so vaccinated, their ad-
dresses, and the date of said vaccination. Upon the request of any person
so vaccinated certificate of vaccination may be issued.

W. G. McAdoo, Secretary.

Wliile the effect of this order at the time of the submission of this

report has not had time to manifest itself, it is believed that ulti-

mately not only will many thousands receive the preventive treatment
foi- these diseases, which is now on a well-]5roven and satisfactory

basis, but that direct stimulation of vaccination by pi-ivate physicians
will result. It is expected that in the sanitation of extra-cantonment
zones, where it is desirable to reduce the incidence of disease to the
lowest possible minimum in the least possible time, that vaccination
Avill prove a useful adjunct to other sanitary measures. It is con-

templated that all vaccines other than smallpox virus will be manu-
factured in the Hygienic Laboratory, thus insuring purity and
potency of the product.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL HOME FOR LEPERS.

The long-continued agitation for the establishment of a national

home for lepers was consunmiated February 3, 1917, with the enact-

ment of legislation authorizing; the founding of an institution of
this character and appropriating $'250,000 therefor. The passage
of this measure is particularly gratifying and marks another for-

ward step in public health legislation. The constantly increasing
difficulties in dealing with the leprosy jiroblem have long been appar-
ent to public health officials in nearly every section of the country,
and it has been realized that only by proper segregation could the
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solution of the problem be accomplished. Not only is segregation

demanded for reasons of health, but it is fully as important on eco-

nomic and humanitarian grounds.
The legislation as enacted authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury

to select and obtain a site suitable for the establishment of a home
for the care and treatment of lepers, to be administered by the

Public Health Service, and to cause such buildings to be erected

thereon as may be necessary. Provision is made for the reception

into said home, under regulations prepared by the Surgeon General,

of any person afflicted with leprosy who presents himself for care

and treatment, those who may be apprehended under authority of

the United States quarantine acts, or those who are duly consigned

to the home by the proper health authorities of any State or Terri-

tory, the expenses of transportation to be paid from funds set aside

for the maintenance of the home. The regulations governing the

institution are to be prepared by the Surgeon General, subject to the

approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.

COOPERATION WITH SOUTHERN SOCIOLOGICAL CONGRESS.

Upon request of the secretary of the Southern Sociological Con-
gress, an officer was detailed to assist the Congress in a health and
welfare extension campaign carried on in various sections of the

country, orders being issued October 7, 1916, to Surg. B. W. Brown
to this effect. The following cities were visited: Winston-Salem,
N. C. ; Farmville, Va. ; Petersburg, Va. ; Hopewell, Va. ; Eichmond,
Va. ; Charlotte, N. C. ; Spartanburg, S. C. ; Rock Hill, S. C. ; Green-
ville, S. C. ; Seneca, S. C. ; and Chattanooga, Tenn. Public meetings
were held in the cities mentioned, at which health and welfare sub-

jects were discussed and exhibit material relating to health and
community betterment, a portion of which was contributed by the

service, was displayed. The attendance at meetings of this character

totaled 51.090, and approximately 47,000 people viewed the exhibits,

civic organizations, churches, and woman's clubs cooperating in the

work. At all of these gatherings special stress was laid on the

manner of dissemination and the methods of control of the par-

ticular diseases prevalent in that locality and the various phases of
public health work were especially emphasized.

In addition to the educational features, upon request of State and
local health agencies, brief sanitary surveys of the majority of com-
munities vis-ited were instituted. These consisted of the examination
of city ordinances relating to health, the determination of housing
conditions, the inspection of public and private water supplies and
the watersheds from which they were derived, the disposal of waste
the number and condition of surface toilets, and other easily obtained

data bearing upon health. Upon conclusion of the investigations

si)ecific recommendations were advanced for the correction of the

more obvious defects noted.

COOPERATION WITH STATE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONS IN EXAMINATIONS
FOR HEALTH OmCERS.

During the yoai- examinations have been conducted by the Public

Health Service for the Illinois and Califoi-nia State Civil Service

Commissions for the purpose of selecting competent persons as dis-
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trict health officers in those States, and also for the position of director
of the bureau of communicable diseases, State of California. The
examinations have included in their scope such subjects as epidemi-
ology, bacteriology, and public health administration, the questions
covering these subjects either being formulated and forwarded to the
examinmg board or the candidates appearing before boards of com-
missioned officers convened for that purpose in representative cities,

these boards basing their ratings not only upon the results of the
written and oral examinations but also upon the experience and
general fitness of the applicants. Through the assistance rendered
m this manner civil service commissions have been able to secure
candidates for important positions from other districts than their
own and a higher standard of administrative officers has un-
doubtedly been secured.

riRST-Aro INSTRUCTION.

At the request of various schools and organizations interested in
the principles governing medical and surgical relief first-aid in-

struction has been given during the year to a number of classes in
various sections of the country. The membership of these organiza-
tions has included Red Cross units, high-school students, women
undergoing training for national service, officers and men of the
merchant marine, to whom the courses have been of particular
advantage, and others. The following officers have been detailed
to duty of this character : Surgs. G. B. Young, M. H. Foster, A. D.
Foster, and E. A. Sweet ; Passed Asst. Surgs. J. R. Hurley and E. R.
Marshall, and Asst. Surgs. O. H. Cox and H. A. Spencer.

EXTENSION OF STEREOPTICON LOAN LIBRARY.

More extensive use has been made during the year of the stere-

opticon loan library, established for the purpose of teaching im-
portant lessons in sanitation and demonstrating the principles
governing disease prevention, than at any previous time. Loans
have been made to 549 individuals and organizations and more than
27,000 slides have been in circulation. Based upon voluntary, but
altogether incomplete, returns it is estimated that these health views
were shown to audiences numbering more than 120,000 persons, and
examination of the records proves that the slides have been sent
to practically every State in the Union. The slides now in circula-
tion number 2,500. These photographs have been extensively copied
and the manufacturer reports that he is frequently in receipt of re-

quests from foreign countries for these health pictures. Lectures
to accompany the views have been prepared upon at least two sub-
jects and as time affords other subjects Avill receive attention.
The library itself has recorded a material gi-owth in the number

of the slides and the character of the views has been correspondingly
improved. Sets of slides relating to the hygiene of infants, the sani-
tary production and care of milk, and kindred subjects have been
prejDared and found particularly useful during Baby Week cele-
brations, at fanners' conventions, health meetings, and on other
occasions. The motion-picture films in possession of the service,
although limited in nuniber, have been in constant use and the
necessity for further equipment of this character is again evident,
frequent requests for films having to be refused.



SANITARY REPORTS AND STATISTICS.

Through the Division of Sanitary Reports and Statistics, the

I*ul)Iic Health Service keeps informed of the occurrence of outbreaks
and epidemics and of the prevalence and geographic distribution of

preventable diseases, makes disease maps, keeps cognizant of current
sanitary legislation through the collection and compilation of State

and municipal hnvs and regulations and court decisions on matters
relating to the public health, and publishes weekly the Public Health
Eeports.

Prevalence of Disease in the United States.

During the year all available information of the prevalence and
geographic distribution of communicable disease has been collected,

as in previous years. This work, begun 39 years ago, pursuant to

act of Congress, approved in 1878, has been continued with ever-

increasing scope. The agencies composing the intelligence system by
means of which information of disease occurrence and prevalence is

currently collected consist of the State healtli authorities, the health
authorities of municipalities, counties, townships, towns, and bor-

oiighs, officers of the Public Health Service stationed throughout
the country, and, for some diseases, the practicing physicians. These
ditlerent agencies report with varied fre(]uency, some when there

exists an unusual disease prevalence, others regularly each weelc, and
others monthly. In additi(m, the State and city authorities furnish
annual statements of the prevalence of preventable diseases within
their several jurisdictions. The system of reports has been developed
until it now covers approximately 80 per cent of the poj:)ulation of

the country. The States and cities from which reports are not
received have undeveloped health organizations, and information of

the occurrence of disease in their respective jurisdictions is not of

record and therefore not ol)tainable through the usual channels.

Cm^^eni reports.—Through the current repoi-ts received from the
various cooperating officials, current information has been available

at all times during the year of the outbreak of epidemics or the
occurrence of unusual disease prevalence. This information has been
made available from week to week to the health officials of the country
and those engaged in publi<' health work through the medium of the

Pnl)lic Health Eeports.
Mvnicipal v^eekly 7no7hi<1ity reports.—The cities having efficiently

organized health departments have furnished each week statements

254
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of the prevalence of notifiable diseases in their respective jurisdic-

tions. The cities able to furnish these reports have shown a constant
increase in number. The quality and dependability of the reports
have also improved.
These reports are made on franked postal-card forms which are

supplied to the health officers of all the cities of over 50,000 popula-
tion—128 cities—and to many of the smaller urban communities from
which weekly reports have been received for a number of years.

A reproduction of the report card follows

:

Form 1965.—F. C, Jan. 17-16.

MUNICIPAL WEEKLY MORBIDITY REPORT.

City
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and some others reported iriciiiilarly. The cities that reported with
.-jatisfactoi\v regularity were

:

Alameda. Cal.

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Atlantic City, N. J.

Baltimore, Md.
Bayonne, N. J.

Berkeley, Cal.

Binghaiuton. N. Y.

Birmingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.
Braddock, Pa.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Brockton, Mass.
Brookline. Mass.
Buflfalo, N. Y.
Butler. Pa.
Cambridge. Mass.
Camden, N. J.

Canton, Ohio.
Charleston, S. C.

Chelsea, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Chicopee, Mass.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Coffeyville, Kans.
Columbus, Ohio.
Concord, N. H.
Covington, Ky.
Cumberland, Md.
Danville, 111.

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.
Dubuque, Iowa.
Duluth, Minn.
East Orange, N. J.

Elgin, 111.

Evansville, Ind.

Everett, Mass.
Everett, Wash.
I'all River, Mass.
Fitchburg, Mass.
I'ort Worth, Tex.
Galesburg, 111.

Galveston, Tex.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Hartford. Conn.
Haverhill. Mass.
Iloboken, N. J.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Jackson, Mich.

J.

Jersey City. N. .7.

Jolmstown, Pa.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kearny, N. J.

Kenosha, Wis.
Kokomo, Ind.

La Crosse, Wis.
Lancaster, Pa.
liawronce, Mass.
Lexington, Ky.
Lima, Ohio.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Little Rock. Ark.
Long Branch. N.
Lorain, Ohio.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Lowell, Mass.
Lynchburg, Va.
Lynn, Mass.
Maiden, Mass.
Manchester, N. H.
McKeesport, Pa.
Medford, Mass.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mobile, Ala.
Montclair, N. J.

Morristown, N. J.

Nanticoke, Pa.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.

New Bedford, Mass
New Britain, Conn.
Newburyport, Mass.
New Castle, Pa.
New Haven, Conn.
New London, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
Newton, Mass.
New York, N. Y.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Norfolk, Va.
Norristown, Pa.
North Adams, Mass.
Northampton, Mass.
Ogden, Utah.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Nebr.
Orange, N. J.

Pasedena, Cal.

Passaic, N. J.

Pawtucket, R. I.

Perth Amboy, N. J.

Philadelphia. Pa.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
I'ittsfield, Mass.
Plainfield, N. J.

Portland, Me.
Portland, Oreg.
Portsmouth. Xn.
Providence, R. I.

Racine, Wis.
Reading, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Rutland, Vt.

Sacramento, Cal.
Saginaw, Mich.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
San Diego, Cal.

Sandusky, Ohio.
San Francisco, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Somerville, Mass.
South Bend, Ind.
Springfield, 111.

Springfield, Mass.
Steelton, Pa.
Steubenville, Ohio.
Superior, Wis.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Tacoma, Wash.
Taunton, Mass.
Toledo, Ohio.
Trenton, N. J.

Troy, N. Y.
Waltham, Mass.
Washington, D. 0.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Wichita, Kans.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Wllkinsburg, Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.
Wilmington, Del.
Worcester, Mass.
Zanesville, Ohio.

The following are the citias that were either irregular in sending
their reports or frequently mailed them late:

Akron, Ohio.
Albany, N. Y.

Allentown, Pa.
Alton, 111.

Altoona, Pa.
Auburn, N. Y.

Aurora, 111.

Austin, Tex.
Beaver Palls, Pa.

Bellingham, Wash.
Berlin, N. H.
Brownsville, Tex.
Butte, Mont.
Cairo, 111.

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Clinton, Mass.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Columbia, S. C.

Davenport, Iowa.
Dayton, Ohio.
Dunkirk, N. Y.
East Chicago, Ind.
Elizabeth, N. J.

El Paso, Tex.
Erie, Pa.
Flint, Mich.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Green Bay, Wis. Xewburgh, N. Y. Sioux City, Iowa.
Hagerstown, Md. Newport, Ky. South Bethlehem, Pa.
Hamilton, Ohio. Newport, R. I. Springfield, Ohio.
Harrison, N. J. Oakland, Cal. Stockton, Cal.

Kansas City, Kans. Pontiac, Mich. Tampa, Fla.

Kingston, N. Y. Portsmouth, N. H. Terre Haute, Ind.
Knoxville, Tenn. Quincy, 111. Topeka, Kans.
Long Beach, Cal. Quincy, Mass. Washington, Pa.
Madison, Wis. Rockford, 111. Watertown, N. Y.

Marinette, Wis. Rock Island, 111. West Hoboken, N. J.

Melrose. Mass. Rocky Mount, N. C. Wilmington, N. C.

Memphis, Tenn. St. Paul, Minn. Winston-Salem, N. C.
Muscatine, Iowa. Savannah, Ga. Woburn, Mass.
Nashua, N. H. Seattle, Wash. York, Pa.

Of the cities of 50,000 or more population, no reports were received

from the following, due in most instances to the fact that the health

departments did not have the necessary records from which to fur-

n.ish the information :

Atlanta, Ga. Houston, Tex. ^^cranton. Pa.
Augusta, Ga. Jacksonville, Fla. iSpokane, Wash.
Dallas, Tex. Paterson, N. J. Waterbury, INIass.

Des Moines, Iowa. Peoria, 111. Yonkers, N. Y.

East St. Louis, 111. ^ueblo. Colo. Youngstown, Ohio.
Holyoke, Mass. ^an Antonio, Tex.

Of the urban communities having populations between 10,000 and
50,000 many have not yet been able to furnish weekly reports because
of having no health oflBcers or because of lack of clerical force in

their health departments. In some instances their records were not
so kept that the figures were readily available for making current
reports.

Monthly State reports.—At the beginning of the year monthly
reports of the occurrence and prevalence of notifiable diseases were
received from 26 States and the District of Columbia, as follows:
Arkansas, California, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Idaho,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota. Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia,
Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. The follow-
ing States began reporting during the year: Alabama, Colorado,
Maine, Nevada, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Khode Island, and
South Dakota. At the end of the year, therefore, current monthly
reports were being received from 35 States having an aggregate esti-

mated population of 72,398,112 ; representing 71 per cent of the entire
population of the continental United States.

The following States were unable to furnish monthly reports:
Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas,
and Utah.
Annual State and city summaries.—For the last five years, begin-

ning with the calendar year 1912, the Public Health Service has pub-
lished annual statements of the prevalence of certain notifiable dis-
eases in the States and cities that kept suitable records from which the
data were available.

For the year 1912, 19 States, the District of Columbia, and (he
Territory of Hawaii, and about 260 cities were able to furnish the
necessary data for these reports.

18643'—17 17
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^ For the calendar year 1916 the following States were included:

Alabama. Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, the District

of Columbia, the Territory of Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi. Montana, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania. Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, Wash-
ington, "Wisconsin, and AVyoming,
The population of these 28 States, with the District of Columbia,

was 67.348,100, representing 66 per cent of the inhabitants of the

continental United States.

Annual statements for 1916 were not received from Arkansas,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada. New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Utah.
On succeeding pages of this report will be found analyses of these

summary reports of States, compared with similar data for large

cities, inhere will be found, also, tables showing for the calendar
years 1915 and 1916 the numbers of cases and deaths reported, to-

gether with the indicated case rates per 1,000 population, fatality

rates per 100 cases reported, and death rates per 1,000 population for

diphtheria, measles, scarlet fever, tuberculosis, and typhoid fever.

For the calendar years 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916, the Public
Health Service, through the Division of Sanitary Reports and Sta-

tistics, has also compiled and published annual statements of the
prevalence of certain notifiable diseases in cities of the United States

having a population of 10,000 or more.
These summaries have covered the numbers of cases recorded, and

of deaths registered, the indicated case rates per 1,000 population, the

indicated fatality rates per 100 cases; and for the year 1916 in the

cities of over 100,000 population the indicated death rates per 1,000

inhabitants for diphtheria, measles, scarlet fever, tuberculosis (pul-

monary), tuberculosis (all forms), and typhoid fever.

Reports for the calendar year 1916 were received from all of the

66 cities of over 100,000 population, excepting Cambridge, Mass., and
Memphis, Tenn. The reports represent 98.9 per cent of the aggregate
population of the cities of this group. The cities of this group that

reported, with their population as estimated for July 1, 1916k, are:

Over 500,000 inhabitants:
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rom 100,000 to 200,000 in-
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1017. One case Avas reported in Connecticut and one in West Vir-

ginia during the month of December, 1910.

Data concerning the source of infection were furnished for only

a few of tlie cases reported, but enough has been learned to indicate

that the infection in the cases reported in the eastern States was re-

ceived in many instances in the handling of imported hides. The
infection in cases reported from other localities, especially those in

Louisiana, was received from domestic animals sick or dead from
anthrax.
The collection of detailed information of cases of anthrax in man

is being carried on. An eti'ort is also beino; made to ascertain the

relation of its prevalence among animals to its occurrence in man.

DENGUE.

Dengue was prevalent in Brownsville, Tex., in July, and in Eagle
Pass during the months of September and October, IDKi. During
I lie calendar year 1016, a total of 069 cases of dengue was repoi'ted

in Texas.
DIPHTHERIA.

Case rates.—The highest reported case rate for diphtheria was that

for Massachusetts, with a rate of 1.96 per 1,000 inhabitants. The
next highest rates were those of New Jersey and New York, with

rates of 1.89 and 1.86, respectively. The lowest reported rates of

the States were those of Arizona, Iowa, and Colorado, with rates of

0.15, 0.21, and 0.39, res])ectively. The low rate in Iowa is probably

due at least in part to incomplete data.

Of the cities of over 100,000 population, the highest reported case

rates were those of Detroit, St. Louis, and Ijoston, with 6.33, 3.63,

and 3.19, respectively, per 1,000 population. The lowest reported

case rates were from Spokane and Seattle, AVash., and Portland,

Oreg., with 0.17, 0.24, and 0.44, respectively.

Fatality rates.—For the year 1916, the highest indicated fatality

rates were those of Alabama, the Territory of HaAvaii, and Iowa,
with rates of 25, 22.73, and 20.17, respectively, per 100 reported cases.

The lowest fatality rates reported were those of Louisiana, the Dis-

trict of Columbia,*^ and Minnesota, with rates of 4.96, 5.10, and 7.25,

respectively, per 100 cases reported.

The highest fatality rates recorded in the larger cities were those

of Reading, New Haven, and Philadelphia, with indicated rates of

16.90, 16.06, and 15.33, respectively, per 100 cases reported. The
lowest rates were in Fort Worth, Denver, and Richmond, with 1.59,

1.64, and 2.05, respectively.

Death rates.—Among the States the highest death rates per 1,000

|)opulation from diphtheria were those of the Territory of Hawaii
and the States of Michigan and New Jersey, with rates of 0.162,

0.159, and 0.151, respectively. The lowest rates were in Louisiana,

Iowa, Mississippi, and Montana, with rates of 0.028, 0.043, 0.072,

and 0.072, respectively.

In the larger cities the hichest death rates reported were those of

Detroit, Lowf-ll, and Providence, with rates of 0.453, 0.362, and 0.298,

respectively. The lowest rates were in Spokane, Fort Worth, and
Denver, with rates of 0.007, 0.010, and 0.012, respectively.
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DYSENTERY,

From the middle of October to the end of November, 1916, there
occurred in TaUadega, Ahi.,a dysentery-like epidemic which subsided
rapidly after the city made a change in the water supply from a

polluted spring to an artesian well.

In May and June, 1917, there was an outbreak of dysentery, prin-
cipally among children under 5 years of age, in the northeastern part
of Arkansas, first reported at Blytheville and in neighboring com-
munities in Mi:?sissippi County. The epidemic spread to several

counties in the southeastern section of Missouri and extended also to

near-by territory in Tennessee and Mississippi. The past experience
of physicians seems to indicate that similar outbreaks have been of
annual occurrence, although the epidemic is believed to have been
of unusual severity this year, as many cases have been fatal. There
are, however, no records to show either the number of cases that
occurred or the number of deaths resulting therefrom. On July 22,

VM7. the outbreak was reported as subsiding.

Special schedules were sent to the health departments of States

and to cities having a population of over 10,000 asking for informa-
tion regarding the known' (K?currence of leprosy in their respective

jurisdictions during the calendar year 1916. The following tables

give the information of the prevalence of the disease collected in this

way. It is probable that there were a few known cases in cities from
which no reports were received. Undoubtedly there were also a num-
ber of cases which were not reported because their existence was un-
known to the health departments.

Reports of leprosy, by States, for 1916.

state.
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Reports of leprosy, hy States, for lOlG—Continued.

state.
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Copies of the special leprosy report schedules sent to health officers

of States and of cities follow

:

Leprosy Report—Calendar Ykak 1916.

State of

Number of known cases in State, January 1, 1916,

Number of new cases reported during the calendar year 1916, .

Xumlier of cases that died or left the State during; the year.

Number of known cases in the State, December 31, 1916,

Number of cases isolated under State control, December 31, 1916.

Number of cases isolated under local control, December 31, 1916,

Location of cases present in State. December 31, 1916.

Town or county

—

(Date.)

, Health Officer.

Collaborating Epidemiologist.

To the Surgeon General,
United Statcn Public Health Service,

Washington, D. C.

Leprosy Report—Cauindab Year 1916.

City of

Number of known cases in city, January 1, 1916,

Number of new cases reported during the calendar year 1916, .

Number of cases that died or removed during the year,

Number of known cases in city, December 31, 1916,

Number of cases isolated under municipal control, December 31, 1916,
Remarks:

To the Surgeon General,
United States Public Health Service,

Washington, D. C.

(Date.)

(Cfty" Health "officer.Y

The Public Health Service has for the last four years circularized

the physicians of most of the Southern States to ascertain as defi-

nitely as this means would allow the prevalence of malaria. To de-

termine its geographic distribution elsewhere circular letters of in-

quiry were sent recently to the health departments of all the other
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States and of cities of over 10,000 population. The records of tin-

occurrence of malaria at Army posts were also consulted. The
mortality records of the regi^>tration area for deaths were examined,

but, naturally, gave little information of value, for the reason that

malaria may be prevalent without appearing in the records of deaths.

This is illustrated by the fact that between 1904: and 1911 there were
hi the Army in the continental United States, exclusive of Alaska,

over 13,000 eases of malaria, while during this time there were only

two deaths due to the disease. Between 1907 and 1914 there were
over 7,000 cases without a death. Then, too, in civil life malaria

frequently is given as a cause of death when the deceased was affected

with some condition other than malaria. This is true both in ma-

Endemic areas of malaria.—Shaded portions of map show endemic areas. Shaded circles

represent localities in which cases of malaria occur and in which the disease is probably
endemic.

larious localities and in localities where the disease does not exist.

And as malaria appears comparatively infrequentlj'' in mortality

records at most, it is impossible by this means to separate malarious

from nonmalarious localities.

As to the geographic distribution of malaria in the United States

at the present time, there are three principal well-recognized en-

demic areas—one large area and two smaller ones. The large endemic
area covers the whole southeastern portion of the United States, hav-

ing for its southern boundary the Gulf of ^lexico; for its western

boundary, a line drawn from Eagle Pass, on the Rio Grande, to

Leavenworth, Kans. : for its eastern boundary, the Atlantic^ seaboard;

its northern boundary, a line drawn from Leavenworth, Kans.. east*

ward some distance north of the Ohio River and extending to the

Atlantic on a line with the northern boundary of Maryland. Of the

two smaller endemic areas, one includes a section of the northern part

of Xew Jersey, southeastern New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island,

and part of the State of Massachusetts. The third recognized en-
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demic area is in California, and includes the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys, which occupy a large portion of the central part
of the State. It is probable that the New England endemic area

actually extends southward to the large southern area of which it is

in reality a part.

As indicated by reports received from State and city health de-

partments and the records of Army posts, there are lesser endemic
areas scattered here and there in many other States. (See map.)
The records of the Army posts are not without interest. Fort

Washington, Md., had for several years up to 1913 the highest

malaria sick rate of any post in the United States. The admission
rate varied from 736 to 1,000 mean strength in 1906 to 172 per 1,000

in 1912.

While the malaria rate in the Army has steadily declined during
recent years, it is suggested fhat the causes are the improved condi-

tions at the posts, better barracks, and greater attention to screening

and drainage, also that the troops still suffer from the infection

present in localities surrounding many of the posts.

In 1914 the highest malaria rate at any Army post in the United
States was 73 per 1,000 mean strength at Washington Barracks in

the District of Columbia. The second highest was at Fort Myer,
Va., just outside of Washington, and the third highest at Leaven-
worth. Kans.

MEASLES.

Alaska.—A considerable prevalence of measles was reported in

Alaska. During the month of August, 1916, 23 cases occurred at

Possession Point, and from December 15, 1916, to February 17, 1917,

87 cases were reported at Ketchikan. Reports indicated that the

southeastern section of Alaska was quite generally affected, with
high rates in many of the towns and villages. At Yakutat 128 cases

occurred among a population of 145 persons.

Case rates.—^h^ highest case rates for measles reported by States

for the calendar year 1916 were those of Virginia, Pennsylvania,
and Washington, with 11.85, 11.67, and 11.03, respectively, per 1,000

population. The lowest case rates among the States reporting were
those for Alabama, Arizona, and Mississippi, with 0.09, 0.37, and
0.87, respectively.

Of the cities of over 100,000 population the highest reported case

rates per 1,000 were those of Richmond, Salt Lake City, and Youngs-
town, with rates of 43.30, 34.22, and 26.45, respectively. The lowest
rates of 0.22, 0.39, and 0.59 for Oakland, Birmingham, and Cincin-
nati, respectively, probably indicate an incomplete notification of
cases.

Fatality rates.—The highest fatality rates per 100 reported cases
were those of the Territory of Hawaii, Rhode Island, and Michigan,
with rates of 8.12, 6.28, and 3.20, respectively. The lowest rates wer»
0.23, 0.32, and 0.33 in the District of Columbia, Louisiana, and Mon-
tana, respectively.

Among the large cities, the highest fatality rates were in Provi-
dence, Detroit, and Worcester, with rates of 7.86, 5.57, and 4.72, re-

spectively, per 100 cases, while the lowest were in Denver, Seattle, In-
dianapolis, and Dayton, with rates of 0.11, 0.17, 0.20, and 0.20, re-

spectively.
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Death rates.—Among the States from which deaths were reported
the highest death rates per 1,000 p/opulation were in the Territory of
Hawaii, Rhode Island, and Virginia, with rates of 0.61, 0.22, and 0.18,

respectively. The lowest death rates were in Alabama, Louisiana,
and Mississippi, with rates of 0.001, 0.007, and 0.007, per 1,000.

The highest death rates in cities of more than 100,000 population
>>.ere rates per 1,000 residents of 0.39 in Youngstown, 0,36 in Toledo,
and 0.34 in Hartford. The lowest rates were 0.005 in Cincinnati,
0.008 each in Denver and in Dallas.
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MENINGITIS (epidemic CEREBROSPINAL).

Reports received during the first six months of 1917 indicated un-
usual prevalence of cerebrospinal meningitis in several States. The
greatest incidence of the disease occurred during the period from
March 1 to the end of May.
From the first of March until about the end of the first week of

May cases were reported by States as follows: Connecticut 148, Dis-
trict of Columbia 10, Illinois 73, Maryland 18, Massachusetts 30, Min-
nesota 109, New York 123, Rhode Island 17, and Wisconsin 36. In
Indiana 22 cases were reported during the month of March. In
Kansas 40 cases Avere reported from March 1 to April 30. In Ohio
79 cases were reported in April, and in Pennsylvania 284 cases from
January 1 to April 30.

The total numbers of cases reported from those cities that showed
I he most cases for the period from January 1 to the end of May were
as folloAvs: Philadelphia 33(3, New York 188, Minneapolis 129, Hart-
lord and St. Louis 122 each, and Cleveland 94. In Akron, Ohio, 55
cases were reported during the month of April.

During the calendar year 1916 there were 26 States which kept
records. of cerebrospinal meningitis and furnished the data in their
reports to the bureau. Of these States, those reporting the greatest
number of cases were New York, with 327 cases; Pennsyhania, with
162 cases; and Virginia, with 153 cases reported as cases, but there
were in Virginia 292 cases that were recorded as deaths. AVisconsin
liad 111 cases reported as such, but there were 389 cases rec(jrded only
as deaths. This shows defective notification of this disease.
Among the larger cities, 263 cases were reported in New York, 110

cases in Chicago, 69 in Philadelphia, 64 in Boston, 62 in St. Louis,
46 in Cleveland, 39 in Bridgeport, 37 in Newark, and 29 in Detroit.
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POLIOMYELITIS (iNFANTILE PARALYSIS).

The year 191G was one characterized by an unusual prevalence of

poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) throughout the United States. In
many localities the disease became epidemic. Poliomyelitis has been
with us for several decades, occasional cases being reported here and
there throughout the country during all months of the year. There
have usually been more cases in the summer than in the winter
months.
The principal epidemic area last year comprised northern New

Jersey, southeastern New York, and most of Connecticut, Massa-
chusetts, and Khode Island. Special interest in the disease was
aroused about the 1st of July by its unusual prevalence in New York
City.

The New York City epidemic began about the middle of June.
Early in July increasing numbers of cases were being reported in

Newark and Jersey City, N. J., and neighboring communities. By
July 15 the disease was on the increase in Philadelphia, Pa. ; Bridge-
port, Conn. ; Camden, N. J. ; and Toledo, Ohio. By the 1st of August
cases were being reported in Baltimore, Md. ; Boston, Mass. ; Chicago,
111.; St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.; Providence, R. I.; Syracuse,
N. Y. ; and Trenton. N. J. The disease was at its height in July,
August, and September. In December, after the disease had sub-

sided elsewhere, an outbreak developed in the northeastern part of
West Virginia with foci at Elkins, Grafton, and Fairmont.
The localities which were particularly invaded during 1916 are

shown on the map on page 272. Billings, Mont., which is not on the
map, also had a considerable outbreak in proportion to its popula-
tion.

The table on page 272 shows the number of cases reported monthly
by States. It will be noted that a greater number of cases was re-

ported during the first four months of the year in Virginia than in
any other State. In a few of the States there was an increase in the
occurrence of the disease during May and June, but in most of the
States the distinct increase began in July, and in Maine and Ver-
mont not until August. The highest reported case rate for the year
was in New Jersey, where there was a rate of 1.376 per thousand
population. The next highest ^ate was that of New York State with
a rate of a little under 1.3 per thousand population. Connecticut
came next with a reported rate of 0.764 and Massachusetts with a
rate of 0.518. Rhode Island was about as heavily infected as Con-
necticut and Massachusetts. Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mon-
tana, and Pennsylvania had reported case rates of between 0.2 and
0.5 per thousand population. The other States in which records of
the prevalence of the disease were kept had reported case rat-es of
less than 0.2 per thousand.
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Cases of poliomyelitis reijoittd by i^tatea, 191G.

state.
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Poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis)

}

—Reports of cities of over 100,000 popula-
tion, 1916.

City.
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Cases reported by eiticx of less than 100,000 population, 1916.

From 50,000 to 100,000 popula-

tion :

Casos.

Atlantic City, N. J 27
Hayonne, N. J 44

Binshanipton, N. Y 7

Dulutli. Minn 6

Elizabeth. N. J 71

El Paso, Tex 5

Erie, Pa 7

Evansville, Ind 7

Flint. Mich 44

Hoboken, N. J 10

Holyoke, Mass 117

Lancaster. Pa 21
Maiden, Mass 46
Manchester, N. H 18
Mnltlle. Ala 10

New Britain, Conn 28
Passaic, N. J 8
Pawtucket, R. I 13
Portland, Me 5

Sajrinaw, Mich 18
Schenectady, N. Y 10
Sonierville, Mass 48
Troy, N. Y 20
Utica, N. Y 36
Wilkes-Barre, Pa 6
Yonkers. N. Y 140

From 25,000 to 50,000 popula-

tion :

Battle Creek, Mich 34
Bay City, Mich 25
Brookline, Mass 21

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 5

Chelsea, Mass 8
Cranston, R. I 12
Cumberland, Md 5

Decatur, 111 15
East Orange, N. J 56
EvanstOD, 111 8
Everett, Mass 27
Fitchburg, Mass 9
Green Bay, Wis 8
Haverhill, Mass 12
Hazleton, Pa 7

Jackson, Mich 9
Kalamazoo, Mich 11
Kenosha, Wis 7

Kingston, N. Y 8
Lansing, Mich 25
Lynchburg. Va 20
McKeesport, Pa 12
Medford, Mass 20
Montclair, N. .1 32
Mount Vernon, N. Y 54
Newport, R. I 13
New Rochelle, N. Y 125

From 25,000 to 50,000 popula-
tion—Continued. Cases.

Newton, Mass 20
Norristown, Pa 19
Orange, N. J 82
Perth Amboy, N. J 30
Pittstield, Mass 67
Quincy, Mass 66
Roanoke, Va 5
Salem, Mass 8
Waltham. Mass 28
Waterloo, Iowa 5
West Hoboken, N. J 36

From 10,000 to 25,000 popula-
tion

:

Adrian, Mich 6
Appleton, Wis 8
Ashhury Park, N. J 26
Beverly, Mass 24
Billings, Mont 30
P.Ioomlield, N. J 24
I'.urliii,L,'ton, Vt 6
ColTcvville, Kaiis 5
Dunkirk, N. Y 6
Eau Claire, Wis 5
Fulton. N. Y 31
Greenville, S. C 5
Greenwich, Conn 46
Hackensack, N. J 21
Harrison, N. J 36
Ithaca, N. Y 26
Johnstown, N. Y 10
Kearny, N. J 46
La Salle, 111 6
Long Branch. N. J 25
Manitowoc, Wis 6
Middletown, N. Y 18
Morristown, N. J 6
North Adams, Mass 38
Northampton, Mass_ 22
Ossining, N. Y 23
Oswego, N. Y 59
Peekskill, N. Y 16
Plainfield, N. J 45
Plymouth, Pa 5
Pontiac, Mich 9
Salem, Oreg 7
Saratoga Springs, N. Y 9
Southbridge. Mass 5
Wausau, Wis 8
Webster, Mass 5
Westfield, Mass 14
West New York, N. J 47
West Orange, N. J 40
White Plains, N. Y 45
Winona, Minn 38
Woburn, Mass 6

Case rates.—The unusual prevalence of poliomyelitis in several of

the States in the eastern section of the United States during the sum-
mer of 1916 produced case rates for this disease much higher than
any of the rates for the year 1915. In 1915 the highest rates per
1,000 population were 0.116 in Vermont, 0.111 in Virginia, and 0.092
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in Ohio, while the highest rates in 1916 were 1.376 in New Jersey,
1.287 in New York, and 0.764 in Connecticut. The lowest rates lo-

ported for 1915 were 0.001 in Oregon and in South Carolina and
0.002 in Texas, while the lowest rates for 1916 were 0.017 in Colo-
rado, 0.020 in Washington, and 0.023 in Arizona.
Among the cities of over 100.000 population the highest rates re-

ported for 1915 were in Cleveland, 0.218, in Lowell, 0.107, and in

Fall River, 0.095, and for 1916 they were 3.478 in Xewark, 1.610 in

Xew York, and 1.497 in Trenton. The lowest case rates in 1915
were 0.003. 0.004. and 0.005 in Minneapolis, Denver, and Columbus,
respectively, while they Avere 0.003, 0.007, and 0.009 in Kansas City,
Spokane, and Nashville, respectively, for the year 1916.

Fatality rates.—The fatalit}' rates per 100 cases reported were
generally higher for the year 1915 than for 1916 as reported both
for the States and the cities. This is due no doubt to the fact that
the cases Avere not as completely reported in 1915 as in 1916. The
highest rates for 1915 in the States Avere 78.57 in Wisconsin and 50
each in Arizona and Nevada, Avhile for 1916 they Avere 42.86 in
Wyoming, 31.53 in Maryland, and 29.27 in South Carolina. For
1915 the loAvest rates in the States Avere 11.43 in Connecticut, 16.73
in New York, and 20.47 in Minnesota, Avhile the loAvest in 1916 AAere
10.53 in Oregon, 11.52 in Mississippi, and 11.55 in Minnesota.
The highest indicated case fatality rates in the larger cities for

1915 Avere 100 per cent each in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bridgeport,
Dayton, and Trenton, Avhile for the year 1916 they Avere 100 per cent
each in Youngstown and Tacoma and 82.61 in St. Louis. The Ioav-

est rates for 1915 Avere 6.67 per 100 cases in Los Angeles. 7.69 in
Pittsburgh, and 10 in Boston. Avhile the lowest for 1916 Avere 4.76
in New Bedford. 6.45 in San Francisco, and 6.67 in Louisville.
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RABIES IN MAN.

Cases of rabies, all terminating in death, in man, as reported by
States for the calendar year 1916, were: In Alabama. 3: in Califor-

nia, 1; Kansas, 1; Maryland, 2; Minnesota, 1; New Jersey, 1; Ohio,
4; Pennsylvania, 2; South Carolina, 3; Virginia, 2; and Wash-
ington, 1.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER.

The occurrence of Rocky Mountain spotted fever in the far West-
ern and Northwestern States during the calendar year 1916, as
reported by Surg. Fricks, after a detailed investigation and special
endeavor to locate the cases, is given as follows: California, 11;
Colorado, 5; Idaho, 151; Montana, 19; Nevada, 20; Oregon, 26;
Utah, 29; Washington. 3; and Wyoming, 26.

The total of 290 cases located by Surg. Fricks shows a decided
decrease as compared with 572 cases located during a similar investi-

gation for the calendar year 1915.

Reports received currently during the season of 1917, up to July 10,

give the cases as they were recorded in the States as follows: Cali-
fornia, 1; Montana, 14; Nevada, 10; Oregon, 3; Washington, 3;
AVyoming, 8.

SCARLET FEVER.

In the early months of 1917 scarlet fever was prevalent to an
unusual extent in some of the cities of the Middle West. In Detroit,
between January 6 and March 17, there were 1,740 reported cases,
and in Chicago 3,248 cases were reported between February 3 and
March 17.

Ca^e rates.—The highest reported case rates per 1,000 population
for the States were 2.057 in Michigan, 1.936 in Vermont, and 1.832 in
Minnesota. The lowest rates were 0.019 in Hawaii, 0.102 in Arizona,
and 0.152 in Louisiana.
The highest case rates per 1,000 population among the laro-er cities

were 10.698 in Dayton. 7.748 in Omaha, and 3.962 in Toledo. The
lowest were 0.269, 0.293, and 0.343 m New Orleans, Tacoma, and
Louisville, respectively.

Fatality rates.—The highest number of deaths registered per 100
reported cases for the States were 18.52 in Wyoming, 6.05 in Iowa,
and 3.41 in Montana; the lowest were 0.79 in Oregon, 0.87 in Cali-
fornia, and 1.08 in Louisiana.
The highest fatality rates reported for the cities were 6.33 per

100 cases in Kansas City, 5.88 in Lowell, and 5.05 in Des Moines,
and the lowest were 0.26 in Portland, 0.36 in Rochester, and 0.51 in
Cincinnati.

Death rates.—The highest indicated death rates per 1,000 popula-
tion, for scarlet fever, reported by States, were in Wyoming 0.111,
in Michigan 0.055, and in Minnesota 0.050. The lowest indicated
rates were in Louisiana 0.002, Alabama 0.006, and Oregon 0.006.
The highest death rates among the larger cities were 0.375 in

Omaha, 0.235 in Kansas City, and 0.110 in Dayton. The lowest were
0.003 in New Orleans and in Porlhmd, and 0.004 in Rochester.
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SMALLPOX (virulent STRAIN ).

AHzona.—An outbreak of smallpox of the virulent type occurred
in Arizona at Douglas, where 46 cases with 10 deaths were reported
between May 21 and June 25, 1917.

Massachusetts.—At Worcester, Mass., 38 cases of virulent smallpox
were reported; at Fitchburg, 4 cases; at Shrewsbury, 3 cases; and at

Webster, 3 cases, making a total of 48 cases, of which 9 terminated
fatally. This outbreak occurred between January 16 and July 28,

1917.

MiriTiesota.—At Duluth there were 27 cases of virulent smallpox
reported, with 7 deaths, from June 11 to 19. From this focus other
minor outbreaks developed in the State.

Texas.—At Austin there were 123 cases of virulent smallpox, with
22 deaths, reported from January to April, 1917. At Waco there
were 112 cases, with 27 deaths, between November 1, 1916, and Janu-
ary 29, 1917. In Hill County there were 25 cases in March, 1917.

smallpox.

Smallpox of the mild type is still prevalent, but the reports re-

ceived for the calendar year 1916 showed a considerable falling off in

the numbers of cases reported by the States as compared Avith 1915.

Alabama reported 775 cases for 1915 and only 157 cases for 1916.
Indiana had 3,456 reported cases in 1915 and 1,158 in 1916. Kansas
reported 2,861 in 1915 and 2,085 in 1916. Minnesota had 1,708 in
1915 and 1,270 in 1910. The Mississippi figures for 1915 were 2,461
and 1,401 for 1916. New York reported 155 in 1915 and 30 in 1916.
Ohio reported 3,221 for 1915 and 1,921 for 1916. Oregon reported
579 and 119; South Carolina, 394 and 93; Vermont, 214 and 152;
Virginia, 1,097 and 399 ; and Wisconsin, 1,817 and 867, for the years
1915 and 1916, respectively. A few of the States, however, reported
more cases in 1916 than in 1915.
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VACCINATION STATUS OF BEPOBTED CASES.

281

A number of State departments of health endeavor to ascertain

the vaccination histories of all persons contracting smallpox. The
following table gives a summary of the vaccination status of such
persons in these States for the calendar years 1914, 1915, and 1910
and the available information for the vears 1912 and 1913:
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Tir.KKCULOSIS, ALL FORMS.

Ca^e ratea.—Among those States in which all forms of tubercu-

losis are notiliable. the highest indicated case rates per 1,000 popu-

lation were in the Territory of Hawaii, 4.43G; and in the States of

New Jersey and New York, with 3.059 and t2.878, respectively. The
lowest indicated case rates were in Wyoming and Maine, with 0.812

and 0.598, respectively.

The large cities reporting the highest case rates were Newark, Los
Angeles, and Chicago, with 5.916, 5.853, and 4.811, respectively, per

1.000 population. The lowest case rates of the cities were 0.917 in

Portland. 1.076 in Scranton, and 1.495 in Youngstown.
Ihath rates.—The highest death rates per 1,000 population among

the reporting States for all forms of tuberculasis were those in the

Territory of Hawaii and State of California, with 1.896 and 1.792,

respectively. The lowest reported death rates were in Wyoming
and Kansas, with 0.312 and 0.530, respectively.

Of the death rates per 1,000 population among the cities of over

100,000. for all forms of tuberculosis, the highest were those in

San Antonio, 3.141; in Albany, 2.409; and in Cincinnati, 2.256. The
lowest rates were those in Tacoma, Spokane, and Salt T^ake City,

with 0.479, 0.526, and 0.554, respectively.

Cases reported per death registered.—A comparison of the num-
bers of cases reported for each death registered for 1916 with the

same data for 1915 for all forms of tuberculosis is interesting as indi-

cating the degree of completeness with which cases are being reported
in some of the States.

For each death registered the numbers of cases reported by some
of the States for the years 1915 and 1916 are as follows: California
had 1.12 eases reported for each death registered in 1915 and 1.33

reported cases for each death registered in 1916; the District of
Columbia had 1.49 reported cases in 1915 for each registered death,
and in 1916, 1.46 cases for each death ; Hawaii had 2.08 cases in 1915
and 2.34 in 1916 for each death registered. Kansas had cases re-

ported for each death registered in 1915 and 1916, 1.34 and 1.41,

respectively. Massachusetts had 1.36 and 2.41; Minnesota, 2.07 and
1.95; New Jersey, 1.97 and 2.08; and New York, 2.01 and 1.94 in

1915 and 1916, respectively.
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TYPHOID FEVER.

MiU- ovthreal's.—During the year, outbreaks of typhoid fever

sj)read by milk wore reported at Lynn, Naugatuck, and Whitman,
Mass., at Colorado Springs, Colo., and St. Louis, Mo. An outbreak
due to ice cream was reported at Harrisburg, Pa.

Infected oi/sters.—Outbreaks of typhoid fever due to infected

oyst*^^ were reported at San Francisco, Berkeley, Alameda, Pasa-
dena, Kedlands, and San Diego, Cal.

Case rates.—Tlie highest case rates per 1,000 population, for

typhoid fevei'. among the States that reported for 191(), were in

Mississijipi and Maryland, with ratew of 3.092 and 1.1)58, respec-

tively. The lowest indicated case rates were in Arizona, Oregon,
and Rhode Island, with rates of 0.200, 0.251, and 0.277, respectively.

The highest reported case rates among the cities of over 100,000
population were those of Birmingham 4.869, Indianapolis 3.095, and
Nashville 2.4()t>: and the lowest were those of Scranton 0,116; Spokane
0.180, and Paterson 0.181.

Fatallttj rates.—The highest fatality rates per 100 <'ases of typhoid
fever as indic-ated by the numbers of cases and deaths reported by
States were 49.43, 35.71, and 24.76, in South Carolina, Wyoming, and
Oregon, respectively. These high rates are undoubtedly due to

defective registration of cases and deaths. The lowest rates were
those of Marvland, Massachusetts, and Mississippi, with indicated
fatality lates of 10.01, 10.63, and 11.07, respectively.

The highest fatality rates per 100 cases reported for the large
cities for the calendar year 1916 were 47.62, 47.06, and 42.22, m
Houston. Scranton, and Syracuse, respectively, indicating probably
defective registration of cases or deaths, or both. The lowest fatality

rates were in Lynn, Trenton, and Fall River, with 5.19, 6.12, and
6.36, respectively, per 100 cases reported.

l^eath rates.—Of the death rates per 1,000 population, as indicated
by the State reports received for the calendar year 1916, the highest
were those of 0.342 in Mississippi, 0.298 in Alabama, and 0.292 in
South Carolina. The lowest were 0.043 in Massachusetts, 0.051 in
Washington, and 0.056 in Minnesota.
The highest death rates for typhoid fever as reported by cities hav-

ing over 100,000 population were 0.446, 0.299, and 0.273, in Birming-
ham, Nashville, and Dallas, respectively. The lowest were those of
Spokane, Tacoma, and Trenton, Avith 0.020, 0.027, and 0.027, respec-
tively, as computed from the numbers of deaths reported for the
calendar year 1916.
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TYPHUS FEVER.

During the year ended June 30, 1917, cases of typhus fever were

reported froni Arizona, California, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Xew Jersey, New York, Texas, and Utah. The locali-

ties principally alfected were those situated along the Mexican border

of the Unitcui States, where 82 cases of the disease were recorded

during the year.

Reports received currently have given the localities of known
cases as compiled in the following table:

Compilation
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In Europe, cholera was reported present in Aiistria-Hunfrary, Ger-
many. Greece, and Turkey. The information was, however, frag-
mentary and incomplete and the actual prevalence of the disease is

not known.

In xVsia, cholera was reported present in China, Chosen (Korea),
India, Indo-China, Japan, Java, Persia, Philippine Islands, Siam,
Straits Settlements, and the Asiatic Provinces of Turkey.

China.—In China, cholera was reported during August and Sep-
tember, 1916, at Canton, with 15 cases; Hongkong with 9 cases, and
Shanghai with 2 cases. In August, 191G, an epidemic outbreak was
reported at Changteh, Province of Hunan.

Chosen.—In the island of Chosen (Korea), cholera was reported
present at Chemulpo and Fusan in September, 1910. From August
to October, 1916. 893 cases were reported as occurring in the central

and southern portions of the island, and from August to December,
1916, the total rei^orted occurrence was 1,998 cases.

India.—In India cholera Avas reported present at Bombay from
July to Xovember, 1916, with 172 cases, and in January and Fel)ru-

ary, 1917, with 7 cases. At Calcutta 270 fatal cases were reported
from July to December, 1916, and from the beginning of the year
1917 to May 5, 307 cases. At Karachi from August to October, 1916,

313 cases were reported. At Madras from July to December, 1916,

and from January to April, 1917, the disease was present with an
inconsiderable number of cases. In the Province of Burma cholera
was present at Bassein during the last six months of the year 1916
and during the period from January to April, 1917, Avith 58 cases;

at Rangoon from Jnly to December, 1916, with an inconsiderable
number of cases and from January to May, 1917. with 43 cases. In
other localities of the Province fatalities from the disease were re-

ported from Julv to December, 1916, and from January to April,
1917.

Indo-China.—In Indo-China from July 1 to December 31, 1917,

2,909 cases of cholera with 2,390 deaths were reported. The cases

were distributed according io Provinces as follows: Anam. 700 cases

with 544 deaths; Canibodia. 164 cases with 116 deaths; Cochin-China,
123 cases Avith 111 deaths; KAvang-ChoAv-AVan, 271 cases Avith 264
deaths; Laos, 652 cases Avith 630 deaths; and Tonkin, 999 cases Avith

725 deaths. In January, 1917, 52 cases Avcre reported, and from Feb-
ruary 1 to March 31, 1917. 61 cases, the Provinces affected l)eing

Anam, Cambodia, Cochin-China, Laos, and Tonkin. In the citv of
Saigon, from April 23 to May 27, 1917, 163 cases Avith 108 deaths
Avere notified.

Japan.—Cholera Avas reported in Japan at Kobe, Nagasaki, Osaka,^

•Tokyo, Yokohama, and on the island of TaiAvan (Formosa). At
Kobe 433 cases were notified from August 14 to Xovember 5, 1916;

at Nagasaki from August 8 to December 3, 1916. 339 cases Avere

notified, and the disease was again reported present in February,

18643°—17 19
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1I»17. At Osaka a lotal of 5)48 ca^os with '^i\ deaths was roportocl

fioni Aiifriist ll) to November 1.'), 1<.>1(). At Tokyo the disease was
reported present in Januarv and February. 1017. At Yokohama
there were reported Au^just 1."), 1916, (> eases, and at the quarantine

station at Yokohama on the same date 55 cases occiiri-inij: amon^ per-

sons from the steamship Ildirnii Man/, from ITonj^kono- via ports.

On the ishind of Taiwan (Formosa) 15 cases occurred from Septem-

ber to December. 15)1(». the h)calities atl'ected beini; Keelung and

Taihokn. At Keehniji: the disease was airnin i)resent in February,

1917.

Jam.—ChoU'ra was repoited present on the ishmd of Java as fol-

lows: East Java, July 1 to October 17, 191(), ;^3 cases; Mid-Java,

Jidv 1 to Auo:ust 'J5. i91<), 9-2 cases: West Java, July 7 to December
14. "f 910, 780 cases with 513 deaths, of which 8'2 cases with 45 deaths

occui-red in Hatavia. From January 2(') to April 2(), 1917, 9 cases

of cholera were reported in West Java, of these cases occurring in

iiatavia.

Prrsia.—Cholera w as present at Kazvin during July, August, and
September. 191(\ with 107 reported cases: at Kecht with 20 cases

in October: at Tabriz, in August, 1916, with 12 eases; and at Uru-
miah, in July, with 28 cases. In Mazanderan Province cholera was
reported epidemic at Amol and Ferikenar in November, 1916, and
in January. 1917. an outbreak occurred with an inconsiderable num-
ber of cases reported at 4 localities, the disease continuing present in

February. 1917. At the city of Teheran 428 cases with 409 deaths

were reported from August to November, 1916, w^ith 64 additional

cases occurring during the same period in localities in the vicinity of

the city,

Philippine Islands.—During the third quarter of 1916, 781 cases of

cholera with 351 deaths were notified at Manila, and 5,320 cases with

3,426 deaths were reported as occurring in 22 Provinces. During the

fourth qiuirter of the year 1916, 324 cases with 109 deaths were noti-

fied at Manila. 5,283 cases with 3.339 deaths being reported from 27

Provinces. From the beginning of the year 1917 to May 12, 3,512

cases were reported from 27 Provinces and at Manila to April 28, 21

cases with 8 deaths.

i^iam.—At Bangkok cholera was repoi'ted present in August, 1916,

and from April 22 to May 12, 1917, 8 fatal cases were reported.

Straits Settlements.—Oholera was reported at Penang in March,
1917. At Singapore the disease was present in August, 1916, and
from January to March, 1917.

7'iirLei/ in A sin.—From July to December. 1916, 9,565 cases of
cholera with 1.909 deaths were reported in the Asiatic Provinces of

Turkey. Among the important cities affected were Alei)po. with 33
cases: Bagdad, with 50 cases: Beirut, with 53 cases; Damascus, with
77 cases: Jaffa, with 151; a few cases at Smyrna; and at Trebizond
64 cases.

ON VKSSKLS.

Ilairnii MoTu.—Cholera occurred in August, 1916. on the steam-
shi|) Ilan-oii Maru en route for Yokohama from Hongkong via ports.

At "^'okohama quarantine station 55 cases were detained.
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Taihei Mam.—At Dairen, China, dnrino: tlic first week in August.

1910, a case- of cholera was reported occurring on the steamship
Taihei Mai-u from Hongkong and Chefoo.

In Europe plague was present in Great Britain and Greece.

Great Britain.—During the period from July 30 to August 10.

1916, 3 cases of plague occurred at Bristol. England, in persons con-

nected with a rag factory in that city. At Hull. England, a case

occurred August 19. 1916. in a boy who had been at work on the

steamship KeneK Avhich had been lying at Hull for repairs. At
Liverpool 3 cases were reported Septemlber 22. 1916. The cases oc-

curred in residents of the stable warehouse district, 1 mile distant

from the Avater front, and were all in persons of the same family.

On September 29, 1916. 2 additional cases were reported at Liverpool,

making a total of 5 cases with 3 deaths reported to October 6, 1916.

Greece.—Plague was reported present, September 29. 1916. at Mity-
lene. Island of Chios, ^Egean Sea. In December. 1916. a case was
reported at Piraeus. At Volo. a seaport in the Province of Larissa,

a slight epidemic Avas reported September 29. The epidemic was
declared extinct November 1, 1916.

In Asia plague was present in Arabia, the island of Ceylon, China,
India, Indo-Cliina, Japan, the island of Java, Siam, anct the Straits

Settlements.
Arabia.—In April, 1916, an outbreak of plague occurred at Aden,

Arabia, with 14 cases occurring from April 8 to 14, 30 cases from
April 15 to ]\Iay 2, and 24 cases from April 16 to May 14. making a

total from the date of the outbreak of 68 cases.

Ceylon.—From July 29 to December 30. 1916, 59 cases of plague
were reported at Colombo, Island of Ceylon, and from December 31,

1916, to Mav 19, 1917, 178 cases.

China.—flague was reported present in the vicinity of Amoy from
July to December, 1916. From February 18 to May 5, 1917, the
disease was reported present in Amoy and vicinity. At Canton 3
fatal cases were reported in August, 1916. At Chaochowfu, in the
vicinity of Swatow, plague was reported present in February, 1917.

A case of plague was notified at Hongkong in December, 1916, and
from January 21 to May 26, 1917, 32 cases were notified. In Kansu
Province 20 fatal cases of pneumonic plague were reported in

October, 1916, at Taochow, and the disease Avas stated to be ]^resent

at other localities in the province. In Kwangtung Province plague
was reported present in Ta-pu district in June, 1917. At Nanking
plague was reported present in March, 1917.

India.—The greatest reported prevalence of plague in Asia con-
tinued to be in India. From July 2 to December 23. 1916, a total of
122,186 cases with 95,980 deaths was reported for all India, and from
December 31, 1916, to Mav 26, 1917, a total of 118,907 cases with
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!»8,13T deaths. In Madras Piesideiirv D.lJHS oases were reported from
July J> to Deoeiuber oO, 1910. and from December 31,-li)l(), to May
•_M>, "l«>17. 7.451) cases with 5.110 deaths. As refjards cities, Bombay
showed *277 cases with lOS deatlis from July "2 to December 80, 1916,

and from December 31, 19U>, to May -JG, l.VMS cases with 900 deaths;

Calcutta, from March 4 to May 19. 1917. had an occurrence of 45 fatal

cases: Karachi, from July '2 to December 30. 191('), IC) cases, and from
December ;U. 191C). to May liC). 1917. 805 cases with S40 deaths; Madras
C'itv. from Septeml)er 24 to December 30. 1910, had 11 cases, and from
December 31, 191(), to March 17, 1917, 81 cases with 51 deaths. In

Burma. 383 cases, of which 353 were fatal, were reported at Kangoon
from duly '2 to December 30, 1916, and from December 31 to May 19,

1917. ^>i'^'^ cases with 531 deaths, and at other Burmese cities the disease

was reported present, the irreatest occurience bein<i; at Prome with
•_'74 fatal cases reported Ironi dulv 2 to December 30. 1916. and from
December 31. 1910. to March 17, 1917, 108 fatalities.

Iiido-Chind.—From July 1 to December 31, 1910, 230 cases of

j)la<riie with 142 deaths were reported in Indo-China; and from
January 1 to February 28. 1917, 183 cases ^yith 137 deaths. The
cases were distributed in the Provinces of Anam, Cambodia, Cochiii

China. Kwang-Chow-wan, and Tonkin. In the city of Siagon 20

cases with 10 deaths were notiiied from July to December, 1917, and
from January 1 to April 21. 1917, 60 cases with 35 deaths.

Japan.—Plague was reported in Japan in December, 1916, at

Xagoya. with 2 cases, and at ^'okkaichi. from October 20 to December
16, l!il6. with 67 cases. On the island of Taiwan (Formosa) plague

was leported at Tamsui from July to September, 1916, with 3 cases,

and from February 15 to April 4, 1917, with 5 cases; at Shirin 1

case was notified in February, 1916.

Java.—The pre^'alence of plague in Java continued to be limited

to the eastern portion of the island. From July 1 to September 1,

1916. 74 cases with 71 deaths w^ere notified, and from January 1 to

Aprd 22, 1917. 140 cases with 135 deaths. The Provinces affected

were Kediri. Madura, Madioen, Pasoeroean, Samarang, Surabaya,
and Surakarta.

Mauritius.— Plague was present in December, 1916, in the island

of Mauritius. To February 3, 1917, 20 cases with 11 deaths were
reported. The prevalence was confined to the district of Port Louis.

Siain.—At Bangkok, Siam, from July to October, 1916, 49 cases

of plague were reported, and from January 14 to May 26, 1917,

52 cases.

Straits Settlements.—At Singapore from July 2 to December 30,

1916, 12 cases of plague were notified, and from December 31, 1916,
to April 28, 1917, 26 cases.

AFKICA.

In Africa plague was present in British East Africa, Flgypt, the
(Jold Coast, and the Union of South Africa.

liritinh Kant Africa.— In October, 1916, 4 cases of plague were
reported at Nairobi, and at Kampala, in Uganda, 3 cases.

h'f/ypt.—During the year 1916, 1,702 cases of plague with 828
deaths were reported, and from January 1 to May 17, 1917, 231 cases
with 116 deaths. The cities affected were Alexandria, with 24 cases
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occiuTiiig from July 6 to December 25, 1916, and from February 1

to March 28, 1917, 3 cases; Cairo, with 2 cases occiii-ring in July and
November, 191G; Port Said, with 5 cases occurring between Jidy 20
and August 8, 1910, and from January 18 to April 22, 1917. 14 cases;

and Suez, with 4 cases occurring in May, 1917. The Provinces
affected were Beni-Souef, P^iyoum, (Jalioubeh. Girgeh. Keneh,
Menoufieh, Minieh, and Siout. The pneumonic form of i)lague oc-

curred in 17 cases reported in the Prox ince of Keneh from March 28
to April 5, 1917.

Gold Coast.—Plague was reported present at Akkra April 4. 1917.

Union of South Africd.—In the State of Cape of Good Hope an
outbreak of plague occurred in the Uitenhage district in October,
191G, with 24 cases notified from October 23 to November 12, 1916.

On June 10, 1917, a case of plague was notified at Queenstown. In
the Trans\ aal an outbreak of the disease occurred in December. 1916.

The area infected comprised two adjoining farms in the Potschef-
stroom district. In the Orange Free State a case of plague was
reported at Odendaalsrust during the second week in April. 1917,
and in the AVinburg district from February 5 to March 18, 1917, 16
cases, occurring on five farms, were reported.

SOUTH AMERICA.

In South America plague was reported present in Brazil, Chili,

Ecuador, and Peru.
Brazil.—Plague was reported present at Bahia from October 15

to December 16, 1916, with 17 cases, and from January 7 to ^Nlay 5,

1917, with 14 cases. At Joazeiro, an interior town situated 250 miles
from the city of Bahia, with which it is connected by rail, 67 cases
were reported from June 1 to November 6, 1916. In the State of
Pernambuco plague was present in September, 1916, at Garanhuns.
an inland town having railway communication wath the city of
Pernambuco, distant 150 miles. From January 1 to April 27, 1917,
43 cases were reported in the State, occurring in the districts of Bom
Conselho, Canhotinho, and Corrientes Garanhuns.

Chile.—Plague was present at Antofagasta in July, 1916, and
again in March, 1917. At Tacna a case of plague Avas notified in
March, 1917. At Tacopilla a fatal case was reported in September,
1916.

Ecuador.—At Guayaquil in July and August, 1916, 25 cases were
reported; from September 1 to T)ecember 31, 1916. 347 cases, with
116 deaths; and in January, 1917, 104 cases, with 43 deaths. In Santa
Kosa, a country district, in the vicinity of Manta, where plague was
ju-esent in May, 1916, 1 case occurred in August and 1 case in Sep-
tember, 1916. At Milagro during the months of November and
December, 1916. 4 cases were reported, and at Nobol 1 case occurred
in October of that year. At Naranjal 1 case was reported in Janu-
ary, 1917, and at Taura 1 case.

Peru.—From July 1 to December 31, 1916, 150 cases of plague
were reported in Peru, and from January 1 to May 31, 1917, 250
cases. The cases were distributed in the De[)artments of Ancachs,
Are(|uipa, Cajamarca, Lambayeque. Libertad. Lima (including the
Province of Callao), and Piura. The cases reported froui the De-
partment of Lima inchided 32 occurring in the city of liiiua and the
ueighboiiug country, and 16 cases occurring at the port of Callao.
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INSri.AU.

Azon.s.—Tn Xovoiiibt'r, IUK;, plague was reported present on the

isliuul of Terc-eini, Azores.

Ilau'uii—On March 7, 1917, a fatal case of plague was notified at

Paauilo, Hawaii.
ON VESSELS.

Steamship Prothon.—On November 16, 1916, the steamship Pro-
tho/t, employed in military service, arrived at Alexandria, Egypt,
from Sidi Barani and Solium, with a case of plague on board.

Steamship Santa Uita.—A case of plague was reported October
22. 1916, at C'allao. Peru, occurring on the steamship Santa Rita from
Caldera, Chile.

Steamship Sardinia.—The steamship Sardinia from Australian

and oriental ports arrived at the port of London, England, May 2,

1917, with two cases of plague on board and a history of tlwee other

cases occui-ring en route between April 27 and May 2, 1917. During
the period from May 3 to 8. 1917, two additional cases occurred

among meml)ers of the crew of the Sardinia.

Steamship Sigmaringen.—A fatal case of plague occurred in

Xovembei-. 1916, on the steamship Signiaringen en route from Ka-
rachi. India, for an Italian port. The Sigwaringen left Karachi
October 9 and arrived in Catania, Italy, November 6, 1917.

RAT EXAMINATION AND PLAGUE IN UODENTS.

Rat destruction and examination were carried out during the

period under report, but detailed reports of the actual number of

rats examined are availal)le only for the ports of Hongkong and
Shanghai in China; Bristol, Hull, Liverpool, and London, in Great
Britain: and Hawaii, the Philippine Islands, and Porto Rico in

the insular possessions of the United States.

China.—At Hongkong from July 1 to December 31, 1916, 62,837

rats were examined, with 44 rats found jdague infected, and from
January 1 to June 16. 1917, 48,048 rats were examined, with 21 rats

found infected. At Shanghai from November 25 to December 30,

1916, 1,882 rats were examined and from January 6 to June 30,

1917, 7,622 rats. No plague infection in rodents has been reported

at Shanehai since May 6, 1916.

Oreat Britain.—At Bristol from August 1 to December 31, 1916,

1,675 rats were examined, with 1 plague-infected rat found during
the mcmth of August. At Hull from October 21 to December 30,

1916. 299 rats Avere examined; and from January 6 to May 18, 1917,

435 rats, with 2 plague-infected rats found March 17. 1917. These
rats were found dead in the hold of the steamship Venetia from Bom-
bay. At Liverpool from July 2 to December 30. 1916, 4,897 rats

were examined and from December 31. 1916, to July 14, 1917. 4.972

rats. Four plague-infected rats were found at Liverpool from Sep-
tember 26 to October 21, 1916. and on March 17, 1917. a plague-
infected rat was found. At London from October 5 to November 6,

1916. 601 rats were examined, of wliicli 4 were found to be plague
infected.

IlavHiii.—In the Territory of Hawaii the work of rat examination
continued to be carried on, with an average of about 400 rats ex-
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ainined weekly :it Honolulu and about 1,500 at Hilo. A plague-

infected rat was found on the property of the Haniakua Mill Co.,

November 7, and 1 on November U. 1910. On Novemlier 8, 1910. a

plague rat was found at Paauilo. At Paauhau 2 plague-infected rats

were found on June 18 and 14, 1917. and on July 15, 1 rat.

Philippine Idands.—During the third quarter of the year 1910,

13,110 rats were examined, with 1 rat found positive for plague,

the disease being of the chronic nonvirulent type. During the fourth
quarter of 1910, 4.219 rats Avere exauiined.

Porto Pico.—During the period from July 8 to December 29, 1910,

1.711 rats and 280 mice were examined, and from December 30 to

June 29 1917. 987 rats and 68 mice.

In China plague in rodents was reported present in February,
1917, at Amoy and at Hing Ning.
In Cul)a, from July 1 to September 28. 1910. 5.640 rats were ex-

amined.

TYPHUS FEVER.

Typhus-fever infection is present to a moderate degree throughout
Europe. Cases occur, however, much more frequently in some lo-

calities than in others.

Reports of its prevalence during the past year are probably in-

complete.
Avufria-llungarij.—In Austria, from July 23 to October 22. 1916,

1.085 cases of typhus were reported, including 513 cases occurring in

the Province of Galicia. From October 28 to December 17. 1916,

2,371 cases were reported, distributed as follows: Bohemia, 084 cases;

Galicia. 809; Lower Austria. 47; Moravia. 017; Silesia, 10; Styria,

248; Upper Austria, 5. In the city of Prague from January 28 to

March 10. 1917. 5 cases were notified: in Vienna, from July 2 to

Deceml)er 80. 1910, 85 cases, and from December 31, 1910. to March
24, 1917. 88 cases.

In Bosnia-Hei'zegovina from July 1 to October 22. 1910. 80 cases

were reported : in Hungary, from November 20 to December 17. 1916.

86 casesj and from February 19 to March 25. 1917. 1.881 cases. In
the city of Budapest from July 2 to October 28, 1910. 11 cases were
reported, and from January 14 to March 81, 1917. 94 cases.

Belgium.—A case of typhus fever was notified at Ghent in October.
1910. and at Liege 1 case was reported in August and 1 case in Octo-
ber. 1910, and in January, 1917, 1 case.

Germany.—Typhus fever was reported mainly in cities with a few
cases noted as occui'iing in prison camps. From July to December.
1910, 58 cases with 47 deaths were notified in cities. At Berlin 26
cases were notified, at Bremen 10 cases, at Breslau 4 cases, at Frank-
fort-on-the-Main 2 cases, at Hanover 7. at Konigsberg 82. and at Sta-
tin 3 cases. In 1917. 82 cases were reported as occurring in eiirht cities

to March 10. From March IS to April 28, 1917. 40 cases of typhus
fever were reported in Germany, of which 18 occurred among the
civil population, mainly in the district of Oppeln. and 27 in prison
camps.
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Cr/'t'at Hrittiiii.— In (iieat liritain ;U cases of typhus fever were re-

ported from July to December. li)l(>. (^f these, 1 case ocurred in

Knjrhind at Livei-pool in Octoher. in Irehmd 12 cases at Belfast in

July and Seplemher and W at Dublin in October; in Scotland. 1 case

at Duniloe in October and at (Jlasgow 14 cases occurrino; from July
to December. From March 11 to May 12, 11)17, 37 cases were re-

ported at Belfast, and at Cork and (ilasgow 1 case each was notified

in January.
Girecc.—Jn (ireece typhus was reported in Athens with 2 fatal

cases occurrin<r in July and August, and at Saloniki with 242 cases,

occurring from July 3 to December 2;"), lOlC). From December 26,

lOlC. to "May li'. HUT. r)9 fatal cases were notified at Saloniki,

Itali/.—In Bari Province. Italy, typhus fever Avas reported ])i-esent

at Andria in July. lOK). and at Corato in March, 1917, with 5 cases.

At Palermo 1 case was notified in July, lOlG.

Xefhrflands.—At Amsterdam 2 cases of typhus fever were i-ei)orted

from February 25 to March 3, 1917. At Kotterdam, from July 30 to

December 30, 1910, 9 cases were reported ; in February ,1917, there

was 1 case.

Xorway.—During the week ended August 5. 1910, a case of tyi)hus

was notified at Bergen.
Rusftia.—At Archangel typhus fever was present in November and

December, 1916, with 29 reported cases; at Moscow, from July to

December, 1916, with 548 cases; at Petrograd, July to December,
1916, with 206 cases. In Poland 1.533 cases, occurring in invaded
regions, were reported from October 1 to December 2, 1916, 611 of

these cases occurring at Warsaw. Typhus was again reported at

Archangel from January to April. 1917. with 78 cases; at Moscow
in Januarv and Fcbniarv. 1917. with 141 cases; at Petrograd from
December "31, 1916, to May 18, 1917, with 270 cases. At Riga 1 case

was notified in Aj^ril, 1917. From January 22 to March 21, 1917.

28 cases were notified at Vladivostok, in Asiatic Russia.

Spain.—Five fatal cases of typhus were reported at ^ladi-id from
August 1 to December 31. 1916, and for the year 1916. 35 fatal cases.

From January 1 to May 31, 1917, 7 fatal cases were reported.
Sircden.—At Stockholm, 11 cases of typhus were reported from

July 9 to December 4, 1916. During the week ended January 6, 1917,
3 cases were reported.

Siritscrlanfl.—In July and August, 1916, 8 cases were notified at

Basel. At St. Gall, 1 case was reported in October, 1916, and at

Zurich from July to December. 1916. 6 cases were reported. In
February. 1917. 1 case was reported at Basel; and at Zurich, from
July 1 to March 17, 1917, 4 cases were reported.

In Asia, typhus was reported present in China, Japan, the island
of Java, Straits Settlements, and Asiatic Tin-key. It undoubtedly
had a much wider distribution.

China.—X\ Antung from Jidy 22 to December 10. 1916, 12 cases
were reported, and in January," 1917, 2 cases. At Hankow 1 case
was reported in November, 1916, and at Haibin in July, 1916. At
Tientsin the disease was present in October and November, 1916. At
Tsingtar) frcjm December 28 to April 22, 1917, 10 cases were reported.
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Japan.—Tn July, 191G, 2 cases of tyi)lui.s were reiiorted at Hako-
date, and the disease ^vas present at Tokyo. In July and August,
IDK), 5 cases occurred among children at the sMinnier resort of
Karuizawa.
Java.—Typhus was reported in the tliree geographical divisions

of the island of Java as follows: East Java, Julv 2*2 to December K),

191G, 14 cases; January 8 to April 15, 1917, 22 cases. Mid-Java. Julv
1 to December 29, 1916, 1G3 cases; January 7 to April 30. 1917, 77

cases. AVest Java, July 7 to December 28, 1916, 298 cases; January
19 to May 10, 1917, 133 cases. In AVest Java, at the city of Batavia.
from Julv 7 to December 28, 191(), 215 cases were reported, and from
January 19 to May 10, 1917, 103 cases.

Straits Settlements.—At Penang, Straits Settlements, a case of

typhus was reported March 5, 1917.

Turkey in Asia.—Typhus was reported in Asiatic Turkey at

Adana, Haifa, INIersina. Tarsus, and Trebizond. At Adana the dis-

ease was reported present in April, 1917; at Haifa from July to

October, 1916. 94 cases were reported; at Mersina, in April, 1917. 2

cases; at Tarsus, the disease was present in July. 1916'. and again
in April. 1917; at Trebizond, 3 cases were reported in August and
September. 1916, and from December 31. 1916. to February 24. 1917.

7 cases. On February 7, 1917, 54 cases were reported in the Army of
the Orient.

In Africa typhus fever was reported present in Algeria. Egypt, and
Tunisia.

Algeria.—From February 1 to April 2, 1917, 7 cases of typhus
fever were reported.

Egypt.—Typhus was reported present at Alexandria. Cairo, and
Port Said. Egypt. At Alexandria, from July to December, 1916.
220 cases were reported; and from January to April, 1917, 1,574
cases. At Cairo. July to December. 1916, 330 cases were reported; at

Port Said during the same period there Avere 16 cases.

Tunisia.—At Tunis in December, 1916, there was reported 1 case.

CENTRAL AMERICA.

The only prevalence of tyi)hus fever in Central x\merica was re-

I'orted in Mexico. The data were incomplete. Infection was re-

ported in various localities as follows:
Aguaxcalicntes.—July to October. 1916. 181 fatal cases reported.

On December 22. 1916. the disease Avas reported epidemic.
Chihuahua.—On September 7, 1916, 40 cases were reported. On

September 20. the number of cases present was estimated at 100. On
(>ctober 31. 1916. the disease was declared epidemic.
Ciudad Juarez.—One hun<lred cases were estimated as having oc-

curred from July. 1916, to Febi-uary 5, 1917.
I>urango.—'Y\\)\\\\^ was repoited present in September and Decem-

ber, 1916. and in Januai-y and February, 1917. present with an esti-

mated number of 25 fatalities occurring daily. The disease was
stated to have been pre. ;mt thi'oughout the year 1916.
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Federal />iftfrirf.—In Octobor, IDIC), 1^34 cases of tvphns were re-

ported. At Mexico City from Aiijrnst '28 to December L>, 191G,J^,300

cases were stated to have occurred, aiul from June 3 to K), 1017, 193

cases were reported.

(iuanajuafo.—In December. IDK). 80 cases were reported.

l^tan.—In October, 191(>, there were rei)orted '25 cases of typhus.

Monterey.—One case was reported in April, 1917.

Xueeo fAiredo.—Durino; the period from July 1 to December 16,

191(5, 28 cases were reported.

San Luis I'ofosi.—On October 21, 191(5, typhus was stated to be

epidemic.
Tampieo.—Present in October, 191G.

Torreon.—Present in October, 191(5.

Vera Cruz.—VYoxw July 24 to October 15, 1916, 9 fatal cases of

typhus were reported.

Zarafecas, State.—Vrom September 7 to October 25, 1916, typhus

fe\ er was reported prevalent.

NORTH AMERICA.

In North America typhus was reported in Canada, 4 cases being

notified at St. John, New Brunswick, July 29, 1916, and 1 case at

Ottawa. Ontario, in April, 1917.

SOUTH AMKRICA.

In South America typhus was reported in Argentina, British

Guiana, Colombia, and Venezuela.

Argentina.—At Rosario, during the month of November, 1916, 1

case of typhus was reported.

British Guiana.—At Georgetown 3 cases of typhus were reported

in May, 1917.

Colomhia.—At Medellin, in November, 1916, typhus fever was
reported to be epidemic.

Venezuela.—At Maracaibo 3 cases of typhus were reported from
April 15 to May 19, 1917.

Typhus was rep(jrted present in the Canary Islands, Cubii, and
Trinidad.

Canarij Islands.—At Santa Cruz, from July 1 to August 5, 1 case

was reported.

Cuha.—At Santiago there occurred a case of typhus in December,
1916.

Trinidad., West Indies.—Four cases of typhus were notified in the
island of Trinidad during April, 1917.

yp:ijx)w fever.

Yellow fever was reported present in Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico,
and the West Indies.

Brazil.—In Brazil yellow fever was present in the State of
Espirito Santo from January 27 to February 26, 1917, 18 cases with
4 deaths being reported. At Pernambuco 1 fatal case was noti-

fied in April, 1917.
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Ecuador.—At Gu;iy;H|iiil from July 1 to DocL'nilKM- IJl, 11)10, 7^3

cases of yellow fevei- with 44 deaths were rei)orted. and during the
month of January, 11)17, 17 cases with 7 deaths. The disease was
l)resent at Babaho\'o and Chobo in November, lOlG. with 1 case
each; at Milagro from July 1 to October 31, 1916, with 6 cases, and
in January, 1917, 1 case; at Naranjito. in August, 1910, with 2 cases.

Mexico.—At Campeche, Mexico, a fatal case of yellow fever was
reported September 15. 1910, At Merida from .July 1 to October
28, 1910, 29 cases were reported with 9 deaths; at Progreso, 2 cases,

occurring in August and October, 1910. At Tuxpam the disease

was present in October, 1910. On June 23 a fatal case of yellow
fever was reported at Peto, State of Yucatan.

West Indies—Barbados.—During the period from September 17 to
December 2, 1917, 20 cases of yellow fever with 8 deaths were re-

ported at Barbados.
Martinique.—On October 23, 1916, a fatal case of j^ellow fever was

reported at Fort de France, Martinique.

Sanitary Legislation.

Court decisions and State and municipal laws, ordinances, and
regulations pertaining to public health were published as in previ-
ous years until January 19, 1917. when their current publication in

the Public Health Reports was discontinued owing to the scarcity
of printing paper and the need for strict eeononw in printing. The
collection and compilation of the laws, ordinances, and regulations,
however, has been continued, and the material can be issued in
annual volumes, as heretofore. This Avork is carried on for the
information of legislators, officers of the Public Health Service,
State, county, and city health officers, and others who are called
upon to draft laws, ordinances, or regulations designed to protect
the public against the ravages of preventable disease. The pub-
lished volumes show the trend of legislation and make it possible
to select laws and regulations which have proved workable and
effective in actual practice. Requests for assistance in drafting
public-health measures are complied with whenever possible.

SUMMARY OF STATE HEALTH LAWS AND REGULATIONS, 191G.

During tlie fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the laws and regula-
tions pertaining to public health, adopted in the several States dur-
ing the calendar year 1910, were compiled and published in Reprint
No. 400.

The series of these publications now includes five volumes, reprints
numbered 200, 264, 279, 338, and 406. The laws and regulations
were adopted during the period from July 1, 1911 to DecemHtr
31,1916.
The following is a summary of some of the more imi)()rtanl public-

health measures adopted during the calendar year 1910:
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Laws or iv«:ulati«>ns requii'in<r the ivporting of coiinnunicable dis-

oa-es weiT adopted, or oxistin*^ laws inodilicMl, during tlie year 1J)1G

ill tilt' following-named States: California, Colorado, Delaware, Illi-

nois. Kansas. Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Minne-

sota. Montana, New Hampshire, New York, Khode Island, Virginia,

and West Virginia.

In C olorado the State board of health adopted regulations requir-

ing the reporting of cases of communicable and occupational dis-

eases to local health officers by physicians and other persons in at-

tendance on patients. Local" health ollicers are required to make
and tile copies of the reports and to forward the original reports

without delay to the State board of health. (Public Health Keports,

Sei)t. 21). lJ)i(), p. '2730.) State institutions are retjuired to report

annually to the State board of health such information as that board

may require. (Ibid., p. 2T4G.)

A ^Liryland law retiuires ])hysicians to report immediately to local

health officers cases of communicable diseases under their profes-

sional care. Local health ollicers must reixat to the State board of

health within 24 hours. (Public Health Keports, Jan. 19, 1917,

p. IGO.)

A law i)assed in Rhode Island requires every physician or person

having knowledge of cases of communicable disease to report im-

mediately, upon blanks furnished by the State board of health, to

the health officer of the town in which the patient is located. Town
health officers are required to rejiort weekly to the State board of

health the number of cases notified and to make reports at other

times if required by the State board of health. (Public Health Re-

ports, Aug. 18, 1916, p. 2237.)

tuberculosis.—A law passed in New York makes it the duty of

every physician in the State of New York to report to the local

health officer by telephone, or in person, or in writing on a form to

be furnished, the name and address of every person known by .said

physician to have tuberculosis. Such reports are to be made within

24 liours after the phvsician secures knowledge of the case. (Public

Health Reports. July" 7. 191G. p. ISOC.

)

Registrars of vital statistics in the State of New York are required

by law to report to the local liealth ollicei-s the names and addresses

of persons reported to them as having died from tuberculosis. Local
health officers are required to ascertain whether such persons have
i)een jjre/iously reported as having tuberculosis, and, if it is found
that physicians repeatedly fail to comply with the provisions of the

law retpiiring the repoiting of cases of tuberculosis, measures are to

be taken to enforce the penalty for violation of the law. (Public

Health Rei)orts, July 7, 1916, p. 1807.)

A law of the State of Mississippi re(juires physicians, hospitals,

and institutions for the treatment of tuberculosis to report within

seven days all cases of the disease which they are called upon to

e.xamine or treat. Such reports must be made in accordance with
the instructions of the State board of health. (Public Health Re-

]K>rt.s. Nov. 10, 1916, p. 3147.)
Foliomyelitift.—A regulation of the Virginia State Board of Health

icfjuires attending physicians immediately upon making a diagnosis
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of poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) to notify the local health oflicer

and the State hoaid of health of the existence and location of the

case. (Public Health Keports. Oct. '27, 19K). p. 80-2-2.)

A rej^ulation of the State Board of Health of Montana requires

physicians to report by the quickest possible method lo local or county
health officers all cases of poliomyelitis as soon as a diagnosis is made.
Local health officers are required to report to the secretary of the

State board of health by telegraph or telejihone as soon as any case

of the disease is reported to them, or as soon as they have made a

diagnosis in a case attended by them. (Public Health Keports. Sept.

1, 1916, p. 2379.)
Ophthahnia veonatoriim.—Laws or regidations requiring the re-

porting to local health officers of all cases of inflammation of the eyes
of infants under two weeks of age were adopted during 1916 in

Minnesota, Mississippi, and New Hampshire.

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.

Quarantine.—Rules for the quarantining of communicable dis-

eases were adopted during 1916 by the State boards of health of
California, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Virginia, and West
Virginia.

Tuberculosis.—Laws or regulations designed to protect communi-
ties against the spread of tuberculosis or to provide hospital treat-

ment for sufferers from this disease were passed during the calendar
year 1916 in California, the District of Columbia. Iowa, Massachu-
setts, Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, and Virginia.

In the District of Columbia a regulation adopted by the commis-
sioners forbids the attendance at school of an}- person suffering from
tuberculosis in a communicable form. (Public Health Reports. Oct.
27, 1916. p. 3017.)

The attendance at school of any person who is found upon exami-
nation of his sputum to have tuberculosis is forbidden by regulations
adopted by the Iowa State Board of Health. These regulations also
forbid the employment of tuberculous persons in places where food-
stuffs arf^ prepared or where "numbers of persons habitually congre-.
gate," as theaters, department stores, etc. (Public Health" Reports,
Dec. 22, 1916, p. 3479.)

The Legislature of the State of Massachusetts directed the State
department of health to investigate "the matter of nonpulmonary
tuberculosis with special reference to children and adolescents."
(Public Health Reports, June 30, 1916, p. 1736.) Provision was
made by law for paying to approved municipal or incorporated hos-
pitals a subsidy of $.") per week for each patient who is unable to pay
for his support. (Ibid., p. 1737.) Counties were required by law
to provide hospital accommodations for tuberculous pei'sons residinir
in towns or cities of less than 50.000 inhai)itants. either by erecting
hospitals or by making arrangements for the care of ]xitients in ex"
isting hospitals. (Public Health Reports. Aug. 4. 1916, p. 2116.) *

Regulations for the government of tuberculosis dispensaries were
adopted by the Massachusetts Stale Department of Health. ( Public
Health Reports, Dec. 8, 1916, p. 3387.)
The Legislature of Mississippi made pi-ovision for (he establish-

ment of a State sanatorium for the treatment of tuberculosis, under
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the maiKiiroinont ami coutrol of the State board of hoalth. (Public
Health Keports. Nov. 10. 1910. pp. 3140-3147.)

A \'iririiiia biw authorizes eiivuit courts, upon the complaint of
any member of a county or city board of health, to summon persons
"sutferinfr from tuberculosis who shall Violate the laws prohibiting
expectoration in jiublic places and vehicles, or who shall deliberately

and continuously place the health of any other person in danger of
infection with such disease,"' and after a hearing to restrain such
persons for a period not exceeding 12 months or place them under
bond to cease the practices complained of. (Public Health Reports,
Oct. -27, 1010, p. 30-25.)

Provision was made by the Virginia Legislature for the establish-

ment by counties or cities of tuberculosis sanitoria, to be under the
control of the local board of health. (Ibid.)

The A'irginia law autiiorizing cities and counties to provide funds
for the purpose of assisting indigent persons to reach the State sana-
torium and to help to maintain them while there was amended.
(Ibid., p. 3020.)

ADVKRTISING.

A number of States have recently adopted laAvs designed to pre-

vent fraudulent ad\ ertising. The public-health feature of these laws
has received little attention, but if enforced they Avill accomplish
great good by preventing much of the advertising of so-called
" patent *' or " proprietary '' medicines and by protecting the public
against the consequences of extravagant statements of ability to cure
\enereal and other diseases, which are sometimes spread broadcast
liy quacks and imscrupulous practitioners. Laws of this nature were
passed during the calendar year 1910 in Massachusetts, Virginia, and
the District of Columbia.

:\riTXICIPAL HEALTH ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS.

Another annual volume has been added to the series of Municipal
Ordinances and Regulations Pertaining to the Public Health. The
li.st now embraces seven volumes—reprints numbered 70, 121, 199, 230,
273, 304, and 388—which cover the period from January 1, 1910, to

December 31, 1910.

While it is not possible, or perhaps desirable, to obtain all of the
municipal enactments on the subjects included, the more important
aiul carefidly drawn ordinances and regulations are secured and
published. In the annual volumes these arc arranged by subjects,

and the table of contents and index make it possible to secure ready
access to the best measures relating to any phase of municipal
public-health work.

SUMMARY or COURT DECISIONS, 1916.

The publication of judicial opinions relating to matters affecting
the public health was begun in the Public Health Reports in May,
1913. Their current publication was temporarily discontinued in
January, 1917.

The opinions published prior to January 1, 1910, were compiled
an«l published, with a digest, as Reprint "from the Public Health
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Reports, No. 842. Those i)iil)lislu'(l durino; the calendar year lOV)

have been siniihirly conipiled. indexed, a di/i^est has been prepared,

and they have been issued as Keprint No. 410.

The following is a digest of the more important opinions which
were pnblished during tlie calendar year 1916. omitting decisions

which were referred to in the annual report of the Public Health
Service for 1016:

HEALTH AUTHORITIKS.

Powers of State legislature—Vaccination.—A State legislature has
the power to authorize State or local boards of health to require

vacccination of teachers and pupils as a condition to their being
admitted to the public schools, even when smallpox is not present.

[Ky.] (Public Health Reports. Dec. 29. 191(j. p. 3551.)

Powers of State and local hoards of hadth—Vaccination.—The
Court of Appeals of Kentucky decided that when a smallpox epidemic
threatens it is within the power of a State or local board of health

to require all children attending school to be vaccinated. (Public

Health Reports. Dec. 29, 1916, p. 3551.)

Powers of State hoard of health—Injunction.—VndiQT the laws of

Oregon the State board of health has authority to bring suit for an
injunction to restrain the continuation of conditions which may
endanger the health of the public. (Public Health Reports, Feb.

25, 1916, p. 465.)

Powers of State hoard of health—Taking of shellfish from con-
taminated ivaters.—A Massachusetts law prohibited the taking of
shellfish from waters which had been declared by the State board of
health to be contaminated by sewage or otherwise. The Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts decided that the law was constitu-

tional and valid. (Public Health Reports, Sept. 1. 1916, p. 2377.)
Potcers of cities and of local hoards of health.—The Supreme

Court of Oregon decided that the right of a State to enjoin a nuisance
may be delegated to and exercised by a city or other power especially

named for that purpo.se. (Public Health Reports, Feb. 25, 1916, p.

465.)

Employment of attorney hy State hoard of health.—The Supreme
Court of Illinois decided that the Illinois State Board of Health was
without authority to employ an attorney and that an appropriation
for this purpose made by the legislature was void- (Public Health
Reports, Sept. 8, 1916, p'. 2406.)

Orders of hoards of health—Penalties must he fixed when order
IS made.—Under the law of the State of New York, local boards of
health are authorized to make general and special orders for the
protection of the public health and to prescribe and impose penalties

for the violation of such orders. The board of health of the village

of Carthage issued an order prohibiting a resident of the city from
pumping the contents of his cesspool over the ground, but the board
did not prescribe the penalty to be incurred if the order Avas violatetl.

After the order had been disobeyed the board fixed the penalty at

$50. The New York Court of Appeals decided that the board had
no right after the commission of the offense to determine what the
penalty should be. (Public Health Reports, Apr. 7, 1916, p. 911.)
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I'ompeusdtion of count ij hcallh o^'ccr.—The North Carolina law
authorizcnl tho county board of heilth to fix the salary of the county
superintcnilont of health, subject to the approval of the board of

county conun'.ssioners. The l)oard of health of Harnett Count}'

elected a superintendent of health aiul lixed his salary at $()00 per

annum. The bi ard of county connnissioners refused to api)rove the

salary for more than $300 pel- amium. He brought suit for the salary

of $(>00. The court held that he could not recover more than $30(3.

(Public Health Keports. May 5, 1916, p. 1147.)

LAWS. OUniNANCKS, AND RKOTLATIONS VAMDITY AND KFFECT.

To be valid as a health measure a statute or ordinance must provide
real protection to the public health.—An ordinance of Nashville,

N. C. prohibited the erection of a privy or stable nearer to a neigh-

bor's residence than it was to the owner's. The North Carolina
Supreme Court decided that the ordinance was void, as it failed to

protect the health of the inhalutants of the town, " as under it stables

may be kept with impunity obnoxiously near any number of dwell-

ings if they are e(|u;dly as near the dwelling of the owner of the
stables. Thus, it is put within the power of the owner to annoy his

neighbor at will if he is -willing to endure the same annovance him-
self." (Public Health Reports: Aug. 4. 11)16, p. 2115.)

Subordinate city hoard can not nullify an ordinance of the city.—
The municipality itself may, by ordinance, amend, alter, or repeal

an ordinance; but a board, department, or commission of the muni-
cipal government can not, directly or indirectly, change the effect of

an ordinance. (Public Health Reports, Jan. 14, 11)16, p. S3.)

Ordinances must be reasonable and not unnecessarily burden-
some.—An ordinance which prohibits the placing of tin cans, manure,
ashes, or rubbish in a street or alley, or permitting such articles or

substances to remain on a lot, is unreasonable and void, because the

ordinance is unnecessarily burdensome and it makes no distinction

between conditions which are harmful and those which would not
affect health or comfort. [Kans.] (Public Health Reports, Sept. 8,

1016. p. 2465.)

Classifcaticms must be reasonable.—Municipal rules must be rea-

sonable; and a classification of apartment house.s which excludes the
inhabitants of certain apartments from the benefits of the removal of
ashes because of the number of stories in the buildings and the fact

that thev have elevators is arbitrary and unreasonable. (Public
Health Reports, Jan. 14. 1016, p. 83.)

DFXISIONS KELATING TO CERTAIN COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.

Diphtheria—Diafjnosis.—A physician is not liable for damages for
failure to correctly diagnose a case of diphtheria unless he has been
negligent or has displayed a lack of skill in his profession. [Wis.]
(Public Health Reports, Sept. 8, 1916, p. 2466.)
Raines—Prerention— Ordinance authorizing destruction of dogs

not ridid. —The Supreme Court of Oi'ogon decided that an ordinance
whidi provided foi- destroying impounded dogs without a judicial

hearing, and in some cases without notice to the owners, was void as
authorizing the taking of jjropertv without due process of law.
(Public Health Reports, Feb. 4, 1916, p. 272.)
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T]ipho'ul fever—Evklence ve<juired to prore soitrrc of infcrt'ton.—

A city cliiin|). where human excrement and bodies of dead animals

were deposited, was located about 1,940 feet from plaintiff's dweliinir.

Members of the plaintifi's family contracted typhoid fever, but there

was no evidence showing; the source of the infection or that the

bacillus typhosus existed at the dump. The Oklahoma Supreme
Court held that the proof was insufficient to show that the dump was
the cause of the disease. (Public Health Reports, Feb. IS. 191(), p.

89(>.)

Tjipho'ul fcrer.—The contractint^ of typhoid fever by employees
from drinking impure water furnished by the employer was held

to be an accident arising out of the conduct of the business. (Public

Health Reports. Aug. 18, 1916, p. ±1U.)
Vaccination—School children—Power of legislature.—The legis-

lature, in the exercise of its police power, may require or empower a

local or administrative authority' to re(iuire vaccination of teachers

and pupils as a condition of their being admitted to the public schools,

although smallpox be not prevalent or its outbreak be not appre-

hended. [ Ky.] (Public Health Reports, Dec. -29. 1916, p. 8551.)

Syphilis.—The Xew Jersey Court of Chancery decided that the

fact that one party to a marriage was afllicted with syphilis at the

time of marriage is not suflicient to enable the court to annul the

marriase in the absence of a statute authorizing such action. (Public

Healtir Reports, Oct. 13, 1916, p. 2901.)

OCCLTPATIONAL DISKASES AND WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS.

Connecticut—Occupational diseases not included in the Connecti-

cut law.—The Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut decided that

it was not the intention of the ('onnecticut Legislature in passing the

workmen's compensation law to make provision for paying compen-
sation to workmen sutfering from occupational diseases. (Public

Health Reports, Oct. 6, 1916. p. 2797.)

Lead poisoning.—An employee of the American Steel & Wire Co.,

was incapacitated for a short time by lead poisoning which was con-

tracted in the course of his employment. The Stipreme Court of

Erroi-s of Connecticut decided that he was not entitled to compensa-
tion under the law of that State. (Public Health Reports, Oct. 6,

1916, p. 2797.)

MassachusQtts—Ocmpational diseases not included in the Massa-
chusetts lan\—The ISIassachusetts workmen's compensation law as

construed by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court does not pro-

vide for compensation for occupational diseases as such. '' Personal
injury" is the only ground for compensation. But whatever is

rightly described as a " personal injury," if received in the course of

and arisino- out of the emplovment, becomes the basis for a claim.

(Public Health Reports, July"l4, 1916, p. 1877.)

Heart disease.—Under the ^[assachusetts workmen's compensation
law, an employee who has a weak lieart and whose Avork re(]uires

exertion which so aggravates and accelerates the disease as to inca-

pacitate the employee is entitled to compensation. (Public Health
Report.s, July U, 1916, p. 1877.)

1SU43°—17 :^0
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St//>h}Ils rrfanlhif/ irroreri/.—(Mniniant was iiijurod nnd payments

were made for some time under the Michiiran worknuMi's oompensa-

tion law. Keoovery was retarded because the chiimaut was suffering

from sypliilis. The Miehitran Supreme Court decided that it was

impossible to determine what part of the period of disability was

attributable to the injury and what i)art was caused by the disease.

The order of the industrial ai'cident board directing that payments

be continued was affirmed. (Public Health Reports, Sept. 29, 1916,

p.Lnii.V)
MU.K.

Liceme—Discrimination.—The Court of Appeals of Kentucky de-

cided that an ordinance which imposes a license tax upon milk

dealers is not void because it exempts from its provisions grocery

stores selliuL^ milk where the grocery stores i)ay a license tax cover-

ing their entire business. (Public Health Reports, Sept. 2;), 1916,

Failure to register dairy—Penalty.—A California law required

the registration of dairies. The defendant purchased milk from an

unregistered dairy and refused to pay for it on the ground that the

sale of milk from such a dairy was unlawful. The court held that

the only penalty provided by the law for failure to register was fine

or imprisonment; that the hiw did not make the sale of milk from an

unre<'-ister('d dairv unlawful; and that the milk must be paid for.

(Public Health Reports, Sept. 15. 1916, p. 25-23.)

rOODSTT^FFS.

Shellfish from contaminated waters.—The Supreme Judicial Court

of Massachusetts upheld a law which prohibited the taking of shell-

fish from waters which had been declared by the State board of

health to be contaminated. (Public Health Reports, Sept. 1, 1916,

p. 2377.)

Porh—Dealer held liable—Massachusetts.—Mrs. Gearing, acting

as the agent of her husband, j^urchased from the defendants some
pork chops. The chops were "-elected by one of the defendants, who
sold them. They were eaten by Mrs. Gearing and her husband, and
both were made "ill. The findings of fact showed that the defendants

had not been guilty of negligence. The court decided that under

the laws of Massacliusetts Mr. Gearing could recover damages for

the breach of an imi)lied warranty that the chops were sound and
wholesoiue, but that the warranty did not extend to any person other

than the purchaser. Consequently Mrs. (iearing could not recover.

(Public Health Reports, Dec. 22, 1916. p. 3177.)

HABIT-FOKMINd DUUCS.

Ol-lahoma lav."— TJnhnnful selling.—The Criminal Court of Ap-
peals of Oklahoma sustained a conviction under a State' statute

which prohibited the .sale of habit-foruiing drugs except upon a

physician's prescription. (Public Health Reports, Dec. 15, 1916,

p. 3437.)

Nev) York lav;—" Dispensing.''''—A physician who issues a pre-

scription for narcotic drugs does not "dispense" the drugs within
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the meaning of tho Xcw "i'ork piiblif-heiillli law. (Piihlic Health

Reports, Oct. 20. 101f>. p. 'iO.-)!.)

Neic York Ian:—Phi/ffirians^ records.—The New York |:)iil)lic-

health law requires persons who "sell, administer, prescril)e. (lis-

pense, or dispose of*' habit-forming drugs to keep a record of "the

name and address of each person to whom such drug is dispensed.''

A physician issued prescriptions for habit-forming drugs and failed

to keep records. The court held that he did not "dispense" them
and that he was not required to kee]) records of such prescriptions.

(Public Health Reports, Oct. 20. 1016. p. 2951.)

Texas laic construed.—Th^ Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas
decided that it was not a violation of the Texas law for a physician

to prescribe habit-forming drugs for the purpose of alleviating pain

or curing a drug habit. (Public Health Reports, Sept. 15, 1910,

p. 2525.)
DRUGS AND POISONS.

Sherley amendment.—The purpose of the Sherley amendment to

the Federal pure food and drugs law was to punish fahe and
fraudulent statements regarding the curative or therapeutic effects

of drugs or any of their ingredients.

Jury found that statements on the label of a medicine which was
shipped in interstate commerce were false and were intended to con-

vey false impressions relative to the curative properties of fhe- medi-

cine. The court decided that the medicine was misbranded. and
was liable to forfeiture, under the Sherley amendment to the P'ederal

pure food and drugs law.

If the persons shipping medicines in interstate commerce honestly

believe that the statements on the labels are true, the medicines are

not misbranded within the meaning of the term "misbranded" as

defined in the Sherley amendment." (Public Health Reports, Dec.

8, 1916, p. 3383.)

SEWAGE DISPOSAL POLLUTION OF STKEAMS.

Damages against cifg.—The New York Supreme Court held that

the inhabitants of a city or village collectively have no more i-ight

to pollute the waters of a stream than has an individual, and if a

city empties its sewage into a stream and injury results to owners of

land along the stream, the city is liable for damages, and may be

restrained bv injunction. (Public Health Reports, Jan. 7, 1916.

P-29.)
Damages can be recovered against a city for discharging its sew-

age into a stream so as to pollute the water of the stream and
injure lower property owners. (Public Health Reports, Dec. 15,

1916, p. 3431.)

No recovery for pollution from natural drainage.—^\lien the

natural surface drainage rendered the water of the stream unfit for

use before the city discharged its sewage into the stream, danuiges

could not be recovered against the city on the ground that the water
could not be used after sewers were constructed. ( Pulilic Health

Reports, Dec. 15, 1916, p. 3431.)

Law authorizing sewer si/stem does not authorize the creation

of a 7iMi«a/(ce.—According to the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, legis-
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lative authority to install a sewer system carries no implication of

authority to create or maintain a nuisance, and if a nuisance be

created by a city, the same remedies may be invoked as if the pro-

prietor were an individual. (Public Health Keports, Dec. 8, 1916,

p. iv.\s:k)

Leirislative authority to discharjje sewaiije into a stream does not

justifv a city in creatin<r a nuisance or in infiictin^- injuries which
amount to the takin*; of property in a constitutional sense unless

the city has acquired the riirht by condenmation and the payment
of compensation. [Oreg.] (Public Health Keports, Feb. 25, 1916,

p. 465.)

D'list'iurtion hctween nar'u/ahle and sviall streams.—AVith legisla-

tive authority a city may discharge sewage into navigable or tidal

streams if done in a proper manner, but it is doubtful if the legisla-

ture can authorize such use of a stream the bed and banks of which

are in private ownership. (Public Health Keports, P\»b. 25, 1910,

p. 465.)

Time when .suit must he begun.—Under the Kentucky statute lim-

iting the time within Avhich suits must be brought, damages can be

recovered for pollution of streams if the injury was done w^ithin

five vears before the institution of the suit. (Public Health Keports,

Dec.'l5, 1916, p. 3481.)

The statute of Virginia required that such actions be brought
within- five years after the right of action accrued. Suit was begun
within five years after sewage was discharged into the stream in

suHicient (juantity to work injury, but more than five years after the

time when the first sewer was constructed. The Supreme Court of

Virginia decided that the suit was begun in lime. (T^iblic Health
Reports, Apr. 14, 1916, ]). 970.)

Fairer of State hoard of health.—The Supreme Court of Oregon
decided that the right of the State to enjoin a city from polluting

a stream nuiv be delegated to and exercised bv the State board of

health. (Public Health Kjports, Feb. 25, 1916, p. 465.)

Damage to oyster heels.—The Supreme Court of Appeals of Vir-

ginia decided that a municipality has the right to discharge sewage
into tidal waters, subject to the control of the State legislature, and
a person who leases oyster beds from the State with knoAvledge of the

polluted condition of the beds can not recover damages from the

municipalitv because of such pollution. (Public Health Keports.

Aug. 4, 1916, p. 2113.)

Damages and, injunction aga'tnf<t college.—A college constructed

a sewer sy.stem wiiich discharged into a small stream and pol-

luted the water. Suit was brought by an owner of land on the

stream. The court decided that the comjilainant was entitled to an
injunction and to damages for th(> injury inflicted. [Va.] (Public
Health Reports, Apr. 14^ 1916, p. 970.)



MARINE HOSPITALS AND RELIEF.

RELIEF STATIONS.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the service operated
19 marine hospitals, all of Avhich are owned by the Government, and
maintained 119 other relief stations where hospital and out-patient

relief was furnished patients. In addition, the service maintained
a sanatorium at Fort Stanton, X. Mex., for the care and treatment
of patients sufl'ering from tuberculosis. On account of the decrease
in the number of patients treated at Pittsburgh, Pa., and AA'ilming-

ton, N. C, the marine hospitals at those places were closed during
the year and contracts made with local hospitals for the care of
service patients.

KELIEF TO SEAMEN AND OTHER PATIENTS.

There were 64,033 patients treated at the various marine hospitals
and relief stations of the service during the year, including the
patients treated at the tuberculosis sanatorium at Fort Stanton,
N. Mex. This number also includes patients treated by local physi
cians (93 in number) who were appointed to furnish professional
services during the year to members of certain coast guard stations.

Of the above-mentioned number 17,991 patients were treated in hos-
pitals a total of 500,578 days, and 46,031 patients were treated at

dispensaries a total of 102,228 times. During the same period 366
foreign seamen were furnished 8,220 days' hospital treatment. In
addition to the foregoing, medical officers detailed for duty on board
various vessels of the Coast Guard furnished a great deal of medical
relief both to beneficiaries of the service and to the natives of Alaska.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS.

The medical officers of tiie service made 28,356 physical examina-
tions of candidates for various positions during the year, as noted
under the special headings given below

:

United States Coast Guard.—Three thousand one hundred and
ninety-eight applicants were examined, of whom 1,230 were rejected.

Post 0-fjice Department.—Two hundred and forty-two applicants
were examined, of whom 10 were rejected.

Coast and Geodetic Survey.—Two hundred and thirty-five appli-
cants were examined, of whom 17 were rejected.

Li(/hthouse Serriee.—0\\\} hundred and four applicants were ex-
amined, of whom 14 were rejected.

8uy
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ImmU/mtion Sere-Ice.—One thousand seven hundred and sixty

pei->-ons were examined on account of the Immigration Service, of

whom 443 were rejected.

Ciril Service Comnifs.sion.—One thousand nine hundred and forty-

two applicants were oxauiined, of whom 212 were rejected.

I'dnamc ('<inaL—One ai)i)licant was examined and passed.

l'h\Uj>i>'i I /.sJ(nH/f<.—Twelve applicants were examined and passed.

Alaska hntiinetring Commisdoii.—Six hundred and seventy ap-

plicants were examined, of whom 94 were rejected.

United States Navy.—Fourteen applicants were examined and
passed.

United States Army.—One api)licant was examined and passed.

liureau of Education.—Four ai)plicants wei'e examined and passed.

Stcainhoat-hispection Service.—Five thousand nine hundred and
eiirhty-nine aiijilicants were examined, of whom 12.") were rejected.

M< luJidtif scanien. of the United States.—Eleven thousand three

hundred and seventy-three American seamen were examined, of
which number 1,225 were rejected.

Foreign seamen.—Two thousand eight hundred and five foreign

seamen were examined for service, of whom 239 were rejected.

PURVEYING DEPOT,

The following statistics show the transactions of the purveying
depot during the fiscal year:

Supplies purcJiased.

Iinijrs an.l clit'iiiicals .$23,551.92
Siii-fiical insliuineuts and appliances 13,453.58
He»ls. I.oddin- t'tc 12, 665. 50
Drv pxxls 4, 1.57. 23
Furniture 3, 058. 68
Miscellaneous 3. 310. 96
Subsistence stores 2,923.83
Kitclien utensils and table ware 1, 962. 58
Rubber pjoods —

_

1,290.97
Hooks and journals 940.85
P.acteriological supplies . 7G6. 70
Hardware : 7:50. 42
Alcohol, wines, etc .'5.S4. 70
Glass Ixtttles 449. 37
PackiUK materials :. 440. 47
Flags 30.5. 40
Pharmacal implements 199. 70
Electric lamps 89. 28

Total 70, 841. 14

Credit.

By bills paid direct from funds:
Maintenance .$7, 276. 32
Care of seamen 1,038.05
Furniture 878. 84
Quarantine 694. 56
Special studies of pellagra 519.73
Prevention interstate spread of disease 487.50
United States Immigration Service 448.62
Field investiiralions .S77. .57

Columbia River quarantine 104.22
Epidemic G.5. 37

11, 890. 78

Total , r,H. 9.W. 36
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Dy niuounts rt-iiiibursi'd Iroiii olher ;ii)])i-<»|n-i:i(i<iiis for

supiilies issued from stock :

Quarantine $2, 546. 63
Medical Department. United States Navy 2,108.30
Epidemic fund 2, 051. 61
Columbia Kiver quarantine 413, SO
United States lunnigration Service 3SS. 15
Field investigations 249.65
Special .studies of pellagra 108. 82
Inter.state quarantine 39.50
Continiient expenses, miscellaneous, Treasury De-

partment 19.05
Rural sanitation 10. 40
Field investigations 7. 50
United States Coast Guard 7.09

.$7, 9.50. .50

Net expenditures char.geable to appropriations lor purveying
depot (in amount .$51,000) .50.990.80

Salaries .$6, 897. 33
Operating expenses 209. 65

7,106.98

Total net expenditures 58, 106. 78
Num))er of requisitions filled 766
Number of packages shippeil from depot 2, 409
Total weight of supplies shipped from depot (pounds) 185,945
Total weight ot suppJies shipped direct to stations by contractors

(pounds) 121,297

TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM AT FORT STANTOX, N. MEX.

REPORT FOR THK YEAR ENDED .TUNE 30, BY F. H. M KEON, SURGEON.

General infornidtioii.

Number of patients present July 1, 1916
Number of patients admitted during the year

Total number treated during the year

Number of patients discharged during the year '.

Number of deaths (included in preceding item)
Num1)er of bodies interred in sanatorium cemetery
Numl)er of patients present June 30, 1917
Maximum number of patients during the yeai*

Minimum number of patients during the year
Total number of days' treatment furnished patient?. 77.
Number of ollicers and attendants
Number of patients who left against advice
Number of patients discharged for causes affecting discipline
Number of patients transferred to other stations
Number of physical examinations made during the year 1.

Number of patients who returned at tlieir own expense
Number of patients retransfei-red

Total iiumljer readmitted _

Average duration of stay of patients dischar.ged. 1 year 9 monllis 3 day.s.
Minimum stay, 3 days.
Maximum stay, 9 years 11 months 26 days.

197
130

327

109
43
42

218
234
187
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I'ntitiits tlisrhargcd ilitriitfi the year, with stage of disease and renult of
treatment.
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proved to be unsatisfactory. It is believed that this finding is in

accord with the findini^s of physicans througliout the country who
have pursued such investigations. H(j\vever, an effort has been made
to place every patient's mouth in such condition as would enable him
to properly masticate his food, for the obvious reason that the tuber-

culous individual with poor teeth or insanitar}^ dental condition must
necessarily be greatly handicapp'ed in benefiting by institutional

treatment.
The station dentist rendered the usual institutional relief, which

included 170 extractions, 248 fillings, and 1,397 other treatments.

Eye, ear, nose, and throat treatments numbered 1,!)71.

Forty-seven surgical operations were performed.
Routine sanatorium treatment consisted of rest, regulated diet, and

in selected cases, exercise. Work squads, who performed special de-

tail, performed 5,505 hours of labor, and those who took exercise in

the form of walking, 578 hours. The earnings of patients privately

employed amounted lo $4,055.G5, while patients convalescent or re-

covered, who were employed as attendants, received $13,031.04.

The Avork done by the laboratory was largely routine, consisting

of examinations of sputa and urine. Specimens of blood have been
taken by the laboratory force from a vein in the forearm for trans-

mission to the Hygienic Laboratory for the Wassermann test. It hjjs

been found that a small percentage of patients under treatment at

Fort Stanton are positive for the Wassermann test. In selected cases,

antisyphilitic treatment with neo-salvarsan. salvarsan, and succin-

imide of niercury has been given with gratifying results.

AMUSEMENTS.

The moving-picture show of the Amusement Association has been
continued, performances being given twice weekly for the benefit of
patients and attendants. A number of special entertainments were
provided during the year. In the summer of 1916, a baseball team,
consisting of nontuberculous attendants, played a number of games
with neighboring teams at such times as their duties permitted. A
considerable number of patients have, with the permission of this

office, organized themselves into a social club, not only with the

idea of providing considerable social recreation but with the further
idea of building up a spirit of loyalty to the sanatorium and to the
Government.

This club operates a pool table and at timeS^ has given light enter-

tainments in the way of vaudeville performances for the benefit of all

patients at Fort Stanton.

ECONOMIES.

Forty-one and one-half gallons of liquid soap and 3.500 gallons of
soft soap were nuide and used, waste tallow being generally used
in the making. Sixty quarts of flavoring extracts for use in tlie bake
shops and kitchen were made in the dispensary, which department
also made most of the baking powder used in the station kitchens.

The practice of using i)owder and solid extracts and drugs in stock
to make up tinctures has been continued. Twenty-one pillows were
remade. Seventy-one hospital pajamas, as well as 828 sheets and
526 pillowcases and 202 kitchen aprons, were made by station labor.
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All ulti'iaiioii lo biiiKlinj!: No. 10, useil as the station infirmary,

consisting of a diet kitchen, was made hy station hihor and material

under authority from the bureau and the Supervising Architect.

This aheration* fills a long-felt need, and the fact that it was made
entirely from material on hand and with the station force, who were

already 'luite well occupied with routine work, would seem to indi-

cate tliat it constituted an economy.

The projH'rty and stock accounting system, which was developed

by Surtr. F. C\ Smith, has been continued in force, and has resulted

in considerable saving of property.

COST OF MAINTENANCE.

The cost per diem per patient was $1.7948, showing a slight de-

crease over the cost per diem jn'r i)atient for the previous year.

There has been no attempt to stint i)atients in tiie matter of diet, but

reasonable economies have been eli'ected wherever possible.

The figure given above is based on all items of expenditure, less

reimbursements from officers and others for subsistence supplies

($-J,5>97.44)- and receipts from the sale of beef hides, cement and

grain sacks, horses, and condemned rubber goods ($2,501.39). If

reimbursements are not considered, the cost per patient per day
amounts to $1.8GG5. The purchased ration cost $0.8599 per capita,

and the cost of ration, including station products figured at market

prices, amounted to $0.(h85 per ca]>ila.

Repairs and renewals of meclianical equipment amounted to

$5,18^!.43. The sum of $11,000 for concreting the south reservoir

was charged on last year's report, and is not included in the amount
given above. The concreting of the south reservoir was completed

during the current fiscal year, and payment has been nearly com-

pleted. The transaction will l)e closed at the time there has been a

depth of 6 feet of water in the reservoir foi- a sullicient length of time

to determine that there is no leakage. When this constiuction was
rx)mi)leted. it was expected that the tank would be filled by a pipe

line to be put in by the E. P. & S. W. R. R. system; but since the rail-

road has taken no action, a filling has been begun from the station

water sup|)ly. No. 8 ])ump being operated about 9 hours per day for

this i)urpose. The process is necessarily slow, and at the time this

report is made there is something less than a depth of 5 feet of water

in the reservoir.

There is maintained at Fort Stanton for the benefit of officers,

patients, and attendants, a circulating library without expense to the

(Jovernmcnt. On June 30, 1917, there were 3,398 bound volumes, com-
prising iiction, 2,G0G; miscellaneous subjects, including religion,

travel, history, science, etc., 792.

From private funds contributed at this station, 26 magazines and 1

daily paper are subscribed for. During the fiscal year just ended, a

donation of 80 bound volumes was received from the Syracuse

Library of New York.
As will readily be understood, the circulating library has given a

considerable aniount of healthy recreation and instruction to patients
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at this station. The niii<(a/iiies above referi'ed to inchide a muuher of

magazines (le^x)te(l t(i tiibercuh)sis work, and tlie information con-

tained in these publications has had a sahitary effect in impressing
lipon the patients the necessity of following the strict regime of the

sanatorium.
It is to be regretted that the (lovernment has never seen fit to con-

tribute in any way to the support of the library.

FARM AND HERD.

On June 30 there were approximately 2.022 (range herd 1,832,

dairy herd 190) cattle. The operations of the cattle and dairy herds,
reckoning beef at market prices and milk at the cost of production,
has shoAvn a slight profit. The profit for the year ending June 30,

1917, has been cut down considerably because of weather conditions,

the precipitation having been less during the months beginning Janu-
ary 1 and ending June 30 than has been the case for a number of
years in this section of the countrv.

It may be stated that the number of cattle on hand as shown above
does not include 23 registered Hereford bulls, received after July 1,

1917.

The hog herd has also shown considerable profit, and it is believed
that during the fiscal year 1918 it will be possible to cure ham and
bacon at considerable saving to the Government. There were on
hand July 30. 642 hogs.

Poultry and garden products have been produced at a loss, but it is

believed that owing to the facts that early in the summer it was pos-
sible to practice irrigation upon the station garden, and because of
the bureau allowing the employment of three additional men, that
the garden during the fiscal year 1918 will be operated at a profit

rather than a loss, which has been the case heretofore.

The total number of horses and mules on hand June 30 was 70.

While there was a considerable number of deaths during the year
among the cattle, hogs, and horses, there were practically no deaths
due to preventable diseases.

Items of expenditure

Item.
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Items of cxpcnditiiii —Contimied.

Per patient
per day.

Materials and supplies:
Subsistence supplies
ForaKO
Power plant
Ranpe

. Wood
Mechani -al etjuipment for public buildings
Repairs and preservation or public buildings
l.aundrv
Table aiid kitchenware
MiswllaneoiLs :

Freight and transportation
Corral
Farm
( 'are of insane seamen at State Asylum
Furniture
Dairy
Office equipment
Dispensary and laboratory
Telephone'
Tools (other than for power plant)
Purveying depot supplies , ^

Total .'

Salaries

Total expenditures
Reimburscmenis from officers and others for subsistence supplies. $2,997.44
Rectnpis from sale of Ijeef hides, cement sacks, horses, and con-
demned rubber goods 2, 501. 39

Net expenditure

$37,869.01
22,072.18
11,038.04
9,2Sr4.95

4, 889. 17

3,443.32
1,745.11
3,020.21
2,357.05
2,253.21
2,235.02

305.96
633. 46
444. 00
189.31
420.00
181.20
18.42
36.85
32.98
436.33

102,906.53
41,324.34

.1429

.1201

.0635

.0446

.0040

.0082

.OO.'JS

.0025

.0054

.0023

.0002

.0005

.0004

.0056

138,732.04



PERSONNEL.

Under authority of section 4 of the act of Congress approved July
1, 1902. the President issued an Executive order constituting the
Public Health Service a part of the military forces in time of
actual or threatened war, and the following bulletin was issued by
the War Department:

Bulletin No. 21. War Department,
• Washington, April 2J, J917.

The following Executive order is publislied to the Army for the informa-
tion and guidance of all concerned

:

Executive order.

Under the authority of the act of Congress, approved July 1, 1902. and sub-
ject to the limitations therein expressed, it is ordered that hereafter in times
of threatened or actual war the I'uhlic Health Service shall constitute a part
of the military forces of the United States, and in times of threntened or
actual war, the Secretary of the Treasury may, upon request of the Secretary
of War or the Secretary of the Navy, detail officers or employees of said
service for duty either with the Army or the Navy. All the stations of the
Public Health Service are hereby made available for the reception of sick and
wounded officers and men, or for such other purposes as shall promote the
public interest in connection with military operations.

WooDRow Wilson.
The White Hoitse,

3 Aiyril, 1911.

By order of the Secretary of War:
H. L. SCOTT,

Major General, Chief of Staff.
Official

:

H. P. McOain,
The Adjutant General.

Under this authority, the Secretary of the Xa\y on Juiie 13, 1917,
made the following request

:

Sir : ]\Tany of the experienced sanitarians of the Navy are now eng:;.Lred

upon important work with the fleet, and at other places, and the Navy Depart-
ment desires to take advantage of the provisions of the act of July 1, 1902,
by obtaining a detail of 1.1 sanitarians of the Public Health Service for duty
with the Navy, and such detail of officers is hereby requested.
The Surgeon General of tlie Navy has discussed informally this matter with

Surg. r,en. Blue, and acquainted him with the purposes of the services of
these men.

Sincerely, yours,
JosEPHUs Daniels,

The honorable the Secretary of the Treasury,
Washinffton. D. C.

In accordance with this request, 13 commissioned meilical officers

were detailed to that department, and 1 commissioned officer to the

317
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Smiri'on (lonoral of the Army upon the request of that department.

These trained niedieal oIKcers are aetinjj: as sanitary advisers at mili-

tary cantonments and shore stations of the Navy.
In ncconhince with the act of June 27, 1914, 16 commissioned

nit'dical oflicers are servinir upon Coast Guard cutters in the Navy
upon outside patrol duty, and 1 oflicer, inukn- the approval of the

President, was detailed to the hospital relief ship Surf.

Contrress, recojrnizin^ the fact that these oflieers were serving in

actual warfare, and upon distant stations heyond the sea, passed the

following joint resolution, which was approved by the President July
I), 1017:

Rcsolrcd hj/ the Senate (tiid House of Reprcacntatires of the United States of
America in Conr/ress af^ftevibted, That when officers of the United States l*ul)lic

Health Service are serving on Coast Guard vessels in time of war, or are de-

taik'd in time of war for dvUy with the Army or Navy in accordance with law,

they shall lie entitled to pensions for themselves and widows and children, if

any. as are now jirovided for officers of corresponding grade and length of
service of the Coast (Juard, Army or Navy, as the case may be, and shall he
subject to Ihe laws jtrescrihed fm- the government of the service to which they
are respectively detailed.

Certain questions ha\ing arisen as to the scope and protection

afforded by this joint resolution, it was submitted to the Comptroller
of the Treasury for decision, and under date of August 6, 1917, he
stated as follows:

As this resolution was originally passed by the Senate it provided that officers

serving under the prescribed details should be entitled to "all the rights, privi-

leges, benefits, anil allowances, including rights to pensions * * * as are
now provided for oflieers of corresponding grade and length of service in the
Coast (Juard. " But it was amended in the Hou.se and the provision grianting
" all the rights, privileges, benefits, and allowances " was stricken out so that the
resolution as finally enacted into law makes these oflieers subject to the laws
prescribed for the government of the service to which they are respectiv(>ly de-

raileil but gives them no rights, privileges, bem-fils. or allowances (»th(r than
pensions. In this connection see Congressional Record of .June 28, 1917.

You are advised, therefore, that commissioned officers of the Public Health
."^e^vice, detailed for service with the Navy, are entitled to oidy the jtay and
allowances which they are entitled by law to receive when not so detailed, that
is to say, when performing their regidar duties under the direction of the Secre-

tary of the Treasury.

It will therefore be S(;en that this resolution, originally intended
to give these oflieers equal status and protection while serving at the

front with the other military forces, failed to carry out the intention.

The suliject is deserving of serious consideration and proper legis-

lation, becau.se all medical oflieers are liable to military service at the
front, should the necessity arise.

COMMISSIONED MEDICAL OrFICERS.

At the commencement of the fiscal year, July 1, 1916, the commis-
sioned corps consisted of the Surgeon General, 1 assistant surgeon
general at large, lo senior surgeons, 72 surgeons, 37 pa.ssed assistant

surgeons, and 63 assi.stant surgeons.

The changes <luring the fiscal year wei-e as follows: One surgeon
was promoted to grade of .senior surgeon to fill vacancy; 2 passed
a.ssistant surgeons were promoted to the grade of surgeon; 9 assistant
surgeons to the grade of passed assistant surgeon; and 29 candidates,
who passed the examination required by the Laws and Regulations
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of tlie Service, were commissioned assistant surgeons. On account
of physical disability, 1 senior surgeon, 8 sui-geons. and 2 passed
assistant suraeons continued oi waiting orders, and 2 senior surgeons
were placed on waiting orders. Of this number, 3 have died and 1

has resigned during the fiscal year.

At the close of the fiscal year the comrnrssioned medical corps con-

sisted of the Surgeon General, 1 assistant surgeon general at large,

14 senior surgeons, TO surgeons, 44 passed assistant surgeons, and
82 assistant surgeons. One senior surgeon and 5 surgeons were
upon detail in the bureau as assistant surgeons general, in accordance
with the act approved July 1, 1902.

Assignments.—Among other assignments of commissioned medical
officers during the fiscal year were the following: Twenty-four were
assigned to exclusive immigration duty, their services being supple-
mented by employment of acting assistant surgeons: 4 to the quar-
antine service of the Philippine Islands: 16 to vessels of the Coast
Guard; 23 to the quarantine stations in the continental United
States, Porto Rico, and the Plawaiian Islands; 3 to duty in foreign
countries to prevent the introduction of epidemic diseases into the
United States.

Special detaiU.—One commissioned medical officer continued on
detail duty under the governor of the Panama Canal. Surg, John D.
Long was continued as chief quarantine officer and director of health
of the Philippine Islands.

Field investiffafions of Public Health.—In accordance with the
act of Congress approved August 4, 1912, authorizing the service
to study and investigate the diseases of man and conditions influenc-
ing the propagation and spread thereof, including sanitation and
sewage and the pollution, either directly or indirectly, of the navi-
gable streams and lakes of the United States, the following officers

and corps of special assistants were detailed to make these special
investigations

:

RURAIi SANITATION.

[Headquarters, T^ S. Marine Hospital,
St. Louis. Mo.]

Surg. L. L. LrMSDEN, in charge.
Asst. Surg. W. W. Slaughter.
Asst. Surg. .1. (5. Tow.v.sKM).
Asst. Surg. K. E. Wynne.
Asst. Surg. W. C WiTTr.
Asst. Surg. R. L. De S,\r.ssrRB.
Asst. Surg. Thos. Paruan.
Asst. Surg. H. S. Mitstard.
Asst. Surg. .T. D. Applewhite.
Asst. Surg. R. P. SAXDiDfiE.
Asst. Surg. M. V. Ziegler.
Sanitary Engineer W. G. Stromqii.st.
Asst. Epidemiologist C. C. Applewhite.
Asst. Epidemiologist W. K. Sharp, Jr.
Field Investigator A. F. Allen.
Field Investigator O. S. Uote.
Field Investigator F. T. Foard, .Jr.

Field Investigator M. F. Haralson.
Field Investigator I. B. Kraise.
Field Investigator L. H. Matthews.
Field Investigator S. R. McKay.
Field Investigator M. .T. Qiuxn.
Field Investigator H. C. Kobles.
Field Investigator I*. L. Rush.
Field Investigator Sam. Saunders.
Field Investigator W. C. Verdkry.
Field Investigator .1. R. Werb.
Field Investigator (t^iNTARi) Taylor.
Field Investigator K. R. Olennan.
Field Investigator W. L. Wood.

MALARIA.
[Headquarters, Marine Hospital, New Or-

leaus. La.]

Asst. Surg. Gen. H. R. Carter, in ( harge.
Surg. L. D. Fricks.
Asst. Surg. R. C. Derivaux.
Asst. Surg. I>. L. WILLlA^rs, .Jr.

Sanitary Engineer .1. A. .\. Le Prince.
Asst. Sanitary Engineer C. P. Rhynus.
Teehnical Asst. M. B. Mitzmain.
Asst. Epidemiologist T. H. D. Griffitts.
Asst. Epidemiologist .T. C. (Jeiger.

PELLAGRA.
[Headquarters, Hygienic Laboratory, Wash-

ington. D. C]

Surg. Jos. GoLDBEUGER, in charge.

FhJd Station, Si)artanbiir(;, S. C.

Asst. Surg. G. A. Wheeler, in immediate
charge.

Asst. Surg. P. M. Stewart.
.\sst. Surg. W. S. P.BAN, Jr.
Asst. stiivj. .T. n. Rkichard.
Asst. Surg. R. E. Dyer.
Asst. Surg. M. C. Edmunds.
PiiMic Health Statistician Edgar Sydbn-

STRIIKER.
Pul.llc Health Statistician W. I. Kino.
Field Investigator Howell B. Couu.
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PE1.L,A(;KA- Conlinuod.

Fhid mi-itiint. Simrtanbury, 8. C.—Coiitd.

Kiold Inv.-stipntor GEonnK A. Decbll.
KU'ld luv.'stlnator Johnson C. Gouob.
FS-ld InvostlpKtor W. W. Jenkins.
Field Invistijrator Hex W. Laick.
Fiol.l Invi'stigator John M. Mathehs.
Field Invostlsator Auchie N. Means.
Fi.-ld Investisator Jesse li. Norman.
Fi.ld Investisiator James W. Plyi.eu.

li.-l.l Investigator Linhsay Swofkoiu>.

Fi.-ld Inv.'stlKator Jay I>. Waite.
Fiold Iiivostifrator Kai-imi Waldes.

State Sanatorium, StmcdgcviUe, Ga.

Asst. Surg. W. F. Tanneu, in charge.

Pellagra Hospital and Laboratory, tii>ar-

tanhurg, S. C.

Passed Asst. Surg. R. M. Okimm, in charge.

Asst. Surg. C. H. Waring.
I'harmacist U G. Smith.
Itio.hemist M. X. Sn.i.ivAN.

Asst. Hioih.inist Fail I>a\vson.

Food Anulvst Kkn.neth K. J«ines.

Physiological Chemist R. F. Stanton.
liietltian Maii> FAiyiiEU.

PREVENTION OF TKACIIOMA.

I
Iloadquarters, Fost-offlcp Building, Lexin,':-

ton. Ky.l

Surg. John MrMi
I'harmacist ("has,

,i,EN. in charge.
(;. c'Aiu/roN.

Trachoma Hospital, Gocburn, Va.

Acting Asst. Surg. C. E. Downes, in chiirge.

Trachoma Hospital, .Jiti':f«in, Ky.

Acting Asst. Surg. T. F. Wickliffe. in

charge.

Trachoma Hospital, London, Ky.

Acting Asst. Surg. Jos. C. Johnston, iu

charge.

Trachoma Iloxpitnt, Pikcvillc, Ky.

Surg. R. W. Ravnok, inActing Asst
charge.

Hoxpital, Tazewell, Tenn.

Surg. J. I,.. Goodwin,Acting Asst.
charge.

Trachoma Hospital, Welch, W. Va.

Asst. Surg. Pai!!- D. Mossmax, In charge.

INVESTIGATION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS.

I
Headquarters. Third and Kilgour Streets,

Cincinnati, Ghio.l

Surg. W. If. Frost, in charge.
Passeri AHst. Surg. Pai i- I'ltEiii.B.

As«t. Su-.g. n. F. Smith.
Pharmacist F. A. Soi;thaui>.
Epld->mlologist A. W. FuBEMAN.
Sanitary Engineer R. K. Takhett.
Sanitary Kngineer J. K. Hoskins.
Sanitary Engineer II. W. Strebter.
Sanitary Engineer II. R. Cuohikst.
Plankton Expert W. <'. Pirdv.
Sanltarv P.acterlologist E. M. Mkyeu.
Sanltarv Bacteriologist E. E. Smith lin.

SonlUirV Bacteriologist C. T. litXTERFiELD.

P01>LUTI0N OF COASTAL.
WATERS.

(IIe!i(l«niarters, Hygienic I>al)oratory, Wash-
ington, D. v.]

Passed Asst. Surg. F. A. Cakmelia, in tem-
porary charge.

Asst. Surg. C. E. Waller.
Sanitary Engineer C. N. IlAURtm.
Sanitary Bacteriologist Soi- PiNCtis.
Sanitary Bacteriologist C. II. Si'Ati,DiN<J.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL AND INDUS-
TRIAL WASTES INVESTIGA-
TIONS.

[Ileadfiuarters, Hygienic Lal)oratory, Wash-
ington, I>. C. Field laboratories at Cin-
cinnati. Ohio. Luray, Va., Noblesville,
Iiid., Grrtve V.Hy, Pa., Amelia, Ohio, and
Chevy Chase, Md.l

Prof. Eari.b B. I'helps, in charge.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL.
Sanitary Engineer L. C. Frank.
Sanitary Bacteriologist II. L. Shoub.

INDLTSTRIAL WASTES INVESTI-
GATIONS.

Sanitary Chemist H. B. Ho.mmon.
Sanitary Chemist II. P. Corson.
Sanitary Engineer H. II. Waoenhai.s.
.\ss<. Sanitary Engineer A. W. Fuchs.
Sanitary Bacteriologist J. W. McI'.fuxEy.
Sanitary Bacteriologist E. J. Thkriault.
Sanitary Bacteriologist M. V. Vkldee.

SCHOOL HYGIENE.
[Headquarters, 414 Winder Building, Wash-

ington, D. C]
Sitfg. T. Clark, in charge.
-Vsst. Surg. W. h. Tkeadway.

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE.
[Ileadrjuari ifarine Hospital, Pittsburgh,

Surg. J. W. SrHEREsrHEWSKY, in charge.
I'assed Asst. Surg. RonEKT Oi.ksen.
Passed .Asst. Surg. J. A. Watkins.
Asst. Physicist 1). II. Tuck.
Scientilic Asslsljiiil Wm. P. Brami.ktt.
Scientific Assistant F. N. Cliff.
Scientific Assistant L. W. Johnson.
Scientific .\ssistant CJrace (J. Keech.
Scientific Assistant M. E. Steinrerh.

MINE SANITATION.
Passed Asst. Surg. A. J. Lanza, School of

Mines, Butte, .Mont.
Asst. Surg. J. F. WoRi.EY, Mine Resciio Car

No. 1, with station at Reno, Nev.
Asst. Surg. R. R. Sayer.s, .Mine Rescue Car

No. 5, with station at Butte, Mont.
.\sst. Surg. R. C. WiLLiA.MS. Mine Rescue

Car No. 2, with station at Raton, N. Max.

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE WITH
REFERENCE TO HEALTH IN-
SURANCE.

Suig. B. S. Warren, 416 Winder Building,
Wnsliington, D. C.

COOPERATION WITH BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY IN ENFORCING
PURE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

Surg. .M. W. Gi-OVER.

cooperation with office of
public roads and rural
enginei:ring.

jd .Vsst. Surg. W. F. 1»rai-bb.
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Plague-eradicative measures.—The following officers were detailed
for duty in plague-eradicative measures in the States of Louisiana,
California, and Washington:

LOUISIANA.
Passed Asst. Surg. F. Simpson, in charge.
Asst. Surg. W. C. Teufef., in charge of

laboratory.

Officera in charge of districts.

Passed Asst. Surg. J. H. Smith, Jr.
Asst. Surg. n. C. CODT.
Acting Asst. Surg. M. D. Hollis.
Acting Asst. Surg. Percy Ahro.ns.
Acting Asst. Surg. Park Howell.

LOUISIANA—Continued.

Acting Asst. Surg. G. McG. Stbwaet.

CALIFORNIA.
Passed Asst. Surg. C. L. Williams, in

charge.

WASHINGTON.
Surg. B. J. Lloyd, in charge.
Passed Asst. Surg. E. Keulish.

Public-health laJjoratories were established at different stations of

the service for the prevention of the interstate spread of disease and
the carrying out of sanitary measures, as follows :

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Marine Hospital.

ELLIS ISLAND, N. Y.

Passed Asst. Surg. C. W. Chapin, in charge,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Marine Hospital.

Surg. J. W. SCHERESCHEWSKY, In charge.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
TWrd and Kilgour Streets.

Surg. W. H. Frost, in charge.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Marine Hospital.

Surg. J. O. Cobb, in charge.

Sanitary Engineer H. P. Lktton.

A.sst. Surg. Gen. H. R. Cartke, in charge.

163 Dryades Street (Plague).

Asst. Surg. W. C. Teufel, in charge.

FORT STANTON, N. MEX.
Surg. F. H. McKkon, in charge.

SEATTLE, WASH.
No. 416 Central Building.

Surg. B. J. Lloyd, in charg.-.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Army and De Haro Streets (Plague).

Passed Asst. Surg. C. L. Williams, in
charge.

HONOLULU, HAWAII.
Surg. F. E. Trotter, in charge.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Marine Hospital.

Surg. L. L. LuMSDEN, in charge.

SAVANNAH, GA.
Marine Hospital.

Passed Asst. Surg. J. R. Ridlon, in charge.

Prevention of introduction of typhus fever from Mexico.—The
following officers were detailed for duty in the prevention of the
introduction of typhus fever from Mexico:
Surg. E. Francis, Laredo, Tex.
Asst. Surg. C. R. Eskey, Eagle Pass, Tex.
Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan, El Paso, Tex.
Acting Asst. Surg. H. B. Ross, Del Rio, Tex.
Acting Asst. Surg. Lea Hume, Eagle Pass,

Tex.
Acting Asst. Surg. H. J. Hamilton, Laredo,

Tex.
Acting Asst. Surg. J. H. Hunter, Rio Grande

City. Tex.

Acting Asst. Surg. W. P. Woodall, Hidalgo.
Tex.

Acting Asst. Surg. G. D. Fairbanks.
Brownsville, Tex.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. L. GrsTETTKE, No-
gales, Ariz.

Acting Asst. Surg. B. C. Tarbkll, Naco,
Ariz.

Acting Asst. Surg. E. W. Adamson, Douglas.
Ariz.

Personnel^ Hygienic Laboratory.—At the close of the fiscal year
there were on duty in the Hygienic Laboratory, in addition to the
director, 3 chiefs of divisions, 5 surgeons. 4 passeci assistant surgeons,
4 assistant surgeons, 2 pharmacists, 1 artist, 6 technical assistants,

4 sanitary bacteriologists, 1 organic chemist, 1 sanitary chemist,
1 sanitary engineer, and 34 attendants.

Quarantine inspector.—One quarantine inspector served through-
out the entire year.

Acting assistant surgeons.—The services of 24 acting assistant sur-
geons have been discontinued during the fiscal year, 1 has died, and

18643°—17 ^21
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38 have been appointed, leaving on duty at the end of the fiscal year

258 such otKeers. In addition to this number, 76 physicians have
been employed locally for the medical relief of superintendents, keep-

ers, jmd surfmen of the United States Coast Guard.
Medical inspectors.—One female inspector served during the en-

tire year for the inspection of women passengers at Honolulu,

Hawaii.
Internes.—At the beginning of the fiscal year there were 19 in-

ternes on duty at the various marine hospital stations, 26 were ap-

pointed, and 28 were separated from the service by reason of resig-

nation, leaving 17 on duty at the close of the fiscal year.

Pharmacists.—At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on

duty r>0 pharmacists, divided as follows: Pharmacists of the first

class, 28; second class, IG; third class, 6. One pharmacist of the

second class resigned, and one pharmacist of the third class was
appointed. Two pharmacists of the second class and 2 of the third

class were promoted, leaving at the close of the fiscal year 50 phar-

macists on duty as follows: Pharmacists of the first class, 30; second

class. 15; third class, 5.

Pilots and marine engineers.—At the beginning of the fiscal year

there were on duty 16 pilots and 17 engineers; 1 pilot resigned and
2 were appointed ; 5 marine engineers resigned and 6 were appointed.

The number on duty at the close of the fiscal year was as follows:

Pilots, 17; marine engineers, 18.

Hospital and quarantine attendants.—At the beginning of the

fiscal year 1,420 attendants were employed at the various marine
hospitals, quarantine stations, and on epidemic duty, including 65

such employees on duty m the Philippine Islands, and at the close of

the fiscal year there were so employed as follows:

Marine hospitals 561
Quarantine (Including Porto Rico and Hawaii) 270
Epidemic 288
Field investigations of public health 75

1,194
Philippine Islands 65

Total *
1, 259

RECAPrrULATION

.

Comraissione<l medical officers 212
Chiefs of divisions, Hygienic Laboratory 3
Advisory board. Hygienic Laboratory 5
Artist 1

Technical assistants 6
Quarantine insjiector 1

Acting assistant surgeons 258
Medical Inspector 1
Collaborating epidemiologists 13
Physicians employed 76
Internes 17
Pharmacists 50
Pilots 17
Marine engineers 18
Chaplain 1
KJipert farmer 1
Trained nurses 12
Technical employees, field investigations 93
Attendants 1,259

Total 2, 044
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BOARDS CONVENED.

Fifty-seven boards were convened at different times and at various

stations throughout the United States for the physical examination
of officers of the Coast Guard and applicants for entrance therein;

8 for the physical examination of detained aliens ; 15 for the exami-
nation of commissioned officers to determine their fitness for promo-
tion to the next higher grades of the service; 47 for examination of
applicants for appointment as assistant surgeons, and 3 for the ex-

amination of pharmacists to determine their fitness for promotion to

a higher grade.

The bureau sanitary board has been convened in 16 sessions to pass
upon reports of inspections of establishments engaged in the manu-
facture of vaccines, serums, toxins, etc., prior to recommending a

license, and to pass upon advertised remedies and appliances to de-

termine if said advertisements should be excluded from the mails.

One board was convened under paragraph 56 of the service regu-

lations for the physical examination of an officer of the service; 1

board of inquiry and 1 to amend instructions for medical inspection

of aliens were convened.



MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION.

PUBLICATIONS.

The publication work of the service continued to increase during
the fiscal year 1017. The growth and expansion of the service into

new fields of activity was accompanied with increased interest on the

part of the public in service work. This growing interest has been

felt in the work of this division by reason of increased demand for

publications of the service to such an extent that funds for the

printing of literature were exhausted before the close of the fiscal

year. This made necessary reference to the Public Printer of more
requests for sales copies of publications than usual.

During the fiscal year 75 publications of the service were issued,

the total editions aggregating 2,891,050 copies, an increase over the

fiscal year 1916 of approximately 649,825 copies.

As in previous years, the literature of the service was classifiable

into two general divisions. The first class includes those technical

publications which are issued as Hygienic Laboratory Bulletins.

Because of their character, these bulletins are not distributed to the

public generally, but are supplied to libraries, scientists, and others

whose especial needs require publications of this nature. However,
this special distribution is limited on account of the restriction placed

by law on the size of the edition (5,000) and number of bulletins (10)
which can be issued in any one year.

In the second class is included the remaining literature of the

service. The bulletins of this class are less technical in character

and are particularly valuable to public-health officials in combating
the introduction and prevalence of disease in their respective locali-

ties. The general public is likewise supplied with many documents
of this series, popular in style and designed especially for the educa-

tion of the people in hygiene, sanitation, and individual health, and
their relation to national vitality and efficiency. However, this excel-

lent educational work is handicapped by the lack of sufficient funds
for printing and clerical force in the bureau.

The following list of service publications issued during the fiscal

year 1917 affords a general idea of the scope and character of docu-
ments of the various series:

A^'NUAL REPORT.

This report records the activities of the service for the year,

summarizing its operations in the various fields of work, and making
recommendations for the betterment of the service.

821
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HYGIENIC LABORATORY BULLETINS.

This series comprises the technical bulletins of the service previ-

oush' mentioned. Much aid is given by this series to laboratories and
technical workers. The following were published during the fiscal

year just ended:

106. Studies in Pellagra. I. Tissue Alteration, Malnutrition, and Pellagra. By
John Sundwall. II. Cultivation Experiments with the Blood and
Spinal Fluid of Pellagrins. By Edwin Francis.

107. Changes in the Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary. Digest of the
changes and requirements included in the Pliarmacopceia of the
United States, ninth decennial revision, and in the National Formu-
lary, fourth issue, with reference to the titles not continued from
th'.^ preceding edition. By Martin I. Wilbert.

108. Experimental Studies with Muscicides and Other Fly-Destroying Agencies.
By Earle B. Phelps and Albert F. Stevenson.

109. I. Pituitary Standardization. The relative \ alue of infundibular extracts
made from different species of mammals and a comparison of their
physiological activity with that of certain commercial preparations.
By George B. Roth.

II. Pharmacological Studies with Cocaine and Novocaine. A comparative
investigation of these substances in intact animals and on isolated
organs. By George B. Roth.

PUBLIC HEALTH BULLETINS.

These bulletins are less technical in character than the preceding
series. Many are popular in style and have proved very useful for
distribution to the general public in connection with campaigns to

improve health in various localities. Practically all of the bulle-

tins of this series are of value to health officers, who frequently find

in them the solution of local health problems. The following were
issued during the year:

77. Rural School Sanitation, including the physical and mental status of school
children of Porter County, Ind. By Taliaferro Clark, G. L. Collins, and
W. L. Treadway.

78. Influence of Occupation on Health During Adolescence: Report of a physical
examination of 679 male minors under 18 in the cotton industries of
Massachusetts. By M. V. Safford.

79. Impounded Water: Surveys in Alabama and South Carolina during 191.5 to
determine its effect on the prevalence of malaria. By H. R. Carter.
.T. A. A. Le Prince, and T. D. Griffitts.

80. Transactions of Special Conference of State and Territorial Health Officers
with the United States Public Health Service, held at Salt Lake Citv,
Utah, February 2 and 3. 1916.

81. Studies in Vocational Diseases. The effect of gas-heated appliances upon
the air of worksho])*;. By Charles Weisman.

82. Transactions of the Fourteenth Annual Conference of State and Territorial
Health Officers with the United States Public Health Service. Held in
Washington. D. C, ilay i:^ and 15, 1916.

83. Transactions of a Special Conference of State and Territorial Health Officers
with the United States Public Health Service, for the consideration of the
prevention of the spread of poliomyelitis. Held at Washington, August
17 and IS. 1916.

84. Is Mosquito or Man the Winter Carrier of Malaria Organisms? By M.
Bruin Mitzmain.

85. Miners' Consumption. A study of 433 cases of the disease among zinc
miners in southwestern Missouri. By A. J. Lanza, with a chapter on
Roentgen Ray Findings in Miners' Consumtpion, by Dr. Samuel B. Chllds.
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PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS.

These reports are issued each week and in conformity with law are

distributed to " health officers," " collectors of customs," and " other

sanitarians." The reports of the occurrence and prevalence of dis-

ease, together with other public-health statistics, appearing each week
in this series, give the health officer definite information of the exist-

ence and extent of epidemics of disease and thus materially aid him
in protecting the health of his community. During the year the

printing of State and uiunicipal laws and ordinances, and court deci-

sions relating thereto, was discontinued to economize in the use of

print paper. However, this information is being collected for publi-

cation at a later date in another series. The weekly editions during
the past year reached a maximum of 13,200 copies.

REPRINTS FROM THE PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS.

These documents are reprints of the leading articles appearing
each week in the Public Health Reports. By reissuing these articles

in pamphlet form it is possible to distribute them much more exten-

sively at a comparatively small cost. The scope and value of these

reprints become evident from a reading of the following list of those

issued during the past fiscal year:

343. Cyanide Gas for the Destruction of Insects, with special reference to

mosquitoes, fleas, body Uce, and bedbugs. By R. H. Creel and P. M.
Fii.wt.

344. State and Insular Health Authorities, 1916.

345. The Notifiable Disease. Reported prevalence during 19T!5 by States.

Dengue, diphtheria, malaria, measles, epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis,
poliomyelitis, rabies. Rocky Mountain spotted fever, scarlet fever, septic

sore throat, smallpox, tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and typhus fever.

Cases reported, indicated case rates per 1,000 population, and indicated
fatality rates per 100 cases.

346. Directory of City Health Officers, containing the names and ofhcial titles

of the healtli oiricers of cities having a population of over 10,000 in 1910.

347. The Notifiable Diseases. Prevalence during 1915 in cities over 100,000.
Diphtheria, gonorrhea, malaria, measles, epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis, pellagra, poliomyelitis, rabies in man, rabies in animals, scarlet
fever, smallpox, syphilis, tuberculosis, and typhoid fever. Cases reported
indicated rase rates per 1,000 population and indicated fatality rates
per 100 cases.

348. Public Health Administration in Nebraska. By Carroll Fox.
349. Hay Fever and Its Prevention. By W. Scheppegrell, M. D., president

American Hay-Fever Prevention Association, New Orleans, La.
350. Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis). What is known of its cause and

modes of transmission. By Wade H. Frost.
.351. Artificial Purification of Oysters. A report of experiments upon the puri-

fication of polluted oysters by placing them in water to which calcium
hypochlorite has been added. By William Firth Wells.

352. Health Insurance. Report of standing committee adopted by the confer-
f'n<-e of State and Territorial health authorities with the United States
Public Health Service, Washington, D. C, May 13, 1916. Committee:
William C. Woodward, M. D., health officer of the District of Columbia,
and B. S. Warren, surgeon. United States Public Health Service.

353. Pellagra. The value of the dietary treatment of the disease. By J. R.
Ridlon.

354. Syphilis. Some of its public health jispects. By L. L. Williams.
355. Present-Day Control of Drugs and Medicines. The variation in purity and

strength of widely used drugs and preparations—a vexation to the
physician and a menace to the patient. By Martin I. Wilbert.

366. The Sanitation of Eailway Cars. By Thomas R. Crowder, Chicago.
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357. Diagnosis of Plague in Rats, Tlie udvisiibility of making routine micro-

scopic examiuatious of rats supplementary to the macroscopic examina-
tion. By C. L. Williams.

35.S. Mental Examinations of School Children. The school as a factor iu the

mental hygiene of rural communities. By Taliaferro Clark.

359. Anopheles Infectivity Experiments. An attempt t<> determine the numiier
of per-sons one niosfiuito can infect with malaria. By M. Bruin Mitz-

main.
3G0. The Notifiable Diseases. Prevalence durins 1.'15 in cities of 10,00*) to

100.000. Diphtheria, malaria, measles, epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis, pellagra, poliomyelitis, rabies in man, rabies in animals, scarlet

fever, smallpox, tuberculosis, and typhoid fever. Cases reported, indi-

cated case rates per 1,000 population, and indicated fatality rates per

100 cases,

361. Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis), Its interstate and intrastate control.

Minimum requirements for its control. Reports of committees adopted
by the special conference of State and Territorial health authorities

with the United States Public Health Service, Washington, D, C, August
17 and 18, 1916.

362. The Sewage Pollution of Streams, Its relation to the public health. By
W. H. Frost.

363. The Accuracy of Certified Causes of Death. Its relation to mortality

statistics and the International List. Report of a committee of the

, vital statistics' section of the American Public Health Association.

364. Municipal Ordinances, Rules, and Regulations Pertaining to Public Health,

1915,

365. Public Health Administration in Youngstown, Ohio. By Carroll Fox,

366. The Physical Care of Rural School Children. By Taliaferro Clark.

367. A Sickness Survey of North Carolina. By Lee K, Frankel, Ph, D„ sixth

vice president, and Louis I. Dublin, Ph, D., statistician, Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., New York,

368. Drinking Water on Interstate Carriers. A study of conditions on steam
vessels engaged in interstate commerce in the sanitary district of the

Great Lakes. By .1. O. Cobb, C. L, Williams, and H, P, Letton,

369. Mottled Enamel and Brown Stain, A condition affecting the teeth in cer-

tain localities. By F. C. Smith.

370. Destroying Lice on Typhus Fever Suspects. By S. B, Grubbs,
371. Sanitation in the Philippine Islands. Work of the sanitary commissions.

By J. D. Long.
372. The new editions of the TS. S. P. and the N. F. A review of the Pharma-

copoeia of the United States of America, ninth decennial revision, and of

the National Formulary, fourth edition. By M. I. Wilbert,

373. Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis). Present knowledge of its cause and
manner of spread.

374. Fly Poisons. Studies on sodium salicylate, a new muscicide, and on the
use of formaldehyde. By Earle B, Phelps and Albert F. Stevenson.

375. Public Health Administration. City of Birmingham and county of Jeffer-

son, Ala. By Carroll Fox.
376. The Transmissibility of Pellagra, Experimental attempt at transmission

to the human subject. By Joseph Goldberger.

377. Mental Status of Rural School Children, Report of preliminary sanitary
survey made in New Castle County, Del., with a description of the tests

employed. By E. H. Mullan ; also includes

:

The Mental Status of Rural School Children of Porter County, Ind.

By Taliaferro Clark and W. L, Treadway, Reprinted from Public Health
Bulletin No. 77.

378. Prevalence of Syphilis. As indicated by the routine use ofthe Wassermann
reaction. By Wni. M. Bryan and Jas F. Hooker,

379. The Feeble-Minded, Their prevalence and needs in the school population
of Arkansas. By Walter L. Treadway.

380. Relationship of Milk Supplies to Typhoid Fever, By W. H. Frost.

381. Case Fatality in Typhoid Fever. By A. W. Freeman,
382. Malaria. A public health and economic problem in the United States. By

John W. Trask.
383. Public Health Administration in Colorado. By Carroll Fox.
384. Control of Pollution of Streams. The International .Joint Commission and

the Pollution of Boundary Waters. By Earle B, Phelps,
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385. laundries and the Public Health. A sanitnry study including bacteriologic

tests. By M. C. Schroeder and S. G. Soutlierland, Bureau of Labora-
tories. Departniont of Health. New York City.

386. Commission on Milk Standards. Third report of the commission on milk
standards appointed by the New York Milk Committee.

387. Climate and Tuberculosis. The relation of climate to recovery. By John
\V. Trask.

388. Municipal Ordinances, Rules, and Regulations Pertaining to Public Health,
1916.

3S!>. Interstate Sanitary Districts as Revised February 12, 1917. Interstate

Quarantine Regulations. Amendments promulgated February 12, 1917.

390. Public Health Administration. With special reference to towns and rural

communities. P.y Paul I'reble.

391. The Activity of Wild American Digitalis. By George B. Roth.

392. A Program of Public Health for Cities. By W. C. Rucker.

393. Anopheline Mosquitoes. Tlieir distribution and infection under field con-

ditions. By M. Bruin ^Mitzmain.

394. The Notifiable Diseases. Prevalence in large cities, 1916.

395. Typhoid Fever and Municipal Administration. By A. W. Freeman.
396. Flight of Mosquitoes. Studies on the distance of flight of Anopheles quad-

riniaculatus. By J. A. A. Le Prince and T. H. D. Griffitts.

397. Drinking Fountains. Investigation of Fountains at the University of
Minnesota. By H. A. Whittakor, Director, Division of Sanitation, Minne-
sota State Board of Health.

398. Mental Examination of Immigrants. Administration and line inspection

at Ellis Island. By E. H. Mullan.
401. Biological Products. Establishments licensed for the propagation and sale

of viruses, serums, toxins, and analogous products.

402. Morbidity Statistics of Hospitals. The need for morbidity statistics of gen-

eral hospitals, special hospitals, sanatoria, etc., and means for their
collection and publication. By Edwin W. Kopf, Assistant Statistician,

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York.
403. Poliomyelitis. (Infantile Paralysis.) Prevalence and geographic distribu-

tion during 1916.

404. Chemical Closets.

SUPPLEMENTS TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS.

These publications are not published in the Public Health Reports,

nor distributed as a part thereof. They are popular in style and
especially desig^ned for distribution to the general public. Only one
supplement was issued during the year, partly due to the lack of
funds, but a number of other manuscripts, to be issued in this series,

are now in press or being prepared. The following was published
during the year

:

30. Common Colds. By W. C. Rucker.

MISCELLAXEOUS PUBLICATIONS.

This series comprises certain documents of the service, such as ad-
ministrative regulations, lists of reference, etc.

12. List of Publications. Public Health Service. .July, 1916.

16. Nomenclature of Diseases and Conditions. For use of the Public Health
Senice.

LIBRARY.

The library of the bureau was enlarged materially during the fiscal

year by the purchase of many new and valuable works on medicine,
hygiene, sanitation, and kindred subjects. A number of volumes were
also donated.
The bureau kept acquainted with the progress of the medical

sciences through subscriptions to 49 scientific journals.



NEEDS OF THE SERVICE.

National quarantine.—The question of making complete the na-

tional quarantine system by the acquisition of the few remaining
stations not under Federal control is considered sufficiently important

to be classified as one of the most important needs of the Public

Health Service. During the fiscal year a resolution was passed by
the Xew York Legislature authorizing the transfer to the Federal

Government of the quarantine station of the port of New York,
on the condition that reasonable compensation, to be arrived at by
competent appraisement, should be paid to the State for the prop-

erty. The city authorities of Baltimore also passed an ordinance

indicating their willingness to turn over to the Government the

station at that port at a reasonable rate of reimbursement to the

city. These two points are the sole remaining ports of importance
where quarantine measures are not under Federal control, and their

acquisition awaits only appropriations by Congress for their pur-

chase, as contemplated in the act of February 15, 1893. in the follow-

ing language:

That whenever the proper authorities of the State shall surrender to the
United States the use of buildings and disinfecting apporatus at a State quaran-
tine station, the Secretary of the Treasury shall be authorized to receive them
and to pay a reasonable compensation to the State for their use * * *.

Quarantine procedure at American ports is closely interwoven
with other Federal activities, such as customs and immigration, and
uniform quarantine methods are necessary in the interest of facili-

tating commerce, protecting the country as a whole from the intro-

duction of disease, and adjusting international questions involving
quarantine practice. In the past, although the United States Govern-
ment has been signatory to several international sanitary agreements,

its representatives have not had control of quarantine procedure
at several of the largest and and most important ports. The gradual
enlargement of the national quarantine system, however, and the

protection afforded all ports through its operation, have demonstrated
its practicability and its necessity. Commercial interests have been
quick to recognize the advantage of one set of quarantine regula-

tions over numerous requirements at as many ports.

Since the outbreak of the war in Europe, more serious epidemics
of typhiis fever, smallpox, and cholera have occurred on the Conti-
nent than have been recorded. The alteration of established trade
channels has resulted in the appearance of rodent plague at several

British ports, four or five of them having reported the finding of
plague-infected rats during the past fiscal year. The return of troops
and the resumption of commerce with European ports after the war
may well constitute a serious menace to the health of this country,

329
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to guard against which the control of quarantine procedure at all

ports should be in the hands of the Federal Government.
Additional commissioned offico'S.—A recommendation that ap-

propriations be provided which will permit of an increased number
of commissioned medical officers in the Public Health Service is

respectfully renewed. The need of additional trained men has at

all times been felt in the development of the service during the

past few years. The commissioned officers, serving under perma-

nent appointment, enter the service as a life work, and their value

to the Government increases with their years of training and ex-

perience.

Kecent legislation has added materially to the duties which will

henceforth constitute a permanent and growing responsibility. Under
the immigi-ation act, examination of arriving aliens by two medical

otHcers is specifically required at many places where the work has

heretofore been performed by one. This act also requires the physi-

cal examination of all alien sailors on vessels arriving at American
ports. The hospitals and relief stations of the service have been

opened to Government employees suffering injuries in the course of

their employment. All seamen who apply for rating as able seamen

are now required to pass a physical examination by service officers.

Applicants for certain positions in the classified civil service are

also given physical examination at the request of the Civil Service

Commission. It is believed that the enlargement of the permanent

medical corps should keep pace with the increasing activities of the

service, and favorable consideration of increased commissioned per-

sonnel is earnestly recommended to Congress.

Proposed Sanitary Reserve Corps.—A bill to establish a Sanitary

Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service (S. J. Res. 63) was
passed by the Senate on June 18, 1917. The text of the measure
follows

:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assevibled, That for the purpose of securing a reserve for

duty in the Public Health Service in time of national emergency there shall

be organized, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treas^ury, under such
rules and regulations as the President shall prescribe, a reserve of the Public

Health Service. The President alone shall be authorized to appoint and commis-
sion as officers in the said reserve such citizens as, upon examination prescribed

by the President, shall be found physically, mentally, and morally qualified to

hold such commissions, and said commissions shall be in force for a period of

five years, unless sooner terminated in the discretion of the President, but com-
mission in said reserve shall not exempt the holder from military or naval

service. Said officers shall consist of sanitarians, senior assist.) nt sanitnrians,

and assistant sMuitarians, and when ordered to active duty in the service of the
United States shall receive the rank, pay, allowances, and leaves of absence of

surgeons, passed assistant surgeons, and assistant surgeons, repectively.

Sec. 2. That for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act the
sum of $300,000 be appropriated out of any money in the United States

Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

In the House of Representatives, the joint resolution was referred

to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, which Com-
mittee on August 30, 1917, reported a substitute measure, reading as

follows:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That there is hereby established a Reserve
Corps of the United States Public Health Service to be composed of officers of
State, county, and municipal health organizations and other persons skilled in
tanitary science.
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Sec. 2. That appointments to the Reserve Corps of the United States Fublic
Health Service shall be made by the President upon the recommendation of
the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service v;ith the

approval of the Secretary of the Treasury and commissioned icith <irnde of
assistant surgeons, passed assistant surgeons, surgeons, or senior surgeo)is in the
Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service for four years or during the war
in tchich the United States is now engaged in accordance with rules and regu-

lations prescribed by the President: Provided, That no person shall be ap-

pointed as a member of the Reserve Corps as aforesaid until his voluntary ap-

plication for appointment has been filed with the Surgeon General of the

United States Public Health Service.

Sec. 3. That said officers- when ordered to active duty as members of the

Reserve Corps of the United States Public Health Service shall be subject to the
orders of the Surgeon General of said service and while so scrring shall re-

ceive from the United States the same salaries and allowances of officers of the
corresponding grade in the Public Health Service: Provided, That officers of
State, county, and municipal health organizations shall not be commissioned in

said Reserve Corps tvithout the assent of the proper executive officers of their

respective States, counties, or municipalities. Officers in the Reserve Corps of
the Public Health Service may be promoted successively to the higher grades
of the Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service under rules and regulations
prescribed by the President.

Sec. -'/. That ichen any person other than a commissioned medical officer of
the Public Health Service shall be appointed chief of either the Division of
Chemistry, Zoology, or Pharmacology of the Hygienic Laboratory he shall be
commissioned by the President as zoologist, chemist, pharmacologist, or assist-

ant pharmacologist, as the case may be, in the Public Health Service. Sanitary
engineers, assistant sanitary engineers, epidemiologists, and assistant epidemi-
ologists may, on the recommendation of the Surgeon General, loith the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, be commissioned as such by the President.
The respective grades and order of promotion of such officers shall be prescribed
by regulations of the Public Health Service.

Sec. 5. That the duties of the Reserve Corps of the United States Public
Health Service shall be performed under instructions issued by the Surgeon
General of such service, icith the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
and shall be directed toward the proper sanitation of ports and places tcithin

the United States or within the jurisdiction of the United States Government,
including especially places in and near xchich industrial forces are or are to be
mobilized and places in which military forces are to be mobilized and places
near which military forces are mobilized.

Sec. 6. That it shall be the duty of the United States Public Health Service
to cooperate icith State, county, and municipal health organizations and with
officials in charge of industrial establishments, with a view to coordinating the
activities and making elective the work of the health organizations of the
United States.

The purpose of the proposed legislation is evident from a reading
of the text of the two measures. The necessity for an organization

of trained sanitarians and health officers whose services could be
utilized in the occurrence of epidemics or other emergencies of a

public health character is one that has been felt on numerous occa-

sions in the past. This need has been urgent in the work recently

undertaken for the sanitation of areas adjacent to military canton-
ments and industrial establishments—work of vital importance that

suddenly confronted the service with the entrance of the United
States into the war. As indicated in the measure, the personnel of

the reserve would be enrolled, but would receive compensation only
when called upon to perform active duty. The resolution as orgi-

nally introduced had the endorsement of the bureau, the Treasury
Department, and the Council of National Defense, and was strongly
urged in resolutions unanimously adopted by the Conference of State

and Territorial Health Officers at their meeting held in Washington
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last April. It is believed that through the establishment of an
organization such as outlined, a stronglj^ organized and efficient force

for the protection of the public health could be maintained under
the supervision of the Federal Government, at an expense that would
be comparatively small, and thoroughly justified by such circum-

stances as would result in its call to active duty.

Infovniittion of disease prevaletwe.—In estimates submitted to

Congress for the fiscal year 1919 request has been made for an appro-

priation of $"25.000 for the purpose of securing better and more
complete infonnation of the prevalence of disease in the United
States. There is nothmg of such fundamental importance in public-

health work and disease control as dependable information of the

localitie-s where diseases are present, their relative prevalence in such
localities, and the conditions under Avhich cases arc occurring. At
this time the need of such information is especially acute, in order

that diseases occurring among the civil population may be prevented
from spreading to the military forces.

Puhlioations.—Another need of the service that is at all times
present is additional funds for the printing of publications. The in-

creased activities along many lines of i^ublic-health work has stimu-

lated the demand for literature on health subjects. There is no other
way in which the Federal health agency can be of greater service to

the public at large than by the pul:)lication and dissemination of in-

formation that will enable the individual to intelligently cooperate
with the authorities. National, State, and local, who are striving to

better healtli conditions. Although the number of publications dis-

tributed during the fiscal year has been larger than in any preceding
year, the number of requests which could not be filled has also in-

creased. Because of limited editions it has been necessary to refer

many applicants for publications to the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, from whom copies could be purchased.
Bvreau personnel.—In estimates submitted to Congress request

has been made foi- several additional employees for the bureau.
The assistance provided for administrative work luis not kept pace
with the increased work of the service in the field. The estimates
submitted have been held down to what is considered minimum re-

quiremouts, and it is earnestly hoped that the increase will be
allowed.

Rupert Blue, Surgeon General.



APPENDIX.

Financial Statement.

Receipts and expenditures, Public Health Service, for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1917.

APPROPRIATION: "PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1917."

Subheads of appropriations.
Appropria-
tions and

repayments.

Expendi-
tures.

June 30,
1917.

Pay, etc. , commissioned officers and pharmacists
Pay of acting assistant surgeons
Pay of other employees
Freight, transportation, etc

Fuel, hght, and water
Furniture, etc

Purveying depot supplies (appropriation, $51,000)

Maintenance, Hygienic Laboratory
Maintenance marme hospitals (appropriation, $276,000).

Care of seamen, etc. (appropriation, $185,000)
Books

$786,
200,

517,

30,

550.00
000.00
106.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
956.20
000.00
907.29
732.97
500.00

885.43
882.21

,998.91
,404.54
,713.48

Disbursements.
Encumbrances

2,033, 688. 40
25,769.50

Total (appropriation, $2,154,156)

.

2,187,752.46

$88,550.99
8,478.00
15,485.72
2,114.57
1,117.79

5!84
1.09

7,502.75
5,019.49

1 Includes $1,400 transferred to "Contingent expenses. Treasury Department, stationery, 1917."

Note.—For expenditures by stations under marine hospitals and rehef, see Statistical Table 2.

APPROPRIATION : " PREVENTING THE SPREAD OP BPIDBMIC
DISEASES, 1917."

Amount of appropriation $400,000.00
Expenditures

:

„
Disbursements ^ $382, 676. 14

Encumbrances 1, 700. 25

As follows

—

Plague eradicative measures

—

Louisiana 201, 483. 72
California 58, 684. 29
Washington 5, 864. 43

Prevention of trachoma

—

Kentucky 25,560. 19
Tennessee 7, 155. 72
Virginia 5, 146. 12
West Virginia 6,865.66

Typhus-fever prevention

—

Texas border 54,786.18
Preventive measures

:

Cuba, South America 7,587.85
China. Italy 1,940.72
Travel 1, 412. 32
Vaccine 5, 590. 44
Telegrams, stationery, etc 2, 298. 76

384, 376. S9

BaUnce June 30, 1917 15,623,61
Note.—Payments amounting to $78,167.04 were made from pay Items of appropria-

tion " Public Health Service, 1917," account of epidemic duty.

^ Inclades $200 transferred to
191T."

Contingent expenses, Treasury Department, stationery.
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APPROPRIATION :
" QUARANTINE SERVICE, 1917."

Amount of appropriation $185,000.00
Repayments 2, 841. 86

Total . 187, 841. 86
Bxpenditures

:

Disbursements " $179 904. 72
Encumbrances 7,932.63

187, 837. 35

Balance June 30, 1917 4.51

Expenditures by stations.

Name of station.

Pay and
allowances,
ollicers and
employees.

2

Total main-
tenance, pay,
and aliow-

Alaska
Alexandria, Va
Beaufort. S. C
Biscayne Bay, Fla
Boca Grande, Fla
Boston, Mass
Brunswick, Ga
Cape Charles, Va
Cape Fear, N.C
Cedar Keys, Fla
Charleston, S. C
Columbia River, Greg
Cumberland Sound, Fla...
Darien, Ga
Delaware Bay and River..
Delaware Breakwater, Del.
Eagle Pass, Tex
Eastport, Me
El Paso, Tex
Eureka, Cal
Galveston, Tex
Georgetown, S. C
Gulf, Miss
Hawaii
Key West, Fla
Laredo, Tex
Miscellaneous
Mobile, Ala
New Orleans, La
Pascagoula, Miss
Pensacola, Fla
Perth Amboy, N.J
Port Harford, Cal
Portland, Me
Porto Rico
Port Royal, S. C
Port Townsend
Providence, R. I

Reedy Island, Del
St. Andrews, Fla
8t. Georges Sound, Fla....
8t. Johns River, Fla
St Joseph, Fla
San Diego, Cal
San Francisco, Cal
San Pedro, Cal
Savannah, Ga
Tampa Bay, Fla
Leprosy Hospital, Hawaii.

Totel.

$220. 00

750.00
,548.00

,
725. 00
,504.39
,220.00
,057.82
,500.01
300.00
,765.00
,867.00

, 180. 00
120.00
,094.34
,966.67
,«75. 00
,266.66

346.00
,071.83
255.00
,260.78
,351.0,0

244.66
293. 72
835.00
036. 15
625.00
410.00
142.22
770. 17
300.00
704.34
604. 01
024.00
680.00
296. 67
180. 00
160.00
779. 18
887. 52
933. 50
494. 81
859.83
953.00

$240. 00
.25

329. 74

511.72
19,449.36
1,434.31
8,806.82
3,553.00

3,194.48
3,871.92

72.00

50.00
23.85

9,248.82
10.00

2,271.14
12,668.68

764.84
429. 87

1,628.37
6,786.68

16,200.96

14,378.83
1,260.70

1,922.53
13,362.36

6,776.83
3,379.66
4,778.31

295. 50
117.00
574. 27
146. 70

3,384.61
24,224.19

429.88
6,264.77
5,817.03
4,469.43

187,837.35

$460.00
.25

1,079.74
1,548.00
2,236.72
39,953.76
3,654.31
18,864.64
8,053.01
300.00

11,959.48
15,738.92
3,252.00
120.00

14,033.83
6,665.27
2,044.85
1,266.66

50. 00
369. 85

25,320.65
265.00

8,531.92
41,019.68
4,444.83
2,469.87
1,628.37

16,031.34
44,494.68

835.00
22,414.98
2, 885. 70
410.00

10,064.75
41,132.53

300.00
22,481.17
11,983.67
0,802.31
975.60
413. 67

2, 754. 27
306. 70

11, 163. 79
54,111.71
1,363.38

14,759.58
12,676.86
19,422.43

516,115.62

> Includes $500 transferred to "Contingent expenses, Treasury Department, stationary, 1917.'

» Paid from pay items appropriation ''Public Health Service, 1917."
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APrROPRIATION : "FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 1917." >

Amount of appropriation $250, 000. 00
Repayments 117. 09

Total 250, 117. 09
Expenditures :

Disbursements i$232, 615. 66
Encumbrances 5, 897. 79

As follows

—

Filarlasis 1, 339. 49
Industrial hygiene 21, 164. 55
Industrial hvgiene (health insurance) 1,945.94
Industrial wastes 18. 197. 62
Investigations of navigable waters 35, 664. 64
Malaria 19, 270. 99
Mine sanitation 423. 20
Pellagra 35, 762. 63
Poliomyelitis 13, 955. 35
Pollution of coastal waters 27, 272. 41
Public health organization and administration.- 2, 345. 46
Rural sanitation 43,399.67
School hygiene 7,478.25
Sewage disposal 7, 349. 33
Stationery, telegrams, etc 2, 943. 92

$238, 513. 45

Balance June 30, 1917 11, 603. 64

NOTB.—Payments amounting to $52,860.64 were made from the appropriation " Pay,
etc., commissioned oflBcers and pharmacists. Public Health Service, 1917," on account of
field investigations.

APPROPRIATION: "NATIONAL QUARANTINE AND SANITATION."

Balance July 1, 1916 $1, 427. 97
Expenditures $0. 84
Transferred to Supervising Architect 616. 50

617. 34

Balance June 30, 1917 810. 63

APPROPRIATION :
" INTERSTATE QUARANTINE SERVICE, 1917."

Amount of appropriation : $100, 000. 00
Eiipenditures :

Disbursements $58, 738. 52
Encumbrances 27, 025. 34

85, 763. 86

Balance June 30, 1917 14, 236. 14

Note.—Payments amounting to $17,982. 02 were made from appropriation " Pay, etc.,

commissioned officers and pharmacists. Public Health Service, 1917," on account of Inter-
state quarantine.

APPROPRIATION : " SPECIAL STUDIES OF PELLAGRA, PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, 1917."

Amount of appropriation $40, 000. 00
Expenditures '27, 789.66

Balance June 30, 1917 12, 210. 34

NOTB.—Payments amounting to $7,027.56 were made from appropriation " Pay, etc.,

commissioned officers and pharmacists, Public Health Service, 1917," on account of special
studies of pellagra.

APPROPRIATION : " STUDIES OF RURAL SANITATION, PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, 1917."

Amount of appropriation $25,000.00
Bxpenditures

:

Disbursements $24, 871. 76
Encumbrances 113. 04

24, 984. 80

Balance Jane 30, 1917 15.20

NoTB.—Payments amounting to $6,390.54 were made from appropriation, " Pay, etc.,

commissioned officers and pharmacists. Public Health Service, 1917," on account of studies
•f rural sanitation.

^ Includes $800 transferred to " Contingent expenses. Treasury Department, stationery,
1917."

' Includes $100 transferred to " Contingent expenses. Treasury Department, stationery,
laiT."
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APPROPRIATION: "CONTROL OF BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, 1917."

Amonnt of appropriation $10,000.00
Expenditures 9, 929. 86

Balance June 30, 1917 70. 14

APPROPRIATION : " RELIEF AND TRANSPORTATION OF AMERICAN CITIZENS
IN MEXICO, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE."

Balance July 1, 1910 $565.28
Expenditures $284. 54
Reverted to Treasury Department allotment 280. 74

565. 28

APPROPRIATION :
" SALARIES, OFFICE OF SURGEON GENERAL, PUBLIC

HEALTH SERVICE, 1917."

Amount of appropriation $61,550.00
Expenditures 60, 998. 93

Balance June 30, 1917 551.07

APPROPRIATION :
" NATIONAL HOME FOR LEPERS."

Amonnt of appropriation $250,000.00
Expenditures 66.48

Balance June 30, 1917 249,933.52

CONSTRUCTION APPROPRIATIONS.

LEPROSY HOSPITAL, HAWAII.

Balance June 30, 1917 (act of Mar. 3, 1905) $16,956.35

MARINE U0SP1TAL.S.

(Balances June 30, 1917.)

Cleveland. Ohio (act Mar. 4, 1909) $100.00
Cleveland, Ohio (act Mar. 4, 1907) 374.95
Cleveland, Ohio (act July 26. 1916) 1,000.00
Fort Stanton, N. Mex. (act Aug. 24, 1912) 3.20

QDAEANTINE STATIONS.

Columbia River (act July 1, 1916) 5,000.00
Expenditures 735. 81

Balance June 30, 1917 4,264.19

New Orleans (act July 1, 1916) 307200700
Transferred to Supervising Architect 5, 200. 00

Balance June 30, 1917 25,000.00

(Balances June 30, 1917.)

Boston (act July 1, 1916) 150,000.00
Brunswick (act June 25, 1910) 1,708.87
Charleston fart Mar. 4, 1909) 634.46
Columbia River fact June 25, 1910) 745.47
Delaware Breakwatf^r (act Mar. 4, 1907) S.'j?. 00
Gulf (art Mar. 4, 1907) 353.35
Honolulu (act Sept. 8. 1916) 10,000.00
Honolulu (act Mar. 4, 1907) 390.52
Mobile (act Jnly 1, 1916) 10,000.00
Pensacola (act Mar. 4, 1907) 18.02
Eeedv Island (act Mar. 4, 1909) 66.71
San Francisco (act May 27. 1908) 180.75
San Francisco fact June 30, 1906) 1,511.71
Savannah (act Mar. 4, 1909) 410.85
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Staiistical Tables.

337

TABt-E 1.

—

Comparative table of mimber of patients annuaUy treated, 1868
to 1917.

Fiscal year.
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2,737.38
16,420.97

1,193.35
612.

85

548.11

1,880.49 1,170.80 2,897.25 2,677.00

515.

00

616.10

1,728.04
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Table 4.

—

TahuJar statement of diseases and injuries treated during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1917.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tnhnlar statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Taui-e 4.

—

Tabular statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tnhnhir fitnfement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular statement of diseases and injuries treated, ete.—Continued.

Disease and injuries.
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Table 4.—Tabular utatenient of diseases and injuries treated, ete.—Continued.

Diseases and Iniuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Dbeises and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tahular s.tatement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tahiilnr stalemcnt of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injur es.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular utatenicnt of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Tabt^ 4.

—

Tabular statem
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Table 4.

—

Tabtilar statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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I' ABLE 4.

—

Tahular statement of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 4.

—

Tabular statetncnt of diseases and injuries treated, etc.—Continued.

Diseases and injuries.
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Table 5.

—

Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917.
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Table 5.

—

Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917—Coatd.
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TxVBiJs: 5.

—

Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917—Contd.

Operation for- Character or name of operation.

CholoUthlasis Cholellthotomy
rirrhosls of 1 i ver Exploratory laparotomy
Claris of foot

|

Excision
Contusion of:

, , , ^
Eyelid I Evacuation of pus and dressed

.

Ftaeer ' Amputation
Do Incised and drained

Foot do...
Do Amputation toe

Hand Incised and drained
Scalp Incised and packed

Crush of leg Amputation
Cyst of:

Back
!

Excision
Chest wall.
Ear
Finger
Forehead
Hand
Kidney
Lacrymal duct

.

Neck

Testicle ' do
Scalp

I

do
Undefined '

Cvstitis Suprapubic cystotomy
Deviation of nasal septum : Submucous resection

Do ' Extraction of cartilage

Diabetic gangrene of foot .\mputation
Dislocation of:

Cari)us
I

Reduction and casi

Elbow
i

Reduced
Hip i do
Humerus

!
do

Knee
1

do
Metatarsal 1

do
Shoulder Reduced and cast applied. .

.

Do
i

Reduced and splint applied

.

Do 1
Reduced

Ectropion
i

Incised

.

Elongated prepuce Circumcision
Empyema 1 Resection of rib and drained

.

Do.
Enlarged prostate gland
Endothelioma, parotid region

.

Epididymitis
Do

Epithelioma of—
EyeUd

Do
Up

Fibroma of scalp
Fissure of anus

Do
Fistula in ano

Do
Fistula, urethral . .

.

Fistula, ischio-rectai

Foreign body in—
Eye
Cornea
Finger
Forearm.
Hand
Foot

Fracture of—
Ankle

Do
na%iclc
Finger

Fibula.'.'.'.'.!!!!

Do
Femur

Do
Do

Face
Forearm

Incised

.

Suprapubic prostatectomy
Excision
Epididymectomy
Incised

Enucleation of eveball and excision of

Ud.
Excision

do
Excised

do
Stretched and cauterized
Incised
Incised and curetted
Incised
Incised and curetted

Removed

.

do.....

do.....

do.....

do....,

do....

Reduced
Reduced and splint applied.
Reduced
....do
Amputated
Reduced
Reduced and splint applied

.

do
Rcdiued and phite applied..
Wired anfl east applied.
Approximation of fragments and wired
"

;(liKeduced.

Result.

Sue- TInsuo- T^.„.
cftssful. cessful.

"'"•
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Table 5.

—

Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917—Contd.
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Table 5.- Surgical operations performed (luring the fiscal year 19H—Contd.
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Table 5.—Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year i5/7—Contd.
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Table 5.

—

Surgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917—Contd.
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Table 5.

—

f^urgical operations performed during the fiscal year 1917—Contd.
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Addicts, drug 59
Advertising, fraudulent, State laws concerning 302
Aid to other branches of Government 14

Physical examinations 309
Alaska

:

Measles in 266
Relief and educational work in 229

Aliens (see Immigrants) 151
Angel Island quarantine, transactions at 104
Annual report 324
Anthrax in man 259
Antityphoid vaccine 64
Appendix 333
Appropriations

:

Financial statement of 333
Need of additional 332

Army, detail of officers for service with 317
Atlantic watersheds, pollution of 54

B.
Baltimore, Md.

:

Control of poliomyelitis 200
Medical inspection of immigrants 156
Water-supply investigation 244

Bellingham, Wash., medical inspection of immigrants 157
Birmingham, Ala., typhoid fever at 35
Biscayne Bay quarantine, transactions at 89
Bitter Root Valley, Mont., Rocky Mountain spotted fever in 223
Boards convened 323
Boca Grande quarantine, transactions at 89
Boston, aiass.

:

Drinking water supplied to customhouse 55
Medical inspection of immigrants 157

Boston Psychopathic Hospital, study of methods practiced at 46
Boston quarantine, transactions at 89
Brunswick, Mo., typhoid fever at 35
Brunswick, Ga., quarantine, transactions at 92
Bubonic plague. (See Plague.)
Buffalo, N. Y., medical inspection of Immigrants 163
Bureau, need for increased force in 332
Burnside, Ky., typhoid fever at 36

C.

Calexico, Cal., medical Inspection of immigrants 104
Calhoun, Ga., water supply of 55
California, plague suppressive measures in 213
Callao, Peru, transactions at IVZ
Camps, sanitation of 234
Cannabis indica, standardization of 1 66
Canning wastes 58
Cantonment areas, sanitation of {sec Extra cantonment areas) 17
Cape Charles quarantine, transactions at 92
Cape Fear quarantine, transactions at 94
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Page.

Cebu, P. I., transactions at 137
Cedars, Miss., umlaria investigations at 19
Cerebrospinal meningitis 17
Charleston quarantine, transactions at D4
Charleston. W. Va.

:

Sanitary survey of war establishments at 45
Typhoid fever at 36

Chemical industry, health of chemical workers 38
Chemistry, work of division of 68
Chevy Chase, Md., water supply of 55
Child labor, health problems 40
Chipman, barge, sunk 98
Cholera-carrier surveys in Philippine Islands 135
Cholera in the Orient 118
Cholera

:

Philippine Islands 128
World prevalence of 74,289

Cincinnati, Ohio, scarlet fever at 31
Civil-service commissions of States, cooperation with 252
Clams, regulations concerning transportation of 234
Clerks, need for additional 332
Coastal waters, pollution of. detail of officers for work on 320
Cocaine and cocaine substitutes 66
Ct>lorado:

Mental status of inmates in State institutions 46
Typhus fever in 228

Columbia River quarantine, transactions at 95
Columbus, N. Mex., medical inspection of refugees 82
Commissioned medical officers 317

Nenil of additional 330
Communicable diseases, State laws and regulations concerning 301
Conference with State and Territorial health authorities 70
Connecticut, intensive study of coastal waters 56
Ctmsumption. (See Tuberculosis.)
Contagious diseases. [See Communicable diseases.)

Coos Bay quarantine, transactions at 95

County health organization 43
Court decisions

:

Communicable diseases 304
Drugs and poisons 307
Foodstuffs 306
Habit-forming drugs 306
Health authorities 303
Milk 306
Occupational diseases and workmen's compensation laws 305
Sewage disposal 307
Validity of health ordinances, etc 304

Creamery wastes 58
Crossett. Ark., malaria investigations at 20
Crystal City, Mo., malaria investigations at 19
Cumberland Sound quarantine, transactions at 95
Cyanide gas as a fumigaut 84

D.

Darien (Ga.) quarantine, transactions at 95
Decisions of courts on health matters 302
Delaware Hay and River (piarnntine, transactions at 95
I)elaware Breakwater quarantine, tran.sactions at 95
Delaware:

Mental and physical studies of rural school children 47
Mental status of inmates of coynty almshou.ses 47

Del Rio, Tex., medical inspection of immigrants 164
I»enpue 260
Details of officers ,319

I)etroit, Mich., medical inspection of immigrants 164
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Page.

Digitalis, domestic, medicinal value of 6r»

Diphtheria 26(»

Outbreak in Floyd County, Ga 18
Diseases

:

Communicable, State laws and regulations concerning ;^01

Prevalence of, in the United States 254
Disinfectant, pine-oil 60
Domestic (interstate) quarantine 188
Drug addiction, treatment for 59
Drugs, habit-forming, court decisions concerning 30(5

Drugs and poisons, court decisions concernini; 307
Duluth, Minn., medical inspection of immigrants 164
Dysentery 262

E.

Hagle Pass, Tex., medical inspection of immigrants 165
Eastport, Idaho, medical inspection of immigrants 165
Eastport (Me.) quarantine, transactions at 96
Electric Mills, Miss., malaria investigations at 19
Elliins, W. Va., poliomyelitis at 31
El Paso, Tex.

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 1G5
Prevention of spread of typhus fever 226

Emetine, toxicity of commercial preparations 65
Employees. (See Personnel.)
Emporia, Va., malaria investigations at 20
Eurelia (Cal.) quarantine, transactions at 90
Everett, Wash.

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 165
Plague preventive measures in 222

Executive order

:

Constituting Public Health Service a part of the military forces 317
Relative quarantine station in Philippine Islands 72

Expenditures. (See Financial statement.)
Extra cantonment areas, surveys of 17

F.

Feeble-mindedness, investigations in Sussex County, Del 48
Field investigations of public health. (See Scientific research.)
Financial statement 333
Food and Drugs Act, enforcement of 60
Foodstuffs, court decisions concerning 300
Foreign quarantine (see also Quarantine, foreign) 109
Fort Madison, Iowa, typhus fever at 228
Fort Stanton, N. Mex., sanatorium at 311
lYamingham, Mass., health administration in public schools 47
Fumigation:

Destruction of rats on vessels 83
With cyanide gas 84

G.

Galveston, Tex., medical inspection of innnigrants 106
Galveston quarantine, transactions at i 96
Gas manufacturing plants, health hazards in connection with 38
Georgetown (S. C.) quarantine, transactions at 97
Georgia, outbreak of diphtheria in IS
Government building.s, sanitary inspection of 2-!0

Government safety-fir.st train 248
Government vessels, sanitary inspection of 246
Great Lakes Naval Training Station, cerebro.spinal meningitis at IS
Great Lakes, sanitary district of the 237
Guantanaiuo P>ay. Cuba, transactions at 113
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Sanitation of 113
Transactions at 113

(Jiilf (Miss.) quarantine, transactions at 97
Ciilf. sanitary district of the 242

H.

Habana, Cuba, operations of the Service in 115
lIai)it-forming drugs, court decisions concerning 306
Halifax, Nova Scotia, medical inspection of immigrants 166
Hamburg, Ark., malaria investigations at 22
Harrison Antinarcotic Law, enforcement of 66
Hawaii, leprosy-investigation station in 60
Hawaiian authorities, cooperation with 44
Health insurance 41
Health ordinances and regulations 302
Health organization. (See Public health organization.)
Heating of Government buildings 247
Hemoglobinuria 25
Hermes, launch, damaged 97
Hidalgo. Tex., medical inspection of innnigrants 166
Hongkong, China, transactions at 125
Honolulu, Hawaii

:

Leprosy-investigation station at 60
Medical inspection of immigrants 167
Quarantine transactions at 116

Houlton, Me., medical inspection of innnigrants 170
Hydrocyanic gas, fumigation with 85
Hygienic Laboratory

:

Bulletins 325
Personnel of 321
Work of 61

I.

Iloilo, P. I., tran.sactions at 138
Immigration, Bureau of. cooi)eration with 55
Immigrants, medical inspection of 151

Alien .seamen 1.59

Baltimore. Md 1,56

Bellingham. Wash 157
Boston, Ma.ss 1.57

Buffalo, N. Y 163
Calexico. Cal 164
Del Kio. Tex 164
Detroit, Mich 164
Duluth. Minn 164
Eagle I'a.ss. Tex 165
Ea.stport, Idaho 165
El Paso, Tex

. 165
Everett, Wash 165
Galveston, Tex 166
Halifax. Nova Scotia 1(56
Hidalgo, Tex 166
Honolulu, Hawaii 167
Houlton, Me _' 170
Ketchikan, Alaska II_I_ 170
Lare<Jo, Tex Z_I_Z 170
Marcus, Wash 170
Medical care of seamen 1.59
Mobile, Ala 170
Montreal, Canada Z_Z_Z_ 170
Newport News, Va ZZZZ Z_ 173
New Orleans, La Z.ZIZZZZ 172
New York. N. Y ZZZZZZZ.ZZ 17.3
Naco, Ariz Z_ZZ_ZZZZZ 170
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Immigrants, medical Inspection of

—

^«••

>>02:ales, Ariz 180

Philadelphia. Pa 181

Philippine Islands 140, 182

Port Arthur, Tex 183

Portal, N. Dak 183

Port Huron, Mich 183

Providence, R. I 184

Rio Grande, Tex 184

San Francisco, Cal 184

Seattle, Wash 185

Table of operations 154

Tacoma, Wash 186

Victoria, British Columbia 186

Winnipeg, Manitoba 186

Impounded-water studies 25

Indian Service, cooperation with 44

Industrial hygiene 16

Chemical workers 38

Detail of officers for work on 320

Gas-mamifacturing plants 38
Illumination of shops 40

Mine sanitation 40
Miners, health of 40
Textile industry 39

Visual condition of workers 39

Women workers in Wisconsin 36

'Industrial hygiene and occupational diseases 36

Industrial wastes 57

Detail of officers for work on 320

Infantile paralysis (see also Poliomyelitis) 188

Insurance (see also Health insurance) 41

International Health Board, cooperative studies with, in regard to malaria- 20
Interstate carriers, water supplied by 235

Interstate quarantine (see also Quarantine, domestic) 188

Interstate quarantine regulations 231

Interstate sanitary districts 231

Interstate traffic:

Drinking water at stations 233

Transportation of diseased persons 233

Transportation of oysters and clams 234

Water supplied by interstate carriers 235

Water supplies on cars and vessels 231

Italy, Service transactions at Naples 141

J.

Jamaica Bay, investigation of pollution of 56
Jolo, P. I., transactions at 138

K.

Kentucky, cooperation with health authorities of 45

Ketchikan, Alaska

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 170
Quarantine transactions 98

Key West quarantine, transactions at 98

L.

Laboratory car 238

La Guaira, Venezuela, transactions at 126

Lake Village, Ark., malaria investigations at 21

I>antern slides. (See Stereopticon loan library.)

Laredo, Tex., medical inspection off Immigrants 170

Laws .-ind regulations. [See Legislation.)
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Legislation

:

^*^®-

Court (lecislons on health matters r,{)'2

Muiikipnl health ordinances and rosuUi lions H02

Proposeil sanitary reserve corps 330

Sanitary . 299

State health laws and regulations _ 299

State laws concernin;: connuunical)le diseases 301

State laws concerning: frndulout advertising 302

State laws concerning morbidity reports 300

Leprosy

:

Form of report of 264

Investigation station 60

National home for lepers 251

Porto Klco 145

Statistics of in United States 262

Library r 32S

Lighting of Government buildings 246

Little Rock, Ark., paralysis among dogs 30

L(»s Angeles quarantine, transactions at 106
Louisiana, plague-suppressive measures in 203

M.

Maine, control of poliomyelitis 203

Malaria 264

Detail of officers for work on 319
Investigations of 18

Index and other blood examinations 24
Manila {see also Philippine Islands) 128
Manila, P. I., transactions at 138
Marcus, Wash., medical inspection of iuunigrants 170
Marine Hospitals and Relief, Division of 309
Marine hospitals, table of transactions at 338
Maritime quarantine (see also Quarantine, maritime) 72
Mariveles, P. I., transactions at '. 139
Marlboro County, S. C, sanitary survey of school buildings 49
Maryland Bureau of Labor, cooperation with 49
Massachusetts, control of poliomyelitis 201
Measles 266

San Juan, P. R 145
Medical inspection of Immigrants (see also Immigrants) 151
Meningitis 269
Mental hygiene 45
^Icxican border, quarantine operations along 76
Mexico

:

Border quarantine against typhus fever 76
Inspection of refugees at Columbus, N. Mex 82
Service transactions in 149

Migratory workers, .sanitation of camps occupied by 234
Military camps (see also Extra cantonment areas) 17
Milk

:

Court decisions concerning 306
Outbreak of typhoid due to 286

Milwaukee, study of water supply of 239
Mine sanitation 40

Detail of oflicers for work on 320
Miners engaged in industries, health of 40
Miseellaiieous Division 324
Misfellaiieous publications 328
Mississippi, cooperation with health authorities 45
Mobile, Ala., medical inspection of immigrants 170
Moliile «|uarantine, transactions at 98
Montana, control of poliomyelitis 202
Montreal, Canada, medical inspection o fimmigrants 170
Morbidity reports 255

State laws requiring 300
Morfiliine users, treatment for 59
Municipal health ordnances and regulations 302
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Page.

Naples, Italy, transactions at 141
Narcotic drugs, use of 59
Narragansett Bay, investigation of coastal waters . 57
Nassau County, N. Y., mental and physical studies of school children 46
National Junior Republic, mental status of boys at 48
National quarantine, need of making complete 329
Navigable waters, investigation of detail of officers for work in connec-

tion with 320
Navy, detail of officers for service with 317
Needs of the Service ,'}iJ9

New Orleans, medical inspection of immigrants 172
New Orleans quarantine, transactions at 99
Newport News, Va., medical inspection of immigrants 17:'.

New York, poliomyelitis in 188
New York City, poliomyelitis in 30
New York, N. Y., medical inspection of immigrants 173
New York quarantine administered by Public Health Service ofhcer 73
Noco, Ariz., medical inspection of innuigrants 172
Nogales, Ariz.

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 180
Trachoma at 3.".

Nome, Alaska, quarantine, transactions at 100
Norfolk, Va., rat campaign at 249
North Pacific, sanitary district of the 241

O.

Occupational diseases 16
Court decisions concerning 305
And industrial hygiene 36

Officers. {See Commissioned medical ollicers.)

Need of additional 330
Ohio River

:

Investigation of pollution of 52
Watershed, survey of 16

Oklahoma

:

Sewage disposal in 59
Water supply of cities of 55

Ophthalmia neonatorum, State laws and regulations requiring repoit of__ 301
Oroville, Wash., medical inspection of immigrants 181
Oysters

:

Infected 286
Regulations concerning transportation of 234

P.

Pacific, sanitary district of the 241
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, emergency hospital at 249
Pascagoula quarantine, transactions at 100
Pasteur treatment 64
Patients, number treated 309
Pellagra 25

Clinical studies 27
Detail of officers for work on 319
Diet in relation to 25
Economic factors in prevalence of 26
Laboratory studies . 29
Mental and physical status of children in pellagrous communities 49
Studies at Spartanburg, S. C 27
Transmissibility 26
Vitimines 65

Pensacola quarantine, transactions at 100
Personnel

:

Boards convened 323
Commissioned medical officers 317
Detail of officers for service with Army and Navy ;{17

Executive order fixing status of Service in relation to war 317
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Page.

I'erth Aniboy quarantine, transactions at 101
rimnnacopcpia and National Formulary 66
riiiladelphia. Pa.

:

Control of poliomyelitis 199
Investipation of relation between oysters and typhoid fever 30
Medical inspection of immi^ants 181

riiilippine Islands

:

Metlical inspection of Immigrants 182
(Operations uf Service in 128

IMiysical examinations
, 309

Table of examinations made by Service ofTicers 342
IMiie oil disinfectant GO
Plague:

California, suppressive measures in 213
Destruction of rats on vessels 83
Detail of oflicers for plague eradicative work 321
Everett, Wash., plague preventive measures in 222
Hawaii 123
Laboratory studies 63
New Orleans, suppressive measures at 203
Porto Rico 145
San Francisco, suppressive mea.sures in 214
Seattle, Wash., suppressive measures in 218
Tacoma, Wash., plague preventive measures in 222
World prevalence of 74

Statistics 291
I'dlionivflitis 30

Baltimore, Md 200
Control of interstate spread of 188
Investigation of suspect case at San Luis Obi.spo, Cal 245
Maine, cooperation with State board of health 203
Massachusetts, cooperation with State board of health 201
Montana, cooperation with State board of health 202
New York 188
Philadelphia, Pa 199
Prevalence in the United States 271

Work at Hygienic Laboratory 62
Pollution of coastal waters i .56

Shellfish industry .57

Pollution of streams 51
Atlantic watersheds 54
Court decisions concerning 307
Digest of judicial decisions 55
Ohio River .52

Portal, N. Dak., medical inspection of immigrants 183
Port Angeles quarantine, transactions at 101
Port Arthur, Tex., medical inspection of Inmiigrants 183
Port Huron, Mich., medical inspection of immigrants 183
Port Townsend quarantine, transactions at 102
Portland (Me.) quarantine, tran.sactions at 101
Porto Rico, operations of Service 143
Progrcso, Mexico, transactions at '. 148
Providence quarantine, transactions at 102
Providence, R. I., medical inspection of immigrants 184
Publications .324

Annual report .324

Hygienic Laboratory bulletins 325
Miscellaneous publications 328
Need of additional funds for 332
Public Health Bulletins 32.5

Public Health Reports 326
Reprints from the Public Health Reports 326
Supplements to the Public Health Reports 328

Public Health Bulletins 32.5

Public Health Bureau, organization of 13
'

Public health organization, county health organization 43
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Page.

I'ulilic health organization and administration 42

I'lihlic Health Reports 320
Pueblo, U. S. steamship, epidemic of measles upon 104
Piiiveying depot, transactions at 310

Q.

Quarantine

:

Mexican border quarantine 76
Quarantine, domestic 188

Cooperation with Southern Sociological Congress 252
Cooperation with State civil-service commissions 252
Epidemic at Talladega, Ala 243
First-aid instruction 253
Government safety-first train 24S
Investigation of water supplied at Baltimore, Md 244
Laboratory car 238
Lepers, National Home for 251
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, emergency hospital at 249
Poliomyelitis, control of 1S8
Rat campaign at Norfolk, Va 249
Sanitary district of the Great Lakes 237
Sanitary district of the Gulf 242
Sanitary district of the North Pacific 241
Sanitary district of the Pacific 241
Sanitary district of the South Atlantic 243
Sanitary inspection of Government buildings 246
Sanitary inspection of Government vessels 246
Sanitary survey of Yosemite National Park 246
Sanitation of camps occupied by migratory workers 234
San Louis Obispo, Cal., investigation of suspicious case at 245

Special sanitary investigation of Government buildings 248
Stereopticon loan library 253

Transportation of oysters and clams 234
Vaccination against smallpox, typhoid,' etc 250
Water supplied by interstate carriers 235

Quarantine, maritime:
Assistance extended to other services 87

Cholera 74

Destruction of rats on vessels 83
Expansion of quarantine administration 72

Foreign

—

Amoy, China 109

Callao, Peru 112

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 113

Guayaquil. Ecuador 113

Habana, Cuba Ho
Hongkong, China l-'5

La Guaira. Venezuela 126

Naples, Italy 1-11

Progreso, Mexico 1-lS

Shanghai, China 148

Tampico, Mexico 1-19

Tuxpam, Mexico l-j'>

Vera Cruz, Mexico ;
150

Insular quarantine

—

Hawaii HC
Philippine Islands 128

Porto Rico 143

Medical inspection of immigrants {see also Immigrants) 151

Mexican border quarantine J6
Number of quarantine stations operated 73

Plague 74

Prevalence of quarantinable diseases 73
''

Iteports from national quarantine stations 88

Smallpox '"^

Table of transactions at quarantine stations 87
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Quarantine, maritime—Continued. Page.

Typhus fever 7(5

Violation of quarantine laws 8'!

Yellow fever 74

Quarantine, national, need of making complete 329

R.

Rabies 277
In man 277
Pasteur treatment for 64

Railway stations, water supplies at 233
Railway trains, water supplies on 231
Railways. (Sec Interstate Iraflic.)

Rat-proofing packages 110
Rats:

Cargo vessels in Philippine Islands 133
Destruction in Bitter Root Valley 224
Destruction on vessels 83
Eratlicative campaign at Norfolk, Va 249
Examination and destruction of in foreign countries 294
New Orleans, destruction of 203
Rat-free vessels 110
Rat-proofing at New Orleans 212

Reedy Island quarantine:
Station reopened 73
Transactions at 103

Regidations. (See Legislation.)

Regulations, interstate quarantine l 231
Kcliof stations, transactions at 309
Kcpriiits from the Public Health Reports 320
Reserve corps, sanitary, proposed establishment of 330
Rice culture, relation to malaria 25
Rio Grande, Tex., medical inspection of immigrants 184
Roanoke Rapids, N. C, malaria investigations at 19
Rocky Mountain spotted fever 222

Laboratory .studies 63
Statistics of, in United States 277

Rural sanitation 10. HO
Detail of officers for work in 319
Intensive county surveys 49
Special studies 51

S.

Safety-first train 248
St. Andrews (Fla.) quarantine, transactions at 106
St. Georges Sound quarantine, transactions at 106
St. Johns River quarantine, transactions at 106
St. Joseph (Fla.) quarantine, transactions at 107
Saluda, Va.

:

Cerebrospinal meningitis at 17
Poliomyelitis at 31

Salvarsan, toxicity of 66
S;iii Diego quarantine, transactions at-^ 103
San Francisco, Cal.

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 184
Plague suppressive measures in 214

S:iii Francisco quarantine, transactions .-it 104
Solitary legislation

, 299
Sanitary reports and .statistics 254

Anthrax 259
Cholera 289
Communicable disease.s, State laws and regulations concerning 301
Court decisions JW2
Dengue 260
Diphtheria 260
Dysentery 262
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Sanitary reports and statistics—Continued. TAg^.

Leprosy 262
Miliaria 264
JMeaslt's 266
Meningitis 269
Morbidity reports 255
Municipal liealth ordinances and regulations 302
Poliomyelitis 271
Prevalence of disease in the United States 254
Rabies 277
Rocky Mountain spotted fever 277
Sanitary legislation 299
Scarlet fever 277

- Smallpox 279
Tuberculosis 282
Typhoid fever 286
Typhus fever 288
Typhus fever, world prevalence of, statistics 295
World prevalence of cholera, plague, typhus fever, and yellow fever,

statistics 288
Yellow fever 288
Yellow fever, world prevalence of, statistics 298

Sanitary reserve corps, proposed establishment of 330
Sanitation of camps 234
San Louis Obispo, Cal., investigation of alleged case of typhoid fever 245
Savannah quarantine, transactions at 108
Scarlet fever 31

Statistics of, in United States 277
School children, trachoma among 35
School and mental hygiene 16,45
School hygiene, detail of officers for work on 320
Scientific research 15
Seamen. {See Marine hospitals and relief.)

Seamen

:

Alien, admission of 159
Marine Hospitals and Relief, Division of 309
Number of, treated 309
Seamen as immigrants 159

Seattle, Wash.:
Medical inspection of immigrants 185
Plague suppressive measures in 218

Serums (see also Viruses) 69
Service, needs of the 329
Sewage disposal 59

Court decisions concerning 307
Detail of officers for work on 320

Shanghai, China, transactions at -:-..- .-—^ : 148
Shellfish industry, sanitation of 57
Shop lighting 40
Smallpox

:

Statistics of, in United States 279
Vaccination against '- 250
World prevalence of 76

South Atlantic, sanitary district of the , 243
South Bend (Wash.) quarantine, transactions at 108
Southern Sociological ( 'ongress, cooperation with ' 252
Spartanburg, S. C pellagra studies at 27
Spotted f<'ver, Rocky Mountain 222
State health laws and regulations, compilation of 299
State and Territorial health authorities, conference with 70
Statistical tables. (See Tables.)
Statistics. (Sec Sanitary reports and statistics.)

Steamboat wastes, sterilization of 59
Stereopticon loan library 253
Strawboard wastes 68
Streams. {Sec Water.)

18643°—17 25
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Page.

Streams, pollution of (see also Pollution of streams) 51
Supplements to the Public Health Reports 328
Supplies purchased. (Sec Purveying depot.)

Surgical operations, table of . 366
Syphilis, Wassermann reaction 63

T.

Tables

:

Diphtheria, cases repoi-ted by States 261
Diseases and injuries treated during year 350
Financial statement 333
Immigrants inspected at New York 176
Measles in the United States 268
Medical inspection of immigrants 154
Meningitis in the United States 270
Number of patients treated annually 337
Physical examinations made by Service officers 342
Poliomyelitis in the United States 272
Scarlet fever by States 278
Smallpox in United States 280
Surgical operations 366
Transactions at marine hospitals and relief stations 338
Transactions at national quarantine stations 87
Tuberculosis in United States 283
Typhoid fever in United States 287

Taconia, Wash.

:

Medical inspection of immigrants 186

Plague preventive measures in 222
Quarantine transactions at 108

Talladega, Ala., epidemic outbreak at 243
Tampa Bay quarantine, transactions at 107

Tanipico, Mexico, transactions at 149

Tannery wastes . 57

Texas-Mexican border quarantine 76
Textile industry, health hazards of 39
Toxins {see also Viruses) 69
Trachoma 31

Appalachian Mountains, work in 31

Detail of officers for work on 320
Field clinics 34

Interstate spread of 35
Relation of tracliunia to war 32
Removal of hospital from Hindman to Pikeville, Ky 32

Transportation of diseased persons in interstate traffic 233
Tuberculosis

:

Fort Stanton, N. Mex., report of sanatorium 311
State laws requiring report of 300
Statistics of, in United States 282

Tuxpam, Mexico, transactions at i 150
Typhoid fever 35

Statistics of, in United States 286
Vaccination against 250

Tvphus fever

:

Colorado ^ 228
Detail of officers for work on Mexicon border 321
El i'aso, Tex 226
Iowa 228
Mexican border quarantine 76
Prevention of spread of 226
Statistics of, in United States 288
World prevalence of 76

Statistics 295

V.

Vaccination (see also Smallpox) 281
Vaccination against smallpox, typhoid, etc 250
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Vaccine, antityphoid Gl
Ventilation of Government buildings 240
Vera Cruz, Mexico., transactions at 150
Versailles, Ky., typhoid fever at 30
Vessels, water supply on 231
Victoria, British Columbia, medical inspection of immigrants ISO
Virgin Islands, quarantine at 72
Viruses, serums, toxins, etc 69
Visual condition of workers 39
Vitimines in nutrition 65

W.
War, relation of trachoma to 32
War with Germany, work by Service in relation to 14
Wastes (see alfio Sewap:o) 59
Wastes, industrial 57
Water supplies

:

On cars and vessels 231
Pollution of {see also Pollution of streams) 51
Pollution of coastal waters 56
Water furnished on interstate carriers 235

WiLson, Va., malaria investigations at 20
Winnipeg, Manitoba, medical inspection of immigrants 186
Wisconsin, study of health conditions surrounding employment of women_ 36
Women, health conditions surrounding employment of 36
Workmen's compensation laws, court decisions concerning 305
Wyman. sanitary car 238

Y.
Yellow fever

:

Measures taken in Porto Rico 144
Statistics of in United States 288
World prevalence of 74

Statistics 298
Yosemite National Park, sanitary survey of 246

Z.

Zoology, work of Division of 67

o
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